


Felix Somary, known in his lifetime a the 
'Raven of Zurich' for hi dire but accurate 
predictions of the future, led a life of action as 
banker, ocial thinker, diplomat and relent
le battler for the integrity of currencies a 
the key to democratic urvival. Born in impe
rial Vienna in 1881, he was trained in the 
renowned Vienna school of economics, and 
then had an adventurous banking career with 
the Anglo-Austrian Bank amid the Balkan 
intrigues that preceded the First World War. 
Serving with honour in the German adminis

tration of occupied Belgium, he warned in 
vain against the dangers of rampant national
ism and unrestricted submarine warfare. 

In the inter-war period, from his pivotal 
position a a highly-regarded Zurich private 
banker, Somary prop he ied and lived 
through a vastly destructive inflation and the 
Great Depre ion, and their political after
math, Hitler and the Second World War. 
Called to an exceptional diplomatic mission 
by the Swiss Government, he pent the 

econd World War in Washington, again 
predicting accurately the break-up of the 

wartime coalition, the era of Cold War and 
the dangers of world inflation. 

Until his death in 1956, Somary wa as 
unsparing of others as he was strict with him
self: his memoirs abound in astringent port
raits of statesmen such as Franklin D. Roose
velt and Walther Rathenau, economi ts from 

John Maynard Keynes to Joseph Schum peter, 
and a pride of banker , including Hjalmar 
Schacht and several Rothschilds. omary' 
intellectual brilliance, tough-minded realism, 

and an almost uncanny intuition for the 
ground well of those cataclysms that have 
shaped our century, make his memoirs 

vivid reading, and his warnings a urgently 
relevant now a when they were written. 

C,wa pl1oto~rc1pl1 of F1•l1x • <111wry, t11kt•11 il11ri11~ l,is missio11 
to Bei)llllm 1914 15. 
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Foreword by Otto von Habsburg 

Our time ha often been called the 'age of the expert'. This is certainly 
true. The rising tide of information makes an increa ing number of people 
know more and more about less and less. We all too often lack the 
universal per on, who has an adequate though not always detailed know
ledge of many area of human life and is con equently able to pass an 

adequate judgement. 
There are tho e who feel that this type of man is gone. It is also argued 

that one cannot be univer al and expert at the same time. But this is not 
true. Dr Felix omary, who pa sed away only three decades ago, was such 
l man. On the one hand he wa one of Switzerland's leading bankers and 
certainly his time's out tanding expert on economic crise . He was one of 
the very few to predict the big era h of 1929, and thus helped those who 
tru ted him to pre erve their asset amidst general ruin. But Somary was 
al o a univer al man. Tho e who knew him well were aware of his 
profound knowledge of the arts, literature, ancient cultures, history, poli
tic and, la t but not lea t, cience. It was a great experience to be a guest in 
hi wartime apartment at the horeham Hotel in Wa hington, where he 
gathered not only the best brain of state manship and military life, but 
also tho e cientist who were in trumental in the greatest discoveries of 

that tormy period. 
omary not only integrated many areas of human knowledge. He was 

al o a living witnes of hi tory. Hi root were in the old Au tro
Hungarian Empire with it great supranational tradition and its remark
able Vienna school of economic . He worked a quite a young man with 
the unforgettable Bohm-Bawerk, went with him to the World Fair in St 
Louis, and played a major role in wartime economics between 1914 and 
1918. He was sub equently a mo t active figure in the period between the 
two wars. Fore eeing the econd world conflict a an inevitable con e
quence of the peace treatie after 1918 - in thi he was a much a vi ionary 
as the late Jacque Bainville - he advised hi new homeland, Switzerland, 
concerning the need to prepare economically for uch an eventuality. It 
was hence logical that he repre ented the trade and finance interests of 
Switzerland in Wahington in the cour e of the war, where he not only 
did an outstanding job for hi country, but al o was a respected adviser to 
many leading people who had deci ive tasks not only in the war but al o in 
the preparation for the po t-war period. Especially Chief Justice Stone, 
who was gravely concerned about the future, often con ulted Dr Somary. 

Vll 
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h I had to reali e that hi advice wa n t taken in the highe t When t e atter . 
11
. d t he wa not di couraged. In the p t-war year he tned 

A ie quar er ' ·11· 1· h. h 
I 

· I to how to tho e who were w1 mg to I ten to im w at 
unre entmg Y f h' h. d' would be in tore for u . Expre ive o i concer~ wa 1 out tan mg 
book Krise ,md Zuk1mji der Demokrat1e o~ which the I.ate Carl J. 

B kh dt a Univer al man like omary him elf, wr te m the Neue urc ar , . . 
zurcher Zeitung that it might not be read m hi tu~e but that the ~ay 
would come when omary would be a much appreciated a Tocqueville 
with his analy is of the United tate . . . 

Somary thu lived hi tory and, thank to hi all-embracmg formation, 
had a penetrating vi ion. Hi memoir are neverthele marked by hi great 
modesty. omary alway wanted to be m re than appeared on the urface. 
He did not care for publicity and public recognition. He tried only to let 
others benefit from hi wi dom. 

If there i an undertone of melancholy in the e memoir , it i becau e 
Somary uffered the fate of prophet . They are alway tragic figure 
becau e few want to Ii ten to them when they reveal the truth. But while 
omary' fate wa thu often sad, there wa much compen ation in a mo t 

happy family life, a wonderful wife who had deep under tandmg for 
omeone so exceptional, and a circle of real friend . Perhap it would have 

been a con olation if he could have een that three decade after hi udden 
death hi memory i coming back to life. Today, when we enter a critical 
tage, his teachmg once again motivate young people in p litic and 

economics. The prophecy of Carl J. Burckhardt become true: people read 
Somary. 

In thi en e I wi h the Engli h publication of Felix omary' memoir a 
well-deserved ucce . Together with Krise w,d Zuhmft der Demokratic, 
which at pre ent i not available in Engli h but ha numerou reader in the 
German language, it i an invaluable ource of wi dom. Let u hope that 
those re pon ible for our fate will follow the path which he trace for u . 

I 

October 1985 
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1. Early Years 

I wa born in Vienna on November 20, 1881, to Dr Simon Somary, an 
Imperial and High Court advocate, and his wife Fanny. I was their sixth 
child: the four older ones had died of diphtheria, which was then incurable. 
The fifth child, my sister Ella, and later the eventh, my si ter Paula, were 
bound to me throughout our lives in the closest intimacy. They had 
learned from our parents what 'family' can really mean: the tacit under-
tanding, characteristic of genuine families, that in all life's vicissitudes one 

con iders fir t other and only then one' own need . Those who have 
experienced family life of this kind are fortunate indeed; it brings a deep 
happine that nothing el e can replace. 

My father' law office and our home were at that time linked; the parti
cipation of the family in Father's professional life, and his in the life and 
education of the children, were much closer than in big citie nowadays. 
Even a mall children, we learned respect for Father's profession, when 
Mother admoni hed u to ilence, with a finger on her lips, because client 
were di cu ing their bu ine in the office nearby, or Father was involved 
in work and not to be di turbed. For us, Father's work wa almost sacred, 
and we valued the notion of 'profe sion' so highly that later the word 'job' 
truck u a almo t insulting. 

The 'inner city', the ancient centre of Vienna, urrounded by a wall 
until the third quarter of the 19th century, had barely 60,000 inhabitant in 
my youth, but it contained the Government building of the great Austro
Hungarian Empire, the upreme Court, the University and leading arts 
institution . Everything outside the centre wa known as 'Vorstadt' - the 
uburbs - which almo t meant the ame a 'province '. A ide from cer

tain residential quarter contammg ub tantial detached villas, the 
'Vorstadt' wa the home of trade and indu try and working-cla dwelling . 
The art , cience , profe ion and bureaucracy were all concentrated in the 
centre of Vienna, and almo t a quarter of that wa taken up by the 
Kaiserburg with it courtyard , garden and great art galleries. When we 
were children, our favourite places to play were the va t square in front of 
the Burg and it adjacent Volk garten. Before I wa ten, my sisters and I 
were keenly intere ted in what went on in the other building . 

The complex of building known collectively a the Hofburg contained 
a group of art and cholarly in titution that for the upreme value of their 
collection , their hi torical ignificance and the quality of their cultural 
contribution were carcely equalled anywhere in the world. There was the 

1 



2 The Raven of ZUrich 

Treasure Chamber (Schatzkammer) with the crown of the Holy Roman 
Empire; further along, to the left, the Court Chapel (Hojkapelle), in which 
the most beautiful sacred music, which I can still hear in memory, was 
performed each Sunday. Still further was the Spanish Riding School, 
which surely belongs among the art in titutions, for here a sport wa 
transmuted into art. In the adjacent Jo ef platz there stood Fi cher von 
Erlach' s masterpiece, the imposing Library building with its plendid 
reading-room and choice collection of volume . Then came the Albertina, 
with its unique collection of drawings and prints; and finally the Opera 
which, at that time under Hans Richter , Richard Wagner's collaborator, 
and later under Gustav Mahler, put on productions of unparalleled beauty. 
In the southern wing of the complex were the art and natural cience col
lections; in the we t wing, the Schau pielhaus and the Burgtheater, who e 
Shakespeare productions remained unforgettable to two generation . 
From the time we were ten years old, my si ter and I were 'planted' at 
least three times a week in the standing-room section at one or the other of 
these theatres, and saw the masterpiece of all nations in the mo tout tand
ing productions. Never since have I encountered more enthu iastic or more 
critical audiences. 

All_ these ~xtraor~inar! :i~hes seemed to us part of daily life, ince they 
were m th: immediate vicmity of our home. Our parent fir t introduced 
us to all this, and then at an early stage drew our attention to the e ence, 
to t?e ~est. Thanks to them, we saw the original of Diirer' 'Green 
Pa_mon and not a copy, as was shown to other vi itor . 'If permitted to ee 
this, one ~eally ought to kneel,' my father said to me at the time. We 
learned quite early to value quality. We were able to enjoy all this plen
dour to the full, and in most places almost alone - becau e except for 
thheatre, most of the Viennese didn't bother about the other up~rb treasure 
t at they could so easily have enjoyed. 

h ?ur parent~ asked us daily what we had een, and then hared with u 
their ohwn wide_ knowledge, much of which ha remained with us 
t roug out our hves In the spr· d 

"th f h · mg an autumn I made Sunday excur ion 
wi my hat er to the Vienna woods, and sometimes the Alp In the 
summer t ere was mountain climb. h. h f h . 
ately- my m th h mg, w ic my at er loved pas ion-
a lo:ing sm~l e:h· w O rreferred less strenuous exertions, used to ay with 

i e, e can t see a mount . . h 1· b" 
mountains wh· h c am wit out c 1m mg up it.' The 

, 1c ror so many ce t · h db 
had become within n h n unes a een the terror of traveller , 

o more t an two ge t" h and sport resorts. nera ions t e greatest of ummer 

How short nonetheless h · 
t is period of Alpine ports wa : it la ted 
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es entially for hardly two generations, for even by 1900 skiing began at 
Lilienfeld near Vienna, brought by Zdarsky from Norway; and with it 
ummer mountain-climbing was eclipsed in importance. I well remember 

how my heartbeat quickened when my father, his face beaming, called out 
to me on a Saturday afternoon, 'We're going up to Rax! ' Fifty years later I 
saw young American oldiers on leave, after the econd World War, 
driving past the Urner ee with indifference, without so much as an 
upward glance. 

We pent our holiday in my early childhood in the immediate vicinity 
of Vienna, and later in the Salzkammergut, the part of Upper Austria 
richly endowed with lake and forests. The law courts were in session 
throughout the year, and Father came to u only on weekends, taking the 
late afternoon train from Vienna on Saturdays which arrived toward 
midnight, returning on unday night. There were sleeping car only on 
international train , and they were considered a luxury: 'luxurie ' were 
re erved only for a few holiday occasions; otherwise they were considered a 
vice. 

In the Communi t literature of our time, the middle-clas per on, the 
bourgeoi , i depicted usually a an exploiter and an idler who e sole 
activity i 'clipping coupon ' - omething which, incidentally, I have 
never een a private individual do - and the out ide world sees the 
Au trian as a bon vivant, who think of nothing but food. The era of Franz 
Jo eph i regarded, under Hollywood' influence, a ome fool's paradise in 
which happy bourgeoi spent their youth in dance hall , their middle year 
in coffee houses, and their old age drinking new wine 'beim Heurigen'. 
while girls and women, right up to extreme old age, were permanently 
involved in amatory entanglement . How ridiculou ly defamatory the e 
oft-repeated legend are! 

We forget the e day that the bourgeoi ie originated the theory of the 
value of labour; and that for the professional middle cla • in contra t to 
industrial worker , there were no time limits on work. 

Winkt der terne Licht 
ledig seiner Pjlicht 
Hort der Pursch die Vesper schlagen -
Meister muss sich immer plagen!* 

That was true al o two generation after Schiller - there imply were no 

• When the tar' light ignal the end of hi task , the apprentice hem ve,per sound - but hi 
ma ter mu t till continue with hi toil! 
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limits to work. Often Father worked after the evening meal - we were 

able to gauge how long by the hour when our parent bent o:er ~r ~ed 
to ay good-night - and even when their labour we~t on till m1~mght 
or later, they would be up in time to waken u at 7.00 m the morning. 

Our style of living wa extremely imple: for break fa. t there wa coffee 

with milk and a piece of roll or bread; at midday n the five weekday there 
was soup, beef and vegetable , often Vienna pecialitie ; in the afternoon 

coffee, and evening imply buttered black bread and fruit. We had roa t 
only on Sunday . The excellent Vienna pring water wa our ole drink: I 
aw my parents drink wine only once, on the day of their ilver wedding 

anniversary. 
My mother had unu ual musical talent, and her piano playing had won 

the approval of Anton Rubin tein. Under her influence, my i ter Ella 
studied piano and was further trained in the mater cla e of Le chetitzky. 
My sister Paula made her debut a an actre at the age of fifteen in the 
Deutsches Volk theater in Vienna, and later acted with great ucce at the 
Royal Theatre in Berlin, often as partner of Jo ef Kainz, and at the Le ing 
Theatre in a full repertoire, from Shakespeare to trindberg, who e female 
roles he brought to life for the German- peaking public. 

After four years of elementary chool - the fifth I wa allowed to 
kip - I enrolled at the chottengymna ium in Vienna, a ju tly famed 

school run by the Benedictine Order, con idered the be t econdary chool 
in Austria. The curriculum wa broad, with particular attention to Latin, 
Greek, history, mathematics and natural c1ence . Partly in chool and 
partly at home we read almo t all the Roman and Greek cla ic , and 
tackled Middle High German literature in our German tudie . The 

Burgtheater and Volk theater filled in our knowledge of Engli h, French 
and Spanish literature. 

Since I did not want to be a total financial burden on my parent , I 
started at fourteen tutoring in Greek, mathematics and hi tory _ 0 that I 

can no_w look back on a working life of ixty year . I tutored my tudent 
at their homes, a was then the custom, on my two free afternoon , 

We~nesdays and at~rdays. My remuneration of one krone per hour 
(eqmvalent to one wiss franc, but with much more purcha ing power) 
was modest; but then chool fees were al o low. 

In t~ose days, apart from a few horse-drawn buses and the exceptionally 
e~pen ive han om cabs there was no public transport in the inner city of 
Vienna_. ~he usual means of getting about was walking, even for the wift 
trans~1s ion of 1:1essages. The telephone wa introduced only during my 
years m Gymnasmm; when I wa near graduation, the first bicycle and a 
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few line of electric tram appeared. The house , all four or five storeys 
high. had no lift . Daily I did more than 12 kilometres on foot, and 

countle s tair up and down, a far healthier form of exercise than the 

often pointles burst of concentrated athletic . The athletics programme 
in chool wa limited to gymnastic , swimming, football, now hoeing 
and ome tenni . In addition, from pring onward there was mountain

climbing - I only went kiing later, in my university year . Riding, 
fencing and hunting were by definition re erved for the nobility and the 

wealthy, and in those circles they were pursued with passion and talent. 

Since, after three hour pent daily running about, I pent at least as much 
time most evenings tanding in the theatre, I hardly led a sedentary life. 

Walking wa the natural thing: riding wa an exception. We didn't go as 

far as m the age of the motor-car, but we aw more: our eye were more 

alert, and aw deeper. Even today I can walk for many hours, and I read 

without pectacle . 
In ofar a hi chedule permitted, my father took part in all my studies, 

and through him hi tory and the old classic came alive for me. I till 

remember hi unique interpretations of Catiline; and when nowadays I 

drive by Terni, I go on up to Amelia, in order to think in that unequalled 

land cape about Cicero' defence of Rosciu Amerinus and my father' 
commentary. How few tudent understand thi book: most of them tor

ture them elve in boredom with Cicero' vocabulary. Once at upper I 

mentioned Cicero' tatement: 'If my client i condemned, it would be 

better to go among wild bea t than to go on living in this slough of 

Romulus.' I aid that thi was an impo ible sentence. Thereupon my 

father answered me 'Do you know what it was all about? When Sulla 

undertook to outlaw the democratic party, and each informer was promised 

the property of hi enemy, one of his followers murdered a property ow_ner 
in Amelia and denounced the victim' own on a the murderer; and with

out Cicero'5 defence the innocent son would have been condemned. 

Therefore, nothing in tho e word is exaggerated: the language wa~ nece -
sary because of the law le ne of tho e time , and indicate the qmte rare 

courage of the defence coun el, who i often otherwi e criticised _for lac~ of 

courage.' My mother remarked that ' uch a thing would be impo 1ble 
today anywhere in the world.' 'Don't say that,' rejoined my f~ther, ·~hat 

happened at the height of Roman civilisation can repeat itself m our tn~e. 

The struggle between brute force and ju tice i not over by a long hot. 
How clearly I can still ee everything in my parental home! Even tern 

warnings and harp critici m played their part in haping my ch~racter · 
One day, when I was twelve year old, our old hoemaker CreJCY wa 
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measuring me for hoe , old-style, kneeling on the ground, and poke to 
me in hi Czech-German. I imitated him in the ame intonation. My father 

heard it through the open door, called me into hi office, and for the fir t 
and only time in my life gave me a re ounding lap. 'How dare you make 
fun of that man, insulting him for hi own language, the mo t acred thing 

he has on earth? Can you speak his language? Do you peak any foreign 
language without an accent? How would you feel if you were mocked by 
one of the natives in some foreign country becau e of your accent? Leave 
that sort of meannes to ordinary people; it's to separate you from them 

that you are attending Gymnasium.' Deeply a hamed, I apologised to the 
shoemaker. From that moment on, I was immune to the virus of any 
nationali m. 

His collea~ues con idered my father a wi e attorney; they came to him 
often for advice, and he was generou in sharing his knowledge with them. 

They w~uld ~o away and s?ow off by plagiarising hi thoughts . He did 
not take it am1SS; for he had mner resources that were more than ufficient. 
He was more concerned about his clients' affair than hi own, and when 

he c~me h?me for meals still tense from hi office, my mother would look 
at _him with her sweet eyes and tell him something amu ing about the 
children or the hou e. We children aw what a marriage can be and 
grateful. ' were 

In the summer of 1899 I completed my final examination (Matura) at 
~he ~chottengymnasium and shortly afterward enrolled at the U . .t 
m Vienna. mver 1 y 

2. University Years, 1899-1904 

I wa eventeen when I enrolled a a tudent in the Faculty of Law and 

Political cience at the Univer ity of Vienna. Many in America would 

con ider that omewhat young, but the Gymnasium wa the equivalent of 

high chool and college. Nowadays almost everywhere law and political 

science are separate di cipline ; but de pite the intellectual pecialisation of 

our tudie , their thoroughne could hardly be surpa ed elsewhere. Three 

contemporary American authorities hare this view: Robert Hutchin , the 

former Dean of Yale University and Pre ident of Chicago University, 

prai ed the Gymna ium of German- peaking Europe, aying that it gradu
ate were far more advanced than American college graduate . Herbert 

Hoover, one-time Pre ident, al o valued highly the great Austrian chool 

of economic taught in the Gymna ium, and Harvard Univer ity too 
expre ed in a memorial for one of its profe or admiration for the high 

level of Austrian econdary chooling. 
It had been eighty-four year since the Congre of Vienna, and both 

Europe and America ba ked in the long peace and looked down on the 
Au trian a incompetent , immature, patiently enduring a tyrant' yoke 

The reality wa quite different, for the big i sue that we were truggling 
over in Au tria had not been dealt with in other countries; on the contrary, 

they had not even surfaced in tho e countrie , and were to do o only 

decade later. Nationali m, political anti- emiti m, even Communi m, 
were already fighting issue with us, while in the re t of the world the 

curiou duality of liberali m and imperiali m till held way. 
While all the rest in their mug peace and quiet looked down at the 

Austrian turmoil as if at ome curio ity, we young people felt our elve at 

the very centre of political event . For our world wa far more real than the 
other: we didn't di cu , we fought; and not, a out ider imagined, over 

the question of the day before ye terday, but about tho e of the day after 
tomorrow. When in later decade the new barbarism came flooding in, it 

surprised the We t; for u it wa a familiar phenomenon, we had een it 
churning with wild and uninterrupted turbulence at the heart of a highly 
developed and refined civili ation. I ay 'we', meaning the entire intellec

tual youth of Vienna at that time: we tood at a deci ive turning-point in 

history and felt it in our innermo t being. 
Vieuna University in tho e year gave the impre ion of a battlefield. At 

the entrance to the monumental building wa the paciou auditorium, 

and there, almo t daily, fight of the most savage kind, with fist and 

7 
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stick , took place between tudents of various nationalitie and partie ; the 
losers were pushed out of the auditorium, and the truggle went on along 
the two ramps that led to the treet, until the tone balu trade gave way 
and the howling mobs found them elve on the treet it elf. There the 
police intervened and put a top to it. ince the Middle Age , the Univer-
ity had enjoyed immunity from any tate intervention, a right which the 

Government respected punctiliou ly - but preci ely at the point where 
the University boundaries ended, the mo t strict law and order were 
insisted upon. The Austro-Hungarian empire, which contained the two 
oldest German universities at Prague and Vienna, wa ju tly proud of its 
tradition of academic freedom. We have learned to value the e splendid 
medieval liberties, now that we have been forced to experience how the 
attempt at universal freedom ended in total Javery! 

There wa a continual struggle at the University between the Pan
Germans and the Austrian German , between German and Czech 

betw~en anti-Semites and Jew : and along with that there wa the har; 
conflict between members of the Christian Sociali t Party, the coalition of 
the lower middle class and peasants, and the Socialists. 

Each of the eight nationalities of the Monarchy felt it wa truggling for 

~reed~m, and .under ~ood ~y that the right to dominate or indeed destroy 
its nei~hbourmg nat10nality - as in fact after Au tria' defeat the Ger
mans did to the Czechs in the Sudetenland, and thereafter the Czech to 
the Germans. ~ut in this conte~t, the Government reacted harply again t 
any ove~-~s ert1veness, compelling an orderly communal life in the teeth of 
all fanat1c1sms and assuring the respective minorities of political and per-
sonal freedom. 'Self-determination' in the Austro H . . l . . - unganan empire 
a ways meant sub}ugatmg one's neighbour; freedom, as well as law and 
ord~r, never flounshed of themselves, but always had to b r d h h 
aga t hr · · h e rorce t roug 

ms pu ic opm1on. T e historic achievement of the Hab b d 
was to accomplish thi feat for o long. Neither England Aurg . ynasty 
understood th· · h nor menca ever 

is, JUSt as t ey failed to under tand the . 1 1· . 1 · ·fi f h · . cruc1a po 1t1ca 
s1gm icance o t e mtegrat1on of the we tern lavs into a C th 1· . 

A d h w d a o 1c empire. 
n t e est un erstood even less the nature of th . 1 . r h 

went on i A · Th l'b e socia stnre t at 
in France n Enugltnad. de Al era~ bourgeoisie which still ruled unchallenged 

' an an menca had bee d . 
Parliament In add't' h . n squeeze out of the Au tnan 

· 1 ion to t e national p t' d h S . 
specifically Austrian party had b £ ar dies a:. t e oc1~l Democrats, a 
Socialist'. een orme ' w ich called itself 'Chri tian 

The leader of the Christian Socialists D 
career as a lawyer in the am l ffi ' r Karl Lueger, had begun hi 

e aw o ice that my father then ran jointly 
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with Dr bermayer, but then went at an early tage into politics. His 

main political idea wa to natch away from the ri ing ocial Democrats 

their two tronge t logan - anti-capitalism and nationalisation -, 

attach them to hi party and populari e them. Hi rallying cry resounded 

again t foreign capital - e pecially against the Engli h - and against the 

Jew . For the fir t time, ancient anti- emiti m wa openly made the basis 

for a political programme, and thi proved deci ive in its uccess. The 

coalition of pea ant , petty trade men and lower clergy in Lueger's party 

wa then omething new; it ha ince proved the model for many similar 

partie , e pecially in France and Italy. While elsewhere the political conflict 
wa one between capital and labour, in Au tria the chief struggle was 

between indu trial worker on the one hand and the alliance of pea ants 

and petty trade men on the other. ince both Chri tian ocialist and 

ociali t were ho tile to the entrepreneurial cla , the fight against capi

tali m in Au tria oddly enough took second place to that between agricul

ture and indu try, between mall trade men and industrial workers. And 

there i another unu ual phenomenon in thi context: the power balance 

between the two partie , the Chri tian Sociali t and the ocial Democrats, 

till ha not altered in more than half a century, through an era in which 

more happened to Au tria than otherwi e in ten generation . 
The ocial Democrat in Au tria were the large t Marxi t party out ide 

Germany, and the centre of doctrinal trife; their leader, Victor Adler had 

been m do e touch with Engel . The party wa till young, full of radi

calism and ideali m, and a good part of the young intelligent ia belonged to 

the movement, including many wealthy men who donated their fortune 

to the party. The ocialist were even then the tronge t group in Au t~a; 
while in England and America there wa not yet one ingle repre entat1ve 

of thi movement in the legi lature. 
Liberali m wa trong in commerce, among the enior civil ervi~e and 

in the Law Faculty, but without support among the voter . ~he lib.era! 
worked with Catholic con ervative toe tabli h ocial reform , mcludmg a 
far-reaching ocial ecurity y tern that wa more comprehen ive than that 

introduced in America under Franklin D. Roo evelt forty year later· Both 
civil ervant and judge were of an intellectual and moral exc~lle~ce 

unequalled either then or ub equently in any other country. To m ~ire 

re pect rather than fear wa the guiding principle; the Au tro-Hun~anan 
empire wa more ucce sful in that than any other country except Switzer

land. Force was u ed only quite exceptionally, and then wit? the greate t 

moderation: all were aware of the haky foundation on which we tood, 
and the premonition of an approaching cata trophe had penetrated deep 
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into the Government and the growing intellectual cla . Those two old 
rabble-rou ing crie , anti-Semiti m and communi m, had been elevated to 
the rank of prime party slogans; almost all feared where the e and indeed 
nationalism itself would lead. 

My father wa at that time coun el in a number of political criminal 
trials that caused a great sensation: he repre ented individual who had 
been attacked by demagogues in action for criminal libel, in which the 
juries mostly acquitted the defendant despite the fa! ity of their slanders, 
while the appellate court overturned the acquittal and allowed ju tice to 
prevail. On the evening of one of his greatest trial ucces e , my father aid 
to me: 'This Empi:e is quite different from the re t of the world. Imagine 
the Emperor and hi Government gone for even one year, and the national
ities would tear each other to pieces. The Government is the fence that 
separates the zoo of wild animals from the out ide world, and nowhere el e 
are there so many and uch dangerous political beasts a we have.' 
. Ther: was no exaggeration in these words; they represented the shrewd 

diag.nosis of an experienced attorney, and they impres ed me deeply. 
Unlike n:1Y ~on~emporaries, I was free from that adulation of the ma e 
then begmnmg its domination of political thought. 

~ontemporary c_urrents brought with them great dangers for Au tria, 
:hich ;ere recogmsed by ~a~y people; but few then understood one factor 
t at to ay so m~ny ~re begmnmg to appreciate, namely that the Monarchy 
;as ~otd~ome ~istoncal relic, but the sole pos ible institutional framework 
or _o mg eight nationalities together on Europe's mo t clan erous 

fron~d1er. Td hose who expressed this view were universally unpopularg were 
consi ere push · 11 b · · ' 
d . f y, o~1a Y. am itious, or simply reactionary - that mo t 

ammng o appellations m an age obsessed wi·th n t· f 
I 11 o ions o progre 

persona Y was spared such att k · I · 
universal suffrage that th E ac sf, mce supported the introduction of 
made m olitical vi e _mperor orced through at the time, and since I 
of them\~pressed t~;s qut1te _clhear to my university colleagues. But many 

ir as oms ment either pol" t I . h . h 
a modern young man should be so ' a . I e y or wit irony' t at 
government that seemed to th b pl ss1onately devoted to a form of 

em o so ete rather in th · h 
now stare at a twenty-year old at th h j f e way one m1g t 
not aspire to any career in e w ee O a Rolls-Royce. Since I did 

. government service d b d . 
personalities of radical views f . • an num ere leadmg 
more astonishment _ ·t am?ng n_1Y nends, my attitude evoked even 

1 was quite umque a II 
For the young people held . h mong my co eagues. 

h agamst t e Habsbu 1· h 
t ose two qualities that w · rg ru mg ou e precisely 
· ere its greatest achie · I 

s1veness and its non-partis . d . vement: its ack of aggres-
an att1tu e. Austna was th I e on y great power 
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that for centuries had not engaged in a war of aggression; but that was 
deemed evidence of weakness and decadence rather than good sense. The 
Emperor identified himself with none of the parties, but stood above them; 
it was in that very period that he pushed through universal suffrage against 
the strongest resistance. The Holy Roman Empire had combined the 
unifying principle of equality under the law for all subjects of the Emperor 
with Christian teaching; thanks to the continuity of the Habsburgs' reign, 
which had lasted for more than 600 years, much of this spirit was still alive 
in the country, without it cause being recognised. One may hold all sorts 
of opinions about monarchy in general - but in Vienna, on that volcano, 
it was the only possible form of government, which could not be replaced 

by any other. 
No more than 300 metres eparated the University from the Parliament 

building on the Vienna Ringstras e; if the young people fought almost 
daily at the University, the conflict of the Deputie were of equal violence, 
and were battled with a fanatical passion unknown in other countries. 
If you weut only a hundred steps further on from Parliament, you could 
see every day - and usually more often - a carriage drawn by two 
horses drive out of the Hofburg. In it sat the old Emperor and his equally 
elderly adjutant, and they would set out for Schonbrunn at an easy trot, 
alway at the ame hour, and alway down the same street. There was no 
security e cort ahead of or behind the carriage, no policeman sat in the 
vehicle it elf; any assa sin would have had an easy job. But nobody took 
the opportunity. The leader of our modem great empires are ~riven 
rapidly in bullet-proof car , protected by countless bodyguards. Anstotle 
thus defined the difference between a monarch and a tyrant: the monarch 
protects his people, the tyrant ha to protect himself from them .. 

Every ideology that wa later to cause the world untold gnef for a 
half-century and more was eething in Vienna during my student years: 
the struggle of various nationalities; Hitlerism, which was then call~ 
Pan-Germanism; Communist Marxi m; the new heathenism in the gmse 
of the conflict again t Rome, and anti-Semiti m. Political science was for 
us less an academic subject than imply the life that went on around us. 

Right after leaving the Gymna ium I had written a paper on co~pora
tions in Au tria and in it outlined the transition from pure speculation to 
investment. Th~ little booklet arou ed a certain interest: in Italy a young 
professor, Luigi Einaudi, later to become the country's President, gave ~he 
work a searching critique. At the University Karl Menger, the leadmg 
economist ummoned me and talked to me about its contents and a 
number of questions ari ing from it. I described to him the evolution of my 
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thesis: the disproportion between a great empire and it limited financial 
capabilities in Spain under Charle V, and the then dependence of the tate on 
individual private fortunes - to the modern trend in which private for

tunes are totally dependent on the state. 
As I finished by aying 'What does the greate t individual fortune mean 

today, compared with the state's budget?', Menger a ked me 'How old are 

you?' 
'Not quite eighteen,' I answered. 
'When and how have you learned all this?' 
'In my father's library, during my Gymna ium year . ' 
'Would you like to be my assi tant?' 
'I've just enrolled at the University.' 
'Never mind, you can be my assistant only unofficially a far a they are 

concerned, but I am working on a sociological tudy, and that will intere t 
you rather more than the formal course of studie . You think in terms of the 
big picture, and that's what is needed for thi project.' 

The three Menger brothers occupied an unusual position in Viennese 
political and academic life. Max was leader of the German liberal bour

geoisie; .~arl was the outstanding economist; and Anton, who officially 
taught cml procedure, was the legal authority for the state of the future the 
~an who comp.iled the legislative code of the future Communist state.' On 

hi~ ?~n, and without any political support, he wrote a passionate, lashing 
cnticis~ oft~~ ne:" draft Civil Code of the German Empire, and thus com
pelle.d its rev1S1on m more socially responsible ways, a literary success that I 
admired enormously· His brother Karl, on the other hand the creator of the 
the?r~ of marginal utility, was the most scathing c;itic of economic 
social~sm, an? had utterly destroyed the labour theory of value that had 
prevailed until then. 

Two centuries before, John Locke had establi bed the natural law of 
property through his doctrine of the value oflabour wh· h . f h 
l t . · E 1· h l'b 1· , ic was m act sc o-
as ic. ng is i era ism followed Th . 1· f h . h . · e socia ism o t e nmeteenth centur 

soug t, precisely ~y means of this same doctrine, to abolish ro ert An~ 

~:w, aft;r alseemhmgly ~uccessful battle over the consistenci olthetbour 
eory O va ue, t e entire doctrine fi · h d · ll 

scholar dared th f .was i~is e mte ectually: no eriou 
erea ter to attempt its rev 1 B 1· . 11 

recognise scholarly findings. iva · ut po itica ife refuses to 

Karl Menger wrote little b t h f h' 
He and Anton Menger had' u eabcl do is works was highly thought of. 

f 
assem e unusuall h . 

ully collected libraries· that f K l . Y compre ens1ve and care-
' o ar went ult t l h . 

TokyoandAnton'swenttoMoscow h .ima ey tote ~mversity of 
'w ere it was lost to senous research. 
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In my first two univer ity year , I had to work hard: law studies in the 

morning , and my work a Menger' assi tant in the afternoons. Sociology 

wa then a new cience, and the intellectual current of the times threatened 

to trangle it in economic . Together with Menger I worked on dividing 

the project into uh-heading , and li ted a series of chapters in my 

Gabelsberg horthand that I can carcely read today: 'To what extent is 

Chri tianity a reality, a legal fiction, or a social fiction? Examine: Latin 
America, North America, Byzantium, Ru sia, the Continent, inter

national law and Chri tianity. The sociology of ruling and dependent 

people . The sociology of nomad and exiles Gews, Armenians).' These are 

a few examples, fragment culled from my note . In addition I collected 

material, both ub tantive and bibliographical, for Menger's lecture in his 

final two year as Profe or. 
In the autumn of 1901, Menger and I had a lengthy conversation in 

which he aid that he was not well, and had the feeling that the project 

would be too much for hi phy ical trength: he could therefore no longer 

commit himself to keeping me a hi assistant. He added that sociology was 

work for the end of a lifetime, not the beginning; his first volume would 

appear only year hence, and I should thereby lose the best time of my life. 
He advi ed me to qualify a a univer ity lecturer within three years. 

Moreover, his colleague Philippovich just happened to be looking for a 

senior re earch a i tant for hi three-volume textbook, and that would be 

a fruitful occupation. Immediately after thi di cu ion Philippovich 

invited me to his office and offered me the po ition; that wa an unu ual 

distinction, ince I had ju t entered the third year at the University and was 
thus only beginning my official tudy of political science. Philippovich's 

textbook was then and for the next two decade con idered the best work 

on economics in the German language, and indeed in the opinion of 

Profe sor Seligman - in the Encyclopaedia of ocial Science - the best bar 

none. 
Vienna Univer ity wa in tho e years the foremo t academic ins~i~ution 

for the study of economic : Karl Menger, the leading theoretician of 

macro-economics, and after him hi great tudent Bohm-Bawerck and 

Wieser; Philippovich, the ma ter of objective summary; Inama-Sterne~g, 
the first economic hi torian - all the e repre ented a unique collabora~ion 

of great per onalitie . The eminar di cu ion were on a high level, mce 
among the tudent of my clas were uch unu ual talent as Schum peter• 

Pribram, Mise , Otto Bauer, Lederer and Hilferding. Not one of thee 

men was to end his life in Au tria. 
The mo t interesting eminar wa Inama-Sternegg' in the winter term 
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of 1901 on the business cycle and depressions. I was critical of Juglar's 
theory on the regularity of business cycles: in that long era of peace, 
optimism held sway, and only moderate fluctuations in the economy were 
anticipated; depressions belonged to the past. I investigated the que tion of 
the inevitability of depressions over longer periods, and won the eminar 
prize, a modest 50 kroner. However, mine was decidedly a minority view; 
although even the Socialists were somewhat uncertain - after all, the 
matter concerned one of the central elements of their doctrine! The ta
bility of both the economy and of currencies seemed to most optimi ts of 
the time to be forever secure. How often in my later life have I again had to 
defend the thesis of major depressions and their inevitability, even in 
Socialist states, where they merely take another form. 

Of all my colleagues, I was closest to Joseph Schumpeter and Otto 
Bauer, of whom one belonged to the extreme Right and the other the 
extreme Left . Both came from the same milieu, and were the only on of 
manufacturers from the Sudetenland: neither Schumpeter' pronounced 
aris~ocratic attitude nor Bauer 's proletarianism had any roots in their 

f~m1ly bac~grou~ds . In normal times each would have gone on to manage 
his father s busmess, but particularly in our turbulent age the most 
talented _of t~e bourgeoisie were unable to remain in the centre. Attempt 
to ~xplam t_h1s ~henomenon in materialistic terms were quite useles : the 
choice of direction lay in individual character. What linked me to both 
these friends was the. deep respect we shared for the importance of the 
problems themselves : It was our very freedom from all narrow-mindednes 
that made objective discussions possible - but only up to a certain point. 
Schumpeter and Bauer were both close friends of mine, but never of each 
other; they showed mutual tolerance and respect, until in 1919 they were 
both ~embers of the same government, at which point they became deadly 
enemies. 

The character of each was t t 11 d·fr 
l"k O a Y 1 rerent. For Schumpeter, politics 

:;s: ga~e I .e. c~ess; he observed the political struggle as a ches master 

Pa 
gt· t, wh. o·chntlases thl e moves of an amateur player with complete lack of 
r isans ip, e was p eased b th ful 

Th Y e success move of his most extreme 
opponent . ere was something f th b. h. 
with his scholar! th h 

O 
e ~no m 1m, but it never interfered 

ideas he wa y ?roug ness and his honesty. In the profusion of his 
• s sometimes contradictor b b 

game was to clarify r
0

r h. . I Y, ut never anal. Hi favourite 
1

' 1s mter ocutors wh t th 1 · f 
tion was· and th t · a e rea issue o a conver a-

' a m most cases so n l d h h 
him speechless Most con . odnpd usse t e ot er party as to leave 

· versat1ons en e O .1. he showed his O onent h . n a conc1 1atory note; but when 
pp ow to play his conversational cards, and then 
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added ironically that he, Schumpeter, would not have chosen such a 
gambit, he could be extremely irritating to one's s~lf-esteem. F_anatics of all 
persuasions thought him a cynic, and he for his. part consid_ered them 
absurd, showing his contempt openly; such an attitude cost him many a 

defeat throughout his life. 
Otto Bauer was a profound and gloomy thinker, a problem even to 

himself. He had studied philosophy with enthusiasm, and was well aware 
that the Hegelian dialectic was dead. In solitary labours he st~uggl~d 
despairingly to liberate Marx's thought from the clutches of the_ dialectic; 
but even when he failed in that endeavour, he defended Marxist dogma 
unc~mpromisingly against outsiders and sought in comprehensive an_d 
unusually interesting research studies to modernise it. I at firs~ thought this 
dry, humourless, matter-of-fact man incapable ~f real enthusiasm.' but was 
to learn otherwise. Bauer and his father once invited me to a meetmg of the 
three of us, in which the father urged his son to enter the family business, 
offering him at the same time the freedom to go on expressing his politic~! 
faith quite openly. With expressions of the most heartfelt love fo~ ~is 
father, Otto Bauer rejected the offer as impossible; and then,_ as if m 
justification, began to speak in passionate effusions unusual for him a~out 
the ideal state of the future, as if it were to come to pass the next mormng. 

The ideal state of the future meant for young Socialists of that time what 
Paradise meant for the early Christians, and therein lay the enormous 
attraction of sociali m for broad masses of people, and for the intelligentsia 
too who began to find the ober ordinariness of peace boring. With 
stat~smanlike shrewdness, Karl Marx had carefully avoided personal 
involvement in the question of building the state of the fut_u~e: he_ left_ that 
to his junior colleagues. That gave rich nourishment to their imagmat10ns, 
and compensated them for the ilence decreed for them by Pa~tY_ dogma on 
doctrinal issues. Ru sian Bolshevism did not trengthen socialism, as the 
world today believes: it brought 'Paradise' on earth, and thus destroyed 
both dreams and hope. How terrible the disappointment must h_ave been 
for those believers permitted to enter that Paradise. 'The twentieth cen
tury, this dream of a new era for which t?e nineteenth centu_ry struggled 
with such high hopes, is crueller, more wicked and more cymcal than any 
period in the past. Our age i an age oflies.' Thus later wrote the man who 
contributed more than any other to the introduction of the 'state of the 

future', Otto Bauer' close friend Leon Trotsky. . . 
It was just during my time as a student that the falsity of the matenahst 

conception of hi tory propagated by the monom_aniac_s _of the cl~ss war was 
most vividly demonstrated in Austria: the nationalities question proved 
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itself stronger than issues of class. The attempt to dismiss it a a bourgeois 
affair failed, for even the workers began to desert international organisa
tions, and to split up along national lines. In his studies on nationalism, 
which rank among the best even today, Bauer termed the nation a commu
nity of blood and of common destiny - no bourgeois could have taken a 
position further from materialism. Oddly enough, this thesis laid down 
the guidelines for Djugashvili-Stalin, who was among Bauer's students a 
few years later. 

In an Austrian monarchy, Schumpeter could have set limits to socialism, 
Bauer to nationalism, and thus the two could have mutually maintained 
their balance. Both were destroyed by the demolition of Au tria: Bauer, 
after a botched revolution, ended in exile; and Schumpeter failed as Finance 
Minister and banker in the Republic. To be sure, he then worked his way 
up again in German and American universitie , but his life seemed to him 
in the final analysis a failure. He rejected both socialism and the welfare 
~tate utterly, not from liberalism but from conservatism: he harshly critic
ised the weakne~ses of the bourgeoisie, who had failed in the brief span 
when they exercised power to use it appropriately. And then in his old age 
he was to see the social experiment, which he considered worthless 
repeated; he foresaw its failure, predicted a victory for the Communi t i~ 
the last weeks of his life, and died in disgust. 

Since. I rejected the labour theory of value, the dictatorship of the 
pro.letana~ seemed to me the start of a long epoch of tyranny; and tam
pering with the historical structure of the state I considered criminally 
foolhardy. 

. If I t?us to?k. my stand a good di tance from socialism, per onal rela
tions with soc~ahsts ~i~ht well have been considered impossible, especially 
becau~e ~f their fanat1c1sm and their strict exclusivity. But I threw all m 
energies m~o the tas~ _of drawing the working class into government, i~ 
o;der to b~mg that n mg class into co-responsibility. At that time a wave 
o prosper.tty, almost unbrok~n for more than a decade, was apparent in all 
of Europe. the workers were improving their economic po ition and there 
~as no reason to force the granting of political rights by mean ' f 1 
tion Th · · . . o revo u-

. er~ is no po1~t m ~1scussing dogma with true believers, and I 
~lwa~s av01ded lsuch d1scuss1ons with socialists. But I often asked them 
Just ror a coup e of hour t h . , 
undertook to do the same ~it~ t _rowTahwayl their canonical texts, and I 

A h . mme. at a most always helped 
t t at time bourgeois liberalism had b .. 

but it still retained a stro . . . een pushed out of Parliament, 
ng pos1t1on m unive · t · d h . . . 

Attacked on all sides liberal· . . d. r 1 ies an t e c1v1l service. 
' ism mamtame Itself with remarkable trength 
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through all the chao of the next fifty years: and even today Au trian 
scholars are the leading representatives of economic liberalism in the major 
American universities - offspring of a state in whose parliament there is 
not a ingle liberal member. The defence of their views comes more easily 
to them than most, for they and their own teacher in Austria have been 
doing battle with the same opponents for more than five decades. 

When I wa in my second year at the University, my mother died. In 
order to help our father somewhat through his terrible loss, we three 
children became do er to him. He was pleased with the considerable 
artistic successes of my two sisters, but sought to oppose my penchant for 
politics. 'Not a profession for gentlemen,' he said. 

But everything around me was politics: it was involved in the law 
world, in the economy, even in philosophy. In Philippovich's seminar we 
had a series of papers read on the growing limitations to free competition, 
and their effects on the market; in my paper I called attention to the 
undermining of the foundations of our economy, without our having 
quite seen what was going on. 

From 1902 and 1903 on, ever stronger di turbance became evident 
among the Slavic nationalities in the Austro-Hungarian Empire. On the 
Pacific coast of Rus ia, there was growing tension with a Japan that in a 
surprisingly short time had adopted European customs, defeated China, 
and appeared ready to take up arms against Russian expansion through 
Manchuria. The Poles were on the alert against Russia, and their nation
alist leader, Pilsud ki, wa subsidised by the Au trian Government. The 
Czechs sympathised with Rus ia, which at the time was undergoing a 
strong industrial expan ion, ma ively supported by French financial aid. 

We had a seminar with lnama-Sternegg on the development of East 
Asia. Socialists like Emil Lederer and Rudolf Hilferding, along with the 
Polish students, burned with the desire to attack T ari m. Jura chek pre
sented urprising statistic on the industrial potential of Manchuria, and 
then Inama himself gave the final paper: certainly Japan had achieved great 
things in a very short time, but in almost four centuries no European st~te 
had been defeated by an Eastern power, and in the Ru o-Japane e conflict 
we were dealing with the large t European state. One had only to compare 
the raw material of Rus ia and Japan, their finance , their currencies. 
Undoubtedly, Rus ia wa uffering from internal difficultie , but would 
these surface in the middle of war? Were they not far more likely to crop 
up at the end of a conflict? Could one seriously a sume that Japan, a small 
i land tate, would take uch reckle s risks, and quite on its own, ince 
English assistance would only be available sub rosa? Inama could not believe 
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it, and almost everyone shared his view. But on the night of 8 and 9 
February 1904 the Japanese, without a declaration of war, attacked the 
Russian fleet in Port Arthur and destroyed it. 

The news arrived in Vienna after midnight. Towards 2.00 a.m., if I 
recall correctly, Moritz Benedikt, publisher of the leading Vienna news
paper, the Neue Freie Presse, - I had met him through Professor 
Menger - rang to ask my opinion of the events. I answered briefly: 
ninety years of peace had come to an end, now the era of wars and 
revolutions was upon us. Benedikt thereupon asked me to expand my 
views in a more comprehensive form on the telephone, and to my astonish
ment I found them next day reproduced in print. As far as I know, that 
was the sole editorial comment on the events to appear that morning. No 
other newspaper could so quickly have readjusted its editorial page; the 
article was quoted widely, and since Benedikt, with a rare generosity, 
praised my authorship, I was from then on swamped with journalistic 
assignments at high fees, which made it possible for me to make a voca
tional choice without concern for financial considerations. 

T~o conclus_ions emerged from the Japanese victory: if it had been 
possible to leap m one generation from feudalism to a modern economy on 

the ~uropean model, the.n the phe~omenon was not unique as so many, 
part~cular~y of the M~rx1st persuas10n, believed; it was just a successful 
reonentatlon of a tradmg economy, reproducible by any nation. How had 
the Japanese developed their war economy so rapidly? They had not gone 

~hrough th~ sta~e of free competition to monopoly: they had instead 
Jumped straigh~ mto monopoly from feudalism. And if the Japanese had 
now becom~ d~rect competitors of the West, did the superiority of the 
Europeans he 10 their working class, or in fact far more among the 
entrepreneurs? Was not the European worker, compared with his Japa
nes~ c?unierpart, almost a capitalist - or at least a part of European 
cap1~ahsm. -;:' as not that same European worker far closer to the European 
em~ ~yer t an he was to an East Asian proletarian? Man amon the 
socialists felt the truth in this reflection, but few cared t d y. . g 

But there d o a m1t 1t. 
was tre~en ous ferment among the socialist and Polish 

;::~:;:s~~\t:t :::! is~F1 e:pire ofJapan ~ould fling itself with reckless 
. d h . ~ ree om, the RuSSian colossus why had Austria 

remame on t e s1delmes ;> Could b ' 
itself to Austria;> Th · b' a etter opportunity ever have offered 

· ere were itter wo d · h Id 
helm of state; and all sorts of oddl r s agamst t e o grandpa at the 
imperialists I was hardl ! a.ssorted people began to carry on like 

· y ever agam m my l'fi t h h . 
it very nearly infected h l l e o see sue eated pa s1on: 

even t e coo -head d B h Id e · ut t e o Emperor's 
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government took no notice of the young upstarts. A European great 
power had been attacked by barbarians: it would have been odious to 

exploit uch a situation. 
I had to wrench my elf forcibly back to my studies, and deliberately 

close my ears to the exciting news pouring in from the outside world. In 

the course of my examinations, I wrote a critique of the Austrian tax on 
share , e pecially the double taxation of the corporation and its share
holders . The paper caused a number of resignations from the Government, 
and I received my doctorate 'summis auspiciis illustrissimi imperatoris Francisci 
Josephi' on 13 July 1904. 

Since my ister Paula, after a brilliant guest appearance, wished to join 
the German theatre in Strasbourg, and my sister Ella accompanied her, my 
father decided, just before his seventieth birthday, to give up his law 
practice and join them. It would have been difficult for me to remain alone 

in Vienna, and I therefore decided to go for one year to the University of 
Berlin before qualifying as a university lecturer in Vienna. However, I had 

to put off my journey till the end of the year because my father fell ill. 
During this period, the head of the Austrian branch of the Krupp family 

offered a substantial prize through the University of Vienna for the best 
paper on the theme 'The Common Interest in a Protective Tariff'; papers 
were to be submitted anonymously. The idea was to justify a protectionist 
system in which all branche of the economy from raw materials to 
finished products would be covered by a general protective tariff that 
would redound to the benefit of agriculture, industry and labour. Such a 
notion reflected views then held by German and Austrian heavy industry; 
and it was hoped that the prize paper would provide the long-needed draft 
programme for the universal protective tariff. In my paper, I decisively 
rejected the whole notion, which seemed to me inimical to all economic 
interests, and thoroughly documented my views. I won the prize, but my 
paper was not published, since it directly oppo ed the view of the donor. 
When my name became known, certain older industrialists shook their 
heads , saying I had missed a great opportunity; I for my part had always 

considered opportunistic scholarship close to prostitution. 
Toward the end of 1904 I went to Berlin. Economics was taught there 

by Schmoller, Adolf Wagner, Sering and Bortkiewicz. I soon became 
friendly with Sering and Bortkiewicz, a friendship that lasted for years; I 
was al o in close personal contact with the great constitutional law pro
fessor Gierke, and with Eduard Meyer, Profes or of Ancient History· 
Schmoller was a constitutional historian, without a deep understanding of 
theory. He knew his way around in German political life, and successfully 
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led the Association for Social Policy (Verein fur Sozialpolitik) in directions 
that were to be followed by England three decade , and by America five 
decades, later; he was also shrewd in appraising the capabilitie and limita
tions of leading personalities in German public life. 

Germany was in the midst of an unprecedented economic up wing: in 
Berlin, one suburb after another grew with unbelievable rapidity from 
open fields. The development of the city was fa ter even than that of New 
York; houses were well-constructed and plentiful, food wa cheaper than 
in any other big city, employment possibilities abounded - and social 
antagonisms had thus diminished in intensity. The German Social Demo
crats, then the strongest political party in the world, far less theoretical 
than their Austrian fellows, aimed at becoming capable of governing; and 
in Berlin there was little trace of the revolutionary currents that were just 
becoming visible in neighbouring Russia. Germany was well-off and 
content as no other country was at that time. Compared with the 
moderation in the socialist ranks, the bitterness of the political truggle 
arising from the antagonism of agricultural and industrial intere t was 
even more noteworthy. The German Emperor was personally in the centre 
of the fray. 

That was astonishing to an Austrian, for in our country Franz Joseph 
stood far above parties. The great tradition of the Holy Roman Empire had 
re~ained alive in Vienna, but was absent from the new German empire, 
~hich was a rerr_ia~kable combination of outward Prussian servility and 
m~er self-depreciation. For the elite among the middle class, Kaiser 
Wilhelm was a parvenu or a journalist - the one appellation seemed odd 
for the grandson of Wilhelm I and of Victoria; the other was a compliment 
rather than a reproach. 

Pra~tically all Germans, with the exception of big industry, were sym
pa~hetic to the_Japanese; King Edward VII, fearing the consequences of 
this tre~d, had Just ended England's long tradition of hostility to France by 
concl_u~m~ the Entente Cordiale - but Kaiser Wilhelm personally took 
RuSS1a s side. He worked to cl G R · · · 
b 

. . war s a erman- ussian-French coalition, 
ut his real motives were uncl W · . . . . ear. as it a counterstroke agam t his ::rrl:;h uncle, an impulse of imperial solidarity, or fear of the 'yellow 

. The 
1
financi.al position of Russia interested me more than German 

mterna questions. Russia had cl 1 . f · ll contracte oans m enormous amounts 
ro~ its a y, France, and it was difficult to understand how it could 

contmue to make payment f" cl . . 
£ h h . s O mterest an principal during so costly a war, 
oug t at sue a vast distance from home The well k . 1· 

· - nown JOurna 1st 
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Georg Bernhard, who had heard of my work, asked me to write articles for 
his periodical Plutus, which he then published anonymously under the 
sensational title 'Russia's Bankruptcy'. My basic notion was that even in 
peacetime Russia could not produce sufficient exports fast enough out of 
the proceeds of foreign loans to service its debts, and was therefore com
pelled to pay interest from the proceeds of new borrowing - and this 
situation had only been made worse by the war. I said that reserving 
foodstuffs such as grain and sugarbeet for export would only exacerbate 
social tensions and make the internal situation more difficult. The wide 
circulation of my series of articles and the pamphlet that was published 
summarising them helped Plutus out of its precarious financial position, 
and Bernhard thanked me for that with unusual loyalty over the next 
thirty years: whenever I was in Berlin, he put himself at my disposal, and 
supported all my projects with great enthusiasm. 

Later he was the leader among Berlin journalists and among the publi
cists for the League of Nations. He would have welcomed a political 
career, but since he could not achieve that, he became a consultant to those 
in power - to the Crown Prince in the First World War, and to Strese
mann at the time of Locamo. He died under Hitler. 

At that time, in the winter of 1904-5, and for some time thereafter, 
Bernhard enjoyed the do est confidence of the Chief of the General Staff, 
General von Schlieffen, and he shared with me the views of this leading 
military figure, whom I never met personally. Schlieffen was displeased 
with, not to say contemptuous of, the Kaiser's foreign policy notions: in 
view of France's isolation, he thought the moment for a pre-emptive strike 
was uniquely favourable, and since it had to come in any event, he thought 
it weakness or cowardice to throw away such an opportunity. Bernhard 
managed to put Schlieffen's view about so adroitly that its author was 
found out. 

Schlieffen's ideas made me very reflective: how strange it all was! The 
end-result of the policy adopted by the most con ervative General Staff 
coincided with the aims of the revolutionary Russian socialists. I wrote 
Bernhard a short memorandum, to be used discreetly in the appropriate 
quarters: if Rus ia's weaknes were now to be exploited, would that not 
plunge us into chaos that would be dangerous for all Europe? That view 
made an impression on those for whom it was intended. 

In September 1905 I attended the meeting of the A sociation for Social 
Policy in Mannheim, one of the most interesting and exciting of their 
sessions. The principal item on the agenda was the issue of the closed 
shop. The leader of the Ruhr indu trialists, Kierdorf, poke against it in 
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the measured style of the captain of industry who_ is aware o~ his. gre~t 
success and doesn't wish to be troubled by outsiders meddling m his 
private.business. Hi speech was read in the tone of a c~mpany pres~dent.at 
a stockholder's meeting, who is absolutely sure of his facts and 1s qmte 
indifferent to the opinion of his audience. The young economists in the hall 
listened with growing indignation. When the founder of the national 
social party, Pastor Naumann, then spoke for the do ed shop in a brilliant 
and passionate speech, each sentence was greeted with noisy applause, 
which escalated to the point of wild enthusiasm. In the excitement of the 
moment, even Max Weber let himself get carried away, l1eckling from the 
audience with harsh criticism of the independent workers. Schmoller 
firmly rejected Naumann's speech as demagogic, but said he would resign 
his chairmanship of the Association if such scenes were ever repeated. 

The young members of the middle class were then much closer to 
socialism, and conservatism seemed to them the chief enemy; this had been 
the case since 1848, and even Bismarck - appearances to the contrary 
notwithstanding - had not changed much in that regard. The realists 
also went along with the enthusiasts among the liberals: they both 
expected the trade unions to achieve the breakthrough of Marxi m into 
social democracy. 

In Vienna, big industry had represented the common interests of 
employers and workers - in Berlin, such olidarity was espou ed by the 
left liberals, in opposition to the larger group of employers. When I dined 
with Max Weber in a large group on the eve of the session in Mannheim, I 
discussed this difference. Cooperation between employers and union 
could be established on a permanent basis in England and America, I felt, 
but only temporarily in Germany and Au tria. Also, the trend toward 
concentration in the labour market would only accelerate and spread 
monopolistic trends among the employers. Weber stayed with me till 
midnight, _long a~ter the oth~rs had gone, and that was the beginning of a 
p~rsonal fnendship from which a close working relationship in an entirely 
different field was to emerge ten years later. 

That night I travelled the short distance further to Strasbourg to visit 
my father a~d sisters. I met Professor Knapp in the train, and ~ith the 
brash enthusiasm of youth said that I thought acad · d" · f · 1 1 · em1c 1scuss1on o soc1a 
po icy was now over: social problems could only be resolved in the political 
arena. 

My sister Paula acted with great success at the St b M . . 1 
Theatre in the seasons of 1904 and 1905-6 Th G ras ourg umcki.pa 
g t fr · h · e ermans were ma mg 

rea e rorts to wm over t e Alsace population and both U . . d 
, mvers1ty an 
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theatre were on a high level. But the Alsatians refused to be won over. 
They spoke a pure German with an accent that Gottfried von Strassburg, 
the poet who wrote Tristan, could have understood better than many a 
contemporary High German. The names of streets - such as 'Where the 
fox .preached to the geese' - and of families themselves often had an 
elemental old German character; it was precisely in these circles that the 
resi tance to the German occupation was especially strong. 

One day, for example, we found one of our provision merchants in 
tears. 'Why are you crying, Madame Schlagdenhaufen?' we asked. 'Oh, 
the disgrace! The disgrace, my daughter is marrying a Kraut!' My sisters 
took advantage of their double immunity from all this, as artists and as 
Viennese, and included both national groups in their social circle. I 
remember with pleasure from that period the Alsatian poet Stosskopf who 
was a devoted friend to both my sisters. 

After a short stay in Strasbourg, I returned to Berlin. But before the 
winter term was over, I received an inquiry from Philippovich, asking if I 
would be interested in joining the Anglo-Osterreichische Bank in Vienna 
as Assistant to the President. If my answer were positive, I was to set off 
immediately for Vienna. I left that same evening. 



3. The Anglobank, 1906-1909 

The Anglobank had been established in Austria by interests in the City of 
London. After very substantial initial successe in loan business, it had 
suffered large losses in the panic of 1873, and since then had confined its 
activities to a modest volume of business in English documentary credits. 
At the beginning of 1906, control of the bank had been acquired by Karl 
Morawitz, at the head of a syndicate that included the English financier Sir 
Ernest Cassel; an Austrian, Gustav Springer; and Ignaz Petschek, owner 
of coal interests in north Bohemia - and I was to erve the new manage
ment as Assistant to the President. 

Karl Morawitz had amassed his fortune in Paris, in collaboration with 
Baron Maurice de Hirsch, known because of his financial activities in the 
Ottoman Empire as 'Tiirkenhirsch'. Turkey was at that time the sick 
man of Europe, and for a long time nobody dared to finance its needs; there 
were not even any rail links to Constantinople, its capital. Baron de Hirsch 
brought i~ ca~i~al ~y issuing a lo~tery loan ~ith high prizes - ' ecurities 
for financial 1d1ots , as he put 1t - but smce financial idiots are in a 
majority, the issue had a great success. The proceeds of this transaction 
were used to construct rail~ays through the Balkans linking Turkey with 
the rest _of Europ~; Moraw1tz was deeply involved in this activity, and had 
then retired to pnvate life in Vienna. After years of retirement he emerged 
to shake the sleeping Anglobank awake A man of u 1' d · h · nusua energy an 
enterprise, . e wo~ld transact his arbitrage business at 6.00 in the morning; 
at 8.00 station himself by the lift to greet later arrivals by saying 'Have 
you had your fill.of sleeping?'; take his lunch in the bank; and then fling at 
employees hurrymg home on the stroke of 5 00 the i'ron· 'Pl . . r 
ehi' He k b · 1c aymg 1t sare, 
f ." knewf every mem er of the bank staff, and if he observed even a 
amt spar o talent he would dev I h d 

interest in h · . h · ' e op t at man an take a personal 
d' im, is manservant, for instance, later became a managing 

irector of the Oesterreichische Kreditanstalt. 
When I entered his office e I M h 

President of the bank r . ar y ohne arc morning in 1906, he had been 
ror JUst t ree weeks H . d . h h question: · e receive me wit t e 

'What bank did you work int' 
'None.' · 

:1 s~e. Well, what am I supposed to do with ou i' 
I did not apply for this job and can r . y . 

from.' ' eturn nght now to the place I came 
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'I there anything you can do for me, in fact?' 
' I am used to giving more to people I know than I get from them, and 

would feel ashamed of myself if the opposite were the case.' 
Morawitz observed me for some time. 'All well and good, but with 

those principles you'd be better off as a cardinal than a banker. Now, go 
into the next room, read the incoming letters, and screen my visitors!' 

One week later, Morawitz was compelled by illness to be away from the 
office for a few days. In his absence, I dealt as a matter of course with his 
correspondence. Among his letters was a confidential communication 
from the chief executives of the Kreditanstalt and the Bodenkreditanstalt, 
Blum and Thaussig, reporting that the Austrian Government expected all 
the major banks to participate in a forthcoming loan for Russia, together 
with French and German banks: thus the solidarity of the European 
continent, at a time when Russia was badly shaken, would be demon
strated. Both Blum and Thaussig felt that the banks would have to 
participate, and asked Morawitz's opinion. 

I replied that my chief was absent for a few days through illness; but 
that a series of questions arose from the Russian budgetary situation, and 
they would have to be clarified before a financial transaction of the magni
tude envisaged could be undertaken. I then listed the questions. 

On his return, Morawitz was beside himself with anger at my high
handedness, and called his fellow-executives together: they, for under
standable personal reasons, backed him to the hilt, which only made him 
angrier. As I awaited dismissal, Morawitz picked up the telephone to 
repudiate my letter to Blum; but after the first few words, Blum appeared 
to be giving him a detailed answer, and Morawitz calmed down. He ended 
the telephone conversation and turned to me: 'You won't believe this, but 
there are people who are even more dumb than you!' Then he turned to 
the assembled executives and said 'Blum's just told me that he rang 
Fischel, the chief executive of Mendelssohns in Berlin, the head of the 
German consortium, to pas on those questions about the Russians. Fischel 
thought them very important and sent them on to the French syndicate.' 
Morawitz did not say a word in recognition of my role - but that was his 
way. 

Participation in the Russian loan was to cause grave problems for the 
Anglobank. The London committee members were furious at this action 
in support of Russia, and threatened immediate resignation, which would 
have seriously damaged our acceptance business and endangered the bank's 
standing. Our London committee consisted officially of two partner in 
London merchant banks of standing, and unofficially included Sir Ernest 
Cassel and several of his friends, including Joseph Chamberlain. 
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Faced with a summons to come to London, the members of the Vienna 
executive committee hesitated, fearing certain defeat. Morawitz turned 
impatiently to me: 'You've never been to London? Now let's see what 
you can do. Say to the Englishmen that our government pressured us into 
the loan for the sake of European solidarity, and we had to agree; you can 
say that it was my illness at the time that prevented our getting London's 
agreement; just keep them from leaping overboard. How you even begin, 
God only knows.' 

In London, Lord Hillingdon, Chairman of the English committee, let 
me wait for three days before deigning to send me any word. On the 
fourth day, I received a note signed by his secretary bidding me to call on 
Sir Ernest Cassel. The usual polite formulas were omitted, which in the 
formal England of that time struck me as particularly pointed. 

At Cassel's office I met the members of the London executive board and 
several representatives of the shareholders; I knew nobody, and the recep
tion was frosty. I had hardly begun my prescribed formula about the pres ure 
from the Austrian Government when Lord Hillingdon interrupted me: 
'What do we care for the solidarity of the Continent? You have helped our 
deadly enemy, Russia, which is in conflict with our one friend, Japan. You 
didn't put us in the picture, because you knew very well that we would have 
opposed the loan to the utmost. We do not wish to remain associated with 
Anglobank a day longer.' And turning to Cassel, he added: 'Mr Morawitz 
does not consider it necessary to appear himself, but sends us this young 
man as an expression of his low regard for us.' 

T~a~ irritated me very much. From my briefcase I took out my book on 
Ruma s bankruptcy, as well as the memorandum based on it that I had 
sent to the Kreditanstalt, and gave the book to Sir Ernest Cassel and the 
memorandum to Lord Hillingdon, with the remark: 'You will understand 
four things from this: the strength of the pressure from the Austrian 
?over~ment, t_he necessity of our participation, the impossibility of 
mformmg you m advance, and the reason why a young nobody has been sent to you.' 

The las_t words caused a change in the atmosphere. Lord Hillingdon 
~xcused himself emphatically and asked me to explain what I had detailed m the memorandum. 

'1s you fwill s~e,' I said, 'we were convinced of the fundamental 
wea ~ess o RuSSI~; the loan was not a business matter but a political 
nec~s.s1ty. An English bank in Vienna such as ours was th~ least of all in a 
pos1t1on to oppose the loan if we d"d . h · d A d . ' 1 not wis to put our very exi tence in Jeopar y. n precisely because we had to participate, we could not give 
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you advance notice: we had to make it possible for you in your turn to 
explain to your government if necessary that you had not been informed. 
We consciously assumed the burden of your displeasure, rather than risk 
your being at the receiving end of the same from your own government.' 

The Englishmen sat there smoking, said not a word, and looked at me 
occasionally with obviously friendly expressions. That lasted at least five 
minutes - but for me, then unused to English ways, it seemed an eternity. 
Then Cassel, who had meanwhile leafed through my book, asked me when I 
was returning to Vienna. When I answered 'tomorrow', he asked me to 
prolong my stay for a day and dine with him the next evening at his home. 

That evening I did not go to the theatre, to which I had been invited, 
but sat in my small hotel room near Blackfriars Bridge and pondered for a 
long while those words 'Russia, our deadly enemy'. Old memories from 
my time at the Gymnasium came to me, and I recalled how my school
mates had divided into Russophiles and Anglophiles, Easterners and West
erners. If anyone then had told me that I would live to see England and 
Russia allied in a war again tJapan, I would have considered him a lunatic. 

The next morning I went to Cambridge to see the economist Alfred 
Marshall, and that evening presented myself to Cassel, who said: 'You did 
well yesterday. At first I thought you were acting on the instructions of 
my old friend Morawitz, but I spoke to him today on the telephone, and he 
didn't know anything about it. I have given your book to a certain person, 
who is very much interested in it.' 

Since at that moment a man came in whom Ca el introduced as Joseph 
Chamberlain, I thought he was the person alluded to. We were just the 
three of us to dinner; the two men kept a king questions that were as 
interesting as they were difficult, and let me do the talking. When in 
answer to a question about my studies, I mentioned the prize essay I had 
written Chamberlain's interest increased, and he wanted to know all ' about the theory of a common interest linking all economic groups pro-
tected by a general tariff. Then we got on to the Russo-] apanese War, and 
to my extreme a tonishment Chamberlain asked: 'Do you think the Ger
mans will ever again have so favourable an opportunity to have a reckoning 
with the Russian ? What is the mean;ng of the phrase 'Continental 
solidarity' that the Kaiser i promoting? England, America, Germany, 
Au tria and Japan do have interests in common - that i olidarity. The 
Germans are good at complicated thing , but the imple matter that 
everyone understand elude them.' 

I was struck by the unusual franknes of hi way of addres ing a young 
foreigner whom he wa meeting for the first time. I was even more 
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surprised by the substantive matters I had heard . What a trange coinci
dence it was that the Russian revolutionarie , the Chief of the German 
General Staff and Joseph Chamberlain all spoke the same language: all of 
them found the passivity of the German-Austrian alliance vis-a-vis Russia 
incomprehensible. If three so totally different circle came to the same 
conclusion, might they not perhaps be right? Had an opportunity really 
been missed that was not going to recur? Did it make any en e at all for 
the two Empires of Austria and Germany to make loans to Russia? I began 
to regret my own success. 

For I must openly admit that the 'yellow peril' seemed to me then pure 
fantasy, and 'European solidarity' as empty a phrase as it appeared to the 
English. Looking back now, I have to note that Wilhelm II appears to 
have been the first 'European', long before those who coined the expre -
sion, and long before the planners of the European Community who met 
at Strasbourg. What made Wilhelm at the time ridiculous eems today 
almost like foresight; although to be sure only over the long term, and not 
fo~ the imm~di~te future. The German and Austrian Emperors had every
thmg on their side at that time; they could have brought Ru sia and France 
to thei~ knees with the tacit approval of the English and American . That 
they fai_l~d to do so was to prove their own undoing ten years later. They 
can legitimately be criticised by their own peoples for that decision; but 
not by those they saved at the time. 

!"f owever, I was so much attracted by the notion of winning an Engli h 
alliance for Austria and Germany that I thought about it all night. I 
wanted to see Cassel again, but how should a young man unauthori ed by 
anyone broach such questions? 

The next afternoon I ret cl v· T 
. . urne to ienna. o my utter amazement, 

~oh~a~itz. awf ait~d me on my arrival at the W estbahnhof. He greeted me 
m is ironic ashion with thew cl . 'F . 

Id , h h or s. or once, you did something right I wou n t ave t ought it of W 'll h ' 
· 1 f" cl . you. e ave supper together - I hope 

no /ir rdien is expecting you - Cassel spoke to me but I couldn't 
un erstan a word he said exce t th h E 1· h , 
Board.' P at t e ng is group will stay on our 

We ate in his house on the S h b 
a long time there .1 c _warzen ergplatz, just the two of us. For 

was s1 ence His face cl . h. I f h 
gazed intently at m th cl.cl . cuppe m is et and, Morawitz 

e, en su enly said· 'Wh k. cl f b k gave the English people?' · at m o a oo was it you 
'Oh, a quite superficial p hl . 

bankruptcy.• amp et on the inevitability of Russian 

'How does one get a copy? Wh . h h 
· o 1st e aut or?' 
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'I am,' I answered. 
'Are you mad?' cried Morawitz. 
'I wrote the book in Berlin.' 

29 

'And I knew nothing about it! Do you imagine I would have asked you 
to join the bank if I had any idea about that? You' re the most dangerous 
man I ever met. While I am participating in a Russian loan operation, my 
representative gives out his book on Russian bankruptcy, and Cassel is so 
fascinated by it that he passes it on to the King himself - a splendid mess 
altogether! In London they'll consider me a madman!' 

'Let me just explain what actually happened in London.' 
I recounted the entire episode, and ended by saying that I would now 

leave the banlc. 'I suppose to go and join Cassel,' Morawitz added. 
'I had no thought of that.' 

'Don't try to pull the wool over my eyes! He himself asked me if I'd be 
willing to hand you over to him, and like a fool I said no.' 

'He didn't mention anything to me, and I would not accept an offer in 
any case. This evening has proved to me that I can't get along with a boss. 
I'm simply not cut out for that.' 

'All right, let's be serious for a change,' said Morawitz. 'I've been in 
business for over forty years, and you for just three months. I cannot put a 
young man of twenty-four on the Board, or make you a Managing 
Director, without risking a mass resignation of all my executives. Stay at 
the bank as Assistant to the President, and I'll make up out of my own 
pocket the full difference between your salary and that of a senior Man
aging Director. You will be nobody's subordinate - officially, of course, 
you 'II report to me, but only for the form; because for you I won't be the 
President, but your friend.' 

I accepted this unsolicited offer. The Anglobank made great strides. The 
banks of the time undertook all industrial financing in the Monarchy, and 
banking activity afforded multiple insights into the economy as a whole. 

The bank was soon linked in close relationships with coal mining, 
breweries, the textile and sugar industries in the Sudetenland, the petro
leum industry in Galicia, milling in Hungary, factories producing military 
stores in Vienna, insurance companies and shipping lines in Trieste. Out
side the Monarchy, the bank financed American tobacco purchases in 
Macedonia and participated in the syndicates for financing the ~aste~ 
Railway and the Baghdad Railway. I learned a great deal, especially m 
syndicate meetings, and in my travels throughout the Monarchy to estab
lish or supervise branches of the bank. 

Alfred von Gwinner, Director of the Deutsche Bank in Berlin, came to 
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Vienna on one occasion to attend a meeting of the Orientbahn (Eastern 
Railway) syndicate, of which he was the chairman. During the discus
sions, the Vienna Stock Exchange quotations were brought in. Gwinner 
glanced at them and said, 'Those fools, look how the Orientbahn shares 
are rising - and we've seldom had a worse year.' Gwinner had hardly left 
the meeting when the Austrian syndicate members issued orders to sell 
portions of their Orientbahn shareholdings. A few months later came the 
meeting to discuss the year's results, at which it transpired that profits had 
substantially increased, and that the outlook for the company was opti
mistic; we also learned that the shares flung on the market by the Austrian 
syndicate members had been snapped up by the Deutsche Bank. Morawitz 
could not understand my indignation. 

'Serves us right', he said, 'if we fall for a trick like that.' 
'But that's defrauding one's partners!' 

'Don't be such a child. Doesn't a hunter get more of a kick out of 
shooting a wise old bear than a young rabbit? Can't you understand that?' 

'No, I'll never understand that. It's not only unethical it's stupid.' 
'Why?' ' 

·~ecause it destroys the mutual trust of the whole group. Moreover, all 
businessmen t?day have to reckon with a hostile climate of opinion: if we 
want ~o survive, we had better observe the highest standard of tru t
w~rthmess and honourable dealings with one another.' 

~Ou.may well be right. As you know, I myself always make sure that 
my ~smess asso~ates and shareholders share in my profits - but I'm 
alone m that practice Our ind t · 1· l . h . . . . 
h h . · us na ists exp oit t e1r mside information to 

croueat1~ t ~irBowl~ shardehpol~ers at the appropriate opportunity. That's merely 
ne m er man ans but · 11 h . . 

Mayb th 'll 11 h . ' especia y ere m Vienna, and in Budapest. 
e ey a get t e1r come-uppa r h f . 

B t d th d nee ror t at sort o thmg some day u o e crow w d l . h 11 . 
I. f' e ea wit rea Y deserve better? In one out of ten cases, a c ient su rers a loss thanks to d . 

for the rest of h' 1·r · h . my a vice, and he'll hold it again t me 1s ire; m t e mne a · h · h 1. simply forget who gave them the ct· e~ mhw61c clients make money, they 
B d. h . . ip m t e mt p ace.' 

a isc e Amhnfabrik in Ludw · h f, 
German chemical indust igs a en, ~ne of the key companies in the 
r ry, came to us with 1 r f' · ractory to produce nitroge b a proposa ror mancmg a 
a place not far from the cno yt a nhew plrocess, in Norway, near Notodden, 

as w ere arge r f h d available at a low price W d eserves o y ro-power were 
. . · e propose to a · F h . . business m view of the cap·t l sociate renc bank with this 1 a resources of th p · k 

rapprochement of the time b t A . e ans mar et and the political 
. h e ween ustna and F M . wit me to Paris for the preli . d' . ranee. oraw1tz came 

mmary 1scuss1on that was to decide whether 
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or not we were going to participate. At the meeting, in the offices of the 
Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas, the Managing Director of the Badische 
Anilinfabrik began reading a very long memorandum in halting French. 
He had only reached the tenth page when the Managing Director of the 
Banque de Paris, Thors, interrupted him and asked nervously: 'How many 
more pages do you have there?' 

'150.' 
'All of it chemistry?' 
'Yes.' 
'For God's sake, who can put up with that? I don't understand a word 

of it!' 

There was an embarrassed silence, and then Thors continued: 'How 
much do you need for the factory?' 

'Sixty million francs.' 
'Look, the banks will take half if you people put up the other half.' 
'Done.' 
Thors got up and ended the meeting. 
'What's upsetting you now?' Morawitz asked, laughing as he saw my 

expression when we went out to lunch in the Cafe de Paris across 
from the bank. 

'That terribly slapdash way of doing business,' I replied. 
'Rubbish! The German could have told us right at the beginning what 

he wanted. The only important thing is that he was willing to put up 
money to back his own opinion of the project: his money has double value, 
because it isn't as easy for him to get that sum together as it is for the 
banks, and because he bears full responsibility for his investment. If we go 
into partnership with him, who can reproach us if anything should go 
wrong?' 

I conceded he was right, and reflected for some time on the incomparable 
advantages of the private enterprise system in allocating productive 
resources. How much more successfully industrialists or agricultural 
interests with their own capital, responsible to their own shareholders, can 
make appropriate choices among new inventions, proce e or technologies 
than the officials and technocrats of a government-run economy. 

In the next two days, I had an interesting opportunity to observe the 
real atmosphere between the Germans and the French. The Badische 
Anilinfabrik transaction had been launched under official auspices, as an 
expression of 'the solidarity of the European Continent', but there was 
little solidarity in the social intercourse between Frenchmen and Germans . 
The French felt the punctilious politeness of the Germans as arrogant 
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condescension; moreover, they not only gave the Germans no credit for 
their neutrality in the Russo-Japanese conflict, but now resented having to 
share their Russian allies with the Germans. The German industrialists for 
their part were irritated by the local custom that decreed no business talk 
during the sacred ritual of lunch: business was what they had come to Paris 
to discuss, and everthing else was a waste of time. At that time, and on 
numerous subsequent occasions, I saw how the sincere efforts of both 
governments for a rapprochement were sabotaged by a part of the upper 
class. 

In 1907 I spent almost half the year in Paris, looking after the interests of 
Morawitz and the Anglobank, and in close contact with Dorizon of the 
Societe Generale, Rostand of the Comptoir d'Escompte, and Arthur 
Spitzer. The Paris capital market was the leading source of finance for the 
European continent and for Latin America; a substantial number of the 
leading private bankers were of foreign, mostly German, origin. The huge 
credits to Russia - its government, industry and banks - represented 
the most important business on the Paris market. The Russian Ministry of 
Finance work~d with extraordinary cleverness: part of the proceeds of each 
loan was retamed for purposes of manipulating the Paris money market: 
the day before an issue, interest rates were pushed strongly downward in 
order to ensure easier terms. Thus arose the remarkable result that the 
mos~ substant.ial debtor was able to influence the capital markets of the 
credit?r - with. the ~reditor's own money. The highly sophisticated 
tech?iqu: by which this operation was accomplished has been forgotten, 
and is quite ~nknown to governments today. 

The Rus~ian representative in Paris, Marc Raffalovitch, directed all 
these financial ma~ter~ with great skill, especially in their more delicate 
aspects. O~e mormn~ m the spring of 1907 he appeared unannounced at my 
a~a~tment m Rue Clement Marot, in order to 'put me in the picture'. He 
t~e to suggest to me that I write a new book on Russian finances which 
;lt~out crudely ~epudiat_ing the old pamphlet would nonethele;s reflec~ 

f e imhprovem
1
en~ m Russia's standing. I had to concede he said that now 

a ter t e cone us1on of p d h h' ' ' 
th h l . . eace an t e crus mg of the revolution of 1905 
th:t :e 

O 

:;:\~a~~~ :~utli c~r~ainly ~e seen more optimistically. He added 
disposal Finally h' e m ormation necessary for such a book at my 

· , is government whi h h . . 
book · h l ' c was very muc mterested m the ' m1g t a so contemplate givin h A l b 
Vienna market cor R · l g t e ng o ank a position on the 

ri uss1an oans compa bl h h l 
in Berlin; he authorised ~a e to t at e d by Mendelssohn 
Morawitz. me to transmit that bit of news to his friend 
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I pondered for a moment whether I had the right to press my pessimism 
about Russia ' s future on Morawitz and the bank, and decided to let 
Vienna decide whether or not to accept the invitation. I explained mean
while to Raffalovitch the reasons that precluded my writing an optimistic 
version of my book. He sat there with an ironic smile, hardly listening, and 
abruptly said, looking round the modestly furnished room, 'Is this the sort 
of place for a man like you?' 

I answered, also with a smile, 'This is how I protect myself from the 
reproach of being a parvenu, one that's made all too readily against people 
like us; especially when one is young as well. I'll transmit your offer to 
Vienna.' 

In my report to Vienna, I refused to revise my opi.-1ion; if the bank 
wanted to go after this business, someone else should carry on the negotia
tions with Raffalovitch. I added that this approach might be a feeler put 
out by the Russians in an attempt to make financial contact with England 
via the somewhat circuitous route of a part-English bank in Vienna. As far 
as I was concerned, I wished to have nothing to do with it, because I could 
foresee a bad ending. 

'Ending? Death is the end of everything,' Morawitz replied grumpily, 
'and if that's the way you look at things you'll never do any business. In 
the next three years, the French will take all Russian loans, because they 
have to, and no banker has to think beyond that period.' 

'I am of the opposite opinion,' I said, 'but don't take any notice of it.' 
Two days later, Morawitz telephoned: 'You have more luck than 

brains. The executive committee was unanimously for going after the 
Russian business, but our government intimated we'd better not.' 

After my return to Vienna at the end of 1907, I took on, in addition to 
syndicate business, the supervi ion of lending policy at our branches. The 
hardest task of the bank in Central and Eastern Europe was to prevent 
themselves from being locked into long-term loan . There was a strong 
demand for bank credit, because the development of the economy and of 
rapidly growing armaments required more capital_ than ~as. available. 
Moreover it was difficult in 1907 to finance enterprises by mumg shares, 

I • • 

because the Vienna Stock Exchange, in reaction to the Amencan panic -
which had started with the We tinghouse crash, and resulted in temporary 
100% rates for call loans - was unable to take new hare issues. Over
coming considerable re istance at our branches, I put an end to the long
established practice of paying off one loan out of the proceed of the next. 
As long as I was active in the bank, we had not one lo s from bad loans: 

But elsewhere in Austrian indu try there were everal larger bankruptcies 
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in 1907 and 1908: they took place primarily in enterprise with young chief 
executives who had studied in America and tried to apply American 
methods back in Austria. The belief in advertising, and the love of change 
for its own sake that characterised the Americans, were totally lacking in 
Austria, as in all of Europe with the exception of North Germany. When 
they married, middle-class housewives received furnishings of a quality 
that was meant to make them last a lifetime, especially with the careful 
upkeep then devoted to the household. Clothes one wore for hunting, or 
shoes, were only really precious when they had become old. Thrift -
usually with good reason - was in our very blood; luxuries were very 
much looked down upon throughout the middle class. And the peasants 
took their shoes off in bad weather in order to preserve them. Both industry 
and the merchant class lived far below their real financial circumstances. 
Assimilating a new invention or a modern process took as many years in 
Austria as it did months in America. Whoever failed to perceive these 
differences simply went under. 

In addition to my banking activities, I worked evenings on scholarly 
pursuits. I was alas unable to continue the studies in philosophy of science 
that I had begun in my first university year in Mach's extraordinary 
lectures, since nobody dared continue them after Boltzmann had collapsed 
in the attempt. As I had done formerly in my student years, I frequented 
Sigmund Freud's home, and often participated there in discussions among 
his closest circle. He was a master of penetrating insights and the most 
r~fined and intellectualised wit. As is the case with those who shed light on 
hitherto obscure areas of knowledge, he was something of an obsessive; 
but he. could als? be amused in the most subtle fashion by contemplating 
the f01bles of his stu.dents. and even of himself. He was not responsible 
personally for the distortion of individual illuminating insights into a 
whole system of thought; nor for the many nonsensical aspects of presentday psychoanalysis. 

, .Vienna at ~hat time was celebrated in operetta and travel literature as the 
ci.~y ~f love · Arthur Schn~tzler had created the prototype of the 'susses 

Ma~el , the sweet and available young girl, and had in his La Ronde 
(Re,~~n) expanded the literary possibilities of this theme to the utmost. 
iemi~ge\ my fellow-participant in philosophy lectures, had tried in his ex an C aracter to analyse the psychology of d h d b d d · women, an a een e;roye m the attempt. And now Freud extended the ideas of his 
c~ eague Breuer - who suffered perpetual migraine headaches - into 1·~ sexual j.f ere.k The Viennese were uncomfortable with all that· they 

I not rea i y ta e to analysing the natural and obvious. The Vi~nnese 
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loved without regrets and without complexes; the Oedipus complex - a 
meaningless concept, since it is well-known that Oedipus himself was 
quite free of it - seemed to them as normal human beings totally alien. 
They thought it absurd that an entire theory of life and love should now be 
erected on the seven French words: 'on revient toujours a ses premiers 
amours' - one always returns to one's first loves. 

Freud was at that time as under-rated as he is over-rated today. Like 
many another brilliant mind, he needed someone close to him who out of 
every ten ideas would have thrown out five, changed four, and left only 
one unaltered. Thus, for example, on several seminar evenings we dis
cussed the notion that women wear their outer garments as a message to 
other women, but their underclothes for men. I said that this hardly 
applied to working-class or peasant women; that in any event it wasn't 
very significant; and that the whole discussion was one more appropriate 
to the coffee-house than the university - a phrase that was held against 
me long afterwards. But the one out of ten of Freud's ideas that could 
remain unchanged was often a very great one. In the late 1930s I met 
Freud, by then seriously ill, in London, and when I tried to cheer him up 
he said 'My friend, one mustn't try to outlive one's body.' 

I found Freud very disappointing; I was very wary of any extreme . For 
example, economics seemed to me only part of public policy, and to see it 
as the prime concern of government I considered the great mistake of the 
past two generations. Accepting class conflict as the foundation of public 
policy also seemed to me totally one-sided. I tried, using individual psy
chology as my point of departure, to investigate mass psychology and take 
it further than the Italian thinkers of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries had managed; at the very start of that effort I encountered 
another obsessive, Karl Marx. How fascinating is the one-sidedness of 
genius, and how devastating have been the results of such one-sidedness in 
its two most successful examples, Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud. 

Continuing my work for Professor Philippovich, I worked on the 
sections of his book concerned with banks and securities markets in eco
nomic policy, and also occasionally supervised seminar projects. I made the 
effort in that context to depoliticise two fundamental economic questions: 
the system of agricultural land tenure, and the question of monopolies and 
free competition. . . 

In the first half of the nineteenth century, several leadmg English 
economists had tried to extend the capitalist system into agriculture: 
according to their ideas, small farmers would disappear wi.th increas~ng 
prosperity, and be replaced by large leased farm run hke factones. 
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Theodor Bernhardi, a Russian State Councillor, opposed this development in a book that appeared in 1849, which rigorou ly examined the basis of both small scale and large agricultural land tenure. While this important work remained unknown outside a very limited academic circle, the theory of English liberalism exerted the strongest influence on socialism and Karl Marx himself. Both liberalism and socialist thought shared a common optimism about new industrial developments, and completely mi Judged the unique nature of English agricultural development. The enclosure movement in England that followed the Reformation was imitated nowhere else; the peasant liberation of the eighteenth century in Prussia and Au tria attracted for the mo t part independent smallholders. The adoption of English agricultural doctrines cost European liberalism in Germany and Austria the support of the farmers, who formed their own parties based on their economic interests. Official liberalism nonetheless maintained its adherence to classical doctrines, even though there was some opposition even within liberal ranks. 
It was just because all these issues were so emotional that Philippovich and I thought it necessary to discuss them in purely economic terms, and take t?e political poison out of the controversy. At just that time, Stolypm, the Russian Minister of the Interior, began the great agrarian reform movement that was designed to create a class of independent smal~holders: and my friend Sering enthusiastically approved of the effort. If this programme had been maintained for just another decade Russia would for the ~rst time have established her agriculture on a healthy basis. But_ the assas m that struck down Stolypin also destroyed his reform project, and thus prep~red the way for Stalinism. World history offers us har~ly any paradox gnmmer than this: with guile and force Bolshevism ~amed out a ~ew agraria~ policy that precisely met the criteria laid down Y those ,Engish bourgeois economist in the first half of the nineteenth ;entu~Y·, Replace~ent of the peasants by large state-leased farms, run like /ctordies - that is almo t identical with the kolkhoz system Those who rorce th h th· d · · roug is . octrme as Marxism paid no attention to the serious consequences or their acts: the ignorance of political fanatics led to the r;st cat.alslthrop IC re ults for the Russian economy. The Russia of the u ure w1 ave to go back to Stolypin's ideas. 

Only a few of all these research d d. . · t h b papers an 1scuss1on have appeared in prm - t e est paper among them was that f El C b two lectures on the 1 · · f . d . . 0 se ron ach. I gave liberal and socialist op;:~:m~ ~~rlustnahsm, moderately criticising both occasion when he forsook h' . M~nger attended my lectures, the sole is stnct retirement to return to the University. 
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My work on monopolies - of both production and consumption -bore some relation to the problems I have already mentioned. Particularly noteworthy was the comparison between monopoly and free competition in the case of the tobacco industry: in a monopoly situation, there was concentration in a few factories with advanced technology, direct sale to consumers through a network of small outlets, no advertising, no campaign to increase consumption, and substantial profits through price-fixing and the elimination of all middlemen; in countries where there was a free market in tobacco, there were numerous producer , a complex marketing system, considerable advertising, and a strong increase in consumption. And here came the main issue that the theory of monopolies had not yet dealt with: employment. Monopolistic economies required far fewer employees than free market systems. 
If one could imagine a situation in which farmers were replaced by the industrialisation of agriculture, commercial organisations eliminated, and production and consumption monopolies made universal, how dramatically would employment be reduced! After a transitional period of full employment, difficulties of substantial proportion would appear, since such an economy would be incomparably slower to adopt new inventions or processes than would a free market economy. The socialists were passionate participants in the discussions on this basic question that I continued at the Sozialwissenschaftlicher Bildungsverein (the Social Science Education Association). Their excitement showed how they recogni ed the seriousness of my argument, and how it confronted them with problem . The legend of full employment in the Soviet Union masks the reality; but even in the West, including America, we lack to this day sufficiently thorough studies on employment. War and defence-related industries tend ~o fav~ur plants employing comparatively few workers; in the most labour-mt~ns1ve industries, such as construction, the textile industry, or commerce m the widest sense, monopoly, whether tate or private, is the least appropriate form of organisation. Our attempt to take these problems out of the political arena and discuss them in an objective academic forum had a long 

success. 
But while we were slowly extricating these contentious econo~ic iss~es from the battle zone and elevating them into the sphere of rational discourse, the first bolt of political lightning that heralded the approaching terrible storm struck in the Balkans. 



4. The Bosnian Crisis 

Since 1906 and 1907, strong nationalist sentiments had been evident 
among the Muslim population in the west Macedonian and Albanian parts 
of the Turkish Empire - an only too understandable reaction against the 
increasingly aggressive nationalism of the Christians resident in those 
areas. The entire situation in this region was untenable over the long term: 
Muslim sovereignty over Christians in Europe was largely considered an 
anomaly in the West, and the rebellious Balkan peoples, already suffi
ciently stirred up, were further incited by support from several quarters. 
For a considerable time, English liberalism was dominant in this move
ment, and then was replaced by Russian Panslavism. During the Russo
Japanese war, Russia had abstained from activity in the area, but as soon as 
it was over, she devoted her main attention to the Balkans. The prestige of 
the Turkish Empire has sunk to new depths; the Christian powers were 
involved in efforts at reform in Macedonia; and the central government in 
Constantinople was tied hand and foot financially - it was unable even to 
raise tariffs without the consent of the great powers, its creditors, and 
such consent was seldom and then only hesitantly granted. As usual, the 
s~r~n~est protecti_onist powers defended the principle of the Open Door 
vis-a-v,s the outside world. How, under these circumstances was a 
Turk~y that d~ily suffered humiliating incursions on its sovereignty to 
exe~cise authority over non-Turkish nationalities? Russia was inciting the 
subJect people~ to revo~t, and at the same time was one of the two great 
powers called m to adVIse Turkey on constitutional reform. 

For a long time, the Turks had resignedly accepted one defeat after 
another. But then around th t f h . . . , e urn o t e century, a young generation 
contammg a number of rem k bl 1. . d . h . . ar a e persona itles ma e its appearance: it 

oped to revitalise the Turkish people and took .t . .d f h 
W . . , i s mam i eas rom t e 

est, prmcipally from Paris. 

However understandable the rise of the y T k f h Ott · . . oung ur s was rom t e 
h 

0
:~n pomt of view, it was alarming to the Bulgars, Serbs and Greeks: 

P
t a:~v/AbadrrolgHated .dto bthemselves ~any liberties under the regime of the 

u ami , ut now their · h d . 
11 . . suzeram t reatene to rouse itself and actua y exercise its authorit B 

Ad · t · s h . . Y · etween western Macedonia and the na ic ea t ere is a region ver 11 . 
nationalities and reli · h ' l Y sma geographically, in which more 
under a tacit truce 1:ons t an e se~~ere on earth clash, or live together 
backward region e'c m~tulall hosdtihty. It was just in this unbelievably 

, onomica y un evelo d d k . . pe an sun m total illiteracy, 
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that the new Turkish nationalism was especially virulent - and the area 
moreover bordered on Bosnia and Herzegovina, the provinces that 
Austria-Hungary had occupied indefinitely following the decisions of the 
Congress of Berlin in 1878. 

Since Polybius, we have differentiated between remote and proximate 
causes of war. The remote cause of the great conflict that now began lay in 
the hardly reconcilable clash of interests between the great powers; but it 
was in this desperately impoverished corner of the Balkans that the 
immediate occasion arose for an era of world war, that era which endan
gered two entire generations, and destroyed the successes of Europe built 
up over four centuries, and which even now, after nearly five decades, has 
not yet ended. 

Professional historians and intelligent journalists have undertaken the 
most painstaking basic research, carefully combing through the official 
archives, as is the current method of historical investigation; but those who 
know how official records are written are aware of the limited value of 
such documentation. To what a limited extent have even the most careful 
accounts of the decisive pre-war period captured the entire truth. I person
ally experienced only a fraction of what happened in that time o_f h~storical 
significance for the world; but what I witnessed was from the mside, and 
of essential importance. After so long a time, I consider myself released 
from the obligation of secrecy, especially since solving the mystery of the 
origins of the First World War still preoccupies all cultivated people. 

My position in the Anglobank gave me inside knowledge a~ ~he appro
priate time - and indeed sometimes in advance - of t~e decmve _moves 
in Austrian policy in the Balkans. Karl Morawitz was nghtly_con_sidered, 
both in Vienna and in Paris, the most profound expert on Turkish fmances, 
and the best informed individual on everything going on in Government 
circles and among the people as well - the latter something whic~ only 
few others bothered about. He was the first to observe and take senously 
the Young Turk movement; he was principally_ motivated in th_at ob erva
tion by his interest in Ottoman finances, but m contrast to his Western 
colleagues in the financial world, he aw that t~e Young Turks would 
achieve the revitalisation of Turkey. Every Austrian, and many a French 
official concerned with Turkish problems, turned to him for advice. So it 
transpired that the project which was to open the first scene of ~he first act 
in the drama of war, the Sanjak Railway, was also brought m the fir t 

instance to Morawitz. 



5. The Sanjak Railway 

The Sanjak of Novi Bazar - the name sounds today like something out of 
the Arabian Nights . Who knows any more what Sanjak means , and where 
Novi Bazar i ? The whole thing was in fact a fairy tale, and a very sad one: 
a conflict began over the construction of a railway line, which in its 
remoter consequences was to bring destruction to so many. Yet it was not 
a rich country that provoked the clash, but a desolate, almost uninhabitable 
little speck of land, squeezed between barren mountain ranges; and not a 
main rail link, but a narrow-gauge line intended to join yet another 
narrow-gauge line with a so-called 'main line' on which there was only 
one train a day. 

People today might ask what this absurd toy railway had to do with 
world politics. In normal times, nobody outside the immediate area would 

ha:e taken the.s~ightest notice of it; yes, in normal times, but just at that 
pomt the transition to abnormal times was beginning; for, all at once, the 

~~st remote. ~ities of the world echoed with a hue and cry over this 
n.d1c~lo~s m1m-project. It was like the first tremor of an earthquake, a 
d1sqmetmg sensation: if such a small matter could evoke such a furore 

among people in no w_ay di~ectly involved, then surely the era of peace in 
Europe had ended. With bnef local exceptions, that era had lasted almost 
one hundr:d years - the longest period of peace for almost 2,000 years. 
A?d now it was all coming to an end. We could only guess what that 
might mean, for we ourselves had not yet seen war. 

~h~t was it all about, and how was I involved? At the Congress of 
:erlm m 1878, Austria-Hungary had been granted the Sanjak of Novi 

I' a~ar as;n ipendage to Bosnia, to be garrisoned so as to assure it of direct 
m Ms to ur ey and the Aegean Sea, without having to pass through Serbia 

or ontenegro. For almost tw d d A . h 
the s · k · h . 0 eca es, ustna ad stationed troops in 

Al 
. anJa Awiht outhtroublmg further about the territory. In 1906 Count 

01s von e rent al wa · d F . 
comet h' ffi s appomte ore1gn Minister of Austria· he had 
had be:n ;mnbew od ce Li~kthe Ballhausplatz from St Petersburg, ;here he 

assa or. i e so many oth h f ·1 d 
Austria had · d . ers, e ai e to understand why 

remame passive at th t · f R . , 
Russo-Japanese war d h de ime O USS1a s weakness in the 

, an e wante to t · h I 
soon as possible. His first scheme wa ~e nev: t e ost opportunity as 
complete a line from Bosnia to S I s.i rail:way lmk through the Sanjak to 
inal suzerainty over the S . k a ofnNi a .. Smee Turkey still retained nom-

anJa o ov1 Baz A . d 
application to the Tu k r .

1 
ar, ustna ma e a formal 

r s ror a rai way · construction concession. The 
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Eastern Railway Company (Orientbahnge ellschaft) which owned the line 
from Salonika to Mitrovica, was to undertake the preliminary engineering 
survey and in due course the financing. Morawitz was on the board of the 
company, in which there were German, Austrian and French interests, 
and he was the man consulted in the first instance. He in his turn charged 
me to start looking into the questions involved - all 'top secret'. 

My report was absolutely negative: neither the traffic to be expected in 
the Sanjak nor the needs of Bosnia itself justified the construction of the 
proposed railway. Bosnia's whole economy was oriented towards the 
Adriatic, and required the development of the excellent ports along the 
Dalmatian coast - I knew those areas, since my father some years previ
ously had done legal work in connection with the financing of the great 
Kerka hydroelectric project - and I added that a through-line from the 
Croatian border to Mitrovica, the last station on the Orientbahn, would 
be unreasonably costly. If standard gauge were chosen, all the Bo nian 
lines, which were narrow-gauge, would have to be completely rebuilt, and 
the missing link from Banjaluka to Jaice finished at very high cost. If, on 
the other hand, narrow gauge were decided upon, that would require two 
separate transfers, and make direct goods traffic impossible. The line 
would never really compete with the Belgrade railway that linked 
Southern Hungary with the Aegean; profitability, even in the long term, 

was out of the question. 
The Russian-French alliance had reacted to Austria-Hungary's applica

tion for a rail concession with a storm of protest unparalleled in intensity -
and had in its turn made a political countermove by proposing a railway 

from the Danube to the Adriatic. 
In the course of 1907, Morawitz gave my memorandum to Count 

Aehrenthal, who had come on a private vi it to his apartment in the 
Schwarzenbergplatz. It was obvious that the Mini ter f?und the conc~u
sions of my memorandum altogether unpalatable; he confided .to Morawltz 
that the Austrian General Staff had recommended the withdrawal of 
Austrian troops from the anjak, in view of the gm.wing T~rki ~ national 
feeling in the region. But to give up the railway project at thi pomt would 

represent a defeat with eriou con equence . . 
Morawitz said to me: 'Aehrenthal looked deathly pale, and I was afraid 

he might collapse in my home at any moment .. I hav: the, impres ion he'~ 
never have started with that little pimple of a railway 1f he d known all th1 
beforehand. But then our better in the aristocracy don't know a damned 
thing about finance. Could you perhap water down that ~emorandum 
ju t a little? Perhap reduce the cost of the narrow-gauge lme, leave out 
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that business about the connecting links; and then say the financing is 
something for future decision?' 

'I'm not the sort of man who talks out of both sides of his mouth,' I 
answered. 

'Oh, come along, it's only helping to give someone a way out, not 
making an enemy of him - which I, of all people, have no reason to do. 
But of course, you won't even do that - that's what I get for taking my 
colleagues out of the academic world.' 

He took his hat, got up to leave the bank, then turned to me after a few 
steps and said, 'Well, you've convinced me at any rate. I wouldn't give a 
ha'penny for that heap of rubbish. Good-bye, Professor!' 

But the whole world now began to get upset over that 'heap of 
rubbish'. The Prince of Montenegro, a country with a handful of moun
tain inhabitants, who had married one daughter to the King of Italy and 
two others to Russian Grand Dukes, protested vociferously that the pro
posed Sanjak Railway would cut him off from links with Serbia - though 
how a railway could do that is something of a mystery. Cries of indignation 
were promptly heard from St Petersburg and Paris, as well as Rome -
and even London expressed concern. Never was so much written about a 
pro_posed :ailway line, which would have been the first and only one in the 
entire region - a region practically without any roads, and which very 
few travellers had ever visited. How easy it was to orchestrate a chorus of 
protest, as long as people were prepared to pay the appropriate price -
and there was ap?are~tly no lack of those. And how quick others were 
everywh~re to chime m, not knowing what it was really all about. 

The railway was never built, although Austria received the concession 
and. had a full ten years thereafter to complete it. Moreover, in the fol
lowmg ?ar, 1908, Austria voluntarily relinquished her rights to military 
occupation of the Saniak Wh th 11 h f . . 

fi . 'J • Y en a t at uss? H1stonans are still trying to gure 1t out. 
I can give the answer d ·t ·11 b f . , an 1 may st1 e o some mterest today since it 

concerns the eve of the g t h ' 
added th . f M _rea war epoc . My memorandum, with the 

au onty o orawitz had c · d A h h l of th s · k R .1 '. onvmce e rent a of the uselessness 
r e kailJa I dai. wa~ - which the international uproar prevented him 
rrom ac now e gmg m bl· Th F . 
of strategic withdrawaf~n i~he t oreign Minister found. a political line 
abdication of her right · h S . akrger context of Austna's voluntary 
would silence any pol'ts_mlt e _an~a ?f Novi Bazar, a move that he hoped 

i ica recnmmations 
If Aehrenthal had troubled befo h · d 

military implications th . f frel an_ to analyse the financial and 
' e entire ate u episode would not have occurred. 
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In the event, even the intelligently planned retreat was no longer very 
helpful : the world failed to understand why Austria had first wanted to 
construct a railway that encountered such enormous opposition, and then 
a year later gave up the territory through which the line was to go. People 
explained it all in terms of the most sophisticated diplomacy with grand 
strategic aims - while the whole point was to cover a retreat with plau
sible gestures. 



6. The Annexation of Bosnia; Meeting 
between Edward VII and Emperor Franz Joseph 

The memorandum on the Sanjak railway and the decisive impact it had 
were known only to a very small circle of government officials· but th 

. d ' e 
ep1so e gave Morawitz a very strong unofficial position in foreign affairs 

de:e.lopment th~t ?e himself was far from welcoming. The Austrian Pri~: 
Mm1ster, Wlad1m1r Beck, was particularly impressed by the memorandum· 

Be~k was a n:an wit~ the profound sense of responsibility that characterised 
sen~or Austnan.of~aal~, energetic and decisive, but an enemy of all adven
tunsm. Moraw1tz m his generous way had told Beck that I was the author 
of the memor.andum, and Beck thereupon discussed with me foreign policy 
m~tters that m fact were not his primary responsibility. He spoke to me 
with the greatest urgency and intensity and I could reel h' k · · b A h , ' ri 1s s ept1c1sm 
a out e renthal s capacities. On Beck's introduction I met t . d' . 
d I h b , wo m 1v1-

s
uas·s wh o soon ecame my friends, Joseph B. Barnreither and Rudolf 
. 1eg art. 

a i::;:e~t~;;:n\D?ut?' of the Austrian Upper House (Herrenhaus) and 
Austrian liberalismo. em1a, was one of the best and last representatives of 

Although f 11 · · h 
in the spirit uo{ ~;td1te1rvee totht ~ u~iqulleness of other nationalities, he was, 

, n us1ast1ca y eager t h . h h 
German culture that was so . d O s are wit t em the 
bourgeoisie - and w1'tho t pnze ~ pdossession of the German-speaking 
. u any att1tu e of · · H 
interested in the problem of B . h' h h supenonty. e was keenly 
the circle close to Crown Pr· osnF1a, wF1c d' e knew well; he belonged to 

mce ranz er m d d h d . 
over the Crown Prince it d an , an a more mfluence 

1£1 
' seeme to me than h . d' 'd 

was se ess and devoted w·th ' any ot er m 1v1 ual. He 
h

. • 1 out personal amb't' H' l . . 
to ac 1eve a constitutional 1 ions. 1s goa m life was 
A 

. arrangement of a k' d h' h h . . 
ustnan-Rumanian political thinker . ~n w IC t e hke-mmded 

States of Austria'· a fied . f ~opov1c1 had called 'The United 
· erat1on o natio 1 . h 

government. This state an A . p nl.a states wit a strong central 
rd . , ustnan- o ish-R · d . 
re erat1on would irres· t'bl umaman-an -South-Slavic 
b d 

' is 1 Y attract the tl · . . . 
or ers. Many of the best 1· . I . ou ymg nat1onaht1es within its 

po 1t1ca mmds l 
among the Czechs Croats and R . ' not on Y among the Poles but 
'd ' umama 1 ea, as were some Social D ns too, were attracted by this 
b · emocrats and t 
1ggest obstacle to accompI· h' h' 0 some extent Bauer. But the 

position of the Magyars·. His mg t is _federal state was the dominant 
. h . m ungary· th 1 . 

wit the national aspirations of th ' heir ove: ordsh1p was incompatible 
e ot er nat 1· · h wna ities, t e Rumanians 

' 
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Slovaks and Croats. It was the Croats who in the revolutionary year 1848 
had defended Vienna, just as Franz Joseph ascended the throne, against the 
rebellious Magyars; and then nineteen years later, when the Dual Mon
archy came into being, were subjected to Magyar domination. Barnreither 
was firmly convinced that this historic injustice would have to be rectified, 
and that some compensation could no longer be postponed. 

The whole political climate of the time favoured an effort to solve this 
problem. The Crown possessed the ultimate weapon in the form of uni
versal suffrage, which it had just forced through against tremendous 
opposition in Austria, and had also threatened to introduce in Hungary, as 
a counterweight to growing nationalist pretensions on the part of the 
Magyars. That was quite a step for a seventy-eight-year old monarch; but 
the Emperor could not decide to proceed further, to engage in open con
flict, demolish the old Dual Monarchy, and establish a new constitutional 
set-up. He knew very well that he would have to satisfy the political 
demands of the middle class and attract the broad masses of the people to 
make such far-reaching changes, but he lacked the decisiveness required to 

carry matters through to their logical conclusion. 
Barnreither judged all these matters with a cold and rational logic, sine 

ira et studio; Crown Prince Franz Ferdinand, on the other hand, took 
matters personally, and made no bones about his intentions or his 
antipathies. These qualities would have made it difficult for him to see his 
plans through, especially since with his strong wilfulness he would hardly 
have been content to let Bamreither, the intellectual author of his pro
gramme, be responsible for its execution. And then, every feature of the 
programme would have encountered Russian opposition: a Poland at peace 
would have attracted the Poles within the Russian orbit; a unified 
Rumania would have lain athwart the road to Constantinople; a unitary 
Southern Slavic state would have been in a position to command the exit 
from the Dardanelles through the Aegean Sea. Russia needed weak states 
along its borders, not a great confederation; but just when Russia herself 
was weak Austria had remained passive. The only great power that really 
might have been interested in Barnreither's programme was Great 
Britain, which had in fact wanted to transfer full sovereignty over Bosnia 
to Austria at the Congress of Berlin. As long as England continued to 
oppose the opening of the Dardanelles, its support could have been 
assured; but at this time England was herself eeking a rapprochement 
with Russia, and in June King Edward VII met T ar Nicholas at Reval. 

The Barnreither scheme could not therefore have been accompli hed at 
the time, even by Franz Ferdinand, who by the way was a Russophile. But 
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paradoxical as it may seem, the scheme is now, and will long remain, much 
more practicable than it was then. The rapprochement of the West and 
Russia is a mere episode: what will last is the opposition of the two, and 
England's political successor, the United States, cannot indefinitely keep 
watch alone on the Bosphorus. 

While the group close to Crown Prince Franz Ferdinand, functioning as 
a type of 'brains trust', spun its fantasies about the future in enforced 
inactivity on the sidelines, the other man Beck introduced to me, Sieghart, 
was fully engaged in public life, highly valued by Emperor Franz Joseph 
and cordially detested by the Crown Prince. Without any influential 
background or political support, he had as a young man advanced to a 
leading position in the Prime Minister's office, and with his clear vision 
and an unusually shrewd judgement of people, had subsequently become 
the real power broker in government, a maker of ministers. Nobody but he 
could have helped the Empire through its seemingly insoluble problems so 
flexibly and imaginatively: he even perceived possible solutions to the 
linguistic issue, which to this day remains a problem. But he knew that the 
times were inauspicious for bold experimentation. If he had been born in 
England, he would surely have been one of the greatest statesmen in that 
country; he had a genius for political timing. 

The meeting at Reval between King Edward and the Tsar precipitated 
the r~volt of the Young Turks: they feared joint action by England and 
RuSS1a,. the two powers whose rivalries had enabled the Ottoman Empire 
to survive for the past sixty years. The centres of the revolutionary move
ment were not far from the eastern frontier of Bosnia. 

On 8. or 9 August 1908 the Austrian Prime Minister, Beck, asked to see 
Morawitz, and when he learned that Morawitz was away in Marienbad 
he sent for me As he t Id d h l . ' . · . o me un er t e sea of strictest secrecy, the 
annexation of Bosma and He · b . . h . rzegovma was emg seriously considered; he 
was t erefore particularly anxious to have Mora 't ' . 'bl . wi z s views as soon as 
possi e on the likely position of the young Turk th' . 

I 11 d . s over is issue. 
trave e overnight to M · b d d 

M . d . k anen a , an next morning accompanied 
orawitz to nn the waters d h lk f 

splendid d d h an t en wa rom the springs along that 
woo e pat to the ga d r, R"b . . t'f 1 · h r en care, u ezahl, with its beau-i u views, w ere we were to h b kf 

vailed: one had to walk u hi ave _rea ast. The old custom still pre-
and olde p 11 after taking the waters and before breakfast 

r men were not exempted f h . ' 
out of my worried . b rom t e reqmrement. I was beguiled 

preoccupation y th d f l r . 
cared for over centuri db h e won er u rorests, immaculately 
streamed to the famo:s, an f y t ~theerful mood of the visitors who had 

s spa ram a over the world and were now feeling 
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better, or had at least convinced themselves that they were healthier since 
arriving. During the ritual walks one was meant absolutely to avoid dis
cussing any serious matters; but even during breakfast I was unable to 
begin, for at the next table there was a large group of French people talking 
loudly and excitedly about the visit King Edward VII was going to make 
in the next few days to Isch!, where he was to meet Emperor Franz Joseph. 
King Edward's visit appeared to be the subject of the day at Marien bad; the 
King was just ending his own stay at the spa, and was regarded as some
thing of a comrade by the other guests there, among whom he had circu
lated informally throughout his visit. As far as I was able to overhear, 
nobody spoke of the political significance of a meeting between Edward 
and Franz Joseph. European society of the time still considered Edward VII 
as the greatest bon vivant, the arbiter of elegance, and saw his visit to the 
Habsburg monarch as a normal act of courtesy toward the sovereign who 
ruled over the spa at Ischl, as well as a gesture toward a fellow-monarch 
who in 1908 was celebrating the sixtieth anniversary of his reign and was 
also to celebrate his birthday a few days later. I whispered to Morawitz, 
who was already showing signs of impatience, that we should try to find a 
quieter place. 

'Trouble in the bank?' he asked in a low voice. 
'No, a query from Beck.' 
'That's all I needed, during my holiday.' 
'It's not necessarily bad news.' 
'Have you ever in your life had good news from a government?' 
We walked into the nearby woods, along a path leading to the new golf 

course that King Edward himself, dressed in a black morning coat, had 
inaugurated a few days earlier by hitting the first ball. 

'I only have an hour before my bath, so fire away,' said Morawitz. 
'What does Beck want to know?' 

'It's highly confidential: how would the Young Turks react to a pos-
sible annexation by us of Bosnia?' 

'Why annexation? Who's going to take Bosnia away from us under the 
present set-up? And why just now, when Turkey's a?out to get~ dece_nt 
government for the first time. A sensible government m Turkey will umte 
all sorts of previous enemies, France doubtless among them; and then we 
come along with this useless notion!' . 

'I don't know the reasoning behind it,' I replied, 'but do you thmk the 
Turks will have a hostile reaction, or that they can be calmed down?' 

'Hostile reaction? Against the ally of Germany, the only friend Turkey 
has and will continue to have - rubbish! The Turks have more than 
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enough other worries. Oh, they'll let out a scream - they have to - but 
they'll stomach it, especially if we help them with their critical financial 
problems. It'll cost us a packet! Tell Beck the Ballhausplatz had better 
leave that negotiation to me: if Pallavicini, our man in Istanbul, handles it, 
it's going to cost us far more. But what has any of this to do with 
Edward's visit to the Emperor?' 

'I haven't heard anything about that. But if the annexation is going 
through soon - and Beck hinted he's in a great hurry - it would be 
dangerous not to tell the King anything about it during his visit.' 

'You probably fear you '11 be sent off to London again to smooth ruffled 
feathers! But joking aside, you're right about that. Tell Beck in my name 
too that it would be wise to put King Edward in the picture.' 

I spoke next day to Beck in Vienna, and gave him the message. The 
senior Chief of Department at the Foreign Ministry, Count Wickenburg 
- the Foreign Minister, Count Aehrenthal, was in Ischl - rejected the 
notion of informing Edward VII as impracticable. King Edward was to 
meet Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany after his visit to Emperor Franz 
Joseph at Ischl: to inform Edward of our annexation plan before letting our 
~erman. a!ly know would be the grossest affront. In any event, the Coun
cil of Mmisters had not yet decided definitely on annexation; and a decision 
would not be announced immediately. 

Two days later, Franz Joseph and King Edward met at Isch!. On 14 
Aug~st, Moritz B_e~ed,ikt shared with me the Emperor's words on the 
evenmg after the visit: Today I made a powerful enemy.' I kept trying to 
f~u~e out what these words might refer to; Beck and Sieghart were also in 
t e ark. H~d an alliance been suggested, or some mediation in the naval 
arms race with Germany:> 0 h d th . f 

d · r a e annexation o Bosnia been mentioned 
an opposed by Edward:> I d 1 · d b 
F J h · was eep y stirre y the Emperor's words: 

ranz osep was not an unusu 11 'f d b 
and ld · h a Y gi te man, ut he had vast experience, a wor view t at spanned t . 
b · f d h h' . wo generations. He had summarised in six ne wor s t e istoncal turn· · h h 
b t E 1 d mg-pomt t at ad been reached: the entente e ween ng an and the H b b 
than two centu · h ld a s urg ~anarchy, which had lasted more 

nes, t e o est such fr d h' . 
That would be a m· c c b ien s ip m Europe, was at an end. 

isrortune ror oth t · . f h. 
danger of world wa .. bl par ies, rom t 1s moment on, the 

r was vis1 e how £ 1. d . . 
irreplaceable for Great B . . h' ever ew rea 1se 1t. Austna was 

ntam: s e was th 1 · overseas colonies without . . 
1
. e on Y great power without 

' 1mpena 1st asp· f d · h great oceans and wi'th 1 ira ions an wit out access to the 
' on Y one coast O th Ad · · . 

Mediterranean But at th t . h' n e natic, which led into the 
· a time t at p t f h . • ar o t e Mediterranean had 
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particular political significance. The American Admiral Donald Francis 
Mahan, whose views had been so influential in the build-up of the German 
Fleet and who was also highly regarded in England, had referred to the 
strategic importance of the Adriatic and its adjacent waters of the Mediter
ranean. Since the naval battles of Actium and Lepanto, that theatre had 
always been decisive; and in a modern war the strategic situation would be 
identical. 'At the moment', wrote Mahan, 'the pivot of naval power is in 
the West. But if by some chance control of the Black Sea, which Russia 
now has, should lead to penetration into the Mediterranean, all the stra
tegic factors in sea power would be changed. If there were a conflict today 
between East and West, and if England and France could invade the Levant 
without opposition, then the East would be confronting the West half
way, in the Mediterranean.' Austria's excellent Dalmatian ports lay just at 
that sensitive strategic point, with their hinterland and access through 
Bosnia. And precisely at this time England was relinquishing these highly 
important strongpoints and her irreplaceable Austrian ally as well. Such a 
development demonstrated the depth of English fear of the German threat. 
I considered both that threat and the fear it evoked highly exaggerated -
but that was of course just what made the situation so dangerous. 

And thus it really came to the same thing whether the clash between old 
Franz Joseph and Edward had been over the annexation issue or over the 
question of German armaments. If the argument had . ~een over the 
Bosnian matter, that showed how serious the whole pos1t1on now was; 
but if, as now seemed more likely, the Bosnian question had never even 
been mentioned, what an insult it would be to King Edward if annexation 
were to come shortly after his meeting with the Emperor; and the affront 
would be doubly wounding if Wilhelm II in his meeting ~ith King 
Edward said nothing in his turn about Bosnia. But how could Wilhelm say 
anything about the Austrian plan since he himself did not know of it? -
yet who in the entire world would believe that he had not known? .. 

In my letter to Morawitz, I predicted that there would ~e a _positive 
decision for the annexation of Bosnia, and added that keepmg it secret 
would create distrust on the part of both King Edward and Kaiser 
Wilhelm. I added that there would now be lasting tensions between 
England and Austria; those tensions would in their turn create a very 
serious situation for the Anglobank. 

Morawitz came on the telephone: 'You'd better go traight away to 
Cassel, who's in Switzerland.' 

'But my lips are sealed about the Bosnia matter.' 
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'I'll give him notice of your arrival from here. You can intimate that 
I'm concerned about the Turkish question.' 

At the time, the mere mention of the names Russia and Turkey would 
cause anyone in the world of finance to sit up and take notice: there were 
vast claims outstanding against both countries. 

7. With Sir Ernest Cassel on the Riederfurka 

The conversation with Cassel was extremely delicate, because I was sworn 
to secrecy about Bosnia, and was also unable to indicate to him that I had 
some knowledge of what had transpired at the Ischl meeting between 
King Edward and Franz Joseph . Basically, I was to try and get more out of 
him than he would like to say, or indeed than he could say. Just because he 
was on such exceptionally close terms with King Edward, he would have 
to evade political questions, especially from a foreigner; and although he 
was better disposed toward me than his usually cold nature permitted, I 
would be unable nevertheless to transgress the bounds of discretion. 

The Lotschberg railway was then under construction, so I travelled 
through Lausanne to Brig, which looked like a construction site. The next 
morning I went on by horse-drawn carriage to Morel, where I loaded my 
bags on a little mule, refused the second mule that had been reserved for 
me, and started climbing the path, especially steep at its beginning, to the 
Riederfurka. The climb lasted a good five hours; it was clear that uninvited 
guests were hardly likely to undergo such an ordeal. For Sir Ernest it was 
just that distance from common folk that gave the place its greatest charm; 
and when the local villages wanted to build a road up the mountain to 
thank him for his benefactions among them, he said he would leave the 
Riederfurka if they did. How lovely the remoteness of the Walliser region 
was then; ski lifts and buses have alas put an end to that. There is a 
commanding view over the Aletsch glacier, and Cassel had a path built 
through the mountain forest on the Rieder peak, with its vast panorama of 
the Walliser ridges. 

Since I had left Brig at 5.00 in the morning, I arrived just in time for 
lunch. Nothing in the choice menu reflected the simple tastes of Cassel 
himself, or the extreme difficulty of provisioning a household at that 
altitude. Cassel found my non-smoking tiresome: he liked to offer hi 
guests at the conclusion of a meal cigars which - as I understood from 
connoisseurs - were the fine t and best-preserved in the world. Since we 
were not alone, our busine discussion took place only the next morning. 

'What is worrying Morawitz about Turkey?' Cassel asked when we 
started our talk. 

'The rapprochement of Russia and England, who e oppo ition has 
hitherto enabled Turkey to breathe freely. That is encouraging the Balkan 
nationalities in their re tles ne . ' 

'The meeting of the T ar and King Edward at Reval has nothing to do 
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with Turkey, at least directly. It is just a response to Germany's naval 
' armaments programme. 

'If the move is directed against Germany, then it affects Turkey also,' I 

rejoined. . . 
'Our Liberals believe that the Young Turks will ally themselves with 

England and France.' 
'Morawitz is of the opposite opinion,' I said. 'He feels the Young Turks 

will continue Sultan Abdul Hamid's foreign policy.' 
'Why?' 
'Because their only friend in the world is Germany.' 
'And will they let the Germans build the Bagdad Railway?' 
'Certainly. The French have bowed out of the project, and the English 

are not interested in building it.' 
'You can tell Morawitz I concede that he's right. What else?' 
'Emperor Franz Joseph, according to a confidential but highly reliable 

source, is supposed to have said in the evening after his talk with King 
Edward that he had made himself a powerful enemy. What might that 
mean?' 

'Of course, I know nothing about it, but I can imagine what the 
reference may have been. We in England have opened our Empire and our 
colonies to all, and the Germans have made good use of that. They built 
themselves the strongest army, and we said nothing about it. But now 
they are building a vast fleet, and that strikes close to home. Against 
whom can that fleet be aimed? Only against England, which has given not 
the slightest cause for hostility. Edward fears the German people, and he 
fear his nephew the Kaiser even more. He has put an end to all our 
traditional antipathies: first with France, then with Russia; Italy must also 
join England, and Austria was last in the queue. If you are correctly 
informed, Austria was the sole power to let us down.' 

'And does Edward want war?' I asked. 
'Only if the naval threat cannot be dealt with some other way. He is 

nervous, because his health is not good, and he doesn't think much of his 
so~. He believes ~e can bring Germany round by political means, and I 
thmk he could do it, but he is alone. Therefore I regret the outcome of the 
lsc~l meeting.' Cassel added: 'And then there is the Baghdad Railway 
busmess, and the fear of Germany's designs on Persia and India ' 

'But t~at'~ no .reason for conflict, that's the strongest chance of a 
compromise! I said that in a loud and excited voice which must have 
sounded alien to Cassel wi·th h. 1 d ' · · , is coo , measure manner and his expenence 
of London ways. 
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He looked at me with some surprise. 'How do you mean?' he asked. 
'The Baghdad Railway will open up a large colonial territory for 

Germany, an area that can only be defended by land. That creates the basis 
for a compromise on the naval issue.' 

'The Baghdad Railway therefore as a link between Germany and 
England?' 

'Certainly. In Asia Minor, Syria and Mesopotamia the Germans have 
enough work to do for a whole generation.' 

'Is that your idea?' 
'Yes.' 

'Well', he said, 'it has much to recommend it. I find it regrettable that 
the French left the Baghdad syndicate at the time - the sole occasion on 
which Arthur Spitzer disappointed me - but nothing is harder than 
getting rid of political prejudices once they've taken root.' 

'The political difficulties may appear insurmountable, but a compromise 
has to be reached. The other possibility, war between England and France 
on the one hand, and Germany and Austria on the other, is too appalling: 
it would destroy everything we want to build, it must somehow be 
prevented.' 

'Who can prevent it?' he asked. 
'You know better than I who that might be in England. As for 

Germany, I'll take it on myself.' 
'Don't you rather over-estimate yourself, young man?' 
'I hope not.' 
Sir Ernest swept me with a look that seemed to say 'And who are you, 

anyway?'. As his next question was when I proposed to return that 
afternoon, it seemed clear that he had had quite enough of me. 'Right after 
lunch' was my answer. Cassel was silent until we reached the villa, and I 
reckoned my personal relation hip with him was over. He had other 
guests, and had planned to undertake an excursion with them that after
noon. To my great surprise, he leaned over when lunch began, and said to 
me 'How do you propose to exert influence on Germany from Vienna?' 

'I plan to leave Vienna in a year, and to attain a position in Germany 
from which I can carry out my programme,' I answered. 

Cassel turned to the other gue ts and asked to be excu ed from the 
afternoon excursion, since he wanted to accompany me part of the way 
down the mountain. 

I remember the lunchtime conversation becau e of a remark that for 
some time impaled a nickname on me. An Engli h gue t, a profes or at 
Oxford, who had joined us from an inn in the neighbourhood, wa 
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speaking of the high degree of truth _in Muslim fatalism. We _might ~11 do 
well to accept such fatalism, he said, but nonetheless retam our mner 
optimism. 'Oh, like a dolphin _swin_iming un_d~r the Mauretan~a', I shot 
back, to general laughter in which Su Ernest JOmed, the only time I ever 
saw him laugh. Without ever knowing who had repeated this story in 
Vienna, I was for some time known as 'the dolphin under the Mauretania'. 

'Do you really want to leave Vienna?' Cassel asked me as we descended 
the mountain. 'You're throwing away a great deal, Morawitz wants to 
groom you as his successor.' 

'If my plans in Berlin don't work out, the Anglo-Austrian Bank also 
has no future.' 

'What do you want to do in Berlin?' 
'Large-scale international finance with a political background.' 
'Berlin is less suited to that than London or Paris. German industry is 

constantly outgrowing its capital, and Germany is beginning to close itself 
off from foreign sources of capital.' 

'I want to be active primarily in the political sphere, and I can only work 
for my own side.' 

As soon as I said that, I could have bitten my tongue off, because it 
could certainly have been considered tactless vis-a-vis Sir Ernest. He under
stood, however, and said, 'Yes, times have changed.' He was doubtless 
thinking of the time when he had left Germany for London. 

'But why do you prefer Berlin?' he asked. 

'Because it is only from there that tension over the naval arms race can 
be reduced.' 

'Where would you prefer to invest funds nowadays, in Berlin or in 
London?' 

'If my plan should fail, in neither of them. They will then destroy each 
other.' 

'Then where would you invest?' 
'In America or here.' 

'Here?' Cassel asked in astonishment, 'I've been coming to Switzerland 
for years, but have never seen this little Alpine country as anything other 
than a summer resort.' 

He remained standing and waved his alpenstock toward the mountain 
peaks. 'You're oricnnal 'he sa·d 'b · 

. o· , 1 , ut not very agreeable. Give my regards 
to Morawitz. Good-bye.' 

A few seconds later he called out to me 'And sta · t h B r 
B l" '11 , y m ouc . erore you 

go to er m, I give you a letter to my friend B lli ' 
I walked down to the Rh A 11 M 1 a ?· 

one va ey. u es with their drivers came 
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toward me, sheep grazed on the hillsides, everything breathed the deepest 
peace. 

KUmmert mich das Los der Schlachten 
Mich der Zwist der Konige? 
Schuldlos trieb ich meine Lammer 
Auf des Berges stiller Hoh.* 

Was not the small country better off than the great power? Must every 
individual take part in all the great affairs of the world? 

• hall I be troubled by the battle' outcome, the trife of kings? Innocent, I herd my heep up the 
mountain's ilent height . 



8. The Decision to Leave Vienna 

Soon after my return I informed Morawitz of my intention to leave the 
Anglobank and go to Berlin. He refused to understand my reasoning. For 
him high finance was the most interesting and honourable profession that 
existed, an absolutely desirable end in itself, and an appropriate goal for 
anyone who had worked his way up to such a position . The idea of being 
in the banking business purely as a means of securing financial independence 
for other pursuits struck him as sacrilege. And then to seek involvement in 
the quarrel of two governments - for that was how he saw it - seemed 
to him nonsensical. He said I was neither so naive nor so arrogant as to 
count on success at the beginning of such an enterprise. 

The link I had in mind between financial business and political influence 
was an unfortunate idea, he thought. Public opinion scorned the business
man who purported to be working for the public good; such motives could 
only be attributed to the politician, although that breed, whatever they 
pretended to the contrary, usually looked first to their own interests -
and were the corrupting element in relation to businessmen. Moreover, 
Mor.awitz. could ~ardly imagine in what way I might act as an inter
mediary: if I attamed some official position in Berlin, I should lose all 
cre~i~ility in Engla~d, and vice versa. And the intermediary without high 
~os1t1on.would find It hard to compel attention and win the respect of both 
sides. D1d I really, he asked finally, want to renounce money and status? 

I felt he had been deeply wounded by my decision, and could well 
u?dersta?~ w~y. He had taken me up as a young man, and raised me to a 
high position m the face of opposition from envious colleagues among the 
bank's executives To exchang h · · r h' · · e sue a pos1t1on ror somet mg as uncertam 
as I contemplat~d seemed to him akin to selling the bank itself short. He 
was proud of ~Is own accomplishment: he had taken over the bank only 

h
fiour years previo~sly w~en he was nearly sixty, had devoted at least twelve 

ours a day to its affairs _ th' . 
. some mg rare m a man who by present 

reckomng possessed a fortune worth several hundred ·11· S . f I h · d m1 10n w1ss rancs. 
n t at peno he had doubled the real value of the Anglobank 's shares. 

Ohnlly adfew more years under his leadership, and the bank would be one of 
t e ea ers among the prime Au t · b k d 

d d . s nan an s: an now his heir-presumptive 
w~nte to rop It all to go chasing phantoms! 

dYGou and Cassel hav~ reinforced each other's fears,' he said. 'England 
an ermany are not gomg to t h h , h . 
B · W b ear eac ot er s au out over the unknown 

osmans. ar etween those two - ridiculous! What either of them 
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would lose in one day of war would pay for all of Bosnia. Sleep on it a few 
nights, and then let 's talk about it again.' 

However, when the annexation of Bosnia was announced at the begin
ning of October 1908 and howls of rage resounded from the West, he 
became thoughtful. 

'I'm afraid you 're right,' Morawitz admitted. 'This will be serious, and 
unfortunately we've given them a pretext they will seize only too eagerly. 
What would you advise me to do now?' 

' Liquidate the bank, slowly and inconspicuously.' 
'Just now, when the boom's beginning here?' 
'This is not the start of an economic upswing, but a war boom.' 
'Oh, you're always wetting your pants! Do you really think war is 

unavoidable?' 
' No, but very hard to avoid.' 
'That's to say, only if the big genius here goes to Berlin, our new Noah 

who can prevent war. Otherwise we'll all be swept away in the deluge.' 
'I know it sounds like brazen presumption - but yes, I feel certain of 

it.' I said these words in a soft voice unusual for me. 
'Could be,' said Morawitz, not in his usual ironic tone, but visibly 

moved. 'You seem to have a nose for events that are about to happen. 
Well, I can't tie you down, but do me a favour, stay another year, so that I 
can decide for myself if I want slowly to liquidate the bank.' 

I agreed to stay on those terms. 



9. The Crisis in Economic Theory, 1909 

In 1909 the Association for Social Policy (Verein fur Sozialpolitik) held its 
annual meeting in Vienna to discuss the topics 'Productivity' and 'The 
Value of Currency'. At the meeting diametrically opposed views were 
expressed on one side by Philippovich and Max Weber and on the other by 
Wieser and Knapp. There had hardly ever been an exchange of views on 
that scale between economists of such standing; and never had the results 
in so critical a time been so catastrophic. For Max Weber rejected the 
notion of productivity, and Knapp that of inherent currency values. 

Max Weber opposed the introduction of moral value-judgements into 
economics - but at the time that was not the issue; when an economy 
was gearing itself for war production, the issue of guns or butter was far 

from academic. Knapp for his part denied any notion of inherent value in 
relation to currencies: he said that money after all circulates from one 
person to another, and anyone could simply pass it on to others. 

Five years before the outbreak of world war, two of the greatest 
scholars, to whom the world of learning owes a great deal, had given the 
state_ carte blanche f?r unlimited war production and creation of currency: 
previously, the notions of productivity and the gold standard had set limits 
to government action. Both Weber and Knapp were unaware of the 
consequ~nc~s of their doctrines, and cannot be held responsible for the 
econom~c disaster that. followed. But they had unintentionally deprived 
ec~nomic theory of all mfluence at the most crucially important moment. 

It 
1
~ strange how often the best minds misunderstand the simplest things in 

their own areas ?f expertise; and then how their flaws in judgement are 
pushed to the pomt of absurdity. 

From the mom~nt the Verein's meeting ended supporters of the gold 
standar~_wer~ c?nsidered, both in Germany and in Austria, to be medieval, 
s~prst~tio~s idiots, crouched forever in a pathetic defensive position. At 
t e fegmnmg ?f t_he eighteenth century the theory of inflation followed an 
era o wars; this time the theory preceded war. 

t Bdu~ I repdeath: neither of these two individuals, scholars of the highest 
s an mg an c aracter thought ab t d'd 

h . ' ou war, nor 1 anyone else mention it 
~n~ em::et1~¥'t~ susredctbl was the only person present who considered it. 

d Y;Wh eyh a een asked about war at that time would have answere at as th t t d . h ' 
a o o wit productivity or the value of currencies?' 
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10. Parting from Vienna, 1909 

Leaving the Anglobank meant parting from the city of my birth the signifi
cance of such a parting is something we usually realise only much later in life. 
As the last of the family to leave Vienna, I visited my mother's grave. 
Throughout my life I always had many acquaintances and colleagues, but 
few with whom I was on familiar terms, and even fewer whom I regarded as 
friends. And two of these I was about to leave behind. One farewell message 
read: 'May you be mistaken in all your predictions for the future. Those are 
the wishes of your best friend - Morawitz.' The other farewell that caused 
me sorrow was from a dear woman friend, who had brought much joy into 
my life. 

Many colleagues came to bid me good-bye. For two evenings, Karl 
Renner, who was eleven years older than I, came to me for a private 
briefing on what a statesman should know about economics; he was a man 
who would have been appointed Minister of the Interior in the Habsburg 
Monarchy, had the times not been so confused. 

Hospitality to foreigners is not a widespread virtue; a cordial reception in 
foreign countries was in former centuries more the exception than the rule. 
In many times and many places the foreigner was easily deprived of his free
dom, or had to pay a heavy ransom in order to leave a country again. It repre
sented considerable progress when the foreigner could move about freely; 

and yet another forward step when he was admitted to full participation in 
the host-country's life. But even in the two most civilised cities in Western 
culture, Athens and Florence, there remained substantial distinctions 
between natives and foreigners. Even the greatest Athenians - Themis
tocles, Aristotle, Pericles, Alcibiades or Plato - were often reminded of 
their recent or more remote foreign origins; and Florence thrust its greatest 
citizen, Dante, into exile. Even though that exile wa in a place which spoke 
Italian, nobody ever felt and wrote more feelingly about the humiliations of 
being an alien in a foreign land than Dante. The Middle High German 
expression for emigration was 'ins Elendgehen'; literally, to go into mi ery. 

It was quite different, however, in the eighteenth and especially the 
nineteenth centuries. Freedom to cross frontiers, to ettle down, to exerci e 
one's profession, freedom also to leave a country with all one' posses ion 
- all these had for several generations been taken very much for granted, 
and seemed secure for all time. All limitations on migration seemed to u 

then, along with expressions such as 'hostage' or 'exile', to belong to a 
remote past that would never recur. 
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What we then, in 1909, saw as eternally established lasted for just five 

more years: then a new night of barbarism burst on the world in all its 
fury. How often, and among what a variety of groups, have my own 
foreign origins been thrown in my face by little men. I have always chosen 
to ignore such reactions with the contempt they deserve, but I soon drew 
the appropriate conclusion: that I should remain in the background in all 
political activities, and only at the most critical moments, and then tempo
rarily, step into the limelight. 

11. The Plan for Detente between 
England and Germany: Berlin, 1910-1914 

I felt it was necessary for me to know Berlin better than during my first 
stay, and I also had to secure myself a position there. For those reasons I 
initially refrained from any financial activities and limited myself to aca
demic pursuits. The German Government had established at that time the 
excellent Hochschule fur staatswissenschaftliche Fortbildung (Institute 
for Advanced Studies in Social Science) to give senior civil servants and 
judges an opportunity, after years of practical experience, to acquaint 
themselves with the latest findings of scholarship and deepen their under
standing of theory. I lectured there, along with my chief colleague, the 
economist Herkner, from 7 to 9 in the morning: one hour's lecture and 
then an hour of very thorough discussion. That brought me a series of 
offers from leading German universities, all of which I declined. I gave a 
series of evening lectures at the Berliner Handelshochschule (Berlin Insti
tute for World Trade), the first such institution in Germany, on capital 
and money markets; the President of the 'Merchant Elders' (Altesten 
der Kaufmannschaft), Kaemp, regularly attended these lectures. In addi
tion, I had the assignment of introducing young civil servants at the 
Government offices in Potsdam to social science. 

I invited the more gifted members of these three groups to dine together 
once a week in the old Berlin restaurant, Hupka: there we freely and 
informally discussed all sorts of economic and political questions. Word of 
these meetings spread fast, and soon some of the most intelligent officials 
of the Foreign Ministry joined us. I felt a distinct difference from Vienna: 
the Viennese officials were better at theory, but their Berlin counterpart 
were stronger on organisation and follow-through. I had hardly begun to 
suggest a topic before the eager contender were grappling with the i sue 
of how it should be carried out. When I began to feel more secure, I would 
take the most important events of the week, and ask what each participant 
would have done had he been in charge of the government in question. 
The subjects and an wer that came up in these meetings were widely 

discussed in political and government circles. 
Berlin was at that time nationalist, wherea Vienna had many national

ities to contend with and was therefore international in outlook. It wa 
said that there were no arrogant Viennese and no modest Berliner , but 
that was not quite correct. The Berliners, like pre ent-day New Yorker , 
had come up in the world too rapidly, and repre entative of Berlin 
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business made their often cocky impression abroad out of an inner feeling 
of insecurity. There was a type of officer and civil servant with a cheekily 
arrogant manner. But the members of my symposium were without 
exception serious, admittedly self-confident but without any inflated idea 
of themselves. Of course, the Catholic Austrian considered power itself an 
evil - an idea that Lord Acton took over from this source - while many 
Prussians saw power as the very basis of their state. 

The veneration of Frederick the Great and the cult of Prussianism were 
widespread among the Berlin lower middle class, and pride in the position 
of a Reserve officer was something unique to the German upper bour
geoisie. Many uniforms were to be seen, and much was heard of organisa
tions promoting colonial and naval enterprise. But no serious person 
thought about a war of aggression, let alone plans for world conquest -
except for those individuals whose job it was to prepare for all eventualities. 
Later one often heard the assertion that the slogan 'first Alsace, then 
Europe, then the entire world!' was circulating in Germany, but in fact 
that quotation comes from Heinrich Heine! For the generation around the 
turn of the century Bismarck had made clear enough the notion of political 
'satiety' and had himself stigmatised the annexation of Lorraine as a mis

take. Through my close contact with Albert Ballin, chief executive of the 
Hamburg-America Line and friend of Sir Ernest Cassel, who was consulted 
more often than any other private individual by the Kaiser, I came to know 
how sharply shipping and maritime interests reacted to any provocation 
from England. Interest in colonial activities was confined to quite narrow 
groups, and the amount of capital invested in such enterprises was moderate. 
Max M. W~rb.urg, the energetic Hamuurg banker, often complained to 
me of the tepid interest that Pacific Ocean colonial ventures evoked. Among 
?verseas ente~prises, only Shantung and the Baghdad Railway had serious 
1~portance: in the case of Shantung, Germany proceeded in agreement 
with England, Fr~nce and Japan. The Baghdad Railway project was the 
only one that earned a political risk. After long discussions with Holtzen
dorff,. the brother of the Admiral of that name, I saw a clear misunder-
standing between Germany and E 1 d h h · · · ng an on t at ot er cntical issue naval 
armaments. Ger~any feared. a pre-emptive strike, advocated by Admiral 
Mahan at that time as classical war doctrine; such a strike would have 
destroyed at ?ne blow both Germany's colonies and her trade that had 
grown so rapidly. 

There was a remark bandied b h L d d' . . 
th K . . .d h a out t e on on iplomatic circuit that 

e aiser is sa1 to ave made h'l . 
G . w i e a guest at an English naval review 

to a erman standing beside him: 'When we get home, let's build 
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ourselves a fleet and sink all Grandmamma's little tin cans!' If the Kaiser 
really said anything like that, it was so extremely tactless and wild that it 
could not be taken seriously. I never believed it happened. But King 
Edward himself apparently thought the report genuine. His death in May 
1910 eased the situation somewhat, since it eliminated at least that personal 
and family animosity. 

I considered that the tensions between the British and German empires 
were not insuperable, and that the solution was easier than I had originally 
thought. England feared the naval attack that Germany never intended: if 
therefore Germany acknowledged England's naval supremacy by agreeing 
to a treaty regulating its naval armaments in relation to England, that 
would overcome the problem. Treaties in those days were still believed in 
and observed. I asked Ballin if he would take soundings along these lines, 
and a positive response came back with a speed that surprised me. 

The Baghdad Railway irritated England because of the potential danger 
to India, which in reality nobody in Germany intended. How would it 
then be if the railway were to end at Baghdad, and Germany give up its 
concession from there to the Persian Gulf in favour of England? 

The first attempt to achieve this solution failed. Within the Deutsche 
Bank, the leader of the Baghdad Railway syndicate, the junior Managing 
Director, Karl Helfferich, was rudely dismissive. Himself an economist, he 
saw in me a rival who wanted to get involved in a highly important matter 
that concerned nobody but senior executives of the Deutsche Bank. Who 
gave me the right to have such ideas, and what did I want anyway? 
Helfferich' s senior colleague von Gwinner, who knew me from Vienna, 
was no less negative, but calmer about it. I said to him: 'How are you 
going to build even the Taunus part of the line with the tight money 
market we're seeing at the moment? Isn't the line you're committed to 
build unprofitable enough? Do you also have to build the biggest money
loser on the whole railway at the additional co t of alienating London?' 

He answered with a certain irony: 'Money is not quite as scarce as you 
think. But if someone were to help us financially with the further con
struction of the railroad, there might be a good deal to discuss with 
him - with that individual alone, and with no one else! But', he con
cluded, laughing, 'you can earch for such a person all over the world 

without finding him.' 
I knew where I could find the nece sary finance - in a place where 

nobody dreamed it would be. And I had heard what I needed to know. 



12. The Naval Armaments Programme, 
1911-1912 

In the summer of 1911 I again visited Cassel. I found him very grave. 
'The situation is beginning to be critical,' he said to me. 'We are no 

longer seeing just a conflict of governments; a sort of national hatred is 
now growing. There was nothing like that when I first came to England: 
the English opened their doors to everybody and all sorts of people made 
full us~ o~ the privileg~. But ~hat came ?ut of all that? The English 
executive is already puttmg on his hat by mid-day on Friday, impatient in 
case he should miss his game of golf, and returns to the office only on 
Monday afternoon. The German clerk works all day Friday, Saturday, 
~unday ~nd Monday, and after ~ few ?'~ars he's the boss and the Eng
lishman is out of th~ ,door. _And m addition there's that constant dispute 
about the fleet, and it s gettmg worse every day. Ballin told me you have a 
good idea about that. Tell me!' 

I explained ~y programme. Not too many people know how to listen, 
and even fewe~ mana_ge to do so in such a way that they silently influence 
the_ one who is talkmg. My sister Paula acting in that unique play by 
Str~ndberg presented the role of the silent person with such consummate 
artistry that the audience failed to pay attention to the actors with speakin 
parts. g 

. ~hen ~assel really listened, he did so with such power that I never felt 
its hke agam. He drew everything out of me, strengthened my confidence 
~nd br;ught complete clarity to my thinking. For the first time since i 

n~w m:i, that cold scepticism was gone from his eyes. 

'Who is to car~y out the programme? We are leaderless here.' 
You yourself, I answered. 

'I ha~e ne:er been involved with politics. But I have little influence 
now, with King Edward gone.' :r ~u 1~:st do it, ?ob?dy else is trusted by both sides as you are.' 

'Cs a . lav~ to thmk it over. Can you come back in the autumn;>' 
ertain y. · 

'Then you must bring me the ab 1 . 
to B ·t· h l so ute certamty that the Kaiser agrees 

n is nava supremacy.' 
I returned to Berlin, clarified the . . . 

back to London. Cassel discussed th:lt~ation.' an~ m the late autumn came 
Haldane respectively the F . S P an with Sir Edward Grey and Lord 
two we:e linked by a close ~~eig; h ~cr~ary and Secretary for War. These 

nen s ip t at also represented political unity. 
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Afterwards, Cassel also discussed it with Lloyd George and Churchill. 

Grey expressed willingness to come to Germany himself if Cassel' s nego
tiations should go well. 

Cass.el went to Berlin in early 1912. He was very cordially received by 
the Kaiser and the Government, except for one point. The most important 
item in the plan, which sceptics in England had considered unacceptable, 
namely the permanent recognition by Germany of English naval superi
ority, with a limitation on new naval construction and the establishment of 
a quota for respective fleet strengths - all that was accepted with 
suprising alacrity, and Cassel put that down to my preparatory work. 

The entire plan would have gone through without a hitch had the 
Germans not suddenly added a demand that England should commit itself 
to remain neutral in the event of a war between the Franco-Russian 
coalition and Germany. The Kaiser had not so much as hinted at this 
subject in his first talk with Cassel. To this day I do not know who was the 
source of this ill-fated demand; it is precisely in these cases that official 
papers tell us nothing about the true author of an idea. 

The best that could now be expected was a period of rapprochement 
through practical cooperation; to demand more in the present circum
stances would have been clumsy and foredoomed to failure. If at that time 
Germany had had an intelligent head of government the entire difficulty 
could have been quickly overcome. But the German Chancellor Bethmann
Hollweg was a bureaucratic type of astonishing maladroitness, and quite 
bereft of any subtlety. He did not understand that this demand was 
unacceptable to England at that moment, but that through practical 
cooperation over a period of years sufficient trust would be created to make 
a neutrality treaty superfluous. I myself was prevented from taking any 
steps, since I was forbidden to reveal my authorship of the naval plan. Thus 
it was that my conception appeared to the Germans an English notion, 
whereas in reality it wa a compromise between the two positions. 

In the circumstances, Cassel decided to retrieve what had mutually been 
agreed: that is, to save the naval plan without adding the neutrality clause. 
Because that clause wa omitted, Grey gave up his intention of going to 
Germany, and sent his do e friend Lord Haldane in his place. The re ult of 
the Haldane mission i well-known: the naval treaty between Germany 
and England led to more than two years of close cooperation, ecuring the 
preservation of peace even in the critical period of the Balkan war . With 
hindsight that may seem of secondary importance, but if it wa pos ible for 
the Anglo-German entente to keep the rest of the world at peace during 
two successive Balkan conflicts, it did not eem unrea onable to regard the 

understanding as a lasting guarantee of peace. 



13. Austria-Hungary's Acquisition of the 
Eastern Railway, 1913 

After the prime cause of Anglo-German conflict had been removed 
through the conclusion of the naval treaty, I turned to the solution of the 
Baghdad Railway problem. In order to secure myself a position from 
which to deal with this matter, I had to assure the financing for further 
construction of the railway, something that was hard to manage in the 
prevailing tight markets. The path I chose had the advantage of origin
ality: I therefore followed it on my own. 

Of all the great powers, Austria was the only one that had never in its 
long history aspired to acquire a colonial empire. The greater part of the 
Dual Monarchy was separated from any ocean by long distances: access to 
the high seas was restricted to the south and east, where there was an 
outlet to two bra?c?es of the Mediterranean, the Adriatic and the Aegean 
~eas. The only existmg access to those regions, as I had already pointed out 
m th~ draf~ o~ the Sanjak Railway scheme, lay through the Belgrade
Salomka rail lmk. The stretch from the southern frontier of Serbia to 
Sal?nika belonged ~o the Eastern Railway Company (Gesellschaft der 
Onentbahnen), :"hich was managed by an international syndicate under 
Germa~ leadership that was _mostly identical with the Baghdad Railway 
consortmm. Th~ Eastern Rail:'ay was unimportant from the standpoint 
of revenues, ~ut it was of the highest political value to Austria, particularly 
after the ~ndmg of the Balkan wars. I acquired an option on the majority 
shareho~dmg of the Eastern Railway and then sold it to the Austro-
Hunganan Government Onl M · d s· h . . . · Y orawitz an ieg art were my partners 
m this transaction The pu h f ·1 b · . re ase o a rai way y two governments was 
s~mewhat ~nusual, but it was carried out within a fortnight Although 

h
t ed ebnter~n~e ~as many times more important than the Sanj~k Railway 

a een m its time the ent' · h . .' ire operation was managed in such secrecy that 
t erehwas n_o poh_tical opposition from any quarter. The proceeds of the 
pure ase pnce paid by the Au · G 

·1 bl fi h f stnan overnment were thereupon made 
av~i ha de or .t e urther construction of the Baghdad Railway 

a avoided all personal bl· · h h · 
matter and e f d pu icity t roug out the Eastern Railway 

, ven re use a seat o th B d f . 
Public eye I n e oar o Directors to avoid the 

· was more concerned · th · fl . 
syndicate to define sph f . wi m uencmg the Baghdad Railway 

eres o mterest vis ' . E 1 d 1· . . h German zone to Baghd d d I . -a-vis ng an , imitmg t e 
Gulf to Great Britain t: a; eavi?f the line from there to the Persian 

' an was wit the considerable personal gain that 
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accrued to me through this transaction. After the success of the Eastern 
Railway, I was able more easily to put across my idea of defining spheres of 
interest to both the Deutsche Bank and the Reich Government. Only 
Helfferich continued to be obstructive, not only on political grounds, but 
because he did not want to give up any rail concession without compensa
tion. He himself was outstandingly talented in routine work and quick 
comprehension and presentation of a situation, but was incapable of seeing 
the big picture. 

At that time, both the German Foreign Ministry and the British Foreign 
Office had one thing in common: illiteracy in economics. Historians today 
regard that era as epitomising the primacy of economics - but in both 
Berlin and London there was little of that to be felt in Government 
departments. Here and there an isolated old official without any business 
experience would be dealing with economic matters, while the depart
mental directors in proud ignorance kept themselves carefully aloof from 
such things. My being on good terms with senior officials helped get 
around that sort of difficulty, but still a good deal of patience was required. 



14. The offer of a Mission to China; The 
Loans of 1913 and 1914 

At the beginning of 1913, I was asked if I would undertake the reorganisa
tion of the Chinese monetary system under the aegis of the seven great 
powers - England, America, Germany, Austria, France, Italy andJapan. 
I declined with thanks, and recommended Arnold, Managing Director 
of the Reichsbank, whom I deliberately wished to support. Arnold 
accepted the assignment with considerably more limited authority than 
I was to have been granted. The Chinese mentality was not understood 
then either in Europe or America: Europe was at the pinnacle of world 
power,_full of con~dence in the present and future, and Europeans found 
t~e Chme~e a_musmg for their rejection of paper money and their prac
tic~ of weighmg metallic currency on scales. People presumed that the 
Chmese were five generations behind us - in reality they were a genera
tion ahe~d of ~urope. U~d~r the Mongol emperors they had experienced 
a boom m which paper billions were issued to finance military conquests 
and vast public works, only to go through the bitter deflationary 
consequences - a~d the impression of all this had lasted through many 
subsequent centunes. In other times, a mission to China such as this 
would have tempted me b t I h . . 

bl 
, u was t en preoccupied with more urgent 

pro ems. 

d
, Agreement on naval matters between England and Germany led to a 
etente that had a f bl fr 
h. d f avoura e e rect on money markets from the 

t ir quarter o 1913 d M h r 1. h . . 0.nwar s. uc as I had tried to keep out of the 
ime ig t, my participation as a f ·d · h 

· · h d b source O i eas m t ese intergovernmental negotiations a ecome know 
quently sought . 1 1 n or rumoured, and my advice was fre-

m arge-sca e govern t fi · . 
for a consolidation l fi h . men mancmgs. First came a proposal 
Budapest loan cam foan oS~ t e City of Budapest. The initiative for the 

e rom imon Krau B d · 
remarkably interesti·n 

1
. sz, a u apest pnvate banker and a 

g persona ity The f l . . 
Army, completely self-tau ht · _son ° _a corpora m the Austrian 
forehead of a thinker a d thg ' f~l~ of ideas, impulsive, with the high 
. n e sensitive face f · h h site - both in appeara d . h' 0 an artist, e was t e oppo-

nce an m is ca t f . d 
ordinarily think a banker should b s O mm - to what people 
lative investments was t l e. He was unusually successful in specu-

' ex reme y gener . h h' 
writers, musicians, painters and scul ous w~t . is mo~ey, _and helped 
rely on him: a few years 1. phtors unstmtmgly. His fnends could 

ear 1er w en I t T' ' s van isza, Hungary's great 
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statesman, had been politically ostracised and had to campaign as sole 
representative of his party without any political or financial backing, 
Krausz went to Tisza's constituency to manage his campaign, which was 
widely thought to be hopeless. Tisza was returned, and became head of the 
Government. Krausz was thereafter Tisza's right-hand man, however 
unlikely that seemed, considering the deep contrast between the stern 
Calvinist Tisza and Krausz's life-affirming gypsy temperament. I spent 
only a few days in Hungary in my entire life - first in connection with 
preparations for the Budapest loan, and five years later while returning 
from Bucharest. On both occasions I experienced truly distinguished hos
pitality of a kind I was never again to see elsewhere. 

The City of Budapest did not enjoy a first-class financial standing 
abroad, and its outstanding bonds were quoted at depressed prices. The 
Mayor, Barczy, came with Krausz to call on me. I studied the budget 
carefully, found the administration good and revenues increasing, but 
financing deplorable. The Mayor requested 30 million Marks. 

'That is not possible,' I replied. 'Who would buy your bonds consid
ering the present level of Budapest loans on the market? But I can most 
likely arrange for an issue of 150 million Marks, in one large- cale bor
rowing that would consolidate all your outstanding debt and give you 
resources for new development.' 

It took some time before Barczy understood the proposed transaction. 
At the negotiations in Berlin he made an eccentric impression: one day in 
his suite at the Hotel Kaiserhof, when the talks between me and my 
banking group and Barczy had been very heated, he sat down at the piano 
and began to play, very softly, Hungarian folk melodies, gypsy ong , as 
only a Hungarian can play that kind of mu ic. The German bankers 
listened speechless: a Mayor who improvises on the piano during loan 
negotiations seemed to them a creature out of some fairy-tale. Thirty-three 
years later there was a comparable sensation when Harry Truman at down 
at the piano during the Potsdam Conference. 

A 150 million Mark loan corresponded to a pre ent-day* equivalent of at 
least 500 million Swi franc - a large amount for a Hungarian munici
pality, especially at a time when money market were trained a one of the 
consequences of the Balkan wars. The German banking syndicate he i
tated. Then a coincidence came to my aid with deci ive effect. 

A London brokerage house had pon ored a mall bond i ue for the 
Hungarian city of Debreczin, with complete lack of ucce ; the syndicate 

'In 1955. The equivalent in 1986 would be 1.000 million. 
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had been compelled to take up almost the entire issue. Just that day, I 
happened to be in London, and at an evening gathering at the home of Sir 
Ernest Cassel the unsuccessful loan was discussed with considerable disap
proval. People simply could not understand how such obscure credits 
could be marketed at this time. One of those present went so far as to 
declare that if he so much as heard a name like 'Debreczin' he felt himself 
defrauded. Thereupon I intervened, talked about the extraordinary 
growth of Budapest, of its underdeveloped financial base, of the necessity 
for cooperation between Germany and England. As I ended, I glanced at 
the old gentlemen around the table, and had the impression that I had 
bored and alienated them with my speech, which by London standards was 
too long, too enthusiastic and too didactic. But to my great surprise 
matters turned out differently. 

The next day I lunched alone with Cassel. We sat in the middle of a vast 
room, and the servants had to traverse a long path to and from the table. 
During the meal, a little girl emerged from a grandiose door, slowly made 
her way across the large expanse, kissed her beaming grandfather and then 
pattered out. The contrast between the vast and magnificent room and the 
delicate little child delighted me. Cassel looked at his granddaughter until 
the doors closed, and said, 'She does look lovely and healthy, doesn't 
she?', as if this issue were a great preoccupation of his. But immediately, as 
if embarrassed at having betrayed family feelings, he turned to business 
matters. 

. 'I have informed J.P. Morgan', he said, 'of the forthcoming Budapest 
issue. He declares his willingness to participate. How much of the loan 
will you give him? I'd advise you not to make it too much - even if New 
York is in, theyrese~t market will not absorb more than a million pounds 
of a loan that is foreign to both New York and London.' I immediately 
agreed to Morgan's participating in the amount of a million pounds 
sterling. 

When the news of_ Morgan's participation became known, the 
Dresdner Bank, along with German, Swiss and Dutch banks all joined in. 
Nonethel~ss, the unfavourable market required us to postpone the issue, 
but when 1t was launched in th · f 1914 · · . e spnng o 1t was a resoundmg success. 
The continent took 130 million Marks, England and America 20; the 
Europ:an tranche was heavily over-subscribed, the Anglo-American share 
not quite fu~ly covered, so that the balance of this tranche was taken up also 
on the continent That was f h d·fr 

. · a measure o t e 1 rerence in placing power 
among various ma:kets for European investments. The Budapest loan was 
the last great continental private loan before the World War. One of the 
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younger managing directors of the Dresdner Bank, Hjalmar Schacht, had 
contributed decisively to the excellent outcome of this transaction. He 
considerably outshone his fellow-directors, all sons of rich fathers or mere 
time-servers; Schacht seemed to me even then the only really outstanding 
personality, aside from Carl Furstenberg, in the whole of German 
banking. 



15. June and July 1914 

Despite the unfavourable constellation of world politics, I had come close 
to achieving my goal. I helped to expedite the Baghdad Railway negotia
tions in London, and in June 1914 the Anglo-German treaty was signed 
that traced out respective spheres of interest, with Baghdad as the dividing 
point. Thus my original idea was carried out, and now it seemed that six 
years of acute anxiety had come to an end. 

The great success of the Budapest loan brought me two other large-scale 
government transactions, both from the political danger zone. Bulgaria had 
fought two wars and been roundly defeated in the second; the Bulgarian 
Government sought me out and, together with the Diskonto-Gesellschaft, 
I formed a German-American tobacco consortium that floated a loan secured 
on the tobacco export monopoly. At the same time, the joint Austro
Hu~garian Finance Ministry turned to me with the request to undertake 
the is~ue of a loan for the province of Bosnia, with the joint guarantee of 
Austna and Hungary. Bosnia, the very centre of Europe's crisis - who 
wou~d dare get invol_ved in that part of the world? And yet I was able to 
~o.nv~nce ~he consortmm that had achieved such a success for Budapest to 
Jom m this business too - the Dresdner Bank was the lead bank for the 
syndicate - and when I ha~ associated the Morgan houses, along with 
Morgan G_re~fell, I was certam that peace in Europe was secure. 

My optimism alas lasted only a short while. On 24 June the Bosnian 
loan agreen:ient was signed. On the night of 28 / 29 June, towards 
3.00 a.~., Simon Krausz rang me from Budapest - I can still hear his voice 
- and' mformed me of the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand. He 
added Does that mean w ? • d I · h . . 
h d b ar · an , wit out any hesitation, said yes. If I 
ha n~t een torn out of sleep so suddenly by the terrible news, I might 

ave rormulated my answe f II s· 
I h d r more care u y. imon Krausz immediately te ep one the dread repo t t b · f . d . 

add' 'S . r O usmess nen s m Paris and London, 
mg omary believes that means world war ' I h d b 
b f . . was reproac e y a num er o important peo le t h 

right to do so if I had mad~ or t at - ~nd the~ w?uld have been quite 
b b d h my remarks with any mklmg that they were to e roa cast to ot ers. 

Even if my sense of impendin h d b 
was a · · · . g war a een less strong the moment s mauspic10us as it could be for b h I ' . 
negotiate: for Bul · b . ot oans that I was trymg to 

gana, ut especially fi B · Th 
informed both the o· k G II or osma. e very same day, I 

is onto- ese schaft d h D d 
intention to break off th . . an t e res ner Bank of my 

e negotiations but t · h . f , o my surpnse t e executives o 
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both banks, each independently of the other, declared themselves ready to 
proceed . They asked me to wait a few more days, until the immediate crisis 
had passed. 

Preliminary work on the Bulgarian loan had already been concluded, 
and with the cooperation of German and American experts an export 
monopoly for tobacco had been worked out and signed provisionally by 
the Bulgarian Prime Minister. On 14 July 1914 the Bulgarian delegation 
came to Berlin, and at the Diskonto-Gesellschaft I and Salomonsohn, 
senior partner of the bank, presented them with the loan agreement for 
signature. Instead of signing as agreed, the delegates raised last-minute 
objections to the tobacco export monopoly feature, whereupon I rose and 
informed the delegation in a few words that negotiations were definitively 
at an end. Quite aside from the bad faith of such a withdrawal at the last 
moment, it was unthinkable to issue an unsecured loan for Bulgaria, which 
had just emerged from two wars, the second and far more decisive of 
which had represented a defeat. For understandable other reasons, the 
collapse of negotiations was welcome to me. 

On the night of 15-16 July I was telephoned from Vienna - the e dead 
of night telephone calls that month reflected the prevailing crisis 
mood - this time it was the Chief of the President's Secretariat of the 
Bodenkreditanstalt, Dr Max Garr, informing me on behalf of Sieghart, the 
Governor, that the Bulgarian delegation had interrupted their return ~rip 
to Sofia in Vienna, and were returning that night to Berlin. A leadmg 
functionary of the Austrian Foreign Ministry was accompanying them, 
and Sieghart requested me, on behalf of the Foreign Ministry, to resume 
loan negotiations with the Bulgarians. Since I could n?t tell t~em the true 
reasons why the negotiations had been broken off m the first place, I 
simply answered briefly that the whole matter . eemed to me to have been 
settled. 

On the morning of 16 July I was a ked to come immediately to the 
office of State Secretary von Jagow in the Foreign Ministry, a man I h_ad 
not previously met. In the waiting room wa alomon~ohn, and I told_ ~im 
rapidly that I would refuse to conclude a piece o~ bu i~es und~r political 
pressure that I felt inadvisable on grounds of fman~~l ecu~1ty. If the 
Bulgarians had transmuted a busine s matter into a P?htical affair, then the 
financing was something for the German and Au tnan Government , not 
for bankers. 

We were ushered into von Jagow' office. Throughout the world th~re 
had been so much talk about German imperiali m, and people had readily 
imagined the German Foreign Minister a a man in the mould of a Bi marck. 
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How astonished these people would have been to see Herr von Jagow, a 
man of delicate , almost feminine appearance, timid and over-polite, with a 
little dog playing at his feet. He said that if difficulties had arisen in the 
Bulgarian loan issue they must by all means be overcome. I replied that the 
loan had been structured on the basis of the tobacco export monopoly, and 
that up till three days previously the Bulgarian government agreed to that. 
A loan without such security would be irresponsible. The Bulgarians must 
have the loan for the sake of more important issues, von Jagow insisted. I 
then expressed my regrets, but repeated that, as far as I was concerned a 
loan without the tobacco export monopoly was out of the question. Wi,th 
that I bowed and ~ook my leave. Salomonsohn stayed behind, rang me later 
and called my attitude unusually rude , and then said he would negotiate 
further, on some other basis . I gave him full liberty to do whatever he 
chose, but reiterated that for me the matter was closed. 

On 21 July, Morgan Grenfell inquired from London of the Dresdner 
Bank why the Bosnian loan had not yet been issued: the summer holiday 
seas~n was at ?and. I told the bank to reply that political concerns were 
causmg delay m the issue, whereupon the immediate answer came that 
such concerns were totally unfounded . A day later Mackenzie th B 1· · f h , e er m 
repre~entative o T e Times of London, called to say good-bye to me and 
my .sisters, .and asked. m: to look after the household furnishings he was 
lea:;ng be~md. He said, ~he people in the Foreign Ministry are behaving 
as i they mte~d to repudiate our treaties.' He took leave in a way that 
suggested he did not expect ever to see us again. 

~ th~n r:po~e~ to Under-Secretary Zimmermann at the Foreign Ministry
w en ~d elar th.at ~ac~enzie was on the point ofleaving Berlin, Zimmer~ 
mann sai ' aug mg m his crude w 'Oh h ' 1 . 
(the Kaiser's b th ] h . ay' ' e s an a armist. Prince Heinrich 

ro er as Just came back from E I d h h . 
assured him that E 1 d · h. . ng an , w ere t e Kmg 

Z
. ng an is not t mkmg of joining the war ' 
1mmermann had surely n t 1 · d h · h · 

character. Doubtless the Kin o to~e h' ; ic w?uld have .been alien to his 
but I was uncertain h g h . a. shpoken m good faith to his cousin, 

ow muc ms1g t th Ki Id h . situation. I had seen s· b r e ng cou ave mto the 
ix years erore ho 1·t 1 · r d 

rulers had been. the · r . . w 1 t e mrorme more capable 
• mrormat10n ava1labl t · 'd 

most highly placed among them is all t e o ms1. ers, .and precisely the 
on theJ'udgment of They· h' h oo often m1sleadmg. I relied more 

imes t an t at of th K ' 0 b friends whose assets I . e mg. n ehalf of those 
. . was managmg I d b k . 

secunt1es into gold and invest d . . S '. converte an deposits and 
later the war broke out. e it m w1tzerland and Norway. A few days 

16. Could the First World War have been 
Avoided? 

Have I over-estimated the significance of my attempts to remove some of 
the grounds for conflict between England and Germany, or ascribed to 
myself a role that I never had? There are those who might take this view, 
especially considering how anonymous were my activities. The avoidance 
of any personal publicity, maintaining the utmost confidentiality during 
as well as after the conclusion of negotiations - these were even more the 
professional hallmark of the private banker than of the diplomat. What 
emerged concerning my activities later was revealed without my inter
vention and against my will. 

My plan for removing all possible causes of war by reconciling conflicts 
among England, Germany and Austria had completely succeeded; and that 
the keystone in this effort was accomplished only in June 1914 seemed to 
me at the time, and may well seem to the world in later years, truly tragic; 
for there were only fourteen days between the signing of the Baghdad 
Railway agreement and the assassination of the Archduke at Sarajevo. 
Without that assassination the large-scale catastrophe could have been 
averted, since all causes of the Anglo-German conflict had been eliminated. 
Such an assertion should not be thought of as personal presumption; 
among those now living, nobody is more entitled to that assertion than I. 
For I had contributed the ideas and preliminary work that led to a defusing 
of the situation, and had succeeded in achieving agreement on the most 
apparently complex points in contention. Those who believe in nemesis as 
the Greeks did may assume that the eonflict would have broken out any
way. But with my full knowledge of the circumstances and the chief actors 
in the drama, I believe this view totally unjustified - even more so than at 
the time, when I disputed Sir Ernest Cassel's notion that war would nece -
sarily result from German economic pre-eminence. In the early summer of 
1914, Europe had entered a new era of successful Anglo-German coopera
tion. An infamous conspiracy destroyed the hope enshrined in that 
development, and ushered in a period of wars whose end, even after four 
decades, cannot be predicted. 

The events of those weeks in 1914 were the most important in history 
since the French Revolution. They determined the fate of those then 
living, and the immediately following generation, and their effect have 
spread much further than that. The decisions taken in the month of July 
1914 were more meaningful than any such in decades; and ince uch 
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tremendous con equences for man's fate flowed from this one month's 
events, it is not surprising that the debate over whether the war could have 
been averted is not yet dead . The debate is known generally as the war
guilt controversy, and since the archives of Berlin, St Petersburg and 
Vienna were later opened by enemie of the regime of 1914, hi torians -
at least those of the losing sides in the World War - soon had an appar
ently complete record at their disposal. Comparable documentation was 
not available for London and Paris, but even in those two citie there was 
vast material available. No previous conflict in history has been nearly as 
amply documented as this one. But anyone who believes that comprehen
sive documentation is sufficient to present, let alone evaluate, this crucial 
period is mistaken. How much ignorance, conscious distortion , personal 
hatred and intrigue are faithfully recorded in the archives - and the most 
important evidence, individual reflections and confidential talks are, of 
course, totally absent from the record. Moreover, objective judgements are 
rare exceptions in the discussion of a war that was wellnigh universal, and 
fought with such bitter propaganda. 

Even in reading the few neutral and carefully documented presentations 
of the immediate causes of the war, I am mainly forced to the conclusion, 
based on my own acquaintance with the statesmen of the time and the real 
issues, that it simply was not so; that things in reality were quite different. 

A~ I mentioned before, immediately after the assassination at Sarajevo I 
w.as m contact, ~hrough Krausz and to some degree directly with Count 
T1sza, th~ Austnan Foreign Minister, and I strongly supported him in his 
stand agamst war. But what sort of compensation and assurances for the 
futu~e could ~ave been gi.ven to Austria-Hungary? I wrestled nightly with 
possible solutions, but without result. Tisza's notion of solemnly waiving 
any attempt to ann~x Serbia, but of occupying Belgrade temporarily, 
should have been earned out right after the assassination, but it would have 
offered n~ guarantees for the future, and would not have prevented the 

bconflagra.tion . ~he only complete guarantee for the future would have 
een the 1mmed1ate annexat·o f S b. d h . . . 
. . 1 n o er 1a an t e mtegrat10n of Yugoslavia w1thm the Dual Monarch b h 

c 'bl Y - ut t ere were three reasons why that was not reas1 e: a lack of mil't d h . 
h c d . 

1 
ary prepare ness, t e resistance of Russia, and t e proroun aversion of the Ger d M . . . 

l . . . mans an agyars to mcreasmg the SlaVIc f :pu a.ti on 71~tm the empire. The sole champion of this 'trilateralism' 

he umon o a Southern Slavs, had just been struck down by the Serbs: 
w o strove toward the same go 1 b d h . 
A · Id a - ut un er t e1r own leadership. The ustnans cou not develop l 
wanted n th· ~ny rea programme, because in fact they 

o mg as compensation for the crime. But the dynasty had to 
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press a claim for compensation nonetheless, and on that point public 
opinion within the Empire was unanimous. But how was it possible to 
find a formula for compensation that was tolerable to Russia and her 
aroused Panslavic feeling? Only five years before, Russia had undergone 
defeat in a similar question thanks to German intervention; a fresh humilia
tion would have been insupportable to Tsarism in its threatened political 
ituation. But, again, how could there be appropriate amends for the 

assassination without the humiliation of Serbia and without arousing 
resentment in Russia? That was the decisive question, and nobody had the 
answer to it . 

In a consistent development of my previous line of thinking throughout 
the previous six years, I advocated the closest cooperation between 
England and Germany with the exclusion of the other powers, and when 
just after Sarajevo Tisza asked for the possible solution, the formula for 
salvation, I sent him that message. Despite his anglophilia, he rejected the 
concept: any intervention by Germany would be taken ~miss _in Vienn~, 
and it was useless to hope for results from an English demarche m 
Serbia, since Serbia had no outlet to the sea and was thus impervious to 
English naval pressure. I considered both arguments unsound; a joint 
recommendation of an Anglo-German investigatory commission would 
have compelled compliance by Serbia, which would not have dared oppose 
the public opinion of Europe - still at that time a for~e to be reckoned 
with. But after the assassination it was no longer possible to put across 
political ideas in my style, as a free agent: the situ~t~on wa.s too tense, 
mistrust was universal, and I risked comprom1smg friends. Karl 
Morawitz, my best friend in Vienna, had died in January 1914: th~ luck he 
had enjoyed all his life - except in his family - also spared him from 
having to experience the ruinous era we were entering. . 

Mackenzie of The Times, for his part, wa convinced of a refusal m 
London: Sir Edward Grey had never been on the continent and would feel 
nothing positive about the conclusions of a half-Engli h comn:iission on the 
Balkan situation. Since I had always set a high value on the Judgement of 
Times correspondents, I did not dare to send my ideas o~ to ~a el. They 
were nonetheless correct, and could have aved the s1tuat1on; but the 
necessary statesmanship did not exist in Berlin and Lon~on. 

Grey's celebrated last-minute proposal for the convenmg of a con~eren~e 
at ambassadorial level wa in no ense a substitute for my plan. Especially m 
the period after the First World War, and in America unt.il only recently, 
there were many who expected miracles from open diplomacy. from 
conferences and international organisation . How often have we heard that 
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the war of 1914 could have been avoided had there been a United Nations 
or League of Nations at the time. Now that we have seen such a concep
tion in two versions, we are cured of such optimism. Summit conferences 
have not turned out any more fortunately: the last successful one was the 
Berlin Conference of 1878 thanks to two great statesmen, Bismarck and 
Disraeli. Two years before the First World War began, a large-scale 
international conference had taken place in London, which had unani
mously forbidden the Balkan peoples to disturb the status quo in relation to 
Turkey. On the very day that this prohibition was proclaimed, the tiny 
state of Montenegro, in full awareness of the edict. began hostilities against 
Turkey. How did it dare to embark on such a course? Russia, one of the 
signatories of the London agreement, had already given a quiet signal to 
the Balkan Slavs to ignore its terms. 

An international conference in 1914 might have achieved at least that 
result; it was hardly to be expected that even agreement on paper could 
have been reached: T~e Western powers had no idea of the real issues; they 
are only no~ begmnmg to understand the concept of satellite states, and 
o~ the satellites of Russia, which pre-date the Revolution. The West also 
failed to under.stand the notion of partisan warfare; it erroneously assumed 
that small nations were unaffected by imperialist guile, and instinctively 
took the part of other smal!e~ nations. But in 1914 the situation repre
sented the planned ~ndermmmg of a civilised empire, that of Austria
Hu?gary, ~y a RuSS1an satellite, and the assassination at Sarajevo was a 
typical partisan operation. 

I~g~ne ~ha~ an American on a peacetime visit to the Aleutian Islands is 
~ttac Tehan killed by grenades thrown by a group of Chinese Commun-
ists. e Government in W h" d d" 
. d . as mgton, eman mg compensation, is 
mstea refe~r~d to an mternational conference in which Russia and China 
are to participate· or it is g· h h . f 
. . b ' iven t e c oice o taking its claims to an mvestigatory ody convened b th p k. . 
should refuse b . . Y . e e mg regime. And if Washington 
aggressor, or i:o ad~ satidsfied_ wh 1th t~ese choices, she is branded the 

resse wit Grey s hon t b . . d" . asserting that th · · d es ut naive m 1gnat10n, 
e Ill.Jure state's particip f · h · 

an assassinatio . a ion m t e investigation of such 
s . n represents an intolerable breach of the attacker state's overe1gnty. 

There is an immeasurably dee h b . 
state. That was und t d h P ~ asm etween a liberal and a satellite 

ers oo t en m neither L d p . h ington; it has been learn d l . on on, ans nor Was -
h e on y smce through b"t . d h t e notion of a satellit t ' 1 ter expenence, an t en 

e s ate was taken to b f 
munism, which is only a half-tru h . e a consequence o Com-

t · Austria had confronted this problem 
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forty years before, but had been misunderstood and isolated in her 
struggle; it became clear to the West only after an entire generation had 
passed that Austria filled the pivotal role of defending European civilisation 
on its most endangered eastern frontier. An international conference 
with many participants offered no solution; only a meeting limited to the 
two least affected powers - England and Germany - could have averted 
the danger. But sheer ignorance of the true situation prevented that solu
tion too, and with it any possibility of avoiding the war. 

It was only too clear to me what all that meant, since with that failure 
my entire structure of Anglo-German cooperation collapsed just as it had 
been successfully completed; and the impact of its collapse enabled me to 
evaluate accurately the far-reaching effects of the understanding that had 
been attained. 

There has been a good deal of nonsense talked about imperialism or even 
plans for world conquest in the pre-World War period. The agreement of 
June 1914 on the Baghdad Railway acquits both England and Germany of 
such charges. Austria for her part wanted only the status quo. No individual 
power, with the exception of France and her desire for the restoration of 
Alsace, had any territorial ambitions. 



17. The First World War; My German 
Mission to Belgium 

On 1 August 1914 the hundred-year peace ended and the era of war, which 
is still going on, began . Domine, salva nos; perimus; impera et Jae, Deus 
tranquillitatem . ' 

In the preceding week I had wound up all my business and academic 
affairs in order to fulfil my military obligations in Austria . On 1 August I 
called o_n Gusta~ ~chmoller to say good-bye, and found the old man in deep 
depression, a v1Vid contrast to the loud jubilation that filled the street 
outside. His hitherto almost courtier-like reserve had disappeared and h 

k . h , e 
spo e to me wit unrestrained frankness, perhaps because he knew m 
own deep sense of resignation. y 

'How c~n we win this war? After all, we have no leadership!' 
I w~s disconcerted and remained silent, because I never dreamed such 

harsh Judgements could have been uttered by a man who stood so close to 
the Government and whose entire being was devoted to com · 

If ·1 d h . promise. 
ai _e. at t at tim_e ~~ appreciate the tremendous amount of knowledge, 

superv1S1on, respon_sibihty and wisdom that are required for the launching, 
successful prosecution and conclusion of a great w T Id h ar. wo wor wars 

ave tau~ht .u~ much about all those elements. In neither conflict have I 
seefln o~e mdividu~l who was truly equal to the task at hand. Was that a 
re ection of the difficulty of th bl h . . e pro ems or t e inadequacy of our time? 
M~re im1ortandt. th~n t~e technical forces available in war is personality· 
w ere on y me ioc~ity is available, war is merely adventure. . 

I travelled to Vienna overnight on 1-2 August Wh·l B 1· 
· t · d b r . · i e er m was m oxicate y war rever, Vienna was calm N b d . 
even the usual irrepressible Vi.en . . o o y was celebratmg, and 

. . nese gaiety had d · d v r anticipated anything but troubl d fr isappeare . ery rew 
h . . . e an sorrow om the war 

T e only mdiv1dual who had wa d · 
Balkans had been killed· .th h nte to expand the Empire into the 

, ne1 er t e Gover h 
anything to do with such I nment n_or t e people wanted 
duty but aware of the s plans. All afccepted the situation and did their 

' ense essness O a w Th Id 
oped out of a punitive exped·t· . ar. e wor war had devel-

1 ion agamst a small t d an Empire that had been b .1 . s ate, an now threatened 
. mt over centuries d · I its subjects without exce t· Th , an was irrep aceable for all 

' P ion. e Empe · h r the Crown Prince had been . d ror was e1g ty-rour years old, 
assassinate and th 

was an unknown A great . h d ' e successor to the throne 
· empire a h dl 

more difficult circumstanc I ar Y ever entered a war under 
es. wrote tom f h , Y at er, One can sum up the 
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present mood with the three words "resignation without hope" . ' A 
similar report could have been made of Russia in 1914; and twenty-five 
years later of France and Italy. But for young people facing their military 
call-up, the atmosphere was oppressive. 

In the midst of the general pessimism, I found one remarkable excep
tion . The Bosnian loan with the joint guarantee of Austria and Hungary 
could not be issued on the basis originally planned; but the proposal was 
still under discussion. From Berlin I had already given my views to the 
joint Finance Ministry dealing with the Bosnia issue; and on the second 
day of my stay in Vienna I sought out the Minister. 

Herr von Bilinski was a leading member of the so-called 'Poland Club', 
the most powerful party of the Austrian parliament, because it determined 
the composition of the parliamentary majority. The Poles sometimes voted 
with the Germans against the Czechs and on occasion with the Czechs 
against the Germans; the Monarchy had only three general Ministers -
for Foreign Affairs, War and Finance - and these, together with the 
Austrian and Hungarian Prime Ministers, formed the Crown Council 
under the Emperor's authority. Bilinski was a determined foe of any change 
in the status quo of the South Slav territories. He had access to the Emperor, 
and used his influence to strengthen Polish interests. As much as ten years 
before, he had used this influence to introduce measures for the financial 
support of Pilsudski, who at that time was subsidised by Vienna; and later 
Bilinski was instrumental in founding the Pohsh Legion. 

My talk with Bilinski, originally scheduled to last an hour, instead 
lasted four. He tried to convince me not to break off negotiations with the 
American partners in the Bosnia loan syndicate. I replied that American 
participation was more valuable for prestige than for their placing power; 
but that in any event American banks would not join in a loan to any of the 
belligerent states. Bilinski rejoined that American attitudes would change 
after the first victories by Austria-Hungary: Russia was over-rated, he 
said, and the Russian empire was in complete political decay; the Poles 
would rise as one man against their Russian overlords. 

Just as Bilinski said these word , the Chief of Department of the 
Ministry, Kuh-Chrobak, entered with the new that England had declared 
war. Bilinski had an unpleasant urpri e: he had twice assured the 
Emperor, who himself predicted precisely this outcome, that it would not 
happen. Bilinski said that an alliance with Ru sia wa a folly that England 
would one day regret; but that the outcome of the war would not be 
affected by the alliance. He went on to predict that Ru sia would lo e the 
war, and that Poland would ari e as a free country. His prophecy was 
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indeed to be fulfilled, but rather differently from the way he had 
dreamed - and for a very short time. 

On S August my sister Ella telephoned from Berlin to report that 
Havenstein, President of the Reichsbank, had urgently asked if I was 
willing to take on co-directorship of the Bank Department that had been 
established for occupied Belgium. Von Lumm, Executive Director of the 
Reichsbank, was to take over the public leadership; I was to be Chief of 
Staff and run the actual business of the bank, with the assistance of leading 
bankers and bank directors who would be seconded to me. I was to be 
given ex-officio German citizenship and the rank of Major. I turned down 
the offer of German citizenship, since changing citizenship from that of the 
country of my birth was out of the question for me. But the very next day, 
I heard from Berlin that taking on German citizenship would not be 
required, and that the agreement of the Austrian authorities had been 
assured. Simultaneously, Wickenburg, Chief of Department in the For
eign Ministry, rang on instructions from the Foreign Minister, Berchtold, 
to say that further refusal would be deemed an affront, and that there was 
no reason for it, because appointment to so responsible a position was 
deemed a quite unusual honour in Germany. I accepted but without 
enthusiasm. 

This was my first war mission, and fate decreed that it was to be the first 
of several I was to undertake, in a number of different countries. I consist
ently refused for the sake of any mission to assume the citizenship of the 
country that requested my services, for it was precisely in such a position 
that I wished to maintain my complete independence; for the same reason I 
refused absolutely to wear any uniform. My missions were therefore in 
every respect extraordinary: in none of them could I aspire to permanent 
office, and I was exposed from time to time to attacks from nationalists. I 
did not complain, because I considered complete personal independence to 
have a ~~lue above that of any mere public success: it enabled me to express 
~y opmions honestly, and to draw the appropriate conclusions when my 
ideas could not be carried out. Each of my positions was offered me none 
sought by me. ' 

Despite my personal reserve, I had for some time in Vienna been 
addressed by my Christian name Felix by persons far beyond my immediate 
circle of friends. The colleagues I was to meet in Brussels appended the 
humorous 'Don' to my forename, because of my staunch independence. I 
was therefore known as 'D F 1· ' b f · d d on e 1x y nen s an many opponents as 
well. I ~ave never been fond of familiarity, and at first protested against the 
appellation, but then after a while gave up. 
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On my return to Berlin, I found the city caught up in a war frenzy. The 
appearance and equipment of the troops reporting for duty were impres
sive, and I never again saw an army whose personnel marched into war so 
happily, indeed with jubilation. Almost all my younger students had 
already reported for duty with the army; only a few older people main
tained an uneasy silence. I met Professor Gierke, the renowned legal 
scholar, in front of the Reichsbank building. He said, 'At the very thought 
of a war against England, my heart skips a beat. Do you remember 
Gudrun's song? It was his own brother he struck down.' Saying that, he 
shook my hand, and went into the bank in order to deliver voluntarily all 
the gold he and his family had: at the time, as in all developed countries, 
the major part of circulating coinage was in gold. 

The President of the Reichsbank, Havenstein, lectured us briefly on the 
tasks of the bank department for territories to be occupied, emphasising 
the prevention of trafficking with enemy countries. Lumm agreed with 
him in identical terms; I took the liberty of taking the opposing view. I 
said that our most important task seemed to me the reconstruction of the 
monetary system in occupied Belgium. With the occupation and conse
quent cut-off of communications with the normal. supply and. export 
regions, trade with Germany would become more important; smce the 
central bank of issue projected for the future occupied areas could hardly 
function yet, the entire burden of making currency available would fall ~n 
Germany if there were not an independent, provisional monetary system m 

Belgium. 
Havenstein asked, 'You mean, the more countries we occupy the 

greater the strain on our currency?' 
'Obviously', I replied. 
'Victory would therefore mean disaster?' old Glasenapp asked iron-

ically. . . 
The other directors left the room and I remained behmd, alone with 

Havenstein and Lumm. 
'You are going to have a rough passage with the military people,' said 

Havenstein. 'They see the occupation as a v~hicle for exp!oiti~g t~e a~~as 
occupied; but don't you go rather too far m the opposite direction. I 
presented the counter-arguments as forcefully as possible. . 

Lumm accompanied me to the overhead railway that led to my family 
apartment. He was a bachelor, boisterous and cynical, .a bon vivant and 
connoisseur of erotic torie , and thu the only per on with the ear of the 
Crown Prince. He saw his a ignment in Belgium a a tepping- tone to 
the Presidency of the Reichsbank. He seemed plea ed to have a colleague 
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h h k h d done his homework and was interested in the matter in w O e new a . . . 
h d B t my manner of making suggestion frightened him. 
a~~ ad:ised me: 'Never express an original i~ea in the b~r~a~cracy. The 

· d artment head will steal it for himself, and 1f 1t 1s successful most semor ep 
1 · shi'p· 1'fyou then assert that you are the author, you have made c aim owner , . . 

an enemy for life. But the original prop?nent of the idea ~111 be saddled 
with complete responsibility for any failure. To put an idea through a 
bureaucracy without danger is a very delicate matter. In no c~se should yo~ 
tr to get more than one idea through in each year, otherwise the oppos1-
ti~n grows too big. And you choose to pick a fight with the military, who 
feel themselves all-powerful, and want to plunder all of Belgium and 
France too! ' 

He added that if he were to tell the Army what I had said that morning 
to Havenstein, both he and I would be thrown out of our jobs, and no God 
could have saved us. I thanked him for advising me to be cautious, and 
asked him why I had been dragged into this situation, since my total 
independence must surely have been known. Lumm laughed and said I 
owed it to the English: they had been delighted by the memorandum I had 
once written on Chinese currency reform, the more so since they had not 
much use for foreign advice. Since my Chinese memorandum I had been 
considered the genius who knew all about bad currencies - the Germans 
and English knew nothing about these things since both had for much too 
long had strong currencies. 

I said good-bye to my family and travelled by rail on 19 August to 
Cologne, and from there in a military car to Brussels, which had been 
captured shortly before. On the way through Liege, Lumm had the idea 
of visiting the fortress, which then was considered one of the strongest in 
Europe, but was taken in a few hours by one sudden attack. Dressed in his 
cavalry uniform, Lumm applied to the commanding General, Colleve. 

'What is your regiment?' the General shouted at him. Lumm men
tioned his regiment. 'That regiment is not here, go to your regiment!' 
ordered the General. Lumm referred to his rank and mission. 'I don't care 
about all that, this isn't a place for pleasure trips, don't bother me again!' 
the General said, and turned on his heel with his spurs jingling. In peace
time a member of the Reichsbank Board was considered somebody - here 
he was nothing. 

We arrived in Brussels that evening. Lumm and his staff took up 
res~dence in the buildings requisitioned by the military in the Rue de la 
~01, a street co~ered by German artillery, while the rest of the city would 
he unprotected 1f the Belgians should break out of their positions, only 25 
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kilometres away. Within a short time the Palace Hotel was reopened, and I 
moved in there . For a few days I was the only guest - nobody else dared 
to stay there because it was so close to the railway station. 

Belgium's foreign assets were blocked by all the belligerents - by 
England and France since Belgium was occupied territory and by Germany 
as Belgium 's enemy - and the Belgian National Bank had taken its cash 
and note-printing machines to Antwerp. Long queues of despairing depo
sitors stood in front of all the banks. 

The military governor of Belgium, General von der Goltz, pressed for 
immediate assistance. Obviously, an issuing bank had to be established. At 
the time it was generally accepted that in order for notes to be issued the 
issue had to be covered or at least some credit had first to be established. I 
was not of that opinion, especially in emergency situations, but had to wait 
until Antwerp had fallen because that was where the assets of the Belgian 
National Bank were. But since I immediately assumed that they would 
have been removed before the fall of the city - an English fleet was at 
anchor in the Scheidt - I prepared all my plans for this eventuality. 

Our task was to finance a densely populated, highly industrialised 
country, completely dependent on the outside world for food - and in 
the middle of a war. 

On the day Antwerp surrendered, I travelled there accompanied by 
Fuchs, Director of the Reichsbank, and we arrived even before the occu
pying troops had marched in. There was nobody in the streets, since the 
inhabitants had not been informed of the capitulation and were still shel
tering in the cellars of their houses. We came to the Belgian National Bank 
building and knocked for a long time at the locked entrance. Finally, a 
door was opened a crack, and a man peered out cautiously. It was 
Kreglinger, the Managing Director, and he was astonished to see me, 
whom he knew as a banker, standing there on the doorstep. I told him 
what had happened and he opened the door, leading me into the darkened 
building. He then led up from the basement one of his colleagues, old 
Dekinder, also a Director, whose wife had accompanied him to the Bank, 
saying she would protect him and die with him. I laughed and turned my 
pockets inside out to show that I was unarmed, although I acknowledged 
that I looked like a murderer since I had not shaved since my departure for 
Antwerp at 5.00 a.m. Despite their worries the two old people laughed 
with me, and Madame Dekinder expressed regret that I would not be able 
to shave even at that point, since Antwerp had neither hot nor cold water. 
The lights also were not functioning, and we took inventory of the Bank' 
assets by the dim light of a single candle. As expected, the a set had been 
removed by the English fleet. 
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f 1 t ·ng several hours I walked through the city streets in A ter a survey as 1 • . 
h. h h t'll nobody to be seen. Then the first umts of the German w 1c t ere was s 1 . . . 

d 1 1 ·nto the city uncertain of their direction. The officer at army ro e s ow y 1 ' b k 1 k d the head of the column saw me and asked the way to the arrac s: I oo e 
it up in my Baedeker travel guide, and the officer looked at me, his features 
frozen and asked in French: 

' ?' 'You are not from here? Who are you anyway. 
'I am from the Occupation Government in Brussels,' I replied. 
'Yes, but how did you get here? ' . . 
' I have the Military Governor's authority to come to Antwerp 1mmed1-

ately after the signing of the surrender.' 
Meanwhile the column had halted, and several other officers rode up to 

see what was happening. 
'This civilian says he's here under orders from Military Government 

Brussels, and came this morning with two others,' my interlocutor 
explained to the highest-ranking officer. 

'Impossible!' the officer said, looking at me with suspicion. I showed 
him my orders, and he excused himself. 

'They never let us in the front lines know anything! But you are here 
alone, in the greatest danger, and should have a number of soldiers as a 
personal guard.' 

I said I preferred to do without a guard, but claimed protection for the 
National Bank, which was completely without security, and then I gave 
the officer my Baedeker for Belgium. The incident had held up the advance 
guard, and with it the entire occupation of Antwerp, for a quarter of an 
hour. 

Both Dekinders had invited me to have supper with them in the base
ment of the National Bank, but I preferred to go to bed hungry rather than 
consume part of the provisions the two old people had set aside. This 
visibly offended them; they told me that they had prepared for a much 
longer siege, that their provisions were much more plentiful than they 
needed, as I could see - but that water and cooking facilities were not 
available. 

During our cold meal, the Belgian bank directors expressed their grave 
concern over Antwerp's situation: cut off now from the sea, what would 
happen to a city whose lifeblood was trade? What about their substantial 
claims in South America, and the assets in England? I shared their concern, 
and participated in the conversation as a guest, not an official of the 
occupying power. What I wanted to know had already emerged from my 
previous investigations. Late that night I slept on the mattress laid down 
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for me on the floor of the executive office of the Bank. At about 5.00 the 
next morning, there was a knock on my door, and the officer I had spoken 
with the previous day was there to return my Baedeker to me personally. 
He explained that the troops had had to advance further after only a few 
hours' rest. 

The next day I went back to Brussels. The trip took nearly twelve hours 
despite the short distance, for the advancing army blocked the roads nearly 
everywhere. The situation was now clear to me, and I realised that the 
establishment of the bank of issue had to be undertaken immediately. 

The organising of this institution has often been discussed: it was the 
first bank of issue that was created out of nothing, and yet established a 
currency that held its value for a considerable length of time and permitted 
payments within Belgium and with some foreign countries as well. The 
bank was set up along lines I established: it was not run by the occupation 
government, as so often happened in later cases, but by the Belgians 
themselves. That had three advantages: the officials were themselves 
responsible for all decisions, only they had the intimate knowledge oflocal 
conditions, and then there would be an automatic transition to Belgian 
control when the occupation ended. 

By definition such an undertaking is a thankless task, since neither the 
occupation authorities nor the occupied can be satisfied with it. The 
Germans for their part reproached me with two complaints: the bank's 
structure made the temporary nature of the occupation immediately 
obvious, and leaving the executive authority in the hand of the Belgians 
would not permit the full exploitation of the bank for the purposes of the 
occupying power. Despite these objections, the Belgians were allowed to 
run the bank only under the supervision of a commissioner appointed by 
the military government. From the Belgian side there was great bitterness 
over the closing of their National Bank; but there was no other way to deal 
with the situation, since notes of the Belgian National Bank could have 
been printed abroad and introduced into the country to sabotage it 
economy. 

Many claimed that the new bank was designed to demon trate the 
theories of tate money creation, and that gold coverage for the currency 
had been rejected on principle. Nothing was further from my mind: the 
bank was created in an emergency, and if I had had the luxury of choice, 
my proposed structure for the bank would have been quite different. Even 
the many detailed provisions that I introduced in setting up the bank, and 
which were imitated only too often thereafter, were product of nece ity. 
I was subsequently often called the author of foreign exchange control; but 
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I am very much against this system, except where it is the only possible 
solution. 

Lumm called a meeting of the top executive of the National Bank and 
other leading bankers, and declared that the National_ Bank had lost the 
privilege of issuing currency. The ne~s was greet~d with deepest gloom. 

'What do we do now?' was the universal question. 
'Establish a new bank of issue,' I answered. 
'Then do it, but fast!' 
'Well, that's your affair,' I shot back. 
'No Belgian will undertake such a task.' 
That was the final word of the Belgians when they took their leave, and 

the German authorities shared this view; but I stuck to my plan although it 
seemed hopeless. But as early as the next morning one of the Belgian 
bankers came to me with the request for permission to found a bank of 
issue. In my opinion he was unqualified for the job. That afternoon, the 
well-known American financier Dannie Heinemann, who devoted himself 
to Belgian affairs with great enthusiasm, invited me to tea with Hjalmar 
Schacht, and said we would meet an interesting man who was prepared to 
undertake the establishment of a bank of issue. At Heinemann's we found 
M. Francqui, who had been confidential agent to King Leopold II and later 
member of the Board of the Societe Generale, Belgium's largest bank. I had 
brought my draft statute, which Francqui read through and accepted 
without demur. The appropriate orders were issued, and I was named 
government Commissioner by the military governor of Belgium. The 
governing Board of the new bank was composed of three nominees of the 
Societe Generale, including Francqui and Governor Jadot, and two leading 
senior directors of the Belgian National Bank, Governor Lepreux and Jansen. 

The establishment of the bank of issue - in contrast to all such founda
tions that were made later - was approved by the Belgian government in 
exile. The Belgians wanted Francqui to have permission to travel to Le 
Havre to obtain King Albert's assent to the bank, and I obtained this 
permission after a considerable struggle. The episode drew the fire of the 
extremists in the military government, who attacked me by first saying 
that pern:ii~sion for Francqui's mission was out of the question, and then 
charactensm~ the whole business as a rejection of the occupation. But the 
gov:rn~ent m Le Havre was the legal government of Belgium, and by 
gettmg its approval f?r the bank I upheld the sovereignty oflaw despite the 
war and the oc~upation. Very few individuals showed any understanding 
of that at the time; fortunately, one who did was General von der Goltz 
himself, but he alas was soon transferred to Mesopotamia. 
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But even some of the Belgians were puzzled by my attitude, most of all 
Francqui. He was a remarkable Walloon, much admired by his com
patriots, and he amused me enormously with his brutal frankness. Origin
ally a career non-commissioned officer in the army, he had attracted the 
attention of King Leopold with his enthusiasm; he had come all the way 
to Brussels from the Belgian Congo as a courier, and on the King asking 
him when he would be prepared to return with an important answer, he 
replied 'Immediately!' That was the beginning of his career. I have seen 
many uncultivated bankers in my life, but never anyone who was quite as 
uneducated as Francqui, or with his truly impossible manners. But he had 
the most acute understanding of men and affairs, and boundless energy. 
For him, there were no limits to personal power: he was the very essence 
of a conquistador, but without the occasional religious scruples of his 
predecessors in the sixteenth century. His character was illuminated most 
vividly by an incident some ten years later, when by a turn of fortune's 
wheel he was on the Board of the German Reichsbank. He was being 
driven with a colleague somewhere in the neighbourhood of Berlin, and 
since the chauffeur was driving at a dangerous speed, Francqui, who spoke 
no German, tried to get his fellow-passenger to slow the driver down. 
When two such attempts failed to achieve any moderation of the car's 
speed, Francqui took a knife out of his pocket and made a gesture as if to 
stab the chauffeur. That was immediately successful. 

'You see,' said Francqui to his colleague, 'that's a language everyone in 
the world understands!' 

How remarkably Francqui fitted the image of the power-mad Prussian 
that was disseminated by French and English propaganda, and how oddly 
that contrasted with the role he was now called upon to play! His favourite 
expression was: 'A present, nous sommes les negres', which he explained 
by telling me that whenever something was needed in the Congo, what
ever it was, the blacks were told to provide it. And now he felt himself to 
be in that role. 

'Do you then give me the authority to treat you the way you treat your 
people in the Congo?' I asked him with irony. 

'God forbid!' he said laughing. 
Hardly had the bank of i sue been established when orders came from 

military headquarters to as e s the city of Antwerp with an indemnity of 
one billion Belgian francs, and without delay. The new struck like a 
thunderbolt; the financing of thi forced contribution wa to be the bank' 
first task. I objected with the utmo t determination, aying there would be 
disa trous consequence if the confidence that had just been e tabli bed 
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were to be destroyed. The first step was to bring banking and business 
activities back to life. An indemnity in that amount for a maritime city 
whose port was completely shut down was i~conceiva~le. I added that the 
famous war indemnity after the Franco-Prussian War m 1871 had affected 
a population of forty million, without count~ng t~e colonies, a~d had been 
paid in times of peace. How then could a city with a population of only 
400,000, in the middle of military occupation, pay a billion francs? Any 
war indemnity in such circumstances would be inflationary and would 
inevitably endanger the new currency. If some reparations were insisted 
on, 30 million Belgian francs would be the maximum possible. I added that 
I would rather step down than agree to any larger amount. My memo
randum was sent to headquarters, and several days thereafter Governor 
Bissing of the new bank was ordered to present himself in Charleville. 

As he reported to me after his return, he was received by the Kaiser 
himself in the most unpleasant manner with the greeting 'Here come the 
foot-draggers from Brussels!' The Governor defended himself with great 
energy, unshaken despite the Kaiser's interruption to say that Bissing 
knew nothing about finance; and finally managed to get approval of the 30 
million figure. The controversy brought me many enemies. To offer one's 
resignation seemed to German officials of the time akin to mutiny; after 
all, not one single civil servant had followed Bismarck into retirement in 
1890. 

18. The Meeting on the War Economy in the 
Ministry of the Interior, 15 November 1914 

The Ministry of the Interior in Berlin arranged a meeting for 15 November 
1914 in which senior civil servants were to establish a programme for the 
direction of the war economy. The Governor of the military government 
in Belgium ordered Lumm and myself to travel to Berlin and attend the 
meeting, to which the heads of the most important military, economic and 
Treasury departments were summoned by State Secretary Richter. 

Not much more than three months had gone by since the war began, 
and the severe shortcomings in German war preparations were already 
apparent. The military had grossly underestimated the need for 
materiel, as had been demonstrated even in the earliest battles, and 
the effects of the English maritime blockade had also not been fully 
appreciated. After a century of the most humane international law and the 
most generous liberal ideas, the world had stumbled into a war of which 
the full consequences became evident only very slowly. The security of 
private property, even enemy property, and the immunity of neutral 
shipping from interference were universally acknowledged fucJamentals 
of international law. Germany, Austria, France and Russia were prepared 
to respect these principles and had long hesitated to touch foreign-owned 
assets. The breach of international law, the introduction of what we now 
call 'total war, came from England, and the great success of this new policy 
evoked general imitation. Neither the British nor their imitators gave any 
thought to the fearful consequences of this revival of piracy in place of 
good faith in international maritime traffic. 

No European great power had stockpiled sufficient raw materials or 
even marshalled its foreign assets in the last year of peace. Thus the war 
economy was not in any sense equal to the new situation. The invitation to 
the meeting at the Ministry of the Interior was it elf evidence of the erious 
position. When the military caste, especially in wartime, calls for help 
from civilians, and even agrees to submit co their authority, the need is 
most acute. 

The question for di cussion was that of covering our needs for raw 
materials, and how purchases were to be financed in gold, assuming the 
war should continue until the spring of 1915. The estimates pre ented to 
the meeting were frightening, and the propo al ba ed on them both 
tentative and ill-conceived. After some two hours of discussion I a ked for 
the floor. I said we had been discussing how we could manage with our 
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present resources until the spring of ~915; b~t would not the real problems 
only begin at that time? It was mconceivable to °:e that an _end to 
hostilities in the spring of 1915 should be the official assumption f~r 
the purpose of all our calculations: since our defeat at the Ma~ne such opti
mism was entirely unjustified, and could not be taken senously by any 
sensible person, at least as far as the Western front was concerned. 

We had repeatedly heard the statement that the war could not last 
longer because of economic shortages, I continued, but wh? could °:ake 
the same assertion concerning the resources of our enemies, especially 
England? And if their strength should extend bey.end th~ spring of 191~ 
would Germany and Austria have to lay down their arms m consequence. 
The previous discussion assumed that every last penny of our resources 
would have to be used up in the next six months. But what then? It was 
improbable that a way out would suddenly present itself: the question of 
how a war economy could be organised and financed over a period lasting 
several years would have to be faced and answered now. Since the external 
assets that could be mobilised for this effort had been sharply reduced, the 
war must be prosecuted with the most rigorous thrift and the tightest 
organisation of the economy. Civilian consumption would have to be cut 
back sharply, and with no delay. The situation in Germany was such that 
not much could be hoped for on the income side, and therefore reliance 
would have to be placed on the rationalisation and limitation of expendi
ture. A radical reduction in consumption was the most urgent priority. 

My approach at that time, after two generations of a rapidly rising 
standard of living, was completely new and unappealing to almost all the 
participants in the meeting. I was the youngest present, not much over 
thirty years old, and the only economist; moreover an Austrian and 
unknown to many of the military men and civil servants in the room. No 
wonder that a wave of opposition arose: the military representatives said 
they had received orders only to consider economic affairs within a period 
lasting till the coming spring. The civil servants, for their part, had for 
over half a century heard nothing about limits on consumption, and each 
disputed with the other departments which one should have jurisdiction 
over such measures. 

Was drastic action really necessary? In none of the three wars under 
Bismarck had any such measures been taken. Did I perhaps propose a 
forced reduction in food consumption? 'Certainly,' I replied. 

'Are you actually suggesting we go so far as to reduce bread consump
tion?' one of the senior civil servants asked sarcastically. 

'Bread first of all!' I countered, somewhat loudly. 
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Walther Rathenau then took my part, with a sharpness of tone unusual 
for him: ' This is a fundamental programme of the utmost necessity,' he 
declared , and congratulated me on having had the courage to come out 
with it. To the general astonishment of the participants, the Chairman of 
the meeting, State Secretary Richter, also agreed with me: in view of the 
uncertain duration of the war and threat of further shortages, comprehen
sive measures for limiting consumption would have to be taken without 
delay. He invited me to come to his office that afternoon for another 
meeting. 

As we left, Rathenau joined me and offered me a job with his depart
ment. I refused, saying that it would be awkward for me, as an Austrian, 
to take over a leading position in the German war economy. My role was 
to formulate ideas and give the impetus for necessary measures; executing 
war directives through a foreigner was bound to arouse feelings of resent
ment. I said the same that afternoon to State Secretary Richter, to whom I 
outlined my ideas in detail. In the event, all my suggestions were adopted, 
but very much later. But that first meeting had aroused widespread antip
athy towards me, since I was regarded in many circles as the originator of 
the bread card and the rationing system altogether. 

Richter was unable to understand my refusal to join the executive of the 
war economy department that had to be organised. He said that my stand 
had the effect of excluding me from a unique career, and, that anyway my 
objection made no sense since I would immediately be granted German 
citizenship if I joined. I replied that such a solution eliminated my difficulty 
only in the most legalistic sense; I was in any case unsuited to the career of a 
civil servant (a conviction that my experience over the succeeding years has 
only strengthened). I said further that I had the impression I had created a 
good deal of uneasiness and disturbance in a roomful of men schooled in 
iron discipline. My character was too personal, too carried away by the 
matters that concerned me. 

Richter reassured me, saying I had achieved a very great success in 
practical term : the importance of my intervention had been acknowledged 
on all sides, and that was the more meaningful since I had knocked civilian 
and military heads together. I had not confined myself to the agenda of the 
meeting, but turned it on it head, which was unforgivable to the civil 
servants; and then I had spoken of the defeat on the Marne, which was a 
deadly sin in the eyes of the military, for whom the battle on the Marne 
had ended, officially, with a planned withdrawal. 

It was news to me that describing a lost battle a a defeat wa considered 
tactless. Since then, I have often had confirmation of this phenomenon, 
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most recently in Washington at the end of 1950 after the battle on the y alu 
River. After Cannae, the Roman Senate announced openly to the people: 
'We have lost a great battle.' There was no glossing over the facts by refer
ring to treason, subversion, mere coincidence or the like. In my lifetime no 
government has had the courage to issue so clear an acknowledgement; and 
to venture on the exposure of military lies has been tantamount to high 
treason. But at that time this sort of propaganda - the effectiveness of 
which has always been overestimated by the official mind - was unknown 
to me. Throughout my life I have put myself beyond the usages of polite 
society, not always with favourable repercussions for the causes I chose to 
take up. 

19. End of my Belgian Mission, November 
1914 to the Spring of 1915 

Following my return to Brussels, considerable difficulties arose from my 
policy of dealing with the Belgians through negotiations, and avoiding any 
threat of force. Belgium had been drawn into the war through no fault of 
her own, and the war seemed to me an episode that would give way 
eventually to a more permanent relationship in which neither side should 
have much to forgive the other. As an economist I felt I should try to deal 
with matters in a humane and long-term way. When peace was declared, 
Germany would need Antwerp as a port, and Antwerp would need Ger
many as a source of supply and an outlet for goods. 

The bank of issue was working well. The costs of the occupation were 
covered by the normal tax revenues of the provinces, which had assented to 
this system. We were soon at the point where we could contemplate 
lifting the payments moratorium that had been declared immediately after 
the occupation, although views were mixed on this point among both 
Germans and Belgians. There was strong opposition from German 
industry, which feared the revival of Belgian competition, and from that 
faction among the Belgians who would rather have seen the entire 
economy come to a halt rather than permit any kind of work that could 
contribute to the German war effort. My solution was to lift all 
restrictions on Belgian civilian production, and eliminate all orders for war 
materiel to Belgian industry. That would have had favourable con
sequences for both the German and Belgian economies, and would have 
been politically justified as well, but the proposal to limit Belgian produc
tion to civilian goods was taken badly by the German side. 

But as the war situation deteriorated, it became increasingly difficult to 
maintain my views. The banking department of the military government 
had taken over the organisation of Belgian industry; in the spring of 1915 the 
military authorities demanded the forced deportation of Belgian worker to 
Germany, where they were to be employed in German war industry. It wa 
doubtful whether this question was within the scope of the banking depart
ment's authority, but as the leading economic department in the civil 
administration it could not entirely e cape re ponsibility. Con idering 
international arrangement , the provocativr nature of thi proposal and the 
danger of reprisals, I demanded that the banking department lodge a pro
test. Lumm tried to dissuade me on the ground that we had no juri diction 
in the matter; and when I in isted again he replied in hi odd way: 
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'Why should I start messing about with anything so dangerous, just 
when my Iron Cross First Class is about to be awarded?' That settled the 

matter for me. 
I had had enough, submitted my resignation to Governor General von 

Bissing, and stuck to it despite his efforts to dissuade me. Von Bissing 
expressed the Board's thanks for my services in unusually warm terms. 

The Austrian Government's representative in Belgium, Georg von 

Franckenstein, published in his Diplomat of Destiny his report of the time to 
the Austrian Government. Dated 9 July 1915, it read: 'Herr von Lumm's 
hostility toward capable individuals in the bank department staff led to 
extreme tension. Dr Schacht, Managing Director of the Dresdner Bank in 
Berlin, said to his face that he had lost any confidence in Lumm, where
upon Lumm replied with all sorts of personal accusations. Infuriated by 
this gratuitous rebuff to his closest colleague, Dr Somary, the most 
resourceful m;m in the department and Commissioner of the bank of 
issue, handed in his resignation, with the result that the German 
administration in Belgium abruptly lost two of its most important men. 
Their loss will have an unfortunate impact on the Belgian financial com
munity and the Belgian intelligentsia.' 

More than a decade later, the President of the Swiss National Bank, 
Bachmann, brought me greetings from Francqui. 'He must have been a 
close friend of yours,' said Bachmann, 'since that very rough individual 
spoke of you with extraordinary warmth.' 

'I was his military government Commissioner in the war, ' I said. 
'Strange,' said Bachmann. 'He strongly urged me to take your advice in 

difficult questions.' 

That was a. belated and only partial recompense for my efforts: I had 
done. everythmg to smooth the path toward German-Belgian under
standmg after the end of hostilities. Obviously, there had been no thanks 
for that in the heat o~ war. I was somewhat comforted by the awareness 
that I had never exploi.ted the. superior power of the occupier in a defeated 
country. M~ half-year m Belgmm had been enough to test my effectiveness 
and to acquire the war experience I needed. 

When I returned to Berlin I explained to the President of the Reichs
bank, Havenstein, the reasons for my resignation. 

'You are beginning to make a gam f h. b · f · · . , e out o t is usmess o acqmrmg 
powerful enemies, the old gentleman said. 

'I believe that unfortunately I k fr' d · d . . ma e 1en s m moments of weakness an 
enemies at times when I am strong,, I answered. 

20. My Book Bankpolitik, Berlin, 1915 

In the last year before the war I wrote my book on banking policy, but it 
was first published only in 1915. Up till that point macro-economic policy 
had concerned only agricultural, industrial and trade policies; I introduced 
banking policy for the first time into macro-economic theory. The book 
appeared on the thres~old of the inflationary era, and attempted to encom
pass all the experience of the uniquely long period of peace we had just 
gone through. The years from 1860 to 1914 had seen a growth in banking 
unparallelled either before or since. None of our banking institutions of 
today can even begin to compare in importance with the position Morg:m 
had in New York, the Deutsche Bank in Berlin, Rothschild in Paris and 
Vienna, and above all the Bank of England for the entire world. The heavy 
burden of government financing through banks of issue had been elimin
ated everywhere; most recently, the Federal Reserve system had been 
introduced in the United States, some five years before the war, thus free
ing the dollar from its connection with the national debt, creating money 
on the basis of commercial paper, and regulating the market through the 
discount policy of the Federal Reserve. That attempt has totally failed 
through war. Today the true discount market has almost totally di -
appeared, and currency is printed on the basis of a vast national debt. Four 
decades of inflation have transformed the banks into creatures of the state, 
and have buried untold economic wisdom. If at some point the era of wars 
comes to an end, the entire world, including the communist countries, 
will have to return to the fundamental principles of banking policy. 

Shortly after I returned to Berlin, the Swedi h economist Knut 
Wicksell appeared there in the course of a tour of European capital , and 
proposed the raising of the bank di count rate. Nobody took him seriou ly, 
and he complained bitterly that in the entire world only Bartkiewicz and I 
understood him. In purely practical terms he was undoubtedly right: once 
discount policy was eliminated, the deterioration of the currency that 
ultimately was to ruin all the belligerents began. Government that 
embarked on the policy of cheapening their currencie relied on two argu
ments: the example of their enemies and the impossibility of financing the 
war in any other way. The grandiose logan that insisted on concern for 
the Fatherland being more important tha,1 concern for the worth of the 
currency was even then repeated ad nauseam. And indeed, had there been a 
well-considered di count policy on the part of all the power , the war 
could hardly have been waged for longer than two years. But would that 
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not have been better than continuing the conflict to the point of total 
exhaustion? Had America remained the one really great neutral power, it 

could have imposed an international discount policy, and therefore a limited 
war, on the rest of the world. But in America the man at the helm rejected 

neutrality. 
Thus it was that defrauding the saver became a patriotic virtue, and 

remained one with short interruptions for an entire generation: inflation, 
that is confiscation without legal authority and without any limits, was 

the incubator for both Bolshevism and Hitlerism. When we began to raise 
our voices in warning back at the beginning we were condemned as 
money-obsessed, and ridiculed as hard-hearted financial types and gloomy 
hand-wringers. But even our most pessimistic forecasts were far exceeded 

by the dreadfulness of the actual consequences. 
My book avoided any exaggeration of the role banks play: theories that 

at the time were becoming fashionable ascribed decisive importance to 
banks in the whole economic cycle, which is completely contradicted by 
the facts. Of the four theoreticians who represented this point of view, the 

most prominent experienced the collapse of his own bank, the second 
committed suicide after running through the fortune he had inherited, the 
third had never seen a bank in operation, and the fourth totally recanted his 

views. That did not prevent the wide dissemination of the deposit myth*; 
myths generally spread wider and last longer than knowledge of mere 
facts. The state alone is responsible for inflation: inflation without 
government, or indeed against government, is impossible. 

I knew, once I had returned to Berlin, that a continuation of the war 
was only possible with inflation, and I therefore decided that in order to 

re~ain faithful to my principles I would stay away from any bank or 
financing activity throughout the war. I maintained the same position in 
the Second World War. I have never chosen to differentiate between 
theory and practice in my personal life. 

The manipulation of currencies, which is actually the same thing as 
deb~sing the currency, was in those days justifiably disapproved, but the 
belligerent governments, with rare unanimity, claimed there was no ques

tion of .in_flation; they were merely issuing long-term war loans which 
were w1llmgly accepted by the population. But in order to place these 
loans, a~ increasingly high margin, in the end nearly 100%, was extended 

to the investors, and at rates of interest that were ultimately less than 
~hose o~ the loans themselves. Such a process, I thought, could only happen 
m wartime and only once in a generation. I was wrong on both counts. 
·That every loan creates a new deposit. 

21. The Mitteleuropa Task Force, 1916 

A few months after my return to Berlin, Friedrich Naumann called on me. 
He had just completed his book Mitteleuropa which was destined on publi-
cation to create an unprecedented sensation, and he shared his main ideas 
with me, expressing them with such deep inner warmth that I was 

tou~hed. N~ver again ha:e I_seen a man in political life so full of religious 
feelmg, uprightness, ded1cat1on, and the sincere desire to help his fellow
men unselfishly; or who spoke in such resonant language. 

He was without fear; in his modest apartment there was his favourite 

quotation 'Quod is timere potest qui mortem non timet?' (What can frighten 

the man who is not afraid of death?) So-called practitioners of Realpolitik 
considered that he indulged in fantasies, and was a theologian who had 

stumbled into politics. However, he saw things much more realistically 
than they did, more even than the academics who were so proud of their 

social science. But he had one shortcoming that limited his effectiveness: he 

could only give his blessing, not condemn. He was incapable of hatred, and 

his rare, truly Christian attitude weakened his capacity to execute policy in 
a time of war and whirlwind events. 

I had come to know him only slightly nine years before, at the meeting 

of the Association for Social Policy, and wondered why he had come: he 

told me frankly that he was not a man of action. He saw quite clearly what 
should be done at any given time, but without any idea how. Naumann 
told me that in his search for the man who could carry out his ideas, all 

parties had mentioned my name as the sole individual who could bring 
Germans and Austrians of all political and national factions together and 
keep them at the job. He said that there was deep mistrust between Berlin 
and Vienna, and that those who were appreciated in one capital lo t all 
credibility in the other; but that I enjoyed the confidence of both. He 
ended by asking me to accomplish what he could not: to breathe life into 
his idea of Mitteleuropa for he had been told that I wa the man who could 
differentiate between the realisable and the impossible. He added that it 
would be possible to achieve much in wartime that in peace would seem 
impracticable; religious conflicts had receded, and now was the time for 
large-scale solutions. 

'Would you take it ami s,' I interjected, 'if I aid that I find in your 
ideas the first slow beginning of a critique of Bismarck's work?' 

Naumann was taken aback. I went on to say that the oppo ition of Ger
man liberalism to Bismarck had been ilenced by the brilliant achievement 
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of founding the Empire, and by its succes~es. But to Bismar~k nationalism, 
about which he felt as negative as the Rhmelander Mettermch, was only a 
means to establish Prussian hegemony over the rest of Germany, and he 
opposed any further expansion of the Empi:e, for he believed that a national 
state had to remain within its natural frontiers. However small the number 
of national minorities in Germany, their proper handling would involve 
insoluble difficulties. Force, the sole binding element of the national state, 
had failed in the nineteenth century, and the Austrian experiments in the 
national question were inappropriate as models for the German Empire in 
its Bismarckian form. 

But the idea of Mitteleuropa was not limited by the frontiers of Ger
many: it included Bohemia, Hungary, the South Slavs and the Poles, the 
whole extent of Wes tern Christendom. If these nationalities could not be 
included, the whole Mitteleuropa concept remained an empty dream. In 
such a comprehensive grouping, there should be no majorities or 
minorities, only equal partners. I added that the problem had been easier to 
solve in the Middle Ages, and at the time when liberalism was still 
cosmopolitan - but that in our time everyone, even in the working class, 
was nationalistic. And then, in the economic sphere, currency and trans
portation problems could be solved with relative ease, but eliminating 
trade barriers always encounters the resistance of entrenched interests, and 
in any event would not mean much at a time of war-economy monopolies. 

I said all that to Naumann and emphasised especially the necessity for 
the most extreme tact, because his book had been received much more 
coolly in Vienna than in North and South Germany. 

'Your remarks are hard to take,' Naumann said. 'What would you 
advise me to do?' 

'For a start, absolutely no public national appeal,' I answered. 'There 
must be no mass organisation, but a task force Arbeitsausschuss chosen with 
great care, whose members must come from all German parties and include 
some of the leading personalities in Germany and Austria. Publicity should 
be avoided: a brief summary, confined to major topics, should be distributed 
to only a few influential individuals.' 

Naumann agreed to all this without reservation, although obviously he 
regretted having to give up the notion of making a mass appeal to all 
Germans. 

The task force, which was set up without any formalities, included 
Erzberger. and Rec_henberg of the Centre Party, Count We tarp for the 
Conservatives, Schiffer of the National Liberals and Schmidt of the Social 
Democrats. Naumann, Jackh and I added, from trade and industry: 
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Kleckner, Ballin, Holtzendorf, Walther Rathenau, Rinkel, Schacht and 
Stinnes; from academic circles there were Schmoller and Max Weber. 
Military matters were covered by General Hans von Seeckt. The rap
porteur was Schotte. 

From Austria we appointed Barnreither, Franz Klein, General Conrad, 
Karl Renner, Twardowski, Bilinski, Albert Apponyi, Schuller, Gratz and 
Stolper. 

We divided the responsibility for reports as follows: 

(1) Military affairs: von Seeckt, von Conrad. 
(2) Trade relations: Eulenburg, Lusensky, Riedl, Schuller, with a sum

mary to be prepared by Somary, Max Weber. 
(3) Inter-state cartel organisation: Franz Klein. Detailed matters: 

Koppel, of the Verein Berliner Kaufleute, Vogelstein, Stolper from 
Vienna. 

(4) Russian Poland: Schuller. 
(5) Rail rates: Wiedenfeld. 
(6) Ocean schipping: Ballin. 
(7) Danube shipping: Gratz (Vienna), Graumann, (Munich). 
(8) Raw materials and economic warface: Walther Rathenau. 
(9) Currency and financial matters: Somary. 

(10) Consumer taxes: Altmann, Gerloff, Vogel (Vienna). 
(11) Transport legislation: Felix Meyer, Franz Klein. 
(12) Patents and trademarks: Bernatzik. 
(13) Social security, labour legislation, labour migration: Herkner, 

Phili ppovich. 
(14) Common civil and procedural law: Gierke, Franz Klein. 

It was considered obvious at that time that every participant should 
freely contribute his time to such an enterprise, and expect only reim
bursement for travel expenses. The only cost therefore were tho e for rent 
on the task force office, the rapporteur and the printing of publication . I 
undertook to cover these costs, and those of travel. 

The quality of the papers presented, and the level of discu sion were 
both high, as far a I could judge. England, France and e pecially America 
could not at the time understand the great con tructive significance of our 
task force, whose aims were defensive. Not one of the participants thought 
of conquest. The work we accompli bed is not without importance even 
today: it may again attract attention if there is a pro pect of e tabli bing 
supranational organisation in the eastern regions or in Europe a a whole. 

The task force was entirely independent of government influence; it 
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included leading members of all parties in Germany and the overwhelming 
majority of parties in Austria and Hungary. Having representatives of the 
extreme Right and Left in one voluntary organisation was something 
quite unique. Political antagonisms had been submerged only in the first 
few weeks of the war, but had then come back in full force. In our task 
force, however, we never felt political conflicts; and even such radical 
opponents as the Ruhr industrialist Hugo Stinnes and the Social Democrat 
Schmidt never clashed - and that at a time when further to the east 
Bolshevism was rapidly growing. Any observer who had seen Schmidt and 
Stinnes sitting at the same table would have found it difficult to distinguish 
between them. 

The task force gave me the opportunity to meet and correspond with 
von Seeckt, with whom I got on well, and whom I continued to see after 
the war. He was very much interested in the economic side of warfare, and 
I once had occasion to tell him that I thought universal conscription would 
one day lead to bankruptcy for the country; it was fortunate that rapid 
advances in technology and their demand for educated personnel would 
soon lead to military forces of quality rather than quantity. When von 
Seeckt later undertook the task of creating the Reichswehr under the 
limitations set by the Versailles treaty, he was often in touch with me. 
Sh~rtly be~ore he left _for China to organise the Chinese Army under 
Chiang Ka1-shek, he discussed with me the publication of a manual on 
military affairs in which I should write the economic part. 

Of a!l the generals I ha~e met in my life, he was the only one in whom I 
recognised a touch of gemus. He was delighted to embrace new ideas· and 
~lthoug~ he ~as universally regarded as enormously arrogant, I found him 
m. ~ur d1s:uss1o~s a man of ~ow_n-to-earth modesty. Von Seeckt 's place in 
m1htary history 1s assured: his gift for organisation was the foundation for 
the ~stonis~ing successes of the German offensives in 1939 and 1940. Fate 
depnved him of a leading role in wartime; throughout the First World 
War he was overshadowed by Ludendorff, and even if he had lived till the 
Se~ond he would never have been entrusted with military command by 
Hitler, who felt his antipathy. 

Finally, if von Seeckt had held Ludendorff's command, I am convinced 
the U-boat war could have been avoided £or he di'd h' · b · h f 

d . ' IS JO Wit out USS, 
an had a quality rare among high-ranking generals: he could listen. 

22. Unlimited Submarine Warfare, 1916 

After Italy entered the war, seven of the eight great powers in the world 
were involved: only the United States was still not in the conflict. The 
position of the United States determined the fate of the entire world: for 
the Central Powers maintaining its neutrality was a question of life and 
death . Was not all that obvious, especially for the side that already was 
outnumbered five to two? Who could doubt it with hindsight? But Berlin 
at the time saw things quite differently. 

England had introduced the notion of total war on the high :>eas, by 
extending its blockade to all cargoes, whether or not carried in neutral-flag 
vessels. That was a breach of international law, but was not seriously 
resisted, since the West, with very few exceptions, was sympathetic to 
Great Britain. The claims of international law, built up over two centuries, 
the pride of European civilisation, fell on deaf ears. But the country that 
had started the war by violating Belgian neutrality was in no position to 
raise issues of international law. 

The vast majority of Germans felt that England and America - which 
only protected its own rights - were perpetrating an injustice in main
taining the total blockade, without any possibility of defending the 
population against this weapon. Attacks against the Government and the 
Chancellor became more and more harsh, and the entire protest was further 
stirred up by the propagandists of the Admiralty. I doubted that Admiral 
Tirpitz, as so many assumed, had designs on the Chancellorship with his 
massive attacks on Bethmann-Hollweg, but he did want a free hand for 
action on the high seas, and stopped at nothing to achieve that aim. He wa 
strong-willed and personally imposing to a high degree, both qualities 
completely lacking in the neurotic Kai er and in Bethmann-Hollweg, 
who was crushed by dome tic orrows. 

The struggle over the submarine warfare que tion continued through
out 1915 and became more acute in the la t months of that year. An inter
national dealer in grain named Weil had written a memorandum that 
reached the Kaiser referring to the lender Engli h stockpile of grain in the 
early months of the year; ubmarine attack at that ea on could cau e 
hunger among the population which might prove deci ive for the pro ecu
tion of the war. The Admiralty staff and it expert, Profe or Hermann 
Levy of Heidelberg, upported thi argument with numerou tati tic . A 
part of heavy indu try joined the argument on the ame ide, with full 
force, and one of it propagandist wrote in a high- ounding memorandum 
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the characteristic sentence, 'In Germany, nobody pays attention to anyone 
who doe not use his power to the utmost!' In our task force on Mittel
europa, leading parliamentarians told me that if matters went on as they 
were, there might well be a parliamentary majority for unlimited sub
marine warfare. Ballin reported to me that Weil's memorandum had made 
a strong impre ion on the Kaiser. 

The situation became more dangerous every day. The Chancellor asked 
his deputy Helfferich to summarise the arguments against unrestricted 
submarine warfare, and Helfferich transmitted the request to his colleague 
Dr Erwin Steinitzer, a young Austrian, son of an editor of the Neue Presse. 
Steinitzer spent whole days with me, and I decisively influenced his memo
randum, which then appeared with Helfferich's signature, and was to 
form the basis for government policy in the coming months. The memo
randum was good on economic points, but weak on politics, because some 
of the strongest statements were eliminated by Helfferich. The memo
randum was handed to the Kaiser on 29 February 1916. 

Convinced of the inadequacy of Steinitzer's note, I spoke with Max 
Weber at the task force about the need for an immediate memorandum 
that would hammer aw~y at the dangers of submarine warfare. Max 
Weber,_ who ~as filled with the same deep concern as I, immediately 
sprang mto action, and that afternoon and night we drafted the memo
randum (see Appendix, pp. 273-9) that was given to the Kaiser the next 
day through Ballin. The Kaiser received the memorandum before the 
decision taken on 4 March against unlimited submarine warfare that led to 
the immediate dismissal of Tirpitz. Whether or not our memorandum 
contributed to this decision I cannot say. The memorandum was sent to 
le~ders of the political parties, at the suggestion of Under Secretary 
Zimmermann of the Foreign Ministry, only after 4 March _ as Marianne 
W ~her rightly asserts in her splendid biography of her husband - but the 
Kaiser had of course read it beforehand. As we had intended he was shaken 
by the conclusion, which clearly stated that a wrong decision must mean 
the loss of ~he war and overthrow of the Monarchy. According to Ballin h: several tu~es exclaimed 'impudence!' while reading our last paragraph'. 
Smee t~e Kaiser knew the expert opinion of Professor Levy of Heidelberg, 
he a_ttnbuted to Max Weber professional jealousy; and assumed I was 
playing some _Au trian game. But when Ballin explained to him who we 
were, he was impressed, and became thoughtful. 

Although the memorandum "dl . . . . was very rap1 y wntten, every sentence in 
lt was consciously weighted · f h d .. h ' m awareness o t e ecmve turning-point in 
t e war represented by this issue. Even today, after four decades, the most 
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critical scrutiny will not reveal wrong conclusions in the memorandum. 
One conclusion we reached is valid for the immediate present: the concept 
of floating loans - war loans at that time - has its limits, and then the 
fearful danger of inflation looms. This is a warning that America would do 
well to bear in mind in our own day. 

Istvan Tisza, to whom I had sent a copy of the memorandum, told me 
that Emperor Franz Joseph had expressed a wish to see me. After the 
Kaiser's reported remarks, such a request was very awkward for me, since 
it could easily confirm the suspicion that any opposition to submarine 
warfare was attributable to Austrian policy aims. At my request, there
fore, strict secrecy was maintained about my audience with the Emperor, 
and I myself have never told anyone about it. 

It was strange, after walking through four or five vast empty chamber 
at Schonbrunn, to find the old Emperor at his desk in a modest room 
at the very end. He had been briefed by Tisza about my activities. 
Franckenstein had reported the Tirpitz affair to him, the Admiral's vio
lent resistance to authority. The Emperor asked if I had heard about that, 
and when I confirmed that I had, he remarked 'So the German monarchy 
has become so weak, after so short a time.' He said this as if to himself, 
musing, without any emotion. I had prepared myself to discuss Mittel
europa or Polish matters, but he did not raise these. He said in tead that he 
had heard I exerted some influence on the submarine warfare di cussion, and 
commented that that must have been difficult. 

'Certainly,' I replied. 'Someone without a leading official position mu t 
be triply cautious in such questions and limit himself to quiet attempt at 
influence.' 

'How did you arrive at your conclusion on the ubmarine warfare 
question?' 

'I came to the conclusion I did because I consider the submarine warfare 
matter the decisive factor in the war, more important than any battle.' 

'How so?' 
'Because if the ubmarine campaign continue , America will enter the 

war, and then we are lo t. War with America mu t be prevented, even at 
the cost of severe humiliation.' 

In the rapidity of my reply I had used the word 'we', which in the 
presence of the venerable monarch who had been on the throne for even 
decades seemed more than out of place, almo t improper. I apologi ed, but 
he dismissed it with a mall wave of hi hand. 

'Yes, even at thi point we have more enemie than we can cope with. 
Do you believe the ubmarine question i now finally laid to re t, or will it 
come up again?' 
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'I am afraid it will, and if things once more come to the danger point, 
may I report again to Your Majesty?' 

'Yes, of course. And let me know each time you are in Vienna.' 
On my return to Berlin I found the atmosphere much worse than 

before: Tirpitz's abrupt dismissal had made him popular. Since my posi
tion in the controversy was well known, many people with whom I had 
previously maintained contact greeted me with open hostility. It was then 
that I saw for the first time in Germany faces with a civil-war expression 
etched on them, people whose eyes radiated hatred and with whom civilised 
intercourse was impossible. 

In the summer of 1916 Hindenburg and Ludendorff took command of 
the armed forces, and the public expected extraordinary things from them. 
Towards the autumn and winter of 1916, the effects of the English block
ade became steadily more apparent; the German population went hungry 
and cold, and it was natural that they were unable to understand why 
appropriate measures should not be unleashed against the enemy that 
caused such misery. Such considerations had even caused changes among 
those of moderate opinions. 

I had observed in my own family the heavy burden of the economic 
situation: my father's health was undermined by cold and malnutrition. 
My sisters sacrificed themselves to help him, and ate almost nothing to 
assure him of at least one square meal a day. He became steadily weaker 
physically, but his spirit remained undimmed. Even on the day he died, 16 
December 1916, he heard my sister in an adjoining room declaiming Dante 
in Italian, and whispered to her a commentary of particular insight. My 
father did not attain in his lifetime the success he deserved for his unusually 
broad and deep knowledge, his fearlessness and his steadfast character. We 
are aware to this day of what we owe him. My sisters repaid him for his 
devotion to us; however, I was too busy with other concerns, and conse
quently I remain very much in his debt. 

In early January 1917 Erwin Steinitzer called on me in a great conflict of 
conscience: his chief. Helfferich, had asked him to revise his memorandum 
of 29 February 1916 to come to the opposite conclusion, favouring 
unrestricted submarine warfare. 

_'I do~btles~ remind you of Schmock in Freytag's Journalisten,' he said 
with res1gnat10n; 'I can write Left and I can write Right.' 

'What.' pr~y.' has chang~d since February 1916?' I asked. 'Then people 
were mamtammg submarine warfare had to be waged because Austria 
would otherwise collapse by the end of 1916. Well, that hasn't happened, 
so why re-open the question just now?' 
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'Because apparently we have to strike a blow this February, in order to 
blockade England.' 

'But last February you said precisely the opposite!' 
'But at that time Ludendorff was not in charge. You know what he says: 

we can afford war with America.' 
'Is the man mad?' 
'Probably, but everything is collapsing.' 
He was right. The Kaiser had ordered Salomonsohn, senior partner of the 

Diskonto-Gesellschaft, and von Muller of the Dresdner Bank, to write 
a memorandum on economic matters, as representives of the banks. Neither 
had understood a word of the material, but both complied and wrote in the 
sense required of them. 

I was horrified by the terrible situation: the masses were crying for sub
marine warfare, but how could a country in Germany's position carry out 
such warfare? And in such straits people were easily asserting that Germany 
could also take on America. It was the sacred mission of statesmen in govern
ment, the leading thinkers and industrialists as well to enlighten the hungry 
masses. All of them failed to do so. 

And the-Kaiser? A weak man should not have one success where two vic
tories are required: the Kaiser had so exhausted himself in the first conflict 
with Tirpitz that he had none of the energy required in even greater measure 
when the issue came up again. Franz Joseph's death was untimely; I had no 
personal contact with his successor. . 

The irresponsible decision to embark on submanne warfare guaranteed 
war with a colossus that even a strong Germany could never have defeated, 
let alone a starving and freezing country. Just at that time Rathenau asked 
me to take part in the Fibre Textile Association, which of all the ":ar 
economy organisations was in the worst shape. It included many ent_erpnses 
in the flax, hemp and jute industries, but none of these raw matenals wa 
available: there was not even material for munition sacks. 

I was quite isolated until submarine warfare proved a failu~~- Max Webe:, 
in a similar situation to mine, had accepted the offer of a pos1t1on at the Um
versity of Vienna, where he lectured on sociology to an eage~ _audience of 
senior and younger academics. I buried myself in the ta k of editmg the two 
volumes of Philippovich's book on economic policy. I ha~ for the second 
time opposed the trend of the times and had for ~he second time lost. 

Three factors led to the cata trophe of submanne warfare: the we~kne . of 
the Government, the servility of the senior civil ervants and the subjugation 
of an entire nation to the will of a single man, a military leader. 

There are individual with great abilitie for particular position , but 
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without the gifts that would enable them to reach such positions - and 
then there are others, who are only gifted with the ability to attain high 
rank, but then have not the faintest idea how to cope with the demands of 
their offices. The then Chancellor, Bethmann-Hollweg, had all the good 
qualities of a senior civil servant, but as Chancellor this ponderous bureau
crat was a pathetic sight. His change of mind surprised no one, but the 
Kaiser's about-face had graver consequences. 

Heads of state appear to be as allergic to economic matters as diplomats 
and professional military men - I have seen this throughout my life, even 
in the era that we usually claim is dominated by economic concerns beyond 
all others. In this one context, and in no other, there is absolutely no differ
ence, as I was later to find out, between Presidents of republics and tyrants 
of various persuasions. Many, particularly diplomats, hide their disgraceful 
ignorance under apparent condescension and contempt. That Helfferich, 
the lone economist in the Government, should have changed his position 
on the submarine question was, however, simply unforgivable. 

The upper middle class were in a better position to assess the meaning of 
a war with America - they had demonstrated independence of mind in 
the first decade of the century - but the war had made them servile, and 
no one dared to express a doubt when military necessity was invoked. A 
malign spirit possessed the military leadership and spread from there to 
inf~ct the.entire Government. That spirit made infinite demands, always in 
a d1ctatonal manner; nobody dared to oppose anything. That was then the 
first time that the German people, despite their punctilious thoroughness, 
fell prey to a half-fool, half-charlatan. 

I told Naumann that Germany and Austria had lost the war and that 
under the circumstances it was senseless to continue with our task force. 
At his request, I did not resign from it, but no longer took part in its 
activities, a~d also informed the other members that I would no longer 
take part. Smee I was unable to reveal my motives in withdrawing, my 
move aroused much puzzlement and astonishment. The Austrians were 
especially upset, because it seemed to them a resignation for which no 
reasons were openly given. 

I s~ent ~he ~ext months in complete withdrawal from the public eye. 
The situation did not change when in March 1917 the Russian Revolution 
broke out. But when the failure of the submarine campaign became 
apparent, many people rang me whom I had not seen for months. Sud
denly ~rophetic gifts were ascribed to me, and my opinion on the future 
was a~idly sought. My answers were monosyllabic and evasive, but I kept 
returnmg to thoughts of the political and financial catastrophe to come: 
was the first unavoidable, could the second be prevented? 
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I gave a report to the standing committee of the Association for Social 
Policy on the financing of the war. Schmoller had begged me urgently not 
to speak out too pessimistically. I proposed a large-scale capital contribu
tion tax, and the measures necessary to finance it; I was concerned essen
tially to prevent bankruptcy and the destruction of the currency. I was later 
often attacked from the right for having advocated this measure, and 
praised from the left for the same reason, but both attack and approbation 
were inappropriate: the capital assets tax was advocated as a once-for-all 
large-scale sacrifice on the eve of political collapse in a lost war, not as a 
regular measure appropriate for peacetime; and the tax was only to be used 
because the other means of covering the costs of the war had inflationary 
implications that were more dangerous, and whose consequences were not 
fully understood at the time. Much that was said in my presentation was 
expressed guardedly or intimated, between the lines. 

My reply to a query about the Russian currency sprang from the same 
concerns. The Reichsbank had at the time asked my opinion about a plan 
to acquire large sums of Russian roubles out of public funds. Since Russia 
was expected soon to leave the war, the rouble would then become a 
neutral currency, and could climb rapidly in value. I did not know whether 
this idea was linked with notions of reparations to be discussed at the peace 
negotiations about to begin with Russia, and I answered that the idea 
seemed to me senseless: the rouble was going to lose all its value. Although 
the query was supposed to be top secret. news of my reply had ~o~e echo 
in government circles, where people were amused by my pred1ct10? that 
the rouble would collapse - that was in 1917, and Europe had not m 125 
years experienced the total destruction of a currency. 



23. A Day with Ludendorff in Kreuznach, 
1917 

In early summer of 1917 I heard simultaneously from Rechenberg, Deputy 
of the Centre Party, and also from Jackh that General Ludendorff wanted 
a talk with me. I had no idea of his motives and forgot the matter. Then I 
received from Colonel Bauer a formal invitation to Kreuznach, the mili
tary headquarters. I was informed that a compartment would be reserved 
for me t~e next evening in the overnight train, and a similar one for my 
return tnp. A r~fusal was hardly possible; I simply had to guess what was 
wanted of me, smce I really had no idea. 

I was the sole passenger in the carriage of the train bound for 
Kre~znach, and c~uld not find out if there was anyone in the other 
carnages of the tram. An el~erly woman was working as conductor; she 
~ad _a careworn fa~e and stood the entire night in the corridor alternately 
sighmg and weepm?. I w_as the only person who got off the train at 
Kreuz~ach and wa~ immediately informed that Ludendorff would be able 
to receive me only m the afternoon. 

As I an~ounced m~self at the appointed hour at headquarters, Colonel 
Bauer received me with a few questions that led t b 1· h k me o e ieve t at my 
remar s on the future of the Russian rouble had been th f h 
· · · Wh ·1 e cause o t e 
mvitatlo~.. . i e Bauer was speaking the door was flung open, Ludendorff 
~a~e.;sh mg m and shouted harshly at me without a single word of greet-
ing. o are you, and what do you want here?' 

I went towards the door' Colonel Bauer pulled me back and s oke soft! 
to Lude~dorff, who muttered to himself, turned half to Bauer ;nd half t; 
m~, saymg t~at he -:-vas not to know when he saw a stran e face who it 
mi~ht be. I immediately realised that the whole th' g 1 . 
designed to intimidate me. mg was p ay-actmg, 

'All right, all right,' said Ludendorff 'I made no . t k . h h 
question! What do you want an a 1 ' . n:iis a e wit t at 
now I hear about you ev · yw y ·.you ?et involved m every problem, 

en m connection with R · r Wh 
right? Who authorised you? Who stands behi d ussia; I ohgave you the 
you speaking?' n you. n w ose name are 

'In nobody's but my own., 

'That I don't believe! Are you a German citizen:>' 
'No.' · 

'But you were in the Belgian military government:>' 
I saw from that question that he had been well bri~fed. 
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'Yes, but I kept my original citizenship.' 
'Where are you from?' 
'From Austria.' 
'Where in Austria?' 
'From Vienna.' 
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'Would you people like it if some one from here interfered in every 
aspect of your business?' He went on: 'What mission were you assigned 
by Austria, and who there gives you orders?' 

'Nobody appointed me to any job.' 
'Well, then, who pays your bills? Who then is paying for Naumann's 

working group that seems to be able to mobilise all the parties? Well?' 
'Myself alone. Naumann would pay his own expenses if he had the 

means, so I do it for him. To allow an idea to be financed by government 
or some organisation is to prostitute it. Naumann's ideas accord in many 
respects with mine - covering his expenses was naturally a gentleman's 

arrangement.' 
'You can allow yourself such luxuries in the middle of a war? From 

what sources, and how?' 
'I do not owe anyone explanations on the origin of my assets.' 
'And this Austro-Polish merger, is that an idea you've also advocated on 

your own initiative? Or was this your creation to begin with? The 
intention was to surround us on all sides! But now we are doing in Poland 
what we want to do and must do, and Vienna has had to take it lying 
down. The Poles must be dominated, watched every minute of the day and 
night, otherwise they will attack us. And we know how to rule, not your 

hand-kissing people!' 
'Then you are thinking in terms of a colony, a colony in the middle of 

Europe, and want to force the natives immediately into military service? 

You will really come a cropper on that one!' 
'What are you talking about? If the Poles feel our fist, they won't dare 

to move. Prussia as lord and master of Poland - I'd gladly exchange that 
for all the softies south of the Main who only weaken our side! But that is 

naturally not your opinion.' 
'No, six great powers on the enemy side seem to me enough for us. But 

I do not understand why you are telling me all this.' 
'I understand from reliable sources that you continue to intrigue in 

favour of the Austro-Polish nonsense, even now, after the Austrian them
selves have given up on the idea. And I ask you yet again, on who e 

behalf?' 
'I repeat: I am firmly convinced that the notion of a Poli h-Au trian 
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combination is the only possible solution. But it is not true that I am 
pushing for it. For me the whole matter is finished.' 

'Because of Vienna's withdrawal?' 
'No, because of the loss of the war.' 
'What are you talking about? Since when have we lost the war?' 
'Since America came in. ' 
'That's your revenge! Some substitute for the defeat over Poland!' 
'God knows, I would rather have been wrong about America.' 
'Rubbish, that was just an episode!' 
'No, it was the decisive moment of the war.' 
'Doesn't the coming collapse of Russia mean ten times more than 

America's coming in? The Americans won't have a real army for years!' 
'No, in place of one exhausted enemy we now have a fresh, unbeatable 

power, and moreover the only country that could have been an inter
mediary in negotiating peace.' 

Ludendorff did not immediately answer, and while he had stared 
directly at me throughout the conversation, he now gazed mutely into 
space. Suddenly he said: 

'I would have kept away from the whole submarine business if I'd 
known that the revolution would break out so soon in Russia.' 

'You never thought then about revolution in Russia?' 
'No.' 

'I had assumed just the opposite at that time.' 
'Why?' 

'Because I cannot imagine that anyone would take on the deadly risk of 
a war_ with America if he still had to reckon on a long-term basis with 
R~sssia. _I assumed that you felt you had a free hand on the Eastern front.' 

And if that wasn't the case in fact?' 

. 'General,'. I said with great seriousness, 'I have been here for a long 
tu1;e, and still do not know why you summoned me.' 

Y ~u have expressed the opinion that the rouble will cease to have value. 
I don t understand money matters very well What do b h ~, 

'Th h bl . · you mean y t at. 
at t e rou e will lose all buying power.' 

'Why?' 

'The certain outcome of war and revolution.' 

'Havenst;in t~inks otherwise, but sent me your memorandum anyway. 
So you don t thmk that we can get much out of R . ~' 'N uss1a. 

h 
?• ;ransp

1
ort an.d probably also industrial production will be too 

c aotic ror a ong time you ca t h f .1 . · nno expect muc rom places where 
rai ways are still needed. Limited quantities of materiel may be had, 
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but nothing significant in either raw materials or foodstuffs.' 
'There you are misinformed. In the Caucasus, the Russians have three

quarters of all the oil on earth. We are going to take it and hold it, during 
the war and after, because we are advancing to the Caucasus, and there we 
shall win the war.' 

'Will you have enough strength and time for that?' 
'Yes, certainly.' 
'And will the pipeline remain undamaged?' 
'What is that?' 
'The long oil pipe connection to the Black Sea.' 
'Built by the Russians?' 
'No, by a Dutch company. By the way, your estimate of the oil reserves 

is grossly exaggerated.' 
'You just pluck out of thin air what my people here have to scramble 

about trying to find! Your place should be here, with me, to give me 
intelligence reports about the war economy in the East.' 

He said 'with me' quite distinctly, without referring to Hindenburg, 
without mentioning what office or position he had in mind. 

'Thanks, I was once in the bureaucracy, and I hope never to be again.' 
'That means you don't want to cooperate because you consider it's a 

lost cause. If everyone said that, if I said that myself, Germany would really 
go under. We think otherwise, even if we are standing with our backs to 
the wall. And by the way a lost war would be a healthy thing for our 
country: they've had everything too easy for the last forty-six years. That 
must change. If there were a defeat, Prussia would rise again, greater than 
ever in its history. But now we are very far from that point. When my 
divisions are freed from the Eastern front, I'll crush France so completely 
that she will never rise and then the English and Americans can waltz 
around the seas as much as they like. And now, I'm giving you an order to 
serve!' 

'I am an Austrian citizen, and anyway you would not have much joy 
out of me. I don't subordinate myself to authority, and I voice my objec
tions loud and clear. They have con equences.' 

I had risen; Ludendorff tood too and bade farewell formally. 
It was so calming to wander about Bad Kreuznach for the five hours I 

still had till the departure of my train: it wa the only time in tho e war 
years when I felt happy. I had come through the most serious danger for 
me: the possible lo of independence. . .. 

War in our times give government unlimited power over mdiVId
uals; if the citizen gives up all his right , and indeed is expected al o to 
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sacrifice his life, he is at least entitled to demand two things of his 
superiors: carefully considered advance planning, and the highest degree of 

responsibility. 
The man with whom I had just spoken, and who exercised authority in 

Germany as nobody before had ever done, had risked war with America at 
a time when he was still thinking of a long war with Russia; and in such a 
situation he spoke of a chief theatre of operations! For him, the entry of 
America into the war was a mere episode. 

The appeal to love of fatherland was repellent coming from a man who 
wanted to toss all non-Prussians out of his Germany. The very concept of 
'nation' was blasphemous when mouthed by a Ludendorff. 

Colonel Bauer came to the station and said that good news had just 
come from the Polish front: the Russians were in full retreat in East 
Galicia. He asked if I was not seeing things too pessimistically. 

'I hope so, I fear not,' was my answer. 
On the return journey to Berlin, the same conductress with her heavy 

sighing was in the corridor. I asked her this time what her trouble was, and 
she told me that her huspand was at the front, and nobody comes back 
from there. 

I wrote up my talk with Ludendorff from memory; but all its details are 
clear in my mind up to this day. The meeting had a short sequel. With 
approval from Berlin, I informed a leading Austrian official about the 
possibility of an occupation of the Caucasus, and the opportunities for 
exploiting the oilfields there. I was thanked with the reply that such an 
advanced penetration by the German armies was considered out of the 
question. 

. The. Army did, however, get that far, and I undertook a small inspec
tion tnp at the request of the task force to look over the area: I confirmed 
the impossibility of exploiting the oil resources on a short-term basis. 

In my time two men have determined the fate of the great German 
people: ~u~endorff and Hitler. Both were destroyers of the first order. 
Was their immeasurable influence a factor of the times or of the German 
nation itself? 

24. The Situation in the East 

The Russian people and their army collapsed simultaneously; the 
Bolsheviks came to power with their promise of peace. They met all the 
demands of Ludendorff' s harsh peace terms which, as a surviving witness, 
I can testify were opposed in vain by both the German and the Austrian 
Foreign Ministers, Kuhlmann and Czernin. How could those two men 
- essentially unknown, with their aristocratic aloofness from the masses 
- have made their influence felt, in contrast to the famous general who 
had apparently forced the Russians to their knees? Remembering 1870, 
everyone had thought in terms of a victory in the West; since the time of 
Napoleon the Russians had been thought invincible. How could that 
country of immeasurable distances and almost unbearable winters be forced 
to surrender? 

And now that miracle had happened; and the whole situation would 
have been ripe for general peace had America remained neutral, and if even 
one of the belligerents had had an inkling of what Bolshevism would 
mean. For the few of us who had taken seriously Jacob Burckhardt's and 
Maurice Joly's predictions and now saw them coming to pass, the igno
rance shown by diplomacy at the time seemed incredible. The diplomatic 
despatches that have become available since confirm this view only too 
dramatically. On the very brink of the Revolution, for example, the 
French Ambassador presented a note to the imperial Russian Government 
requesting its support for the French demand for sovereignty over the left 
bank of the Rhine. And when the Revolution broke out, the amba sadors 
almost without exception predicted that it would only last a short time. 
Count Czernin, the Austrian Foreign Minister, tells us in his memoirs 
how proud he was at the peace negotiation in Bre t-Litowsk to give back 
to Leon Trotsky the library that Trotsky had acquired from 'a certain Otto 
Bauer in Vienna'. Czernin did not even know the name of the second most 
important socialist in his own country. Germany and Austria were full of 
socialist ideas and activists, but the ruling cla s had no knowledge of such 

things and such people. 
If the West had even partly understood the danger that were brewing, 

they would have made some effort to achieve a peace. But in tead, Ju tice 
Pollock in England wrote to his colleague Oliver Wendell Holme in 
Washington that a new era of freedom was at hand in Russia; and liberal 
and democrats competed with each other in prai e of the Soviet . Never 
have honourable men been more misled by their own wishful thinking. 
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And at the same time the generals ruling the German nation wanted to 
embark on vast new conquests, when their people were desperately 
longing for some respite from the struggle. . . 

Despite appearances to the contrary, 1t was the Bolsheviks who 
triumphed at Brest-Litovsk. They achieved peace for the Russian people, 
and the price they paid for it did not matter. They counted on the power of 
fear; and since they maintained their regime with fear, they were able to 
continue building on that foundation. From then on till our own day all 
peace arrangements and all newly-founded regimes have been built on the 
same basic notion. 

The long war had exhausted the strength of all the European peoples: 
they were all broken at the end, the Germans as well as the French, the 
Austrians as well as the Italians; and most of all the Russians. What did the 
starving muzhik living amid the vast expanse of Russia care who ruled over 
the left bank of the Rhine? He wanted only bread and peace; and in those 
concerns he was no different from the other people on the European 
continent. 

There has not yet been an account written either on the Russian or on 
any other side that has been able to convey the whole tragedy adequately to 
coming generations. For example, a tremendous drama had been played 
out, of which the world remained in almost total ignorance; beside it 
Xenophon's Anabasis pales into insignificance. This was the withdrawal of 
the Czech troops who had fought on Russia's side out of Panslavist 
sympathy, across the whole extent of Russia and Siberia to the Pacific. 
They returned to their homeland by the longest r ad, their dream shat
tered; they saw as they went the vast gulf that now divided them from the 
Russian people. 

Just at that time I had to go to Pilsen in Bohemia, where I had a 
participation, along with the Berlin banking house of Bleichroder, in the 
'Urquell' brewery. I was detained for five hours at the German-Austrian 
frontier in Franzensbad. During the war, first passports and then visas had 
been introduced; and finally each trip had to be specially notified to the 
authorities, and my travel plans had not yet reached Franzensbad. I arrived 
in Pilsen after midnight, and the only porter in the station walked with me 
the rather long way to my hotel. The old man complained that his wife 
was sick with grief: one son had been killed and the other was far away. 
'Where?' I asked, but he did not want to answer directly, and I guessed 
the boy was with the Czech Legion somewhere in Russia. 

'These are hard times,' he sighed. 'You don't know who are your 
friends and who are your enemies, what's right and what's wrong.' 
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I felt little sense of Czech nationalism among the working population of 
the industrial city. At the brewery they were complaining about the 
deterioration in the quality of the beer, and in the Skoda armament factory 
about the shortage of raw materials. Baron Skoda himself, in contrast to 
many of his fellow-executives, was sanguine; he said that Czech nation
alism was a middle-class phenomenon that was not shared by the peasants 
or workers. If the war ended in the not too distant future, the status quo 
could be maintained and the transition to a peacetime economy would be 
smoothly accomplished. The middle classes, he added, were split internally 
and had begun to fear Bolshevism. 

Baron Skoda came of a highly talented Bohemian family: few combina
tions give better results than that between Czech and German! He was still 
a young man when his father died; the directors had taken over the Skoda 
works and then burdened the enterprise with heavy debts. Young Skoda 
came back from the Zurich Polytechnic Institute, threw out the directors 
and transformed the works into the world's most modern artillery factory. 
His guns were the first in Europe to be motorised, and when war came he 
immediately became wealthy and was awarded the highest decorations. 
After the war was lost, he had to transfer his enterprise almost without 
compensation to French interests, and he himself fled to Switzerland. 

Skoda had reached the heights in only a few years, and had fallen even 
faster. The dignity he had lost in his success, however, he regained in the 
days of his misfortune. In Switzerland, he gave the authorities a far
ranging memorandum on artillery defence, and when that was rejected 
with unjustified criticism, he came to me laughing, and said that appar
ently after a defeat even experts were not taken seriously in their own 
fields. He therefore asked if he could help with the installation of a wine 
cellar in my house, and was not willing to take up any other occupation. 



25. The Bucharest Peace Treaty and Count 
Tisza, Spring 1918 

The Rumanians , like the Italians, had broken their alliance with the 
Central Powers and gone over to the other side, but w ere defeated by the 
armies of Mackensen and Seeckt and forced into peace negotiations. These 
took place in the spring of 1918 in Bucharest , and the Rothschild bank in 
Vienna asked me to represent their interests in Rumania at the negotiations. 
The Rothschilds had large timber holdings in Rumania, with long-term 
contracts for timber deliveries, and had built forest railwavs in connection 
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with their timber leases . It was in these very forest areas, however, that the 
decisive battles had taken place; for several years it had been impossible to fell 
trees, and both the railway lines and the sawmills were destroyed. The aim 
was to extend the leases for a period of years, and I made certain that the 
appropriate clauses were inserted in the peace agreement. 

The entire atmosphere in Bucharest was strange: a so-called peace of 
victory was being negotiated, at the same time that the general situation 
was rapidly deteriorating. 

As I was travelling back from Bucharest to Berlin, the train stopped in 
Budapest, and there was Simon Krausz on the station platform. He begged 
me to break my journey and meet Count Istvan Tisza, who urgently wished 
to see me. There was a session of Parliament going on, and I was to come to 
the Parliament building. Tisza came out to see me at once, and told me he 
had_ ~eard of my views on the general situation. Although the short-term 
position appeared favourable to the Central Powers - the offensive in 
France was initially very successful - I said there was no hope of victory. 
The Hungarian Prime Minister's face was ashen as he heard these words and 
I was afraid that this energetic and unusually self-disciplined man w'ould 
actually collapse. A group of Deputies had gathered round to see what was 
going on. Tisza and I spoke softly; our conversation touched his very core. 
Although a Calvinist, he was devoted heart and soul to the Habsburg 
Monarchy. At the same time he was totally Magyar, and based his political 
stance on t~e constitu~ion of 18?7 that established the Dual Monarchy. 

The notion of trymg at this stage to get some concession from the 
enemy, when things appeared to be going well for the Central Powers 
was hateful to him; he preferred defeat. ' 

'I am not asking you for advice,' he said, 'since you think it is already 
too late for that. What do you predict for the future?' 

'We shall have to submit to peace terms dictated by strangers who in 
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their ignorance will cause us long-term damage.' 
' I don ' t expect anything from the French, and the Italians are unfortu

nately confused for the moment, but won't the English help us? They 
must , because they have no better friends in the world than us.' 

'These days it is the Americans who will have the last word, and I am 
afraid that they will do tremendous harm and destroy what little remains 
intact here after the war - all with the best intentions. The Americans 
take every phrase literally, and are obsessed with slogans. Expect nothing 
from that quarter but destruction!' 

Tisza accompanied me down long corridors to the exit, and put his arm 
on my shoulder, an unusual gesture from that tough and self-contained man. 

'I shall defend my country to the last, but I have the dreadful feeling that 
I shall do more harm than good, and my desire to acknowledge that 
publicly limits my effectiveness still further.' 

He repeatedly shook my hand when we parted, and stared after me with 
his weak eyes as I went down the stairs. 

I believe I was the only real friend this austere and strong man had 
outside Hungary; and that in spite of my not being able to agree with his 
internal policies. He was one of the few statesmen I have known in my life 
for whom decency was a self-evident principle. The whole world regarded 
him as the foremost proponent of the war, but he had in fact energetically 
opposed it at several critical junctures, sometimes on my advice. As 
reproaches and attacks rained down on Tisza from all sides he had become 
silent, and asked me as well not to say a word in his defence. His inter
national standing would have been quite different had the world known 
the truth about his views: that might have helped him personally, but 
damaged the prosecution of the war. And so he allowed the completely 
unjustified accusation of war-mongering to be laid at his door, and did not 
even consider it appropriate to justify him elf at the end to the two 
assassins who came to murder him. He felt it necessary to give an accounting 
only to himself, and then he applied the very stricte t tandards. 

Tisza was devoid of any vanity, and fundamentally without ambition 
either; he was indifferent to recognition, even to fame, and when he had to 
confront public opinion, he did not shirk doing so him elf, and presented 
his ideas with a simplicity and fearles nes that reduced his opponent to 
silence. He never thought of his own personal interests. 

The very idea of the lord, the noble, has lost it meaning in thi age of 
automatic egalitariani m, and the present generation ha no conception of 
what it once really stood for. Count Istvan Ti za wa indeed an aristocrat, 
and one of the last of his kind. 



26. Max Weber and Schumpeter in Vienna 

On my return journey I stopped briefly in Vienna to report to the 
Rothschild bank on the Bucharest negotiations. Apart from that, Max 
Weber had asked me to be present at the discussion he was to have with 
Schumpeter about the succession to his chair at the University of Vienna. 
Weber wanted to return to Germany and he was thinking of Schum peter 
as his successor, but the two men knew each other only superficially 
although Schumpeter had written an outstanding history of ideas to 
accompany Weber's handbook on social sciences. I was worried about the 
meeting, because a greater contrast between two personalities was hard to 
1magme. 

Max Weber was a restless, nervous type, full of 'drive', a Huguenot 
with deeply-held convictions, for which he strove with every atom of his 
energy. He battled on without letting up, even when only minor issues 
were at stake. He was explosive in temperament, verging on intolerance; 
those who did not know him well could easily have been put off or even 
frightened at first meeting him. Hugo von Hofmannsthal tried to explain 
him by saying: 'He has the gifts of a Caesar who is unable to find a field 
large enough for his energies.' There was much truth in that observation: 
Weber was never in his life able to give his tremendous intellectual and 
spiritual powers full expression. He took nothing lightly. 

Schumpeter on the other hand took nothing hard. He had been edu
cated at the Vienna Theresianum, where the pupils were taught to stick to 
subjects, and not get personally involved. The rules of the game in every 
party and ideology were to be learned thoroughly, but nobody should join 
a party or subscribe to a dogma. And Schumpeter was a virtuoso at playing 
any political game, from the extreme left to the extreme right. He had 
worked briefly on the Socialisation Commission in Berlin, which met 
under the leadership of our Vienna University colleague Hilferding, who 
at the time led the German independent socialists, for whom the official 
Social Democrats were too moderate. Hilferding often told me of his 
astonishment at Schum peter' s radicalism; but Schum peter was not radical 
at all, he merely followed through to the appropriate conclusions, given 
the premises. He felt that if socialism were to be introduced at the end of 
the war, it should be in a consistent way. 

We met in the Cafe Landmann opposite the University. Ludo 
Hartmann, a historian of the Classical world and son-in-law of Mommsen, 
accompanied Weber, and I came with Schumpeter. I took no notes of our 
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conversation, but can recall the elements of it that impressed me most 
strongly. The talk turned to the Russian Revolution, and Schumpeter 
expressed satisfaction that socialism was no longer an abstract theoretical 
notion, but would now be tested in the real world. Weber said with some 
heat that communism at the Russian stage of development was a 
crime - he knew the language and followed Russian affairs closely. He 
added that developments in Russia would lead to unheard-of human 
misery and end in a terrible catastrophe. 

'That may well be,' said Schumpeter, 'but it would be a good labora-
tory to test our theories.' 

'A laboratory heaped with human corpses!' Weber rejoined. 
'Every anatomy classroom is the same thing,' Schumpeter shot back. 
To change the subject, I commented that the war had altered the 

direction of social developments that would otherwise have gone quite 
differently. Weber agreed, but unfortunately chose Great Britain as his 
example, referring to its swing away from Liberalism. But Schumpeter 
disputed this view. Weber became more vehement and raised his voice, as 
Schumpeter for his part became more sarcastic and lowered his. All around 
us the cafe customers stopped their card games and listened eagerly, 
until the point when Weber sprang to his feet and rushed out into the 
Ringstrasse, crying 'This is intolerable!' Hartmann followed with 
Weber's hat, and vainly tried to calm him down. Schumpeter, who had 
remained behind with me, only smiled and said 'How can someone carry 
on like that in a coffee house!' 

I felt unhappy about the incident. Here were two individuals of rare 
gifts, who were not far apart in their fundamental views on the economy, 
and in their deep intellectual seriousness. But it was the curse of the 
German and Austrian haute bourgeoisie that its all too few original person
alities, if they ever met at all, immediately became deadly enemies. They all 
had too much temperament to compromise on issues. 

Both Weber and Schumpeter were failures in their native land, Au tria; 
they only found success abroad. Yet they had something in common: 
outside their own country they felt themselves in exile. 

James Linden Rose, III




27. Austrian Mission to Bern and Vienna, 
November 1918-January 1919 

The collapse of all the fronts held by the Central Powers came faster than 
had been expected by the Allies. It was no longer possible to organise 
resistance behind the front lines. Walter Rathenau appealed in vain for a 
stand in defence of Germany, but nobody paid any attention. In Hamburg, 
which was thoroughly infected with communism, my friend Albert Ballin, 
who alone had given the Kaiser honest advice, committed suicide. There 
was chaos in the Habsburg monarchy after President Wilson had opened 
the Pandora's box of nationalism. In Austria itself, that is in Vienna and its 
small surrounding Alpine state, a coalition government had been formed 
with Renner as Chancellor, Seipel, Otto Bauer as Foreign Minister and 
Schumpeter as Finance Minister. On 11 November 1918 the armistice was 
signed in France and the next day the new Austrian Government requested 
me to go to Bern to conduct extremely urgent negotiations for the 
supply of foodstuffs. I was to be accompanied by a delegation of experts 
and to bring the negotiations to a satisfactory conclusion as quickly as 
possible. 

However, I refused the invitation, as I knew nothing about the food 
situation in Vienna: I had left Austria nearly ten years before, and had 
taken no part in its political life. 

Otto Bauer telephoned me from Vienna: he and Seipel appealed to me to 
go to Bern. They heard from reliable sources that the Allies were going to 
accuse Austria of responsibility for the war, but the English knew how 
much I had done personally to maintain peace. The food situation was 
catastrophic, and success in the negotiations could only be assured, they 
said, if I joined them. They added that the other delegates, with one 
exception who had good contacts in France, were local figures - and the 
members of the Government itself could not leave Vienna because of the 
dangerous situation there. 

I then agreed with a heavy heart, but on three conditions: I was to be 
the actual, and not merely the nominal head of the delegation; no talks 
should take. p~ace without my express authorisation; and my activity 
should be hm1ted to a three-month period. All these conditions were 
accepted. 

~n those da~s the~e was only one rail connection to Switzerland: a night 
tram to Mumch with a connection in Lindau, where one arrived at mid
night and was supposed to spend the night. The crush of people at the 
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connecting station was unbelievable. Six hours before our scheduled start, 
I was escorted to the waiting train through a side entrance. The ice-cold 
carriage soon became so full that we ceased to feel the cold. The corridors 
were full of soldiers who had come back from the Ukraine. They looked 
better and were more cheerful than those who had been on the home front. 
I heard repeated expressions of joy that the war was over, and the convic
tion that such a war could never happen again. 

We stopped for four hours in Leipzig because our engme gave out; and 
in this, the largest railway station in Europe, there was not one other 
serviceable locomotive. We finally arrived in Munich hours late, and 
missed our connection. The next morning we set off again, and came in 
the late evening to Lindau, arriving finally in Bern the next day, the fourth 
after our departure from Berlin. In Bern I was informed that nobody from 
the Allied side had turned up. The waiting period was painful. 

I knew only a few people in Bern, and did not want to contact them in 
the delicate political circumstances. The city's surroundings, usually so 
attractive, gave no pleasure in the rain and fog of November. The Bellevue 
Hotel was filled to the rafters with diplomats and with spies of both sexes; 
the staff themselves were suspected of being in the pay of one or the other 
side. People whispered in the public rooms, and the former belligerents 
were strictly separated, even at mealtimes. I buried myself in preparatory 
work on my book on economic policy, for which I found a good deal of 
interesting material in the University library. One day my typed manu
script disappeared from my locked hotel room, and I had to reconstruct my 
work from notes and memory - quietly amused that the spy who stole it 
could hardly have been compensated for his efforts. 

Daily we received urgent demands to hurry up, because hunger in 
Vienna was increasing. But if I had let myself be influenced by tho e calls, 
the whole position would have been lost. Austria was the last fragment of 
a once-great empire, all the responsibility for the war was laid at it door, 
and we were about to urge that it should get priority for the most urgent 
material assistance! Furthermore, the world in those days took a purely 
commercial view of international relation and was not prepared to con
template one-way foreign aid transactions. 

In my view, the Allies would exploit Austria's plight to the full, and I 
therefore told Vienna I would reject any such attempt by claiming that my 
authority did not extend to political i sue . The other delegate were no 
less aware of this danger, but Seipel too rang me with a warning: 'Don't 
go too far with your resistance, becau e our ituation i getting wor e 
every day.' We cabled the Allies constantly, upported by the Swi , but 
nothing moved them. 
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Finally, towards Christmas , the Hoover Commission arrived, led by 
the Americans Gregory and Dr Taylor, with the Englishman William 
Beveridge, Haguenin from France, (whom I knew well as a Professor of 
French literature in Berlin), and two Italians . 

Matters of procedure were extremely important, since this was the first 
occasion for substantive negotiations since the Armistice. Our meeting 
was to take place in the American Legation. The delegation from Vienna 
was to wait for an hour in a room from which all the chairs had been 
removed. Then chairs were to have been brought in, but only for the 
Allied delegation and the American Minister, while we were to stand and 
wait to hear our fate, separated from the Allies by a barrier. 

That is the way it actually happened the next day. We stood for a long 
while in front of a barrier. Then chairs were brought in behind the 
partition, and almost simultaneously the American Minister and the Allied 
delegation walked in and sat down, whereupon a sort of punishment 
sermon was read out to us. In my reply I remarked that if the intention had 
been to humiliate us, which I had to conclude was the case from the 
manner of our recept.ion, we were quite impervious to it. After all, what 
did the treatment we were given personally compare with the terrible 
humiliation represented by our having to beg our daily bread from those 
who had been our enemies so short a time before? 

These words made an impression on the Americans. Their Minister 
protested energetically against any notion of humiliating our delegation. 
An elderly gentleman, who was a personal friend of Hoover's as I later 
learned, sat near the Minister. On hearing my statement, he rose, and 
handed me his chair over the barrier. The Minister immediately ordered 
chairs for all of us, and opened the barrier in order to sit with us. The other 
Allies ~ollowed his example after a certain hesitation - it had all happened 
too qmckly for them. The incident taught me to appreciate the remarkable 
generosity and warmth of Americans, which go a long way to compensate 
for t~e political damage they do. We struggled for five hard days. The 
English demanded all the Danube shipping, the Italians what was left of 
our gold reserves, an~ the French a prohibition on any Anschluss with 
Germany. !he A~encans demanded nothing and simply gave what we 
n~eded. With _their fraternal help I was able to organise the inspection 
tnp of _the Allied Commission to Vienna without making any political concessions. 

! felt real satisfaction in fighting single-handed in this struggle for our 
existence. When no concession can be made, one simply has to draw 
strength from one's own inner resources. The whole affair was difficult 
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not because of the men who represented the other side - decent, and to 
some degree cultivated, with much human understanding - but because 
of their governments. The three European powers, England, France and 
Italy, were unable in that situation to do more than mouth old slogans. 
The Americans, by comparison, were like angels. They were helpful but 
their political simplicity often made them destructive. The accusation of 
war guilt was constantly thrown at us; I naturally refrained from 
answering it by referring to my personal efforts at avoiding war. 

One day, while drafting a document, one of the Vienna delegates had 
said 'That is our interpretation', whereupon Monsieur Haguenin, who 
knew German perfectly, interjected 'Well, it is not our interpretation, and 
ours is that of the winning side.' He then laughed and interpreted the 
exchange to his colleagues. The following day, when one of the Allied 
delegates again raised the war guilt issue, I said to him 'On the day when 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand murdered an innocent Serbian youth and 
thereby wickedly unleashed world war ... ', and everyone stared at me in 
astonishment. I continued, 'You see, gentlemen, how quickly I have 
learned the winning side's interpretation.' Never again during the nego
tiations or the trip to Vienna was the war guilt issue raised in my presence. 

But our entire trip from Switzerland to Vienna, which would have been 
so ordinary in peacetime, was so fraught with difficulties that it took the 
greatest effort to overcome them. Even before we arrived in Vienna, the 
Allied commissioners could plainly see the scale of the misery around us. 
Not one train passed us from the Swiss frontier to Vienna, and when we 
arrived in Buchs on the last evening of 1918 we had to wait two day at a 
local inn until coal was brought from France to fuel our locomotive. We 
then had to provide our own food, for none was available for the trip, 
which was to last two more nights. No train was to be seen anywhere, and 
the masses of people who stood at each tation begging de perately for a 
ride made an unforgettable impression of wretchedness. 

Only two months before, this same Austria had equipped and ent 
millions of soldiers into the field, and had maintained a front that stretched 
from the Caucasus to Italy and France - and now it was incapable of 
providing coal for one locomotive. The incredible inten ity of war calls for 
levels of action that far exceed our normal strength. When the end come , 
the collapse of both material and piritual energie i total. After the 
tightest discipline comes total chaos. We have often heard de criptions of 
'Black Fridays', those abrupt crashe on tock markets when boom give 
way to bust; the change from war to peace is an incomparably greater 
shock. After the First World War, all the con equence in political and 
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social terms were immediately felt, and nobody could avoid them; after the 
Second we had rather more experience of such shocks. 

wh:n the Commission had arrived back in Vienna it was comparatively 
easy to start aid deliveries to Austria al.m?st ~t o~ce. I was amused by the 
attitude of some of the Allies to the socialists m Vienna: they had approved 
of their revolutionary stance against the Emperor and royalty generally, 
but thereafter preferred not to deal with them, just as the Germans pre
ferred to have no dealings with the Soviets after helping Lenin to take 
power. People forget that you must acce~t the conseq~~nce~ whe.n you 
help someone into the saddle. Vienna, a city of two million mhabitants, 
had been abruptly cut off from the hinterland with which it had been 
intimately linked for centuries, and the new frontiers to the north and east 
were only an hour's drive from the capital. The entire population was on 
the brink of starvation: there was no time for political wrangling, and the 
greatest speed was imperative. 

Fortunately, the Americans had sent competent people with a high 
sense of responsibility to Vienna. In contrast to many delegations who 
came there later and sat about idly, these delegates worked fast and well. 
For this Herbert Hoover himself deserves the chief credit; what he accom
plished then for Vienna and the rest of starving Eastern Europe was never 
fully appreciated, either by those he saved or by the Americans themselves. 
May history accord him a fuller measure of justice than that granted him by 
his contemporaries. 

The revolution in Vienna was merely a copy of the others in Europe: 
since each of the other countries had its revolution, the same thing had to 
happen in Austria, although there of all places it was completely mean
ingless. The mob had thrown out the leaders who would gladly have 
moderated events had they only been able to do so. My mission ended with 
the receipt of three long letters of thanks from Renner, Seipel and Bauer. 

28. Banking in Zurich, 1919-1926 

When I came through Zurich from Bern in December 1918, Dr Arthur 
Reitler met me at the station. Born in Austria, with an Austrian wife who 
was the daughter of a respected bank executive, he had as a young man 
been appointed one of the senior executives of the Banca Commerciale 
Italiana. He had left this post at the outbreak of the war to study economics 
in Zurich under Professor Bachmann, President of the Swiss National 
Bank. Reitler had done his doctoral thesis on an aspect of my book on 
banking policy, and therefore wanted to meet me. 

In 1917 Reitler had joined the private banking firm ofBlankart & Cie., 
Zurich, then a limited liability partnership. Reitler was a partner in the 
firm, and the other was Jacques Blankart-Schrafl, son of the founder of the 
Banca della Svizzera ltaliana in Lugano. Reitler had breathed life into the 
somewhat sleepy firm through transactions with the Austrian Postal Sav
ings Bank, but he intended to leave the bank within a short time and retire 
to private life. He had become accustomed to other business circles, and 
found little to occupy him in Blankart & Cie. beyond what he brought in 
himself. Moreover, the atmosphere at that time in Zurich was unpleasant 
in severai ways: one met arrogant boors, mostly war profiteers, who strut
ted about as if they had won the war, in contrast to those Swiss who 
welcomed starving children into their homes, and identified more strongly 
with foreigners the more they appreciated their distress. 

I called on Reitler the next day at his apartment in the Voltastrasse, and 
had a talk with him about the bank and Switzerland; we became lifelong 
friends. I considered Switzerland the most important financial centre of 
Europe because it had maintained its financial stability, although sur
rounded by larger countries all to a greater or less ~egree affec~ed by the 
war. I was attracted by the notion of a private bankmg firm with a small 
number of well-trained employees, and appreciated the fact that the bank 
had little more than its good name to recommend it. Starting from small 
beginnings has always appealed to me; I thought ~n.itially in terms of a 
silent participation, but in any event intended to JOm the Board, along 
with Louis Dapples. I deferred my final decision until after _my planned 
trip to Vienna; and Reitler made his decision dependent on rnme. 

In Vienna I found the Rothschild bank in a state of complete help
lessness: all its German assets appeared to be lost, its French, English and 
American assets had been sequestrated; and there was no news of any of 
those assets in Austria outside Vienna. Even tho e foreign as et or 
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securities left in Vienna appeared subject to possible confiscation by the 
Government; such a step would have undermined the very foundations of 
the bank, just at a time when it was more vital to the Austrian Govern
ment than ever before. The Rothschild firm was in particular danger 
becaus,~ of its isolation: while all the other Austrian banks owed money 
abroad, the Rothschilds were creditors, and the other banks therefore 
endeavoured to pool all foreign assets and claims, including those assets left 
in Vienna. It is of some historical interest that this first communist proposal 
in Vienna was made by the joint-stock banks themselves. The Rothschild 
bank, spoiled by its good fortune down the years, was completely defence
less against the simultaneous appearance of so many dangers. 

For the Western world, the Rothschild house was the sole factor that 
still made Vienna creditworthy. To dissipate the bank's assets made no 
sense; on the contrary, conserving those assets was an urgent financial 
necessity. It was, however, uphill work making the Austrian Government 
understand those matters, born as it was of revolution, squeezed between 
Budapest which had gone Bolshevik and Munich with its communist 
regime, and moreover cut off from the now-hostile Czechoslovakia and 
Yugoslavia, and in the position of having somehow to eke out an exist
ence, however precarious. On the day before I was invited to talks with the 
Government, there was a demonstration in front of the parliament 
b~ilding organised by Hungarian communists. Their methods had already 
alienated the Austrian working class, but their get-up was the last straw: 
th_e Hungarian demonstrators wore shiny patent-leather shoes, which in 
Vienn~, as eve_rywhere else, were worn only with formal evening dress, but 
never m daytime on the street. That touch finished the demonstration 
because all the bystanders laughed at the misconceived attempt at elegance'. 
No matter how badly things were going for the Vienna workers, they were 
able to laugh. The whole affair strengthened the Government's hand. 

I conceived the idea of restoring the credit of the shrunken Austrian 
st~te by concentrating the still-available assets of the Rothschild firm in a 
pnvate bank to be established in Zurich. This scheme was unanimously 
approved by all.members of the Government, and permission was given to 
tran~fer to Switzerland Rothschild assets held with the Reichsbank in 
~erlm and the ~iskont?-Gesellschaft in Frankfurt. I was to go to Germany 
m order ~o obtam official permission for the transfer of the assets. 

My tnp fro_m Vienna to Berlin through the newly-constituted state of 
Czechoslovakia was no pleas · f · r 1· · d . ure. rontier rorma 1t1es on both entry and 
_eparture we~e earned out with deliberate rigour, with the obvious inten-

tion of makmg any travell · · d" er give up m isgust before attempting a 
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re-entry. Such procedures apparently did not express the intentions of the 
new Czechoslovak President: but the frontier officials, subordinated to the 
military, wanted to exploit their limitless authority to the full. 

Berlin had no coal and no food, and was torn by strikes and communist 
agitation. My sisters had with great effort reserved a taxi for my arrival; 
several minutes after we left the station it broke down, and we had to carry 
our cases to their apartment, a trip that took more than an hour. A day 
later the general strike hit the trains, the communists overturned trains 
that were still running, and my sister Paula escaped injury on her way to 
the theatre only because a few members of the excited crowd recognised 
her as an actress and rescued her from the tram. 

The Reichsbank authorities immediately consented to the proposed 
transaction, and also approved having the banking firm of S. Bleichroder 
in Berlin and the coal magnate I. Petschek join in the transfer. I travelled to 
Frankfurt to fetch the remaining assets, laden down with large parcels of 
securities, and accompanied by two officials of the Reichsbank and the 
chief cashier of S. Bleichroder. In Frankfurt, however, the strike of bank 
employees was in full swing, and only a few executives were at their posts 
in the Diskonto-Gesellschaft. Bringing the Rothschild accounts up to date 
and sorting out their securities would have been impossibly difficult under 
these circumstances, so the bank directors simply handed over the entire 
account, including Russian railway securities and Hungarian shares that 
merely added to the weight of what I had to carry; and the whole lot was 
sealed up together. 

But how was I to get to Vienna with all I now had in hand? Adjacent 
Bavaria was a no man's land in which the Reichswehr and the communists 
were fighting: the Reichswehr held the north, the communists the south. 
Train traffic was at a standstill. The Reichsbank officials refused to travel 
further under these conditions; only Berckhoff, the courageous chief 
cashier of Bleichroders, was willing to go on. 

The Diskonto-Gesellschaft directors had managed to secure one of the 
few taxis left in Frankfurt by the end of the war, whose driver had enough 
courage for the trip; the car was so full that my companion and I had to 
seat ourselves on top of the parcels of securities. That i how we et off, 
with the executives of the Diskonto-Gesellschaft watching our departure 
with worried expression . We were given one loaf of bread to sustain u on 
the journey, since I did not want to leave the car at any point; and we gave 
almost all of it to our driver. 

Mischance caught up with u on the bridg~ over the Danube ~t 
Regensburg: our car arrived there in the late evemng, and wa stopped m 
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the middle of the bridge. The Reichswehr had just regained Regensburg 
from the communists, and I had driven into the middle of that chaos. The 
car was unloaded, Berckhoff and I were arrested, and the taxi was ordered 
to drive immediately back to Frankfurt. The driver was so frightened that 
he wanted to obey the order without even waiting for his payment. I was 
able only with difficulty to obtain permission to pay him. He drove away 
at high speed, and now I stood without transport, with my numerous 
heavy parcels, in the middle of the Danube bridge, surrounded by 
Reichswehr soldiers. Finally a captain appeared and gave the order to take 
me and my companion to a military prison for investigation, and to bring 
our parcels to Headquarters. I lodged a strong protest, saying that I must 
accompany the papers, and that in the event of a refusal I should hold the 
captain fully responsible; I called his attention to the Reichsbank seal and 
the meaning of any tampering with the parcels, to which the captain 
replied with a shrug: 'Who knows these days what the Reichsbank is 
anyway?' However, he then consented to have the parcels accompany us 
to the military prison, so my companion and I proceeded on foot through 
Regensburg, behind us a corporal and five soldiers, each laden with large 
parcels. 

Once at the prison, I had to wait for interrogation in a large empty 
room, feeling very hungry, since our driver had taken the rest of the loaf of 
bread. Finally three officers appeared and asked if there was anyone in 
Regensburg who could vouch for me. I knew nobody, and asked if I might 
telephone outside Regensburg. They said I could only ring Weimar, then 
the Government capital. I had them telephone Ulrich Rauscher, a col
league of President Ebert, but he was not at home. My companion 
Berckhoff suggested sending for the manager of the Reichsbank branch in 
Regensburg. He was roused from bed by Reichswehr soldiers and came 
trembling to the prison. He of course had no idea who we were but 
confi~med the auth~ntici~y of the seal, and wanted to get a report the

1 

next 
morning from Berlm, with which he had not been in touch for weeks due 
to the communist regime in Munich. But that was of no help to me. 

I then asked for a telegram blank and wrote out a message to General 
von Seeckt, the commander of the Reichswehr, in which I requested that 
he ~rder our imme~iate release and help in transporting us as soon as 
possible to the Austrian frontier I signed i't 'Y · f · cl h' ' p h · ours m nen s ip . er aps 
a quarter of an ?o~r later, a colonel appeared, the telegram in his hand, and 
asked sharply: If mstead of sending this telegram we put you through on 
the telephone, would you agree?' 
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'Of course! That would expedite the matter but I would have to 
apologise to the General for disturbing his sleep.' 

'I believe you,' said the colonel, 'you and your companion may go free.' 
'May we have some soldiers to carry the parcels?' 
'Certainly, and you will have further news in the morning.' 
He ordered the soldiers to escort us to the Hotel Gruner Kranz. 
So we walked at 2.00 a.m. towards the hotel, again accompanied by five 

heavily laden soldiers. The hotel was locked, and when after our ringing 
the door was opened, the night porter was upset to see two men and five 
soldiers. The hotel proprietor himself came in his dressing gown and 
brought us into his sitting room because we needed space for the parcels 
and said we would forgo sleep to keep an eye on them. 

The next morning the colonel called on me, excused the misunder
standing of the night before, which was natural enough under the circum
stances, and promised to arrange for a special train that very morning. He 
could not say whether the train would be able to get us all the way to the 
frontier, because the Reichswehr was in control only as far as Plattling; 
beyond there, for a distance of about 30 kilometres, nobody was in 
authority, and the communists appeared still to be holding Passau. I 
thanked him warmly, but was understandably not altogether satisfied. I 
assumed at the time that von Seeckt had been telephoned, but later heard 
from him personally that this was not so: the mere mention of his name 
had apparently been enough. 

Towards 11.00 several soldiers arrived, took the parcels and escorted us 
to the special train, which consisted of a locomotive and one carriage. The 
train crawled at twenty kilometres per hour. Passau had just changed 
hands; in the indescribable disorder nobody troubled about me or my 
luggage, but my companion was turned back at the Austrian frontier. An 
Austrian customs official helped me to load my parcels, one at a time, on to 
a goods train, which finally arrived in Vienna eighteen hours later. 

There meanwhile the Austrian Government had sealed all the 
Rothschild bank's securities under the supervision of the Swiss Lega
tion. Since the so-called Entente train had just been laid on from Vienna 
to Switzerland, I had reason to hope that the la t leg of my adven.ture
filled journey would proceed smoothly. The departure from Austna, at 
that time via Feldkirch, went well enough, but in Buchs I had to leave the 
train and go with all my parcels, under escort, to the local ~olice tat~on, 
where I was subjected to the most painstakingly thorough interrogation, 
until in the middle of the questioning a belated order came fro~ Bern 
authorising me to continue with my journey. The Entente tram wa 
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thereupon dela ed further at Buchs till I and all m ' impcdim nta were once 
agam on board. 

Under tho e condition . in urance co er wa un btainable, nor had I 
found time in the pre of e ent t linut m per nal resp n ib1hty for all 
the valuables. The matter wa ne f c nfidence between individual \i ho 
imply tru ted each ther t tall Dunng the j urne I felt no anxiet _ 

but when, finall , I depo it d e er thing in the m de t t r -r om of the 
wi National Bank in the Bahnh f.,tra e in Zurich, I heav d a deep 1gb 

of relief. 

The geographic centre of Zurich i Paradeplatz, the quar that lie 
between the railwa tation and the Lake of Zurich and 1 defined b two 
big bank , a grand hotel and the famou cafe and pat1 erie, 

prungli. There 1 no church and no va t building, but ju t bu ine e . A 
few tep from Paradeplatz, on Bleicherw g, Blankart & 1e. ccupied a 
~all office on. th.e fir t floor con .. i ting of three mall r m , the large t 

bemg the ca h1er department. Behind the counter, then and later, for 
almo t h1 entire life, tood Jacque Blankart himself. kn wn t all a 
·~apa' Bla?ka~t. He radiated worthine and goodwill: cynic am ng the 
client ma1?tamed that it hurt Blankart when people did n t withdraw 
money at h1 counter. Blankart was too mode ta man: few reali ed that he 
had once been army co~mander of the Ticino region, or h w e ·emplary 
wa the way he kept thmg running within the Bank. Blankart had been 
chooled by hi father, almo t from boyhood, in all a pect of the bu ine . 

and he wa t_herefore a pa t master in handling routine affair . However, 
entrepreneunal flair and eagerne for pr fit were completely alien to h1 
nature. 

Dr Arthur Reitler directed the firm' current bu me . It appear that 
the craft of banking i difficult t l · h · . o earn. t ere are countne , hke France and 
the United tate that ha , h h . , ve never - Wit t e exception of Jacque 
Coeur - p~oduced ~ real banker. But in London too, although it wa 
then the chief bank mg cap· t J f h Id h 
l . . 1 a o t e wor , t e greate t banker were 

a mo t all foreigner . Private banking bu ine could be t b l d 1 . 
a ha df l f l . e earne on y m 
V

. n u O p ace m the world: Frankfurt, Mannheim and Ba el, or 
1enna and Prague a well a th t . . f 

R · l . ' e wo port C1t1e o Hamburg and Trie te. 
e1t _er had his practical training at the Kreditan talt in T . t d h d 

acqmred the knack of feeling which way wind we bl r~e e, an 11 a 
keeping current bu ine well i h d w· h re ~wmg a we a 

k h c 11 d n an · it an amazmg capacity for wor ' e ro owe every tran act. . 11 • 1 £ d . h" . ion m a 1t ma le t detail ; there were ew ay m w 1ch he did not p 11 · 
h d . .d er ona Y Wnte ome thirty letter in hi 

own an ' qmte a 1 e from hi other concern . 
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The bank, a then organi ed, eemed to me the ideal vehicle for the accom
pli hment of my plan : but it wa not ea y to integrate my elf and my inter
e t mto Blankart & 1e., e pecially ince merely acquiring shares in the lim
ited partner hip wa not my idea of an appropriate participation. But by the 
ame token, I did n t want to burden my elf with the re pon ibility for a 

large capital inve tment at a time of uncertainty immediately following the 
war My prefer nee lay rather with working inten ively with a relatively 
mall capital rath r than on a larger cale with greater um . The sums con

fided to me by the V 1enna R th childs were to be inve ted at my di cretion; I 
put three per cent in a depo it account, leaving the re t freely available to the 
beneficial owner , and I limited the fixed depo it to a term of only a few 

ear . The depo it belonging to Bleichroder and Pet chek were repaid 
within a year. I protected all my intere t in the firm, without appearing as a 

partner 11is-a-11is the public. . . . . 
I al o repaid my moral obligation to Au tna w1thm a hort time. I ~ave 

Karl Renner b th the idea and the detailed cheme for a League of Nation 
loan when he pa ed through Zurich en route to the peace negotiation . I 
then di cu ed the loan m V 1enna with eipel, and helped the is ue to succe s 
by upporting the after-market. I had many bitter truggle at the ti~e of the 

1 ue: ince the Au trian overnment had extended to all the Au tnan bank 
the ame di count they gave Roth child , but the other bank were unable to 
take up bond becau e they had in ufficient a et , the Au tri~n. tranche of 
the loan, very much again t my will, attracted wide pread publicity and wa 
bid up harply. How little the world under tand the real e senc~ ofbankmg 
operation ! In 1919-20, when European currencie were falling and the 
United tate wa going through a harp rece ion, it would have been abs?
lute uic1de to contract heavy liabilitie in wi Franc , the only olid 

currenc of the continent. 
I regarded it a my chief ta k to maintain the real v~lue, in _term of gold'. of 

the account dient had entru ted to u . With that aim, I reJected the notion 
of inve tmg in any continental a et or ~curitie_, wi~h the e~ception of 
wi Briti h and Dutch a et . I maintamed th1 policy con 1 tently for 

more 'than thirty year , eliminating Britain in 1_929 and Holland in 1938, 
thu limiting dealing to witzerland and the Umted tate · Unfortunately, 
· h b dded to my li t except for m all the e year , no new country a een a . . 
Canada. I occa ionally con idered the notion of investment m Latin 

h · · ·11 main a worry for banker . America, but for anot er generation 1t w1 re . . , 
There were tho e who mockingly called me a 'Puritan of mtere t rate '. but 
I let that lide off my back, becau e I knew th~t_I h~d maintained my client 
and my elf intact through more than thirty en 1 -ndden years. 

James Linden Rose, III
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The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, until the end of the war a unified 
cu tom and currency area, wa divided by the peace treatie into eight 
different countrie ; the big companie in Au trian heavy indu try were 
thu plit. In order to maintain the unit of the e enterpri e , I undertook 
the exchange of their hare. for tho e of holding compame I e tabh hed in 
witzerland. In each ca e, the agreement of government had to be 

obtained. Thi development enabled u to avoid the indu trial chao that 
would otherwise have en ued a a re ult of the cata trophic peace term 
impo ed by the Treaty of t Germain. 

In my dealing with the firm' per onnel I experienced a curious 
incident: I had ugge ted and worked out the detail of a pen ion cheme 
for the taff. To my a tonishment, they rejected the draft ubmitted for 
their approval, on the ground that a pen ion plan wa 'un- wi '. The 
younger people did not want to be tied down to the firm, and the older 
one found the whole notion trange. Not one po itive vote wa ca t for 
the. plan. ~hat wa a unique experience for me: the partner propo ed a 
social ecunty mea ure, and the would-be beneficiarie refu ed to accept it! 

29. Default, or the Destruction of Currencies, 
1919-1924 

The Fir t World War wa financed in Germany and Austria by war loans 
that were di counted further by the banks of i sue: by the end of the war 
the amount of uch di counted loans had risen virtually to that of the entire 
nominal value of the war loan themselve , and the di count interest rates 
were often lower than the coupon rate on the bonds. In Vienna a number 
of in urance enterpri e were founded to guarantee the money value of war 
loan . Throughout the duration of the war the whole jerrybuilt structure 
of illu ory value wa maintained by a combination of internal restrictions 
and cen or hip, e pecially becau e, after a century of stable money, the 
population under tood nothing about inflation. When the war ended, 
however, and almo t immediately after the defeat, everything collapsed. 

At a meeting of the oc1ety of Economi ts in Vienna, when the Mark 
wa quoted at 80 to the dollar, and the Au trian Krone at 60, I urgently 
warned of the danger that the currency would lo e all it value, and 
propo ed immediately after the Armi tice, and repeatedly thereafter, that 
Germany and Au tna declare a tate of default. 

My rea oning wa not under tood, and the fact that a banker hould 
make uch a propo al wa con idered paradoxical. However, state bank
ruptcy i a one-time urgical intervention: while inflation i a perma~ent 
poi oning of the very blood tream of a. ociety: After ta.te ~ebt .are wiped 
out, new financing can be undertaken immediately, while m~atlon mean 
a prolonged wait until the currency ha lo t all val~e. J:?espi~e the enor
mou lo that tate default entail , it clarifie the entire 1tuation, and the 
total damage thu u tained cannot be compared with the appalling ter-
minal tage of an inflation . . 

I am today more than ever convinced that my V1ew then were cor~ect. 
Much wretchedne in the intervening period could have been avmded 
through an immediate declaration of b~nkrup~cy: the teady erie of 
devaluation the total de truction of confidence m government, the pro -
titution of t'he economy which government o often lavi hly tried to 
ju tify. The bank re i ted mo t trongly of all, but they too would ha~e 
fared better with a default, which would have allowed them to clear th~ir 
balance- heet immediately . In tead they dragged on for another deca~e m 
Berlin, Vienna and Budape t, with repeated individual. coll~p e , unttl the 
world-wide cri i revealed the true dimen ion of the ituatton. . 

A u ual when convinced of the ab olute correctne of my views, I 
' 
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proceeded un wervingly toward my goal , regard! of my wn intere t , 
and indeed often to their detriment; and qmte unmoved by per anal 
antagoni m . And indeed I would have een my view ad pted, had not 
one element been deci ive again t me: default mu t be declared by tho e 
individual who are currently in office, and at a time when even the mo t 
tupid of tho e affected become aware of\\ hat i going n; inflation, on 

the other hand, can go on for year , without it victim bee ming con
ciou of the incredible way in which they have been windled. 

In a tale from the Thousand and One Nights, the hah threaten one of hi 
courtier with death unles he give. him an an wer t what the hah 's 
parrot i a king. The courtier manage to plead for a year of grace before 
making an an wer, ince he then has three po ibilitie f e cape: either he, 
the parrot or the hah may die in the mean time. tate men, finance 
mim ter and banker follow the ame procedure: the fir t two ucce -
full~, since they do not tay in office very long, while the poor banker , to 
the~r di tres , mu t person~lly pick up the piece becau e they are u ually at 
their po t beyond the penod mo t politician envi age. 

I had e pecially harp di pute with my old cla mate and friend Jo eph 
Schumpeter, then Au trian Finance Mini ter, on the que tion f inflation 
versus. bankruptcy He implored me to organi e a con ortium in Zurich, 
the pnme c~rrency market of the continent, to maintain the exchange rate 
of the Au tnan Krone. I told him that wa impo ible: Au tria' enormou 
tate debt ?ad to be liquidated either by a devaluation of the currency or by 

a total wnte-off. chumpeter could not brmg lum elf to contemplate the 
latter tep ?ecau e of it effect on the bank and the pecial a urances that 
had. been link.ed to war loan . But later when the bank he joined after 
leavin~ the Finance Mini try collap ed, he ruefully admitted that I had 
been nght; and added with irony that all he had left now wa hi mother' 
ass~t~ that had been left under my management. He wa not alone in that 
po ltlon: a whole erie of individual who publicly attacked me then 
confid~d to me either their own or their family account . 

h 
Rbe istance to in.flation might have been expected from two quarter : 

t e ank and the insurance co · r b h · · · . mpame , ror ot in tltution were under-

A
mine~ by the phenomenon. But both, JU t like the bank in pre ent-day 

menca, were so crippled by th · · · h Id' f h h h eir gigantic o mg o government bond 
that ti ey ad sunk to the level of mute government laves. I tried to ound 
t e a arm among the academic . 

On my initiative the memb f h . 
· . r S . ' . er O t e teermg committee of the A o-

c1at1on ror oc1al Policy met in 1921 F .b . 
d · I . at re1 urg-1m-Brei gau for a confi-

entia meeting to tudy the que tion of inflation. Herkner, chulze-
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Gaevernitz, Diehl, Lotz and ieveking agreed with my views. But the 
Reich bank totally failed in it duty, claiming that the real discount rate 
could not be rai ed le t the price of out tanding loan be driven too 
low - the old rubbi h of wanting to maintain a pnce that bears no 
relation to reality. Even greater difficultie were caused by the trade unions 
and their introduction of wage tied to the co t of living index. That had 
the effect of a unng for worker and farmer the same real income, which 
only made them inciifferent to the depreciation of the currency. The 
expropriation of the middle and upper cla se wa thus even more complete 
and inflation went on more rapidly than before. It was distressing for me 
to hear the ocial cienti t calling loudly for the maintenance and indeed 
exten ion of ocial ecunty mea ure , without giving any thought to the 
fact that the entire tructure was on the brink of collapse. And indeed, a 
few year later, the entire old age, disability and health insuran~e s~heme 
that had been B1 marck' proude t social achievement, and with 1t the 
aving and hope of an entire generation, lay in ruin , through the total 

de truction of the Mark it elf. 
My talk at Freiburg ( ee Appendix, pp. 279-80), given. before a mall 

group of profe or of economic , may still be of some mterest today; 
indeed perhap even more o than thirty year ago, when it wa~ all new and 
few under tood the inflationary phenomenon. How often mce ha the 
ame thing been repeated: cheap money i deemed meritorious, the mainte

nance of real wage i defended, and ocial security mea ure are ~xpanded 
at a time when real capital i in fact shrinking. It was, and ~emai.ns, more 
popular to let thing go on thi way than to try to top inflation, thus 
receiving prai e a a benefactor of humanity, and hoping somehow that 

omeone else will pay the piper. . . 
Unfortunately, nothing came out of the Freiburg meetmg ?ut ~ ene of 

paper on economic a pect of inflation that appeared_ unde~ Diehl and my 
spon orship in periodical of the A ociation for ocial Policy. The appear
ance of the e paper wa anyway very much delayed, and by th~n the t:v1~rk 
had collapsed entirely. I till have a memorandum t~at read : One billion 
Marks (i.e. one million million Mark ) = 1 Mark_. And l~ter, ~he_n the 
Association for ocial Policy in tuttgart umman ed t~e mflat10n i ue, 
there was even one economi t who had the pre umpt1on to defend the 
German inflation: what a pity that he ended hi career a a her~ld of 
Hitler' advent; he might otherwi e have done wel~ on the oth~r ide of 
the Atlantic a an exponent of the New Deal and Fair Deal. Th~ ure pon-
ible optimi m of thi lavi h follower of ~he government hne cau ed 

economics it elf to lo e the repute it had acquired over a century before. 
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h 
TGhe ucce oft.he Bolf~evik. grew out of Ru ian inflation, and from 

t e erman expenence o mflat1on came Hitler· we are J·u t b · · 
h 

. . . • egmnmg to 
uspect w at may be expected of inflation m America. But to thi day not 

one of the demagogue who ha pread the insidiou inflationary · · 
th b d 1· . h . d h pot on m 

e o y po 1t1c . a receive i. j_u t de ert . Whether their betrayal of 
tru t came from ignorance, tupidity or cowardice, whether they merel 
paved the way for di a ter and nimbly tepped a ide before it truck _ ail 
of them have been left un cathed. 

30. Rapallo and the German Timber Loan, 
1922 

Caught up by the inflation and its con equences, I was out of touch with 
world event for two or three year . But in 1922, on the occasion of an 

international conference in Genoa, Walther Rathenau, the German For
eign Mini ter, and his Russian counterpart met at Rapallo and, to the 
a toni hment of the world, reached agreement and signed a pact : the two 

defeated power had joined hands. 
I had been very friendly with Rathenau throughout my stay in Berlin 

and during the war, and we had agreed on many important issue . How

ever, we had a significant rift at the end of the war, when Rathenau found 

military defeat hameful, and hoped, as Gambetta did in France in 1871, to 

organi e national re i tance against the Allies. He had spoken to me about 

this with great enthu ia m, not his usual style, and I had strongly advised 

him against the idea. I aid that there were defen ive and aggres ive 

countrie . The Engli h, pani h and Russian were defence-oriented, and 

the German , French and Americans given to the opposite strategy -

trait that were the more marked when these countries were defeated: they 

are wept along by victory, but lo e their nerve when down. And I added 

that in 1871 it had been Pari , not France, that wa in trouble: ample food 

and financial re ource were available in the provinces. But in 1918 

Germany' entire economy lay in ruin . And then I aid quite frankly to 

him that de pite his extraordinary contribution in wartime he was not the 
man to in pire and lead the German people. He wa thought of as too 

wealthy, a repre entative of monopolistic indu try, a man of fi_nance. 
'You mean, a Jew,' he interrupted me, 'and a uch I should therefore 

be ilent. No, no, that I hall never be!' and he went away without saying 

good-bye. 
I had wounded Rathenau to the quick, and ince then had heard nothing 

from him, not even receiving word of his appointment a Foreign Mini ter 
of Germany. So I wa all the more a toni hed when, one day immediately 

after the signing of the Rapallo pact, Blankart came to my office and whi -
pered that Walther Rathenau wa in the bank and wished to speak with 
me. I was ju t in a meeting with the Managing Director of the Czech 
Zivno ten ka Banka, with whom I wa di cus ing financing in Czecho
slovakia, but I went out to the cashier' department and invited Rathenau 

to have dinner at my hou e. 
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He came that evening in hi formal fa hion, tretched out both hand to 
me and immediately a ked, 'What are you doing here anyway? Thi i not 
the place for you - you mu t come to Berlin and take over the Finance 
Ministry.' 

'I would not think of it,' I an wered. 'I could never put through a 
declaration of default, becau e if I did I hould be accu ed of de troying 
German democracy. Without uch a declaration there i nothing to be 
done.' 

'Ye , but why hould we declare bankruptcy?' 
I tried to explain the rea on to Rathenau, but he wa a allergic to 

economic as are most born technocrat . He finally a ked why, if default 
had to be declared, democracy in Germany would no longer be feasible. 

'Because democracy wa imported into Germany from out ide,' I aid, 
'an~ will alway remain a m.ere ep1 ode leading to dictator hip. The only 
lastmg form of government m Germany i monarchy, but for a long time 
that will be unthinkable.' 

'But would not dictator hip follow precisely from a declaration of 
bankruptcy?' 

'Not at all. But from a destruction of the currency, ye , it would!' 
'You are o relentless, so ure of your elf! But JU t for once tear your elf 

away from your usual mode of thinking. Doe n' t the economic alliance 
betw~e? Ru ia and Ger~any olve a great many of Germany' problem ? 
RuSS1a 1 after all the classic exporter of raw material , and can al o buy the 
products we have to ell. We cannot expect much from the We t, either 
now or later.' 

'You know that I think otherwi e,' I aid. 

'_Yer.y well, but you can re t a ured that I have no intention of 
dehvermg u politically to the Ru ian : I intend to have them in my hand, 
not the o~her way round.' Then Rathenau aid, 'I want to di cu s another 
matter with you, but given your general view , I doubt if it would intere t 
you.' 

'What i it about?' 

'The. oviet ?ov~rnment ha granted Germany an enormou conce ion: 
th.e entire Tsan t timberland along the line of the t Peter burg-Mo cow 
railway, a va t territory with about 30 000 lab d h · b 
t 11 f G 

, ourer , an enoug t1m er 
o cover a o ermany' s need pl h . u enoug to export and earn pound 

s~erlmg .. A German company under the leader hip of Ruhr intere t and 
~i~mens is to unde:take exploitation of the conce sion. Thi i the first 
JOmt large-scale project between Germany and the oviet Union the fir t 
attempt to break out of our m t I · I · d ' u ua 1 o at1on an to e tabli h a large private 
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enterpri eon Ru ian oil. Imagine the ignificance of this transaction! But 
where hall we find the financing for it? And we need it for a long term 
too . That i why I thought of you: you have the courage and the confidence 
in your own fore ight that are required to get uch a transaction going.' 

'Three year ago I gave a flat "no" to your colleague in the AEG 
company who wa offering the Tsari t crown jewel for sale in ag:eement 
with the Soviet Commi ar Kra in. Tho e were stolen good , m what 
ever gmse the regime cho e to dres it up. Are not these forest the same 
thing on a large cale?' 

'No, becau e the fore t can hardly be con idered private property, but 
tate land. And in any event we are talking here about the financing of a 

project that will lead to higher producti:ity, i? .which G_ermany, Rus ia 
and England are vitally concerned. And m addition here is a? atte~pt to 
e tabli h the fir t pnvate enterprise in Ru ia under the Soviet regime, a 
matter that will intere t the entire world!' 

'All right,' I aid, 'I will finance the project, for two reason :_ firs_t, 
becau e I want to ee in a concrete ca e how matter are really gomg m 
Ru sia - one can only judge a ituation when one has a financial ~take in 
it _ and econdly, becau e I like to do bu me when I am th~ ~ole _mtere~t 
involved. But you mu t promise me that my name and part1c1pat10n will 
be revealed only to the immediate partners in the enterpri~e.' 

Rathenau enthu ia tically agreed. My partner Dr Reitler wa at fir t 
very concerned at the peculative nature of th~ enterprise; and I did not 
even inform Blankart about it. I had full authonty to act on my own, an? I 
informed him of the affair only when the fir t interest payment came m: 
he would not have oppo edit, but it would have frightened him too much. 
I concluded the credit with the German company that was founded by 
Gel enkirchen, Deut ch Luxembourg and iemen . 

We were ati fied with the way this loan worked out, for the German 
company paid u regular intere t when it wa due, and th_e gold clau e ~a 
faithfully upheld. The former chief executive of the umber conce ion 
from T ari t time wa re-engaged, and everything went. ~ell. But the 

r d h fi · nee every dec1 1011 had to be German company roun t e pro 1t meagre, 1 . 
cleared by o many oviet commis ion and office tha~ the compan~ ~a~ 
no flexibility to take advantage of foreign marketmg opportumties, 

· d below tho e of the T arist era.' Therefore, after the revenue remame · h 
expiry of the initial loan agreement, I declined to prolong the credit. T. e 
experiment had proved to me that the over-centrali ation of the Soviet 

sy tern made profit impo ible. 
Not long after the igning of the Rapallo pact, Walther Rathenau wa 
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as a inated. Many of hi admirer believed that if he had · d · 
I d · · · h remame m a 
ea i~g po_ 1t1on e could have been a moderatmg influence becau e of h. 

prestige with the Russian ' who con idered him one of th . . I r is 
b f h · d e pmtua rore

ear o t e1r y tern an re pected him; and that th1 mi ht hav 
the advent of Hitler. But Rathenau' not · f . g d . e prevented . 10n o mtro ucmg a p · 
enterprise element into the oviet y tern wa . . bl . nvate b 1mpract1ca e: even with the 
est management, profitability wa imply impo sible to att . 

W
ha!: t~hdt:·~.t:~:~:i~:J ~;r.:;:n~: \~~;:::!i~;~ ~~:0fn ~awtouldd 

est an thu a sure G . . an 
the E~ t tru ted him th e;any a trong political po ition . But although 

' e e tern powers were u piciou th . 
profound tragedy that he wa truck d b ; u it was a 
him a an agent of the We t Thi ~:~ y a y~ung_ erman who aw 
regretted h · d d I · . Y ' who I said to have bitterly 

is ee ater, wa actmg f h . 
ob essed large portions of the G out f ~ e conv1ct1on which had 
campaign: that anyone who re;:~~n t~e~~:11:~e the ubmarine warfare 
somehow a traitor R athenau' d ong with the mob wa 

d 
· mur er wa an interlud · h G 

trage y between Ludendorff a d H " I d e m t e erman 
National ociali m to po n Ilt erd, an everything that brought 
assa sination . wer wa area Y plain to see in R athenau ' 

31. 1922 to 1929 

In 1922 Blan kart & C1e. moved it office to Stadthausquai 7, a few teps 
from the Bellevue bridge where the Limmat flows out of the Lake of 
Zurich . At about the ame time I bought a small house on the Zurichberg 
and remodelled it with the efficient help of my two sisters. It was very 
comfortable and liveable, but ome of my friends said it wa a bachelor 's 
hou e, with room for book and a wine cellar, but no space for wife and 
children. When I married a few year later , I added on to it , but after the 
children came it wa not po ible to add further . As it was then , it seemed 
perfect : there I was, on the hill ide, free and independent for my own 
work, without having to pend time on purely social gatherings, which in 
such a erious working city a Zurich were not in any case very many. 
Clo e by the hou e there was a small golf course w here I could play alone 
before breakfast; several time a week I had dmner with people who came 
from all over the world to thi meeting place of Europe. These were not 
meals with an agenda, or bu iness discu sions, except in the cases where I 
was required to be a ort of personal arbitrator; there were a number of 
such evening when the League of Nations met in Geneva. 

At the time, 1923, the German inflation had reached its high poin~, and 
payment in German money w as refused for deliverie of goods and ervices. 
In M1tropa, the German re taurant and leeping-car company in which we 
had a partic1pat1on, all money collected on board was off-loaded at each 
tation to be given to waiting bank official for immediate u e; it wa 

impo ible to w ai t till the train had reached Munich from Berlin, for in the 
course of each day the Mark steadily lo t value. I was heaped with 
reproache at the time for omehow having accelerated the inflationary 
debacle by my grim prophecies; and even my good friend Bachmann, 
President of the wis National Bank, advi ed me for my own good to keep 
my progno e to my elf. I was of the opposite opinion: the fa ter the 
currency lo t all it value, the better; an untenable ituation would then be 
over with , and the cure could be quickly accompli hed. Nothing o eased 
Schacht' s valuable tabili ation plan as the general recognition that half
measures were worthies , and that the whole world, regardless of political 
views, had to cooperate to make it work; and that recognition al o made 
the stabili ation incomparably cheap: it was managed with a few hundred 

million dollars. 
The e cata trophic inflationary year taught me three lessons; I wrote 

them down at the time and they have ince not only been confirmed, but 

have gained in meaning. 
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It took four centurie for the Roman currency to I e 1t value- com
pletely: that ame point wa reached in Germany and Au tria in ju t nine 
years, and in Rus ia before that in only five year . In the earlier tage of 
inflation, peo~le c?uld not. prai e the expan ion highly enough; now they 
saw t~e oppo 1te 1de of thmg . All mea ure that were mtroduced against 
deba mg the currency were mere placebo - they imply would not work 
where the entire country had lo t all en e of value, and where tho e who 
should have protected the true worth of a currency completely failed to 
do so. 

Moreover, an inflationary era cau e the entrepreneur and the busi
nessman to lose all respect among the larger population: the ma e iden
tify them with tho e ~ho ~rofit from mflation, and capitah min general i 
harshly attacked. Soc10Iogi t may be mtere ted to inve tigate ju t where 
tho e creature come from who profit from an inflation. Ju t a in each 
c?untry there i a type that becomes recognisable only in revolutionary 
~Imes, ~o there are al o creature of mflation: the phy iognomy of the in ect 
is unmi takable. Ho~ often have I been tunned the e pa t two year to ee 
th~ same face I saw m the Bahnhof tra e or in Pan hotel or on the Lido 
thnty year ago: one tend to think that the e people are immortal becau e 
they only eem to appear in inflationary time . One doe n 't know where 
they come from, or where they d1 appear to. 

. In al_l co.untrie that have gone through a total inflation, a feeling of 
msecunty is left that .la t for generation : never again do people tru t 
govern~ent as they did before the inflation, and an ineradicable habit of 
speculation be~omes widely establi hed throughout the population. And 
then, at the hghte t political tremor, the military come out of their bar
~acks. No country that has had thi experience can ea ily return to a la t
mgly stable currency. 

. As. I had contributed to a olution in the last day of the Au trian 
~nflat~on,bl helped i? the wor t part of the German inflation, a time of real 

espau' y arran.gmg the sole foreign loan that paved the way to an 
eventual re-establishment of G d' . 
With h h d f h . erman ere it on the mternational market . 
fi h tLe dea oh t e Bleichroder bank, Paul von chwabach, I arranged 
or t e on on ouse of chrod t d G ll er O exten ermany a terling loan in a 

~ma amount. This was before the Dawes Loan was floated and it ~ould 

T
ehar~anhged ol nly thhroug~ the collective guarantee of all Gerr~an indu try. 

at 1s ow ow t ecred1t of G h d k 
country had b bl ermany a sun ' a mere five year after the 

een a e to put more tha th h d d d' . . . field! n ree un re 1v1 ion m the 

32. Lightning before the Storm, 1924-1927 

When the Au trian and German currencies had been stabilised, superficial 
observers con idered that the economic rehabilitation of the continent was 
a sured. A speculative fever now began on both sides of the Atlantic, 
growing stronger in the years that followed. I was appalled at this develop
ment, so oon after the war and the complete collapse of the currency: the 
fundamental tructure of the post-war economy had still not been orga
nised, link with the East were and remained largely cut off, and the basic 
remaining elements of the pre-war economy were shaky as well. 

Liberalism, itself the heir of an earlier period, had dominated the nine
teenth century with only a few interruptions, and lasted well into the First 
World War. Since the fir t English commitment to free trade, mo t of 
Central and We tern Europe had enjoyed free traffic in goods, people and 
capital. Total freedom of trade exi ted only between England and ~er 
colonies (not her Dominions); but limitations on trade in other countnes 
were minimal and were being dismantled. The current wisdom was that of 
free trade; protective tariffs applied only to certain agricultural products, 
and were felt to be exceptional, forced through by selfish special interests 
to the detriment of the general community. 

The First World War with it multiple trade and industrial orgamsa
tions had brought many change in the free trade system; but after the war 
there was at fir t an attempt to return to the fundamental of the pre-war 
era. The first counter-blow came from America, which radically changed 
its previou ly liberal immigration policy; then all ~he ot~er countries 
followed with more or les radical limitations on foreign resident - the 
first tep on the descent into barbari m. Rus ia built re triction on 
international movement into her entire sy tern, and it would have been all 
the more important for the West to ave free trad~. For how . hould 
Europe's po t-war economy have been re tored if the c~nt_mental 
countries which had o increa ed in number, impo ed trade re tnct10n on 
their nei~hbours? And indeed the new tate created by the peace treatie 
inclined to restrictioni m. 

The shining exception to all thi came, oddly enough, from Germany. 
Bismarck had advocated agrarian protectioni m, but four de~ade _ lat~r 
Profes or Senng, at the 1924 meeting of the A ociation fo_r Social ~ohcy m 
Stuttgart, tabled a resolution advocati~g free trade, and :t wa igned by 
almost all the economi t pre ent. enng wa Germany ~ acknowledged 
authority on question of agrarian policy, and wa so considered by all the 
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agricultural organi ation . The re olution wa exceptionally important: if 
Germany and England had maintained free trade and then been upported 
in that policy by America, who e intere t in agricultural export was 
identical to theirs, the entire world ituation would have been tran -
formed, for at no time wa free trade more important. 

But there were few who paid any attention to thi vital announcement -
nobody in America, where there i only now ome under tanding of foreign 
development ; and hardly anybody in England and France. And yet it would 
have been so easy to achieve ucce . Ju t after the Locarno conference in 
1926, I had discussed in detail with the chief of German trade policy, 
Trendelenburg, the pos ibility of a joint external tariff for Germany and 
France, which he wa prepared to introduce. But the We tin general did not 
respond. 

A few years later, John Maynard Keyne came to Berlin with a speech 
titled 'The End of Lais ez-Faire', a lot of vulgaritie that the nationali ts 
greeted with fervour, for the man who at the time of the Ver ailles 
negotiation had spoken up for Germany had great influence in Berlin. 
Keynes wa English through and through, and hi entire mmd was influ
enced by the difficult situation hi country was then going through. 
German protectioni~t since Friedrich List had alway maintamed that the 
theo? of free trade wa not really a doctrine with univer al applicability, 
but simply one that accommodated England's temporary intere t . And 
now Keynes justified these critics and shook the field of economics itself: 
the cience of economics appeared to be merely a cover for temporary local 
economic policies. 

I met Keynes in the Berlin apartment maintained by the Hamburg 
banker Carl Melchior , a partner in M .M . Warburg & Co. Keyne and 
Pro_fessor Sering ~ad just had an argument about price imbalances between 
agriculture and mdustry, in which ering propounded free-trade views 
and Keynes took the opposite line. The vehemence of Keyne 's peech 
be~rayed the extrem.e neurotic in Adler' s sense who cannot di cu s any
thi~g, but has to disparage others. This was all the more painful ince 
Sermg was .the greatest European expert on agrarian policy, with which 
Keynes obviously was unfamiliar . Senng' s dignified and elf-as ured calm 
contrasted all too plainly with the Englishman's pathological nervousnes 
an~ trembling voice. All were relieved when Sering put an end to the 
pamful scene ~y taking leave of our host. I wanted to go with him, but 
Melchior 1etamed me, saying he wanted me to get to know Keynes. At 
first I declmed, but he insisted. 

Keynes asked me what I was advising my clients. 
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'To insulate them elve as much as possible from the coming crisis, and to 
avoid the market , ' I replied. 

Keynes took the oppo ite view. 'We will not have any more crashes in 
our time,' he insisted, and asked me in detail for my opinions about indi
vidual companies. 

'I think the market is very appealing, and prices are low,' said Keynes. 
'And where is the era h coming from in any case?' 

'The era h will come from the gap between appearances and reality. I 
have never een such stormy weather gathering,' I said. But speculation in 
securities passionately interested Keynes, and despite my obvious refusal to 
an wer, he repeatedly asked questions about which shares on continental 
markets were attractive purchases. 

Keynes's biographer praises him for prescience about the corning crash. I 
could quite clearly prove the opposite. In 1928-9 I invited ~e~es to deb~te 
crisis-forecasting with me at a public meeting of the Association for Social 
Policy in Zurich, but he declined on the grounds that his German was inad
equate. Keynes, who was even then a widely praised in~ividual,. made an odd 
irnpre sion on me. He expressed contempt for economics as. a science, and for 
individual economist , not excluding himself; but was obVIously very proud 
of his talents as a speculator . . 

After long wars and when a great empire declines, men grasp at miracu
lous solutions that banish all doubts, especially when these take the form of a 
new monetary doctrine. At a turning point in French history, afte~ ~~e wars 
of Louis XIV, John Law had tried to save French finances by mobihsmg the 
value inherent in overseas possessions. The idea was brilliant; and i~Law had 
been able to maintain his investments for two hundred years, he rmght have 
become the most successful financier in history through developing the 
American West. Alas, his scheme collapsed. Keynes tried in similar fashion 
to cure the ills of the British Empire at its turning-point: at a time when 
people were living far beyond their means, he though.t the chie.f ~ause of the 
crisis was exce sive saving! John Law ended up in exile, but his mtellectual 
successor in the twentieth century received much better treatment: he was 
raised to the peerage and founded an entire chool of economics. Many years 
later before the end of the Second World War, Keynes sent me a confiden
tial draft of his international clearing plan. That surprised me, because 
Keynes had complained to Melchior that. aft~rnoon in Berlin about my 
harshness to him. I felt destructive energy m him, and prefer not to ~ear of 
his supposed geniu : those great de troyer Rou seau, Marx and Lenm had 

such gifts in far higher degree. . 
When at the beginning of the crisis England ISSued an appeal to the 
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world to uphold free trade, I made a peech to the a ociation of Berlin 
merchants and industriali ts on the necessity for making a positive 
response. I argued that if at that la t minute Germany could ay yes to such 
a proposal, the entire world could ave omething of tremendous value, the 
loss of which would be irreparable. German agriculture and industry both 
had an interest in free trade, but the onrush of the economic whirlwind 
frustrated all attempts to achieve that solution. 

33. The Years before the Crash, 1926-1929 

With the tabili ation of European currencies, an excessive optimism almost 
immediately replaced the earlier atmosphere of deep economic uncertainty. 
People forgot the appalling destruction of the war - 'in our time that can 
ea ily be overcome,' blathered the commentators - and they forgot 
Bolshevism in the Ea t and the increa ing restrictions imposed on the capi
tali t ector. American bank repre entatives raced to Germany, Austria, 
Hungary, Poland and Italy with loan offer ; and only two years after the 
time when nobody would have lent Hungary a cent even at the highest 
interest rate , a New York banker committed suicide because his loan offer 
to that country had been underbid by a competitor . And English , Dutch and 
Swis banker were al o in the race. From morning to night my Zurich 
office wa be ieged by broker who were either angry or merely unhappy 
over my cold rejection of their tempting offers to cooperate on loan transac
tion . Some refu ed to under tand me, others gazed at me with unconcealed 
hostility: I was poiling their busines with my publicly proclaimed pessi
mism. They kept looking for the rea on why I and my bank kept aloof from 
uch apparently at tractive loan bu ine s, and when they could not, th~y 

became uspiciou : for they never con idered that anyone who was also m 
the banking busine could warn of coming development , not in order to 
fatten his own profit , but rather to arou e the general public to the fearful 
danger on the horizon . 

The ituation in Vienna eemed to me the most dangerous of all. There 
the bank had all but completely lo t their capital due to the loss of Austrian 
territory and the inflation; and now they ought to fill the gap with hort
term money that wa offered to them at low intere t rates. They then lent 
these funds at very long term to Au trian indu try, which had also uffered a 
dra tic diminution of capital. The bank were thu in a critically dange_rous 
situation . I commented on thi ubject on 10 eptember 1926 at the Untver
si ty of Vienna, in the cour e of a talk on the future of the currency. 

I said : ' International confidence ha returned fa ter than we thought; 
mo t of my V 1enna friends wi h thi interlude could be enjoyed '-:itho~t 
Cassandra-like warning to poil the atmo phere. But may we not, either m 
good or in bad time , peak out about danger that we ee al_l too clearly on 
the horizon? If you a k me why I am talking of an approachmg crash when 
stabili ation ha carcely begun, I can an wer that it is b~cau e I see people 
acting a if we were in the middle of a boom penod,. wh_erea the 
international economic ituation i more eriou than at any time m the last 
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generation. If a comparable period can be adduced at all, it is that between 
1825 and 1830 in England, or 1866 to 1873 on the continent: but the present 
situation seem to me much more dangerou . ' 

I went on to say that Europe wa in great danger becau e of America's 
restrictions on immigration and her overall mood of protectionism. The 
United States would have offered far better opportunitie for international 
free trade than England in the nineteenth century, but the coalition of 
interest groups in favour of high dome tic prices and wages was growing, 
and with it pre sure for high tariff . 

'How can accounts be balanced between an economy with a surplus of 
goods and capital, like the United States, and the rest of the world? Granting 
short-term loan repre ent the most dangerous development of all. Just 
today, I warned the managing director of one of the big Vienna banks, 
Neurath, of the dangers of a policy that involved acceptance of short-term 
obligations in the tronge t currency, in order to grant inve tment credits at 
long .term in.countries far less able to marshal liquid assets quickly.' To base 
bankmg busi~es on s~ort-term foreign mouey seemed to me the greatest 
folly: n~ver did a penod of economic history open with such dangerous 
assumptions. 

Was it at all probable, I continued, that the New York market would 
contin~e to supply short-term credit to Europe indefinitely? Wa it not 
more likely that such credits would become unavailable when cheap money 
in America led to a stock-market boom there? If only the withdrawal of 
French 1:1oney a~d the abandonment of the gold exchange standard could be 
accomplished qmckl~, so as t.o avoid the danger of excessive liquidity and a 
sto~k-market boom m Amenca! For if both those development took place 
durmg a boom · h 'ddl f · , or worse m t e mi e o an Amencan era h the dimensions 
?f the cata~troph~ in ~urope would be immeasurable. My t~lk was reported 
m t~e leadmg article m the/\ ·, 'Freie Presse of 11 September 1926. 

Five years later many of th d' h h d h d . e au ience w o a ear me were astom hed 
when the great world dep · b . h h . . . ression egan wit t e collapse of the Austrian 
Khre~itanstalt, whose semor executive officer I had publicly named. But at 
t e time I was completely isol t d d . 

a e , an my urgent warmngs to governments 
as well as to the business world · ll h Id . . were umversa y e against me. Govern-
ments wanted to build up th · d I 

. eir economies, an ooked to foreign capital for 
~very possible purpose. Such capital was being offered them for the first time 
m generous amounts and th d h . 

. . , ey resente t e man m Zurich who kept 
warnmg the lendmg bank th h Id . . M . s at t ey wou lose their money in uch tran-
sactions. y warnmgs to h ··d . L d 

. . . . c ro er m on on about propo ed loans to 
German mumc1palities, and to Siegfried Stern of the Chase Bank in New 
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y ork concerning a large loan to Italy, became known and made me many 
enemie in German and Italian government circles. As for the continental 
bank that were trying to re tore their inflation-shattered capital by borrow
ing money, they aw in me a real busin~ss ene~y whose motives they ref~sed 
to understand. I did not expect, nor did I receive, any support for my VIews 
from economi ts. Only a very few individuals saw the approaching crisis; 
wherever I looked, I found only misunderstanding or hostility. 

Thus I strove at least to protect my own firm and its clients from the 
coming storm. I went to Vienna at that time because the arrangements with 
Roth childs were about to expire and the partners of the bank offered me an 
extension for several more years, at a higher fee to Blankart & Cie. for 
monies deposited with us. I refused outright, sayi?g that I c?uld n.ot in the 
pre ent circumstance invest gold-backed currencies excep_t m Switzerla~d 
or the United States, unless the depositor a urned the full nsk of moratona, 
devaluation or declarations of bankruptcy. Without such an express 
a sumption of risk I was unprepared to offer any. int:rest accrual. for ~he 
coming years, and preferred to see a friendly ter~mat10n of our ties with 
Rothschilds. My partners in Blankart and Rothschilds themselves protested 
in vain that I was prepared to dis olve a valuable link that I myself had 
created,just for the sake of shadowy risks that only I foresaw.~ knew exactly 
what I was doing, however: we paid back the entire Rothschild a~count. 

The Rothschilds for their part invested the proceeds of our repaid account 
in a Dutch corporation founded jointly by them and the Kreditanstalt for 
European Lending - and thereby created many unneces ary difficulties for 
themselves. Thus the money that I had rescued from the post-w~r c?llap~e 
with such effort was later put at risk or indeed lo t altogether: I tn~d m vam 
to explain the true position to Baron Louis Rothschild, w~rmng him not to 
forge even tighter links with the Kreditansta_lt at the precise moment. when 
he should have been dis olving the connection for good. He and his two 
brothers Alfons and Eugen were the most highly cultivated and el~ga~t -
and at times likeable - human beings, but their allergy to bankmg itself 
was incurable. Since the matter did not directly concern me, I was unable to 
insist too strongly; but I was utterly convinced that by allying themselves so 
closely with the Kreditanstalt and founding the Amst~lbank.' the Roth.s
childs in Vienna had forfeited their position as the leadmg private bank m 

Central Europe. . . . . 
By a remarkable coincidence, thi ame week i~ Vie~na saw a dec151ve 

moment in the fate of the two most important Berlm pnvate banks_. At the 
· · f · · · h Bl · h "ders in 1919 I had mentioned to time of our bne a ociation wit eic ro , 

the firm the extent to which their capital strength had been de troyed by 
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their tenaciou ly holding to traditional bu ine. method at a time of war and 
inflation. Now the enior partner, von chwabach, came to Vienna to ask 
Rothschild and my firm for upport: we granted it jointly, in the amount of 
90 million Mark • thu at lea t re cuing the firm' high tanding. It tran
spired that 112 million gold franc had been lo t in the mflation becau e the 
partner had inve ted them in Pru ian tate bond in compliance with old 
Bleichroder' te tamentary in truction : much of that could have been 
saved, had the firm followed my advice of 1919 on how to avoid inflation. 

Predicting a coming cri i and mobili ing to deal with it con tituted at 
that time the e sential task for any banker; how they met that challenge 
decided the fate of many firm . I teered our bank in the appropriate direc
tion, dissolving the Roth child partICipation in Blankart, and helping to 
rescue Bleichroder, which wa thu enabled later to merge with Arnhold. 

I ':a pro~oundly depre ed by how little influence my idea. appeared to 
h~ve m the city of my birth, and felt my intellectual i elation keenly. I could 
di cus the coming cris1 eriou ly with only two individual : Ern t 
Benedikt , the young publi her of the Neue Presse, and tto Bauer, who 
relished my gloomy prediction and greeted them with gleeful fanatici im. 
A I had many later opportunitie to ob erve, a true under tanding of busi
ness era hes is far better developed among leader of the extreme left or 
among comm uni t than it i in executive of indu try or banking. Unfortu
nately, ho~~ver, Otto Bauer, like all hi colleague , imagined that in their 
fut~re socialist state they could enjoy all the fruit of capitali m without 
havmg ever to go through a depre ion - like the famou hare that reached 
Paradise without passing through the gate of Death. Otto Bauer al o looked 
forw~rd eager!~, as did his later Rus ian spiritual heir , to the awakening 
of Asia and ~frica which would finally cru h European capitali m - a if 
the destruction of European capitalism did not also mean the end of the 
European working cla s. Undeterred by my Vienna experience I continued 
to warn of the coming crash. ' 

On 21 April 1927 I made a h C I U . . . speec at o ogne mver 1ty on the mam 
P:oblems of the economy. In my talk I said that the three chief effect of the 
Fmt World War had b B I h · h . 

. . een o s eVI m, t e drive toward independence 
among Asian countries, and the dominance of the United tate . I demon-
trated the problem we had t d l · h I h . 

b . o ea wit , name y t e imbalance of payments etween the United States a d W d 
h d 1 h . n estern an Central Europe. These areas 

a ost t eir external assets d bl 
. . , an were una e to recoup due to American 

pr?tec~
10

m 1:1• for Washington closed the doors to both people and good at 
a time m which they had to flow freely. 

On 14 eptember 1928 at a t ' f h . . . . 
, mee mg o t e Association for ocial Policy 
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in Vienna, I commented on the wide spread between loan rates and the yield 
on share , which I had described in my Banking Policy as the most 
unmi takable ymptom of a crash: 'Never have we seen such a wide gap 
hetween yield on the highe t-priced shares on the stock exchange and ordi
nary intere t rate . The lower the yields speculators expect from high-flyers 
on the markets, the greater the danger of a crash - and this development is 
going on in New Yo~k.' I w_a quite al?ne in t~is view:_ the reports, speeches 
and di cu ion at th1 meetmg make mterestmg readmg; a year before the 
great era h, everything reflect tranquillity, ~ithout a_ glimmer of 
foreboding. And the economists of Germany, Austria and Switzerland were 
all gathered at that meeting! 

It became clear to me how much the science of economics had declined 
when it changed from a branch of statecraft to a mere academic pu:suit. I 
reflected on what Bodin and Sully had meant to France, and what an impor
tant influence Adam Smith and Turgot had had on their times. But the good 
-choolma ters gathered in Zurich felt no hint of the storm. about to ?reak 
over all of us: they were exerci ed over petty details, and umnterested m th.e 
large, world picture. One evening at my house, Herkner, S?mbart and Emil 
Lederer all agreed that no cri i wa in the offing because prices of good had 
not risen at all; that ounded exactly like Keynes' own views. * 

All these proceeding reminded me of the tale by Anatole France a~out 
the monk who read with passionate intere t stories of old wars, and 1s so 
engro sed that he does not observe the enemy ~reeping into his own cell. 
Here among my acquaintance were repre entat1ve of at least a dozen eco
nomic theories, but not one of them had an inkling of the nearness of the 
greatest era h of our generation. . 

Among leaders in the Swi s economy, th~re wer_e two who listened to 
me: Gottlieb Bachmann, President of the w1ss National Bank, and Anton 
Schrafl, head of the Swis Railways. The other , including the l~a~ers of the 
Swiss Banking As ociation, considered me a groundless pes i~1st. I was 
never as isolated as in tho e day ,just when it would have been vital to make 
my influence as widely felt as pos ible. 

In the summer term of 1928, I lectured on developments in the wo~ld 
economy at the Univer ity of Heidelberg to an audience of interested hs-

. · If d W b L d Mannheim Mitteis and a group of teners mcludmg A re e er, e erer, , , 
other faculty member ; a well as Madam~ ~un Yat_-sen ~nd a number of 
younger Chinese who are now playing a political role m the1r country·. Once 
a week, I flew to the e lecture by the afternoon flight from Zurich to 

• Penguin Isla11d. 
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Heidelberg, had dinner and a di cu ion with my cla , and then after mid
night travelled back via Mannheim. Member of the mo t varied parties, 
from the extreme right to the extreme left, came to the e evening di cussion 
sessions, much to the surpri e of the faculty; but there were never conflicts, 
although my introductory lecture on the evolution of liberalism and 
socialism might well have offended all of them, for I aid that both liberalism 
and socialism had begun a partie that reflected an ideology and an 
international approach, and had ended as partie repre enting particular 
interest groups, and nationalist into the bargain. 

My lecture dealt with development in the leading countries of the 
world, and I demolished the labour theory of value. My discussion of the 
proper spheres of government and private sector in the economy attracted 
widespread notice and recognition in ocialist literature. 

I said, 'Governments that reserve for themselve the larger share of wealth 
produced by the economy pose a danger in democracies of promoting exces
sive consumption at the cost of investment; in totalitarian regime they 
ensure the sacrifice of current need to future investments who e uccess can 
never be predicted.' 

Two evenings stand out in my memory: one when the indologist 
Heinrich Zimmer and Christiane von Hofmannsthal, daughter of Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal, came to me saying that they had married that afternoon, and 
regarded our symposium as their wedding dinner; they were two excellent 
people whose union deserved a happier and longer destiny. And then the 
oth~r, my last eve~ing in Heidelberg, when most of the participant in the 
semmar accompanied me to Mannheim, where I waited for the 1.00 a.m. 
train to Switzerland. I spoke a few words of farewell to the student who 
surrounded ~eon_ the platform, saying that after the experience of the last 
thr~e g.enerations liberals and socialists, bourgeois and workers had to bridge 
th~u d1fferenc~s: otherwise the crisis about to break upon u could never be 
~ithstood poht1c_ally. What differences we might have were small, I con
tmued, a~d steadily becoming less significant; but what should unite us all 
w~s the vital issue of taking a common stand against the barbarism threat
em~g the world. Such a descent into savagery had been avoided in Germany 
dunng the war and e:en during the inflation, but the coming crisi would 
sweep away all r~stramts, and the decencies that would be destroyed then 
could only be rediscovered with great difficulty. 

34. The World Depression, 1929-1932 

In the first month of 1929, more than ten years after the end of the war, 
negotiations began in Paris on the settlement of the reparations question; 
how much Germany was actually to pay the Allies. Poincare was then 
Prime Minister of France, Schacht led the German delegation and Owen 
Young the American delegation; the negotiations were very difficult, and 
conducted under the anxious scrutiny of the entire world. 

On the day before Whit Sunday, the German Finance Minister, 
Hilferding, rang me from Berlin to report that he urgently needed 100 
million Swiss francs or he would be unable to pay his civil servants' salaries, 
which would have cata trophic political consequences. On my asking him 
when the money wa required, he said Tuesday the first of June: the 
Reichsbank was only able to advance the money if half came in foreign 
currency, and even then the Allies would have to consent to the Reichsbank 
supplying the other half. In the name of the entire German government, 
Hilferding begged me urgently for help, saying that there was nobody else 
to whom he could turn. 

I immediately informed the Swiss National Bank of the situation. On 
Whit Sunday morning, a Swiss consortium was formed under the leader
ship of Blankart & Cie., and including the leading Swiss ins_urance com
panies, which immediately put 50 million Swiss francs at the ?1sposal ~f the 
Reich Government, with the guarantee of a German bankmg syndicate, 
for a period of six month . When I reported to Hilferding on th_e telephon:, 
he pleaded with me to go to Paris to see chacht and_ request h~m to obtam 
the necessary approvals in connection with the _w1ss loan, s1~ce Schacht 
would certainly refuse to do so if asked by the Reich Treasury itself. I flew 
to Paris and arranged for the approvals the very ame da~, although the 
entire atmosphere there was most unfavoura~le, fo~lo:Wm~. the forced 
resignation from the German delegation of the mdustnahst Vogler, under 
pressure from Ruhr indu trial interest . . . 

When I dined that evening with chacht and Carl M_elch1or i_n ~a 
Perouse, the mood of both was grim. The next mornmg I said m 
my report to President Bachmann of the Swis National Bank: 'Almost all 
the great powers have been negotiating for months abou~ how many 
billions a year should be paid until 1966, and therea~te~ until 19~8, b~ a 
country that is not even in a position to pay its own c1v1l ervant alanes 

the next day.' . . 
Just as six years before, at the high point of the mflat10n, I wa able with 
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comparatively small um - which were promptly paid back - to pre
vent utter chaos in Germany. Naturally enough, nothing much came of 
the much-touted large- cale Young Plan, ince it wa carcely adopted 
before the crisis broke. 

I was incapable of under tanding how the entire world cho e to ignore 
such clear t0rm warnings. For a year, leading New York bank had been 
paying Blankart 8-10% on day-to-day money, while the yield on hares 
had sunk to 2%. By the summer of 1929, the call rate ro. e to 15 % and 
more, and share prices kept ri ing dramatically. The Pre ident of National 
City Bank of New Yark, Mitchell, referred, in a talk he gave to a group of 
bankers in Berlin, to the 'raven of Zurich' who kept croaking warnings of 
a crash, probably becau e he him elf wa engaged in hort- elling opera
tions. Mitchell maintained that hare price were far from their highs -
and he and his audience had a good laugh at my expen e. A large number of 
my clients, whom I had kept strictly away from hare market , began to be 
uneasy: uch huge profits were being made everywhere, they aid, but we 
were stuck in unproductive inactivity; did I imagine I wa right and the 
whole world mistaken? I answered these complaint by advising those 
clients to close their account with Blankart and go el ewhere; and not a 
few did so. 

In the second half of Augu t 1929, I took a holiday trip through 
Southern France into Spain, where there were two splendid exhibition of 
Spanish art in Seville and Barcelona. 

T_wo days later, when I was making an excursion to Mont errat, I 
received a message that an urgent telephone call had come to the Ritz 
Hotel for me from Vienna. That evening, Dr van Mauthner informed me 
on behalf of Baron Louis de Rothschild that the Bodenkreditanstalt 
Austria's larges~ investment bank, was unable to meet its payment , and 
~hat t~e Austnan Government was pressing the Kreditanstalt for an 
im~ediate takeover of the failing bank. Mauthner asked for my view . 

T~at wo~ld be the surest way to achieve the rapid ruin of the 
Kreditanstalt itself,' was my answer. 

'I ' "dM h . agree, sai a~t ner, 'b~t the Government demand the merger, and 
if we refuse they will take their revenge if the Kreditan talt it elf hould 
need help one day.' 

'.Le~ the _Government worry about the Bodenkreditanstalt. There is no 
pomt m domg anybody favours that may cost your own life especially not 
when you are yourselves in a shaky condition., ' 

. I knew that these people lacked the backbone to defend their own 
mterests. The bankers of m t· h d 1· 1 f h · · f Y ime a ltt e o t at spmt of the Governor o 
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the Banque de France who stood up to Gambetta even in the middle of the 
Franco-Pru ian war; my contemporaries were obedient servants of what
ever government wa in power. 

Even without having heard the details, I knew the reason for the 
Bodenkreditanstalt' collapse: like all the Austrian banks, it had financed 
long-term inve tments with short-term English and American credits that 
were not renewed, because after France stabilised its currency, all French 
flight capital returned to France, and because the boom on the American 
tock market oaked up available liquidity that was then used for specula

tion in New York. The Government of the small rump state of Austria, 
carved out of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire by the peace treaties, was 
far too weak to help. And now all the big names represented on the 
Bodenkredit board - the Solvay interests of Brussels, Schroders of 
London and Morgan in New York - refused their help. It was the 
lightning that heralded the storm. . . . 

Late that evening I telephoned my partner Dr Reitler askm~ him. to 
alert every one of our clients who had any hares - no_matte~ m which 
country, or what company was involved - to sell them imm_ediately. For 
three year I had advised against share purchases, but many clients had n~t 
followed that advice; now was the time to extricate them from their 
shareholdings, as oon as po sible. My telephone call saved many large 
amounts, and in several cases a client' entire fortune. Of all those who 
benefited from that warning only one client, a lady, took the trouble to 

thank me. 1 d f 
On my way back from Spain I could still savour the sp en ours o 

Gerona Cathedral, the stretch of the coa t between the Pyrenees and t~e 
Mediterranean, Carcassonne and Avignon. I stayed only a few week m 
Zurich and went to New York in the second half of October. On, ~y ~ay 
to Bremen, I topped between trains at Baden~Baden ~t Schacht invita
tion; he was engaged with representatives ?f First _National Bank of New 
York and First National Bank of Chicago m draftmg the By-Laws of the 
Bank for International ettlements in Basel, which was _to try to balance 

. · · th the reparations agreement . international payment m connection wi . h 
When I was asked what I thought about all that, I answered with t e pun 
'Ave Caesar moratoria le salutant!' At dinner with Reynolds and Tayl~r_l 

' ' f £ h · N Yark vlSlt said that I would witness in the course o my art commg ew d h 
the beginning of the greatest crisis of our generatio~. Schacht hope Jh:: 
the coming chaos would bring an end to reparation payment · bl 

· uch payments wa una e to actually happened, but even a moratonum on 
save the general situation. 
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There i a remarkable tendency in our time: when we require some ideas 
to solve a problem, we establi h an organi ation in tead. The organi ation 
is of no practical help, in fact it increa e the confusion, doe not do what it 
should, creates a growing bureaucracy that then become an end in itself; 
and finally goes 011 exi ting long after the entire world ha forgotten when 
and why the organisation was ever e tablished. At that time, Switzerland 
was the home for many such in titution ; now it i Wa hington or New 
York - but the results are the same. 

Aboard the liner Bremen there were offices of everal American bro
kerage firms, as was then the cu tom, and it was in tho e office that the 
first news of falling price on the New York market came to us. Men and 
women stood in front of the tickers, gazing at the bad news with growing 
anxiety. I was a amused by their crie of astonishment and di belief which 
betrayed profound ignorance. How much intelligence i devoted to the 
acquisition of wealth, and how little to its investment! 

On my arrival in New York I called on a private banking firm friendly 
to Blankart & Cie. and there one of the enior partner , who had been 
attorney to old John D. Rockefeller, was ju t about to go to a meeting at 
the House of Morgan to discuss market support operations. When I asked 
what had been discussed with the Treasury and Federal Re erve Bank 
officials, he answered with contempt, 'Who bothers with that crowd in 
Washington?' When he came back from the meeting, he put in large 
orders for share purchases for him elf and his family. 'Why should any
thing. ha:7e changed in one week in thi country?' he exclaimed with proud 
supenonty. 

I cabled my partners: 'Keep clients out of the market. Crisi ju t 
beginning.' 

In the middle of December 1929 I returned to Zurich. There I found an 
invitatio~ from General von Seeckt; the President of the Reich upreme 

~ourt, Simo~; and t~e former Minister for Colonies, olf, a king me to 
~ive th_e opening talk in January 1930 at a private society founded by them 
in Berlin. I chose as my subject the international nature of the cri is and set 
forth. th.e reasons why the i?terdependence of the world econom; wa o 
convincingly demonstrated in the universality of the crash. But the leaders 
0

~ the econo.my still refused to believe it: the Managing Director of 
Siemens considered the event in New York trivial, and irrelevant to the 
German economy. 

3 5. Marriage 

In the pring of 1929 Countess May Demblin de Ville joined our bank as 
executive assistant: the position had been advertised internationally. Hers 
was an old noble family from Lorraine, tracing its origins back to 1370, 
which had emigrated in 1791, first to Russia and then to Austria. She 
completed her secondary education in Zangberg in Bavaria at a convent 
school, and then studied languages and business, which she had mastered 
to a remarkable extent. When I returned from America I worked with her 
on my two books, Changes in the World Economy and Causes of the Crisis. I 
had never before in my life contemplated marriage: my sense of myself as a 
barometer of world events and my awareness of coming disaster made me 
consider that I was a man who would be better off alone in the dark days to 

come. 
In January 1930 I was dictating to Miss Demblin a talk that I was to give 

to the Institute of Government at the University of Heidelberg on the 
dangers of the world crisis. I was saying: 'Transitions from period_s of 
declining to tho e of appreciating money val~es _hav~ always led to cnses; 
but on this occasion, there is also the general hqmdation of assets as a result 
of the world war. Such liquidation is only now taking place. In the course 
of this depression we shall see the introduction of the whole awful 
machinery of exchange control and import and export controls, and.fin~lly 
the collapse of the banks as well. The trend to internation~ protectionism 
will triumph just at a time when international cooperatl~n ~ould. have 
been a matter of life and death. Nationalism, that most ternble mhentance 

of war, will deepen and prolong the depressio.n in ~11 c~untries .... ' 
'Stop!' Miss Demblin interrupted me at this point, please l~t us have a 

bit of light, no one can bear so much calamity at once. You will sur~ly b~ 
justified by coming events; but have ome regard for your poor audience; 
Each single di aster that you predict could make one sl:epless for a week_. 

'I cannot help distressing people,' I said hruggmg my shouldet · 

'everything will turn out that way·' h 
'But misfortune that has been predicted is harder to bear than t at 

which has merely been experienced: it has a double imp~ct.' 
I looked at her with astoni hment, and said 'I authon e yo~ to med~s~re 

· h d 'f ' r some bitter-tasting me icme my prophecies, regulatmg t e osage as i .. o 
prescribed for a weak patient.' . . . 

May had gone through enough hardship m the ten yost-war year m 
Vienna to last a lifetime. But neither the los of the family fortune nor the 
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changes in their social po ition had altered her ch b . 
W 

. d aracter or eanng 
e were marne on 2 April 1930 in Salzb 'd b . 

and Zurich, yet far enough from each to m~~· m1 ~a~ etween Vienna 

flood of well-wisher . Nothing is more unc e ~ l a e rom too great a 
display of family event . Apart from u otgema to m.e than the public 
friend, and the grandmother fathe ,Ion ydmy tw? 1 ter and a doe 

. ' r, unc e an a cou m of th b 'd 
present m the pretty hilltop church of M " II O . e .n e were 
completely informal since we were the onl u :~ t ~r weddmg dmner wa 

apart from the ninety-year-old dau hter oft~ s m the Hotel Europe -
After the wedding we travellej t S e compo er Meyerbeer. 

It l h ' o orrento and pent a l . . 
a y, to t ea tonishment and occasio l . d ' . ong time m 

munity, who felt this prolonged wedd~a m .1gnr1on of the banking com
almost a a provocation. mg tnp o a colleague at uch a time 

Back in Zurich, I divided my time bet 
where many intere ting people came t . ~een the bank and my hou e, 
one could express opinions openl tha~ vmt us. T~ere on the Sonnenberg 

Peo~le of the most varied views cfuld we:_ con ider~d taboo el ewhere. 
a ranty. meet something that had become 

Just at that time, Hofrat M d £ . 
mu eum in Vienna, brought e er, a . armer director of the Albertina 

'Knight, Death and the Dev·l~e ~.Prttularly splendid print of Diirer' 
ration. As the two art sch1 1' w d1.c a so arou ed Wolfflin' deep admi-

d o ars 1cussed th · f 
expresse the view that we could und ~ meanmg o the print, I 
preceded u : the knight . . . ~rstand it better than any age that 

d pers1stmg m his qu t d . d 
seeme to me to represent some of the e . ~spite eath and the devil 
was proud to have a few h . . rare spmts of our time too and I 

sue m my circle of friends. ' 

36. Political Consequences of the Crisis. 
Speech in London, 1 December 1930 

I sp?ke on the politi~al conseq~en~es of the economic crisis at the Royal 

~nst1tut~ of In~ernat1~nal A.ffa1rs m London, in the presence of a very 
mterestmg audience, mcludmg my good friends Sam Guinness and his 

fath~r, :-7hose pre .ence mea~t a great deal to me, since I had the greatest 
adm1rat1on for Guinness semor as one of the most distinguished leaders of 

the English banking community. 
It was generally accepted at the time, both in England and on the 

Continent, that communi m would make its appearance as a direct result 
of the deep depression. I rejected this view, saying that not communism 
but Hitler would appear. 'If England has neither the will nor the capacity 
to reconcile and lead Germany and France now, the depression will be the 
prelude to a dark era which future historians will call 'the time between the 

world wars'.' 
If this speech had not been printed by the Royal Institute of Inter-

national Affairs, many would have considered these remarks apocryphal. 
But they were later cited in a House of Lords debate, where they were 
praised for their unusual prescience. Such praise might have flattered me; 
but I wanted to avert a great catastrophe, and failed to do so. In all crises 
there are brief moments of decision which must immediately be grasped. 
Only very few recognise these moments, and these few individuals are 

hardly ever under toad in time. Both England and America only saw the 
national effects of the depression, and did not yet under tand its inter
national character. But my prediction made a strong impression on the 
American intellectual community: eight years later an American writer 
whom I had never heard of, William Blake, wrote a novel, The World is 
Mine, in which the heroine says that in Zurich all her father's friends 
'hung breathle son Felix Somary's words, which were worth gold'. This 
sort of popularity wa not invariably pleasing to me, and I defended myself 
against it as far a I could. But my reputation aroused considerable bitter
ness among those who had committed themselve deeply to Central and 

Eastern European investments. 
On 20 February 1931 our fir t child wa~ born, a girl, whom we named 

Maria Theresia. 
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37. The Acute Phase of the Crisis and 
Prediction of a Turning-point in mid-1932 

In the early months of 1931 I withdrew all the assets that Blankart & Cie. 
ha~ on deposit with banks in England, Germany and Italy, despite the 

re 1stance o~ my partners,. who thought my pessimism was exaggerated, 
a.nd .des~ruct1ve of our business relationships. In order to complete the final 
hqmdat1on of our German clients' investments I went in March 1931 to 

Berlin, where I met at the Finance Ministry State Secretary Schaffer and 
Under State Secretary, later Finance Minister, Count Schwerin von 
Krosigk, who describes in his book It Happened in Germany my visits in 
1931 and the spring of 1932. 

He wrote: .'In the spring of 1931 the Swiss banker Somary, who also 
had a reputation as an economist, called on me at the Finance Ministry. 
When asked how long the crisis on world markets would la t, he answered 
that .three events would have to happen before an upward movement could 
be .d1sce.rned: the banking sector in Vienna and Berlin would have to be 
rationalised a~ the result of a bank panic, the English pound would have to 
be cut from its dependence on gold, and the Swedish match concern of 
Kreuger & Toll w?uld have to collapse. In the early summer of 1931 the 
German and Austrian banks crash.ed, .i~ the late summer England left the 
gold st~nd~rd. When So~ary again v1s1ted Berlin in the spring of 1932, I 
aske~ him if we really still had to await the third event. Somary retracted 
nothing, but assured me that the Kreuger concern would soon be finished. 
Four ~eeks later, Kreuger shot himself in Paris.' 

This. prediction, whispered outside official circles, gave me an odd 
reputation, and many people b d . . egan to regar me with superstitious 
uneasiness. There were those among them wh t d k h I 

Id £ o wan e to now ow 
cou oresee the exact sequence of coming events F · d' 'd 1 h r I h d · . · or in 1 v1 ua s w o ree 
t e ynam1c energies of a crisis or a revolution within themselves develop-
ments stand out clearly· pro · · · ' 

. . . · gnost1cat1on 1s not a matter for mathematicians 
or stat1st1cians, and particularly not for acad . 

W . h h em1cs. 
it t e collapse of th O · h' h 

h f h 
. . e esterre1c 1sc e Kreditanstalt the decisive 

P ase o t e cns1s began Th K d' 
A 1 b k h . . · e re itanstalt had first absorbed the 

ng o an w en its chief shareholder the Bank of E 1 d bl 
· · · · h d ' ng an , was una e to 

::~~:::~a
1
~ b:n~h~n ~a:~t Jn the Bodenkredit when the leading English 

the Kreditanstalt it:el; ha~1 ;o to support that bank; and finall~ the turn of 
could see the full extent of th mei In_ the collapse of the Kred1tanstalt one 

e ca amity wrought by the peace treatie that 
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de troyed the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy: for twelve years the Vienna 
bank had lived a hadowy existence, and maintained themselves by artifi
cial means. Now the death-knell had struck for the last of these banks. 
With unfortunate timing, the German and Austrian Governments had 
just at that point proposed a customs union that was not necessary for 
either; but that plan ruined the only possibility of effective assistance in the 
cri is: German-French political cooperation. 

Neither Berlin, Vienna nor Paris had any idea of the issues at stake at the 
time; they only thought in terms of fighting out a diplomatic battle, and 
had no inkling of the terrible danger to the very existence of the economic 
system which the collapse of the Kreditanstalt represented. 

The materialist conception of history embodied in Marxist thought has 
overestimated the importance of economic factors in the political life of 
nations; but bourgeois statesmen and diplomats, to the vast detriment of 
their peoples, have grossly underestimated it. How often have leading 
diplomats considered knowledge of economic matters unnecessary, and 
taken pride in their own ignorance. From 1917, when despatches from St 
Petersburg confidently predicted the shortest of lifespans for Bolshevism, 
there has been an endless stream of unfortunate diplomatic predictions, 
wrong because based on continuing false assessment of economic factors. 

In June 1931 I was with my wife in Marienbad and there received a 
telephone call from Baron Louis Rothschild, saying that the Austrian 
Government was going to ask me to take over the administration of the 
reorganised Kreditanstalt. Baron Rothschild begged me to give this pro
posal serious consideration. I refused absolutely, but he asked me at least to 
hear what the government people had to say. Shortly afterward the 
Austrian Minister of Finance rang to say that I had only to name my terms 
and they would be accepted regardless; and he asked me not to answer 
immediately, since I would also receive a telephone call from England. 
That evening, I was asked by an official calling on behalf of Montagu 
Norman, Governor of the Bank of England, to accept the offer made by 
Vienna, with the assurance that I would receive full upport from London. 
Then I gave my answer with absolute clarity: I predicted the economic 
depressions in Germany, England and America, the coming of Hitler, and 
then later the Second World War. Even if I were prepared to make the 
great personal sacrifice that would be entailed in taking on the 
Kreditanstalt, a man with my views was not appropriate for a po ition at 
Europe's weakest point. I advised my caller to appoint some hack who saw 
the future in less pessimi tic terms; and then asked him to be kind enough 
to let me get on with my Marienbad holiday. I was thereupon asked if I 
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saw those grim events a happening in the immediate future. I replied that I 

did not see what could now prevent them . 
Soon afterwards the German and Italian banks era hed. While the panic in 

Berlin, capital of a democratic republic, had the most eriou repercu sion in 

both foreign and dome tic affairs and did grave damage to Germany's credit 

standing, the Italian situation wa handled quietly by dictatorial measures 
taken by the Mussolini regime, without any uch ill-effect . 

Thus the period of privately-owned joint stock bank came virtually to an 
end on the Continent, except in France and the neutral countries. Those 

great corporation , which so many leader of the economy had seen as the 
wave of the future, lasted barely one human life- pan. They were merged, 

supported by government , but they could never again become what they 
had been in the second half of the nineteenth century. 

In the autumn of 1931, forced by French withdrawal , the Bank of 
England left the gold tandard. Few then understood the implication of that 

move: it was in effect a declaration of bankruptcy after more than three 
centuries of honest money. It was a step taken in peacetime, and it ended 
London's unique position a the international centre for trade finance and 

monetary transactions. No other market ha since recaptured this position. 

Once there was an era when the whole world could rely in difficult times on 
the experience and courage of the Bank of England, which came to the aid of 

the markets precisely during cri es when other central bank failed to do o. 

Now the Bank of England itself had fallen victim to the cri i : with it fall the 
entire mechani m of discount policy, credit and trade bill di appeared, for 

the first time in half a millennium. To an age which felt urpri e when a 
debtor paid at all, the demand for punctual payment seemed ab urd. 

Unfortunately even the Engli h now began to speak the language of all 

debtor_, ":ho ~ake the currency they pay their obligation in, rather than 
the obJective circumstances, responsible for the po ition in which they find 
them el:es. Moreo_ver, the gold standard became ob olete overnight for a 
proportion of English economi t . 

In late autumn ~y :Wife and I travelled to New York, ailing to Quebec in 
the Empre~s of Brttatn, a new Canadian hip on which I fir t found a 
transatlantic telephone with a connection in one' own cabin. Our passage 
u_p the St Lawrence river was extremely cold; the hands of the Cu toms offi
cials who came aboard from their own mall boats were nearly frozen. We 

~e~t on from Quebec to Montreal, where we were alone that evening in the 
dmmg room of the Ritz Hotel. The maitre d'hotel came to u and asked 

w~ere w~ were from. When we aid Switzerland, he congratulated us. 
Herem Canada, nobody can afford a hotel of thi tanding anymore,' he 
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said, ' everything is wa hed up here.' The manager of the hotel, a man 
from Geneva, cursed the day he ever left Switzerland. 

We travelled the following evening to New York. Shortly after the 
train pulled out, American Cu toms officials came through, took excep
tion to my small travelling flask filled with vintage cognac, and emptied it 

0 ut the window. In New York, the top stories of the highest skyscrapers 
were unoccupied, since it did not pay to run the lift ; the fapdes of 
buildings and the clothes people were wearing looked unbelievably 
shabby. In contrast to our previous visits, we obtained theatre tickets 
immediately and without paying any premium; but the performances were 
sparsely attended and of poor quality. We were practically the only guests 
in restaurants we vi ited; and when we were invited to the opening of the. 
Waldorf Astoria Hotel, we heard the cloakroom girls complain that they 
had not received their wages - and indeed the hotel had to do e a few 
days later. All this made a deep impression on us: thing were bad in those 

days for many people, but nowhere was the depression so evident a in 

New York. 
We were struck, moreover, by the uniformity of American opinion: at 

a time of unbelievably low share prices, nobody dared to buy; and thus the 
resilience of the stock market wa less in America than in any other 

country. 



38. The Turning-point, June 1932 

My prediction that Kreuger' collapse would mean the end f h 
d . lh h. o t e 

epression, a t oug it had been made in confidence wa wi·del · I d ' y ClfCU ate 
and brought me actual ~hreats from persons involved in Kreuger and 
Toll - ome of them Swiss - who then quickly fell silent when Kr 

. d . .d d h euger 
committe smci e an t e true fact were revealed A few month 1 t · . · s a er, m 
J~ne 1932, I p~bhshe~ a mall pamphlet entitled Turning-point? that pre-
dicted the turnmg pomt of the world depression, given certain develop
men~s. The pamphlet was widely circulated; Gustav Stolper commented 
that 1t was of particula.r significance becau e my earlier pessimistic warnings 

had. b~en so uncanmly ~ccura.te, and that even my present qualified 
optimism would have a hberatmg effect at a time of unrelieved 1 
Indeed the publication did appear to have that effect, especially on y:::;; 
pe?~le. Whether the pamphlet (which went into American and English 
editions) paved th.e way for the decisive upswing in stock markets that 
took P.lace a fo.rtmght after its publication I cannot actually ay; but this 
wa widely believed to be the case. 

The tur?ing-point in the world crisis came at a moment of great dan er f e~_use pnce~ ~n the New York Stock Exchange had fallen so low that~h; 
ea mg ecuntie.s were virtually worthless. Extraordinary though it now 

seems. to us, ?either the credit collapse in Europe nor the stock market 

~r:h md~m~nc} h~d led to political revolution, with the sole exception as I t: ::ie ~te d' o t e rise ofHitle~ism in Germany. Communism was u;able 
even at t.ea wfay anywhere, which showed the political olidity of Europe 

a ime o extreme economi k I A . E h .d c wea ness. n menca, even more than in 
urope, t e wi espread fear of communism had no found t' 
As I had done earlier in Lond I d . a ion. 

designed to bring the de ressioon, ma ea sen.es of suggestions that were 
time uch as long-t pfi ~ to an end - ideas that were new at the 

erm nancmg of r . I d . 
consumer countries th h aw matena s pro uction by the 

ra er t an the pr d . d h . 
maturities by refund· h . . 0 ucers, an s ortemng loan 
opposed to these ide:~g bt e bn.ncipal a~?unts. The banks were strongly 
the United States h d ' utbt eu opposition could have been overcome if 

a not een reduced t 1 · b h . 
paign of 1932 If th O para ysis Y t e election cam-

. e measures I advocat d h db 'd . 
inflationary period that b h I e a een rapi ly mtroduced, the 

egan s ort y after d · A · . 
the economies of both E d war s m menca, endangermg 

urope an A · Id h menca, cou ave been avoided. 
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39. The Lausanne Conference, June-July 1932; 
Swiss Citizenship 

In those months when an upturn from the depression was just about to 

begin, I spent part of the time working on the revision of Philippovich 's 

theoretical volume on economics: the time itself was so full of valuable 

ideas. I wa at work in the library of the League of Nations in Geneva 

when I had a telephone call from the Austrian Finance Minister, Schuller, 

inviting me on behalf of Dollfuss, the Chancellor, to a dinner in Lausanne 

where the reparations conference was meeting at the time. I did not know 

Dollfus , and assumed that he was merely extending a courtesy, or that he 

wished to discus economic que tion . To my considerable astonishment, 

he told me in a completely normal and natural voice, as if this were quite 

ordinary, that after dinner he would be speaking to the German Reich 

Chancellor, von Papen. He explained that von Papen for his part intended 

to call on the British Prime Minister, Ramsay MacDonald, who had to 

stay in a darkened room at the Hotel Beau Rivage in Geneva becau e of his 

eyes, and tell MacDonald that Germany would be prepared to declare war 
against the Soviet Union if it received the necessary backing from Britain. 

Dollfuss asked me what I thought of thi idea. 
'It would be ab olute lunacy,' I replied, 'and it would inevitably lead to 

a catastrophe, no matter what the outcome might be.' I continued by ay
ing that it was irresponsible even to think of war one year after the collap e 
of the banking system; if the war were not swiftly concluded, there would 
be unavoidable chaos in Germany. However, the Western Powers would 
never allow such a victory, from which they would run the greatest risk , 
since Germany would then immediately turn on France. I concluded by 
urgently advising again t uch frivolous and dangerous fanta y
mongering, which could only make the wor t pos ible impre ion on the 

British. 
Schuller accompanied me out to my car; he was one of the mo t compe-

tent civil servants I ever met, a far more capable man than his uperior , but 
who never let them feel it. He winked at me in sati faction, and I ur
mised that he had arranged the invitation so that I might help to avoid a 

disaster. 
On the way back to Geneva I reflected on wha~ mig~t pos ibly have 

inspired von Papen' idea, and hi motive for mvolvmg Dollfu · I 
concluded that war mu t have seemed to von Papen the only mean of 
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preventing Hitler's rise to power; but of course that could not succeed_ 
quite the contrary. 

'My God, the people we're dependent on thee days!' I sighed to 
myself. 

?n 30 July 1932 my wife gave ~irth to a son, whom we named Wolfgang 
m honour of Goethe whose anmversary year was being celebrated. He was 
the second of our children to be born in Zurich, and my wife and I decided 

in th~ir in.t~rests ~o take up Swiss citizenship. I had not given up my 
Austnan c1t1zensh1p throughout the nine years I was in Germany or the 
fourteen years I worked in Switzerland - but now it was, after all, some 
twenty-three years since I had left Vienna, and it seemed to both of us 
necessary to give our children a homeland in the country of their birth. 

40. Hitler's Rise to Power; My Letter to 
Schacht; Speech in Leipzig and the London 
Conference of 1933 

At the end of January 1933 Hitler was appointed Reich Chancellor; the 
presence of conservative ministers in his Cabinet could not conceal what 
was clearly on the card . Shortly thereafter Hjalmar Schacht was appointed 
President of the Reichsbank, and I wrote to him as follows after hearing of 
his appointment: 'I cannot understand your joining this government. It is 
clear to me that the situation will be decided by a new battle among the 
nations that will take place in eastern Germany, in which the Russians, 
English, French and Americans will jointly wage war against Ger
many - and what will then be the fate of Germany and of Europe?' 
Schacht replied that he admired my ability to foresee the future with such 
clarity, but that he hoped the coming conflict would take place outside 

Germany. 
On 14 March 1933 I gave a speech in Leipzig at the invitation of the 

Industrialists' Association of Saxony. The ubject was left to me, and I was 
told the speech would be broadca t on the radio. I deliberately chose the 
delicate subject of the relation hip between the state and the individual. I 
began by saying that the Roman state was totalitarian by its very nature, 
while the German tate confined it elf to authority over internal security 
and waging war, and was thus in harmony with the fundamental teachings 

of Christianity as well as cla ical liberalism. 
As I spoke the e words a man came up to the podium -. I wa late~ t?ld 

he was a Nazi commi ar - and ripped away the radio transm1ss1on 
equipment, de pite the prote ts of the audience. The BUrgermeister. of 
Leipzig, Dr Goerdeler, prote ted trongly but in vain at this i~terruption 
to my speech. Goerdeler him elf was a functionary of the Berlm Govern
ment. I then went on without further disturbance to ay that the Roman 

state and it philo ophy had been tran ferred to B!zantium, an~ fro~ th_ere 
to Russia and that the alliance between Byzantine and Marx1 t thmkmg 
was not u~natural · but that a combination of the Germanic idea of the tate 
and Marxism couid only produce an ideological mon trosity. I urgently 
warned the indu trialist in particular to cling to the herita~e. of the We. t, 
which was ba ed on the alliance between the German pmt and Chn -
tianity; these meant freedom for the individual, and without them a 

free-enterprise ystem wa unthinkable. 
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My peech was greeted with hearty approval; even sometime afterward 
I continued to receive many appreciative letters that hewed clearly the 
consideration my ideas received even in these practical circles, so far 
removed from juridical philo ophising. At dinner following the speech 
there were many questions; only the Nazi commi sar at in grim silence 
and finally said he might have expected me to talk about the economic 
crisis. I had planned .to return to Switzerland by a train that left at mid
night, and Goerdeler invited me to drive to the station in his car. The 
commissar tried to push his way in after us, but Goerdeler elbowed him off 
the running-board, closed the car door, and ordered the chauffeur to drive 
to the station. 

'You have seen this evening', he said, 'how far things have gone here. 
But surely you can also feel how it could and should go differently, if only 
we succeed in changing the attitudes of those few at least who might be 
prepared to resist.' 

He added that my speech had warmed his heart, and that it had shaken 
up the audience. But Goerdeler too felt isolated: he had no confidence in 
any member of the present government, or in either von Papen or Hugen
berg. Finally he said that he refused to be discouraged; Germany simply 
must not be allowed to fall into criminal hands. 

~e seemed to me born for resistance, and to grow in stature with the 
res1stan~e. B~~ fate was against him. The Western powers, crippled by the 
e~onom1c cns1s, sought to appease Hitler, and failed to understand pre
cisely th~s: men who represented the best of the great German middle
class trad1t1on. Always internally divided, the West never takes decisive 
action in time against hostile movements - and not just in the 1930s. 

In_June 1933 I travelled with my wife to London for the World Eco
no~1~ ~onference, whic_h had been convened to deal with the problem of 
stabihsmg world currencies. The new American President Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, was an unknown quantity; the two Am~rican delegates, 
Cordel_! Hull and James P. Warburg, were quite candid about their lack of 
authonty and their ignorance of their President's intentions. Professor 
Meley, w~o enjoyed Roosevelt's confidence, was supposed to come to 
London with the Pres1·d t' I H" · · . en s proposa s. 1s arnval was awaited by the 
entire Conference but wh h I f d , en e came at ast a ter repeated delays he ha 
brought nothing new w·th h" T d I · ' d 

fh . . 1 1m. wo ays ater, my fnends Sam an 
Al 1ld Gumness gave a t' · h . . 

recep ion m our onour at which the leadmg 
i~legates to the conference were present. The latter spoke openly of their 
1tterness at the casual contempt from A · h' h h d b d' 
I d · h menca w 1c a een 1s-p aye ; it was t e first tim th 11 E . 

e at a urope experienced such treatment, 
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which was then considered unusual. The delegate and Finance Minister of 
the Irish Free State took us back to the Savoy Hotel in their car: even these 
two, warmly disposed to America as they were, could not but be very upset 
by Roosevelt's ostentatious contempt. But worse was to come: the modest 

roposals that were finally agreed with the cooperation of Meley and the f wo American delegates were countered with a blast by Roosevelt against 
any suggestions for stabilising world currencies ~ the entire point of the 
Conference - as if these had been part of a conspiracy by ruthless bankers. 
Roosevelt's reproaches were ridiculous, since they were directed at central 
bank governors, notoriously the most harm~ess cre~tures on earth. . 

Professor Bachmann, President of the Swiss National Bank, was part1~u
larly depressed and disgusted by this fo~m of demago_guery. I comforted him 
by saying that it was a wretched situation, but that 1.t was anyway too. early 
for an international stabilisation, in an era between Hitler and commumsm. I 

d·cted that French capital, which had been repatriated to France barely 
pre 1 d · h · 
three years before, would now stream out to America, esp1te t e regime 
there for fear of war. Now was the time for demagogues, I concluded: the 
prop~r role for economists, unless they wished to prostitute t~e~selves by 
accepting payment from the men in power, was to take refu~e m silence. 

Under the direct impact of the London Conference and its aftermath. I 
stopped my preparatory work for a textbook on econo~ic theory, and paid 
my intellectual debt to my collaborators w~tho.ut m~~mg further demands 
on their participation. It was not possible to Justify ramng the yo~~g g:ner~
tion with teachings that had to debar them from suc~ess~l parti~pation m 
life but there it was - mine was the voice of one crymg m the wilderness. I 
wa~ always prepared for that role as far as my own life w.as concerne~, but 
never wanted to drag others along in my wake. My teachmgs would many 

event have suited all too few· k 
A few weeks later we were in Marienbad for the cure I regular!~ too 

there. During our stay we were sought out by the well-~nown ope~atlc bass~ 
Emanuel List who asked us to take him to Bayreuth m our car; e was t 

' . h d' f Marienbad there was no easy sing there but despite the s ort 1stance rom . d d 
' . . 1 . rvice yet existed. We or ere train connection, and no mternat1ona taxi se . . h d 

. d p :£ [ d pped List off m Bayreut , an tickets for Die Meistersinger an arz9a • ro . . .. , h th 
Wh ted to vmt Durer s ouse e took rooms in Nuremberg. en we wan d . 

h bl k d. the Fuhrer was expecte m next morning we found t e streets oc e · . d 
town. An offi;er saw the Swiss licence plates an~ let our car t~r~ugh.J ~::ti~~ 
my wife: 'It's exactly like the East here: the .natives have no ng ts an 

guished foreigners are allowed everythmg · . h d k pt 
h F · lh n Bayreut an were e That afternoon we arrived at t e estspie aus 1 
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waiting in front of the entrance like all the others because Hitler was 
expected there too, a fact "!"e h~d. not known. A chain of S.A. men blocked 
the road and all the Festival visitors had to wait patiently b h . d h 
Th H. 1 . d e m t em 
h ednl d1lt.ker arriver . May laid the camera he always had with her - and 

an e 1 e a proressional - on the shoulder of the S A · fr 
h d d 

. , · . man m ont of 
er an or ered him: Stand still! Don't move and keep yo h ld 

1 1 ' Th b . ur s ou er 
~ve. e man o eyed without asking who was giving orders and t d 

like an automaton. ' s oo 

The closing verses of Meistersinger had a stronger effect than usual: 

Zerging in Dunst - Das heil'ge Rom' sche Reich 
Uns bliebe gleich - Die hohe deutsche Kunst. 

~~hat Wa~ner .was right when he wrote these proud lines: Goethe 
a~ eet oven ounshed when Germany was powerless; they had no need 
o a. strong st~te or of ':"orld domination. But of course the lived in a 
cult1vateld ksocd1ety' and it was precisely that culture that th: twentieth 
century ac e . 

41. The Mid-Thirties, 1934-1936; Speech in 
Saarbri.icken 

I received an invitation from the industrialist Roehling to make a speech in 
the winter of 1933-4 in Saarbriicken. The Versailles Peace Treaty had 
decreed that the Saar region was to be autonomous, and its coal production 
went to France; there wa to be a plebiscite in 1935 on the region's future. 
My repeated suggestions for a German-French customs union had been 
greeted with interest in the Saar, and I was assured that the French would 
welcome my speech as well. I replied that in view of the present situation 
the invitation had come one year too late. But since Roehling was insis

tent, I gave in and went to Saarbriicken for a day. 
Roehling fetched me from the station and briefed me on the German 

viewpoint. At the lecture I sat on the dais between Roehling and the 
French representative, whose name I forget. In my talk I blamed the 
diplomats for their penchant for creating artificial tructures that failed to 
solve existing problem but only aggravated them: the Saar itself was one 
of these structures. Nobody could possibly have considered it an autono
mous area had it not contained coal mines. However, was an area rich in 
coal mines, and bituminou at that, sufficient reason to cause a quarrel 
between France and Germany, two countrie who e mutual understanding 
determined the fate of all Europe? If it could somehow be pos ible to bring 
about a political and economic union between the two countries the Saar 
question would olve itself. At the present time, I continued, uch a 
solution was far more difficult politically than it would have been seven 
years before, at the time of Locarno; and the depression and current 
German political developments were the high price paid for the re istance 
of both France and Germany to the notion of any economic union. 

The French delegate gave me a lift in his car to Metz, where I was to 
take a train after midnight for Switzerland. 'What blame do you a cribe to 
us?' he asked me. 'After all, we French only take a small fraction of our 

reparations from the Saar region.' 
I replied, 'Since we are here alone, I will speak quite openly. Nation-

alism came from France; and with it you de troyed all too many historic 
and economic unities, and thu intensified the barbarou sort of national

ism. Don't complain now that it i directed against you French.' 

'What do you advi e us to do?' . 
'I should have advi ed that you e tablish a Franco-German company m 

which each side ha a 46% participation and the remaining 8% i in neutral 
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hands, with the proviso that the 8% reverts to the French and German 
sides if they are unhappy with the neutral. But that whole scheme is now 
impossible with Hitler in power; too bad that for the time being one of the 
partners is mad.' 

'But you really cannot reproach the French side in any way. Haven't we 
run the mines in an unobjectionable way?' 

'Certainly you have, and this time you are the side which is in the right. 
But inside France you still cling to thinking along the lines of Louis XIV.' 

When I boarded the train for Basel I had no inkling that the Saar 
question, which in 1935 seemed settled, would again become an acute 
issue. An entire world war is required, it would appear, to dispose of but 
one territorial corridor created by the diplomats: in the First World War it 
was the Sanjak of Novi-Bazar, and in the Second the Danzig corridor. 
But the whole Saar question is now again a live issue, and will share the fate 
of all artificial structures erected by diplomacy. These are much beloved in 
Foreign ~inistries because they cover up a total lack of ideas; and yet, as 
the Saar itself shows, the underlying questions keep coming back from the 
very files themselves. Artificial solutions such as the Saar lack viability, and 
appear to have no other purpose than to project national rivalries exter
nally. 

Amid all the storms of inflation and depression, Switzerland remained 
~alm. She had lost a good deal through her foreign assets; her export 
mdu~try suffered from the world depression; but her social system 
re~amed u.nshaken. In the critical year 1934, however, three of 
S~itzerland. s neighbours began to totter: France lost her military superi
ority; Austria experienced civil war and a Nazi revolt, and Germany went 
through the alleged _Rohm putsch and its bloody repression. The events in 
Germany and Austria had a strong impact on Switzerland. 

In ~ebruary 1934 the Dollfuss government defeated the Social Demo
cr~ts m 0_pen warfare; since the Dollfuss regime was in conflict with 
Hitler, this was an almost I t· b · · . fi . . . una ic egmnmg. In Austria one saw for the 
irst time the relationships among parties that soon became the norm in 

;Vestern and Central Europe: Marxists, Nazis and the Catholic centre vied 
ror power. The centre by its If d I b fi h e , supporte on y y a few experienced 

J
ig terd~' could hardly fight simultaneously against both left and right. 
mme 1ately after the suppr · f h . 1. . 

f b 
ess1on o t e soc1a 1sts m Austria Hitler began 

acts o sa otage agai t h . b b' ' 
b . ns er· om mgs threatened to cut off all traffic 

etween Switzerland and V' 1 .11 '£ , ienna. sti remember clearly the evening when 

P
my_wi e_ s ghradnbdmother returned to Austria: in Zurich all the coaches of the 

ans tram a een uncoupl d I . I h e , eavmg on y t e one sleeping-car to Vienna, 
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to which the locomotive was attached. The old lady boarded this train 
with its one car, the sole passenger for Vienna. We would gladly have 
spared her this eerie experience, but she seemed rather to enjoy the notion 

of travelling in her 'private' train. 
A few months later, at the end of June 1934, the great wave of political 

murders took place in Germany: it spread in all directions, without rhyme 
or reason, without any resistance. Old President Hindenburg remained 
mute. From that moment on, the Hitler regime showed its true face. In 
the certainty that it would be acting with impunity, it started its attack on 
Vienna scarcely three weeks later. However, the enterprise miscarried, 
despite the murder ofDollfuss, not so much because of Mussolini's opposi
tion as for lack of adequate preparation. Again, as at the time of the Kapp 
putsch, I had a quite normal telephone conversa~ion with Vienna on _the 
very afternoon of the crisis, in the course of which I was able to confirm 
that we in Zurich were better informed about events than the gentlemen 
of the Wiener Bank, five minutes away from the Ballhausplatz. 

That was how far matters had gone in Europe: in six months Vienna 
saw more armed conflict than it had done in six centuries of Habsburg 
rule. In Ger---.any, meanwhile, terror and lawlessness ~eigned. !n the 
autumn of 1934 I travelled to Berlin to the Board meetmg of M1tropa, 
where I found a group consisting ofleading railway officials and indust~ial
ists. We were informed that one of the leading Reich railway executives 
had left his position. When I inquired what was the reason, there was an 
embarrassed silence, and my neighbour Krupp von Bohlen plucke~ at my 
sleeve to stop me from asking further questions. On our way to dmner at 
the Hotel Kaiserhofl asked von Bohlen, chief executive of ~up~, why the 
official had resigned. I was told that the official, along with his son, had 

disappeared, probably into a concentration camp. 

'But why?' . . . 
'He once eased out some junior executive who nchly deserved it, but 

who is now a leading Party boss and is taking revenge.' 
'And everyone remains silent about it?' 
'Believe me, we are worse off here than the natives i~ Timb~ctoo.' . 
The expression on his face was one of profound despau · A high-ranking 

. . . ld' k V 1 as more courageous than von 
civil servant, Mm1stena ire tor oge • w . . b .1d. 
Bohlen: as we went by the newly erected Propaganda Mimstry m mg, 
he called out, 'What do you say to such waste? Two years after the great 

crash, and for such nonsense!' . d 
I wanted to believe that this voice of courageous resistance represent~ 

the outlook of the senior civil servants, but at dinner I sat next to Todt, t e 
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builder of the great Autobahn network, who excitedly told me about his 
visit that day to the Fuhrer. Hitler had spoken of the relative advantages of 
airplane, automobile and train travel, and had said that railways should not 
try to increase train speed - they could never compete with air travel in 
speed - but should rather put the emphasis on comfort, in which trains 
could be unrivalled. Thu t!:ie overnight sleeper from Munich to Berlin 
should not take nine hours for the journey as it used to do, arriving at 7.00 
in the morning, which w~s far too early; but instead take fourteen hours 

so that passen_g:rs wo~ld arriv~ around noon, in comfort, after havin~ 
rested the entm: ·1r ~,rnmg. I said that with such a timetable passengers 
woul~ lose the adv:-..-~tage of overnight travel by wasting an entire half-day. 
To this Todt, the famous engineer, replied, not at all de haut en bas but 
with deep conviction: 'The Fuhrer understands everything better than 
anyone else on earth. I am daily convinced of that in my own field of 
expertise. ' 

. There I had before me the perfect menial, delighted with his servitude; 
m lat.er years I ?ften met such types among engineers, physicists and 
chemists.' _professions tha~ appear to attract people with innately slave-like 
pe~sonahties. ~y profession alas was no exception to that: I have only to 
thmk of Schroder, Cologne banker and Chairman of Mitropa whose 
servility knew no bounds. ' 

I had had enough, and next morning resigned my seat on the Board. 
Before my departure I once again visited an old colleague, Dr Heinrich. He 
had been a very successful physician, had also studied economics and was 

hea~ of.the Vetera~s· ~ome. We walked up and down in the g~rden, he 
~asti~atmg the regime m a steadily rising voice for its deeds that would 
m~vitably drag Germany's name into the mud all over the world. 

Unfortunately not many people think like you ' I k d 'H , remar e . 
ere ~veryon; feels as I do,' he answered, and turned to two of the 

H~me residents. What do you say about our splendid Fuhrer?' 
If we had a chance we'd ha h" . h . . . , ve a go at im wit our walkmg-sticks 

with our fists. He's a disgrace we can't stand h" I' h ' 
I · ' im. wast e answer. 

h n partmg, Dr Hei~rich said to me, 'Please tell them outside Germany 
t at we are not as passively abject as they must think we are.' 

I concluded that yes th ld G . . 
· h d . fl ' ' e O ermany was still alive, but its representa-

tives a no m uence. 
In the winter of 1934-5 I t d · S . . 

fi . . s aye m witzerland without a break for the 
irst time m many years t th · f . 

1 d , 0 e Joy o my wife and my sisters. My 
pro onge stay also had the d h 
lb . l a vantage t at I was no longer an interloper, 

a eit a we come one tom h'ld h 
• Y c i ren, w o were now four and three. On 
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7 April 1935 our third child, Johannes, was born. Our house in Sonnen
bergstrasse was too small for us, although a successful resistance was 
mounted against further explosion in the book population; but when our 
faithful German shepherd dog was ill, there was scarcely a corner for him 
to lie down. It was not possible to expand the house, but we were so fond 
of it that we feared a change of abode and stayed on. 

But now the events in neighbouring countries began to encroach on us 
too. My publisher, Siebeck (J.C.B. Mohr) of Tubingen, who had pub
lished my bo0ks for two decades, came to Zurich to talk with me and 
Professor Fleiner. Adolf Fleiner, the outstanding teacher of constitutional 
law, was a pioneer in the battle for individual rights vis-a-vis the state; I 
further extended his ideas by strongly emphasising the boundaries between 
state and private enterprise in economic theory. That evening in my house, 
Siebeck, who seemed upset, broached the suggestion to me and Fleiner 
that in the introductions to the new editions of our books we should make 
some concessions or at least diplomatic gestures towards National 
Socialism; otherwise, he said, he could hardly contemplate proceeding 
with new editions. Fleiner and I answered as one man, that what he asked 
was utterly out of the question; and I added that he should suspend any 
plans for a new edition of my works, and that we shoul~ speak of other 
things. The following day I received a post-card sent by Siebeck from_ the 
Swiss frontier, in which he excused himself for his request of the previous 
evening, added that he could no longer bear his life, and_ asked t?~t I should 
keep a good memory of him. Two days later he committed smcide. 

History is full of heroes, as the church is o_f i:nartyrs, but s_uch figures are 
to be found not merely in politics and religion but also m m~c~ more 
humble positions in life. When we enumerate the cultural v1cti_ms of 
Nazism and the war, we must add to their number Germ.an publishers. 
German publishers were unequalled in the world, except m France: t~e 
respect they accorded authors, the selflessness with which they gave their 

· · · b k h t ded knowledge or were service, their pleasure m oo s t at ex en 
aesthetically successful even when financially a loss, were not found els~
where. And now that too was shattered; there was no longer any room m 

Germany for such integrity. . 
In the economic sphere as well, moral decli~e di~ not stop at the Swiss 

frontier. Since the American devaluation, mampulat1on of money had been 

d · theory The Swede Gustav elevated by venal professors to mo em econom_ic : . . _ 
Cassel who started from an entirely fal e readmg of Phibppovic_h, had pre 

' . l · h h' theory of purchasing power. pared the way for this deve opment wit is . 
Devaluation of the currency was een as the remedy for every evil. Only 
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two countries remained unaffected by this thinking, Holland and Switzer
land. Gold from neighbouring countries flowed into both because of their 
neutrality; they were thus able to purchase more from the rest of the world, 
but export less. Export industries therefore pressed for price cuts, and a 
remarkable development in the French and British press came to their aid: 
the newspapers were full of the notion that the disgrace of currency mani
pulation should be somehow shared, otherwise it would be less respectable 
as modern theory. The coming devaluation of the Swiss franc and Dutch 
guilder was ceaselessly proclaimed from France and England, also from 
circles that were close to the governments of both countries. 

The Swiss National Bank was able to withstand the strongest attacks on 
the franc, and was firmly determined to do so. Early in 1936, at the request 
of the National Bank President Bachmann, I persuaded the leaders of the 
Social Democrat Party and the labour unions that a devaluation would 
represent a serious danger to the workers in a country where such a large 
proportion of food supplies came from foreign countries. Since the old 
tradition of sound currency was deeply rooted in the entire population, any 
referendum in Parliament or in the country would have rejected a devalua
tion. It came, nevertheless, in the form of a decision of the Federal Council 
under circumstances that had better be passed over in silence. On the 
Saturday afternoon of that decision, I comforted my friend Bachmann, 
who was deeply shaken, by saying, 'Even ten years ago, a devaluation in 
the case of a bank of issue with 100% gold coverage for its currency would 
have been termed a fraudulent declaration of bankruptcy. Nowadays they 
call it "the theory of purchasing power". I don't remember which Roman 
emperor it was who called out to his Finance Minister, who had tried to 
warn him, 'Honour is no longer appropriate to our times.' One thing 
alone is crucial: unscrupulous people should never try to behave decently, 
and decent people should never try to behave improperly; it doesn't suit 
either of them. Today is certainly no cause for cheering, but it will be 
forgotten if it remains the sole exception in many days.' 

Fortunately, that has remained the case in Switzerland up till now. 
Yes, governments in my time had it easy. In the Middle Ages, the Pope 

forgave King Philip of France for all sorts of sins, but for one he refused to 
lift his ban of excommunication: it was the debasing of the coinage. Such 
coin-clipping during and after the Thirty Years' War was held in con
tempt f~r generations. But we call these things merely inflation and 
devaluation. Even at the end of the 1920s, the Japanese made heroic efforts 
to com~at the beginnings of a decline in their currency. But after that time 
no feelmgs of shame were attached to having a devalued currency, for 
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countless knaves scurried to cloak the disgrace with the mantle of 
'economic theory'. 

Either in that autumn of 1936, or one or two years later, when it had 
become fashionable in America to rent castles and organise hunting parties 
in Austria and Slovakia, I had a visit one day from Senator Carter Glass of 
Virginia, who stopped off in Zurich en route to a shooting party. I believe 
he was travelling with Bernard Baruch. I had not yet arrived, but was 
expected and meanwhile he was explaining to my colleague Reitl~r that ~n 
his view inflation in America would take the same course as it had m 
Germany, ultimately leaving the dollar worthless. At that point I came in 
and said that America's strength was paradoxically also its weakness: what 
had taken six years to accomplish in Germany would last in the United 
States five times longer. 'ls that weakness?' asked Senator Glass. I replied 
that 'in my opinion it was better to experience such a sickness radically and 
swiftly than to be plagued by it for a lifetime.' 

When he had gone, Reitler asked me whether Glass was leader of the 
opposition in the Senate. I said that, so far :s I k~ew, h~ was_a member of 
Roosevelt's Democratic Party. 'My God , Reitler cned, he spoke of 
Roosevelt as if he were a criminal! If that's the way his own Party 
colleagues talk about him, what are we to think of the wh~le situation 
there?' 'Carter Glass', I went on 'is the author of the Amencan Federal 
Reserve system: he initiated the establishment of a few banks of issue 
instead of countless smaller ones, and wanted to make the currency sound 
by instituting coverage through a market in bills of exchange instead of the 
earlier system, through Treasury bonds. Now the market in bills ha~ dr.ied 
up, the bonds have largely been dumped on the market, ~nd centrahsatl?n 
has made possible a vast extension of inflation. He achieved the precise 

opposite of what he intended.' 



42. Ideological Preparations for the Second 
World War, 1936-1938 

In the late autumn of 1935 I sailed to New York from Genoa aboard the 
Conte di Savoia. In New York, the President of the Bank of New York 

' 
Traphagen, invited me to an exchange of views with Norman Davis 

' 
Roosevelt's ambassador-at-large, on the question of whether a world war 
was imminent. Our discussion took place in a club, in the presence of a 
number of prominent industrialists. Davis had represented America on the 
most important missions, especially at the Disarmament Conference, and 
was considered an authority in international affairs. It was his firm convic
tion, he declared, that a new world war in our generation was almost 
inconceivable for economic and financial reasons. 

I took the precisely opposite position, and expressed my views with the 
st~o.ngest ei:nphasi~: 'I cannot understand', I said, 'why America persists in 
ve1lmg reaht1es with fine phrases. What happened to the Kellogg-Briand 
Pact? What was the outcome of the Disarmament Conference? I never 
saw_ so many munitions manufacturers' salesmen in one place as I saw 
~urmg _the_ ?eneva conference. People maintain it might be different 
if AmencaJomed the League of Nations; well, in 1931-2 America sent the 
Secretary of State, Stimson, to Geneva to urge collective action against the 
Japanese attack. o~ Manchuria. It was the beginning of winter, and the 
Rofal Navy ~aid it wa_s not in a position to carry out naval operations 
a.?amst J~pan m the Pacific. No other country was ready to join an expedi
t10n agamst Japan. That is how the protest against Japanese aggression 
became merely_ a p~per . tiger, and all subsequent aggressors were thereby 
encoura~ed. Hitlensm m Germany is a revolution, and it cannot be inter
rupte~: it ,must go on from one stage to another, and will have its catas
trophic denouement only in the fifth act. The Hitler revolution will 
come to an end, like its Russian counterpart, but first there will have to be 
a st~uggle between Russia and Germany, and then some sort of accommo
dation between the United States and the victor ' 

'Y?u mean you foresee an era of open-end~d conflict?' Davis asked 
sceptically. 

.' N ?thing in life goes on for ever,' I replied 'but probably only few of us 
will hve to see the establishment of real peace., 

For ~everal moments there was total silence in the room. I found myself 
regrettmg that May had t b r no een present, ror she would somehow have 
made me sugar the pill slightly. It was hard enough for me to go on, with 
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all I could see coming; for the others, however, it was unendurable to have 
that knowledge. I should have left them a bit of hope. 

After my return to Switzerland, I was deeply involved in the fight 
against devaluation, as I have previously described. I continually empha
sised that any public discussion of devaluation within Switzerland should 
be avoided, because such a discussion in the open would undermine one of 
the greatest war assets any country has: confidence in its currency. Nobody 
wanted to understand my argument at that time; and it was pure luck that 
Switzerland was later spared having to include in the costs of war financing 
the true price of her temporary rashness. 

In the late summer of 1936 we went to Biarritz, a place we especially 
liked with its splendid bay and nearness to the beautiful Pyrenees: the 
power of Biarritz to fascinate visitors was understandable when one stood 
on the wide veranda of the Hotel du Palais and looked across at the high 
waves of the Bay of Biscay and the magical outline of the Cantabrian coast. 

I sat on that veranda with a two-volume book and read practically 
without interruption from morning to evening. May respected my mood, 
but on the third day her patience ran out and she demanded why in such 
splendid weather I did not want either to go out on the water or to play 
golf at Ghiberta or Chantaco. What could be so interesting about that 

book? Was it Greek? 
'Yes,' I answered, 'Thucydides.' 
'That's what one reads at school.' 
'But that's just the stage when one is not yet able to understand it. Let 

me read on till this evening, and I'll have reached the end. After dinner I 
shall give you a quarter of an hour's resume of the whole work. Now I 
remember - I've missed an excursion with your father I had arranged 
and also missed a golf foursome in Chantaco, but you will forgive me 

when you hear what it's about.' 
I then read that evening the part from the fifth book where Thucydides 

writes: 'Until that point, the War had la ted twenty-seven year . It would 
be incorrect to regard the intervening time as peace. To be sure, the 
opponents refrained for six years from attacking each other on home 
ground, but outside their own countries they did as much damage to each 
other as they could, so that peace hardly meant anything.' And then I read 
from the third book that most profound of all chapters written by a 

historian, the description of the moral consequences of war. 
'That's a precise description of Hitlerism!' said May. 
'Yes,' I replied, 'and of fascism and bolshevism and God knows what 

further ideologies may still come. Thucydides in his time understood 
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that - he writes that this is the way it will always be as long as men live 
and fight with one another. When it all began in Russia, the Corcyra of 
our time, we reacted as if the events were somehow odd. Now we in 

Switzerland are beginning to be the exception. When we read these things 
in school we found them boring, and now we experience them and 
understand them at last. If the curse of "Party above family" should hit 
our country too, how should we try to bring up our children?' 

May answered calmly, as if all this were self-evident: 'We should bring 
them up so that they preserve their souls, no matter what goes on around 
them.' 

A _fe:' days later we were sitting one evening in the quiet village of 
Ascain in the garden of a small country inn; at tables to the right and left of 
us people were talking about Germany. These were all French people of 
the area, the nearest German village was 1,000 kilometres away, and 
moreover it was dinner time, when French people normally do not like to 
talk politics. But Germany had been the nightmare of France for sixty-five 

ye~rs, with inte_rvals when it was repressed for a time; people were almost 
resigned about it. One could not say that there was fear in the discussions 
we. ove_rheard,_ but there was deep concern: these French people felt that 
their Vlctory in 1918 had been worthless, and that a threatening new 
colossus had grown on their frontier. 

A fe~ m~nths after our return, on 4 February 193 7, I gave a lecture at 
the Umvernty of Zurich, at the invitation of the students, on the subject 
of the co~temporary problems of Switzerland. I urgently warned in the 
course of 1t that war preparations were necessary. I said that Switzerland 
could_ boast of two unique achievements in the political sphere: a long
standing democratic tradition that never swung to demagoguery or to 
tyranny, and the co~peration of three equal language groups representing 
the thre_e great nat10ns on the European continent. Such outstanding 
accomplishments would never have been possible, I continued, if the Swiss 
had contente~ themselves at each step merely with questions of prices and 
wages; more important than anything else was the inculcation of spiritual 
values in public life. 

'A t~~ly effective defence', I concluded, 'can only be built on the clear 
rec~gmtion by all of certain fundamental rights that are sacred to the entire 
nation. In Switzerland life fr d h d . , , ee om, onour an personal property are all 
immune from the arbitrary e · f b h · · xercise o power y t ose temporarily in 
~overnment, who themselves are subject to the law; that is what differen-
tiates free people from slaves Th · d. ·d lb . . . . . · us every in iV1 ua ears responsibility for 
his actions and for his beliefs· th t · h d·fr f . , a is w ere we i rer rom non-believers, 
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and if the rights of one individual are harmed, then all are harmed. For two 
thousand years these have been the fundamentals of European culture; if 
we remain true to the notion that without freedom of action and freedom 
of belief life is not worth living, then we shall have the moral strength to 
withstand all storms, and to show the way to a happier future for neigh

bouring countries.' 
The young people greeted these words with hearty applause: I had the 

impression that I had echoed their deepest convictions. However, the older 
members of the audience seemed to be taken aback by the definite forecast 
of war that I expressed throughout my speech: such frank talk about 
international affairs was a rare exception in cautious Switzerland. A few 
days afterward, Federal Councillor Obrecht, whom I had not previously 
known, the Chief of the Economic Department in Bern, called on me to 

discuss measures for economic war preparedness. 
Obrecht began with an unusual question. The leaders of the agricultural 

interests, as well as of the Social Democrats, had spoken of me with great 
respect and advised him to contact me; my own banking confreres, on the 
other hand, and the Association of Bankers, had complained of deliberate 
snubs on my part, and were distrustful of me, if not downright hostile. 
Obrecht wanted to know whether I had taken account of the discrepancy 

in attitudes, and how I proposed to explain it. 
'Since my school days', I replied, 'I have had the tendency to detach 

myself from time to time from the group into which I was born, so as to 
understand the rest of the world better. Wherever I have been, I have 
sought out agricultural and industrial workers and their_ politica~ and 
economic organisations, as well as industrialists and academic_s. I behe:e I 
know what a Swiss banker will say without being obliged to hsten to hrm; 
that is why, in every country I visit, an agricultural show is m_ore inter
esting to me than a bankers' convention. I do not mean to d_emgrate ~y 
own profession, which I consider one of the most important in the entire 
economy a did the Saint-Simonians in their time, those much cleverer 
forerunn~rs of Marxism. But after my office closes, I don't seek out others 
who will confirm my way of thinking, but rather strive to ~d~n my point 
of view, so that I can attempt some conception of the entue interest of a 

country that is entirely independent of my own position.' 
'Well, that's why you belong in Bern,' said Obrecht, 'I hear that from 

more and more people there.' . 
'For heaven' sake, no!' I replied laughing, 'I'd be the ob Jee~ of all so~ts 

of hostility and envy. I was not born in Switzerland; and_ even if the Swiss 
like to travel abroad - certainly not the worst element in the country do 
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that - they prefer the foreigner in their own country to be tourists, not 
leaders in the economy and especially not political leaders. There is already 
enough ill-feeling towards me in Zurich, where I deliberately lie as low as 
possible. You remember Figaro's mockery of the Count, whose entire 
merit consisted in being born a count. Present-day nationalism springs 
from the same narrow-minded delusions: it comes from those people who 
have no other merit than to have been born where they were, in the 
country of which they are citizens. There is no shortage of such folk, as in 
the times of the old aristocracy; there are many of them in every country, 
even here. In times like the present, a man who was not born here should 
avoid at all costs playing a politically prominent role. In the eighteen years 
since I came to Zurich I have lectured everywhere else; I gave this one 
most recent lecture in Switzerland, and I am beginning to regret it.' 

Obrecht did not want to admit all that. He himself was one of the most 
interesting figures in Swiss public life: one felt in his whole being, in his 
:'or~s, the unique ce~turies-long tradition of Swiss democracy, especially 
m hi~ c?ntempt,. ver~mg on disgust, for Hitlerism. He was a man of deep 
convictions, which his experience of life had only strengthened. He never 
Nis.hed to preach his own political principles abroad; but in his opinion the 
entire world would eventually have to return to those principles if it was to 
em~rge from its present chaos. I thought what a fortunate country 
Switzerland was to have men of a stature sufficient to fit them for a much 
larger stage, but who retained that rare sense of the limits within which 
they had to operate. 

'We appear to have talked right over each other's heads and that makes 
m: sincerely sorry,' Obrecht said to me at his departure. 'i considered the 
episode ended at that point. 

To my astonishment he rang me a few days later, saying he urgently 
needed to speak to me. One question kept nagging at him: at our meeting 
he had asked whether my conviction that war was unavoidable was well
founded. The ge~eral view was to the contrary: Germany had emerged 
~rom th~ worldwide depression just a few years before; she was still an 
mte~national bankrupt, with minimal gold reserves; outwardly united, 
but mternally full of conflicts. Moreover, for two decades everyone had 
know? what a war might mean. Of course, with fanatics like Hitler 
anyt?mg could. happ:n, but none of the people Obrecht had contacted 
considered warm the immediate future either probable, or indeed unavoid-
able. In all the maier cit· · h Id h 

• • :i ies m t e wor t e same rather calm assessment of 
the situation was the accepted one. 

I convinced Obrecht completely, establishing my contrary opinion on 
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the unavoidability of war by reference to facts. I added that Switzerland 
should no longer hesitate to take war preparedness measures. I quickly 
summarised the basic raw materials needed for war, and thereby laid down 
certain principles which were adopted by Obrecht, and which gave the 
Swiss war economy from that point on its special character. 

Switzerland is a small country, and possessed inadequate installations for 
stocking war materiel. I therefore suggested that the stockpiling of 
foodstuffs be left to individual households, in the form of either a recom
mended reserve or an obligatory one. That had three important advan
tages: it would save the Government the cost of fi~ancing fo~d stockpiles, 
except for poorer families, as the better-off paid for their own food 
reserves; the foodstuffs would be scattered throughout many households, 
and thus far better protected from danger than any centralised stores would 
be· and the entire administration of the food supply was left not to 
ov~r-worked officials in some central office but to those excellent Swiss 
housewives who would of course devote extreme care to stocking goods 

for their own families. 
The bureaucracy strongly attacked this new idea: they said it would lead 

to hoarding, and that was a grave danger. It took a ?itter struggle to 
overcome this objection; but I won through. Later expenence showed that 
in no other country throughout the war did food stocks. hold u? ~o well. In 
my own household, the flour that according to offie1a~ statistics should 
have been sufficient for one or one and a half years lasted mstead - t~~nks 
to my sisters' care - for more than six years in excellent condition. 

Similar results were obtained in many areas. . 
Even fourteen years later, when in another critical situation. the Swiss 

authorities appealed to the public to stoc~pile food, the Ame~can n~ws
papers expressed their admiration or sometimes annoyance at this hoardmg. 
Anyone who has ever observed the negligence and gross wastefulness of 

· · · h th p· st or the Second World centralised war economies - m eit er e u 
War - will certainly prefer my solution, which I have good reason to 
hbpe will always be that chosen in Switzerland. . 

Remarkably enough, we still hear attack~ on the system of 1;1;a~e 
stockpiling even from upporters of the pnvate sector - ~odw 

O 
phy 

' d h · ss of the other si e! n t e socialist slogans have penetrate t e conscrousne h h 
one hand people oppose the centralisation of production.' an~ on t e ot oder 

' . . f · How very little is understo they demand centralisation o consumption.. . . 
even today of the essential nature of economic hberahs~: f b ial 

I was less successful in efforts to assure the stockpilm~ o. u ~tant 
supplies of raw materials, and the mobilisation of a shippmg eet to 

James Linden Rose, III
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accomplish that task. Negotiations within Switzerland to that effect 
dragged on for years, and were resolved, unsatisfactorily, only two years 
after my initial suggestion. The delay was especially regrettable because we 
undertook no risks in buying at the bottom of the commodity market of the 
time. 

In the context of all these matters Federal Councillor Obrecht asked me to 
arrange with a major American aircraft manufacturer the establishment of a 
branch factory in Switzerland. American aircraft manufacturers were in 
financial difficulties and had no interest in foreign investments; however, I 
was able through banking friends to interest Glenn Martin in such an enter
prise. Obrecht and the Commander of the Swiss Air Force, Colonel Bandi, 
were delighted with this news. Martin came to Zurich, accompanied by 
two of his leading executives, and by his mother. I had described him to my 
wife as one of the pioneer aviators, and she was amused to see him leave our 
house after dinner on a rainy evening under the shelter of an umbrella held by 
his anxious old mother. When we drove to Bern the next day Martin 
observed with astonishment the thick woods that lined our route, which he 
felt made Switzerland unsuitable terrain for aerial warfare. Of all the mil
lions of visitors Switzerland has had for generations, I do not believe that any 
before Martin had seen our forests in quite that light. 

In the Bundeshaus in Bern a group of department heads had been con
vened under the chairmanship of the two Federal Councillors responsible for 
defence matters. After Obrecht's opening remarks, Martin wanted to out
line his plan but was interrupted by Colonel Fierz, department head in the 
Military Department, who asked him for an hour's private talk to inform 
himself of the situation. Federal Councillor Minger agreed to that pro
cedure, an~ Fierz_ used the time allotted to sabotage the plan. Since he 
assembled ai~craft m several small factories, he perceived the proposed large
scale enterprise as destructive competition. He advised Martin that his pro
posal should be given up because it had no prospect of success. With that the 
entire affair collapsed. When the waiting Air Force officer heard what had 
happened, they did not conceal their bitter disappointment. 

T~o year~ later, when Switzerland sent a delegation to America to study 
the a~rcraft md~stry, Fierz went secretly from Washington to visit the 
Marti~ factory m _order to _study how it was organised. He begged the 
attache at the. Sw~ss Le~a~ion not to inform any of his (Fierz's) three 
colleagues of his pnvate vmt. He had every reason for this odd tactic: for it 
was he who two years before had declared that Martin's products were 
entirely worthless. 

I have gone into this episode in detail because it so graphically illustrates 
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the danger of a fanatical bureaucracy: this type of official lives for his office 
and devotes his life to it. But when something comes from outside that 
threatens his exclusive territory, he is ready for any form of sabotage 
without regard to the consequences for his country. One may well wonder 
at encountering such a mentality in isolated cases among even that most 
honourable of peoples, the Swiss; but they are somehow typical of the 
bureaucratic mind generally. I have found this type in every country I have 
worked in - with one exception. In Washington such people do not 
exist - not yet, since the professional career civil service is still something 
new in the United States. 

Later the same year I made a speech in Geneva on the subject of currency 
policies in wartime to a group of officials at the League of Nations. All 
agreed on the points I made in my historical introduction; but many of 
these cautious people were distressed that I talked of the oncoming war as a 
certainty. They said one should not be upset, nobody could predict the 
future; how very often I had to listen to similar statements. Such a 
mentality explains the serious shortcomings in preparedness during critical 
times. 



43. Harbingers of the Second World War; the 
Occupation of Austria, 1938 

I met opposition similar to that I had experienced over the aircraft affair 
when I was engaged in the struggle to build up Swiss reserves of war 
materiel. The Federal Finance Department was adamant in its 
refusal to approve larger sums for the purchase of war stockpiles. I pointed 
out in vain the very low and therefore most advantageous level of com
modity prices, which offered an almost unique opportunity, since the risk 
of loss was practically nil. That, I was told, smacked of the private 
speculator's recklessness. The whole project made no headway. They 
pointed out to me that in late autumn there had been a substantial decline 
in the prices of strategic metals, a sure sign of peaceful intentions in the 
West. I answered that we should exploit this buying opportunity. My 
urgings fell on deaf ears. 

Since the end of 1937 German-Austrian relations had worsened. At the 
end of January 1938 I rang Baron Louis Rothschild, head of the Vienna 
Roth~child bank, then in Kitzbuhel for winter sports, urgently recom
me~dmg that he should leave Austria at once; he decisively rejected my 
advice. In order to demonstrate his ostentatious calm, the second-in
con_iman~ at the bank, who was of Dutch nationality, decided to take a 
hohd~y m Egypt. On 11 March 1938 I received a report early in the 
mornmg that the German march into Austria would take place that day. I 
telephoned to Baron Louis saying that he should now at last leave and 
immediately without losing a moment in further delay. He postpon;d his 
departure to the following morning, and that cost him not only his 
freedom, but a ~reat deal besides. His brother Alphons and his wife came 
the. same mo~nmg to call on me, saying they wanted to travel to 
Schillersdo~f via Aus~ria; I prevented them from doing that and managed 
to save their three children by getting them out of Vienna. 

The Rothschild bank in Vienna was occupied by the German Govern
ment. A few weeks later the Nazi Commissar in Vienna rang my bank, 
and spoke to n:1Y colleague Dr Reitler. The Nazi official demanded delivery 
of the s~ares m .our ~ossession of the Wittkowitz Mining Company, a 
Rothschild holdmg, m accordance with the terms of a decree issued in 
Austria. Reitler refused curtly, and referred his caller to the Zurich 
co~rts. 'I ~on_'t get foreign exchange allowances for litigation in 
Switzerland, said the Commissar, 'but I'll make you a proposal. Give us 
half the shares, and let the Jew keep the rest for himself.' 
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'Enough! ' Reitler shouted, and hung up. 
Scarcely a week went by without offers to free Baron Louis from 

imprisonment, or to arrange the export of his brother Alphons's confis
cated art collection. There were some very odd characters among this 
crowd of bounty-hunters. A few who seemed particularly suspicious were 
announced in our bank according to standing instructions with the three 
initials 'E .A .M.' pronounced in the English way: that was our code 
reference to Shakespeare's stage direction 'Enter a Murderer'. Others 
among our visitors belonged to the highest levels of the Nazi Party; the 
name Goring came up repeatedly, and General Bodenschatz had authority 
to sign for him. The freeing of Baron Louis was arranged through none of 
these, however, but only after the most difficult negotiations and the 
payment of a record sum in ransom. 

For the rest of the world, which did not lift a finger in her defence, 
Austria's fate seemed to fulfil a natural destiny. How could Austria remain 
apart from a Germany whose Fuhrer was, after all, an Austrian? How 
wrong they all were! Austria and the other successor-states had to be 
swamped twice by foreign invaders before the Western world, including 
the Germans, came to realise the necessity for an independent Austrian 

state, without which there can be no Europe. 
The First World War began in Vienna, and now this was the beginning 

of the Second. I had no doubt that the occupation of Vienna was the 

prelude. 



44. From the Summer of 1938 to the 
Outbreak of War; Switzerland's War 
Preparedness Programme 

Even the events in Austria failed to shake the cautious attitude of the Bern 
Finance Department. The Department was manned by very conscientious 
officials who zealously guarded hard-earned taxpayers' money and believed 
in peace, because they considered the rest of the world to be as materially 
satisfied and scrupulous as Switzerland. There were strict limits to the 
effectiveness of my appeals for action; in the first place I belonged to no 
party, and then I was a member of the banking profession, which no 
bureaucracy in the world considers capable of rising above its own narrow 
interests and concerning itself with the general welfare. 

At the beginning of September 1938 I was invited to France to partici
pate in the meetings of the International Economics Institute. The sessions 
took place at Pontigny, in an old convent, where the participants were also 
accommodated. My chauffeur came to me one day during the meetings to 
report that the innkeeper of the small country inn where he was staying 
had come to him in tears, saying that war was coming, and their house was 
to be razed for military reasons. These were the days just before the 
Munich Conference, but I said those fears were absurd: Pontigny was 
several hundred kilometres from the German frontier, between Troyes and 
Chablis, and a two-hour drive from Paris. But when I asked again, I found 
to my astonishment that the innkeeper and his wife were correct. 

I remember that convent in Pontigny vividly; it was to be destroyed in 
the course of the new war. The chairman of the meeting was France's lead
ing :conomist, the wise Charles Rist; and many carefully-prepared special 
studies were presented to the participants. The two German delegates from 
the W eltwirtschafts-lnstitut of Kiel sat to one side; since the death of Harms 
and the exile of its best staff members, the Institute was a shadow of its 
former self. Among those present, the Rockefeller Institute people were 
on t?e lookout for new staff. The statisticians appeared to enjoy the pro
ceedmgs most; they and the economists argued over their favourite doc
~rines as if the fate of the earth depended on them. Everyone was obsessed 
m those .days .by the lasting depression; but the fascinating and unique aspect 
of the s1tuat10n was the existence of a depression at a time of the most 
critical danger of war. Where were government purchases where was 

1 . 1 M t: • ' specu at1on. Y rererence to this central point about the business cycle was 
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completely ignored by those present. 
Lionel Robbins of the London School of Economics was one of the few 

present with whom I was able usefully to exchange ideas. Imagine 
studying the business cycle on the eve of a war, in the very midst of an 
epoch of wars! At such a time, the economists are interested in only one 
question: which form of bankruptcy has not yet been fully exploited, so 
that it can be used for government financing of the coming war. 

A few days after my return to Ziirich, the Munich Conference took 
place, and the entire world was jubilant over 'peace in our time'. That was 
of course absurd. The forced cession of the Sudetenland created a situation 
that was simply untenable in the longer term, and represented the first act 
in the terrible tragedy of Bohemia that we were to observe in the next 
fifteen years. I told Federal Councillor Obrecht with absolute certainty 
that this amputation would mean the occupation of all Czechoslovakia, 
because it left the country completely defenceless. If all Czechoslovakia 
were to be occupied, said Obrecht, that would oblige the authorities in 
Bern to proceed seriously with a programme of economic war preparedness. 

The entire Sudeten question began to bring to the consciousness of the 
West the terrible calamity that had been caused by the destruction of the 
Habsburg Monarchy. 

Just ten years earlier, Sieghart and I had met President Masaryk at the 
golf course in Carlsbad. In the course of our long talk, Masaryk, to our 
astonishment asked what we thought of Czechoslovakia's future. When 
Sieghart afte~ a few polite phrases, bluntly referred to the 'two Irelands', 
by which he meant the Germans and the Czechoslovaks,. Masaryk said he 
had always considered it would be hard for the two to hve together, but 
had found it even more difficult than he had imagined. He had gone to the 
very limits of the possible in trying to meet Sudeten Ge~man ?emands, ~ut 
every effort at compromise merely sharpened their resistance. Like 
Bismarck in his old age, Masaryk saw his entire life's work threatened, and 
was unable to conceal his deep concern. And now, scarcely twenty years 
since the establishment of Czechoslovakia, the collapse was at hand. 

The Munich Conference established the pan-German solution, ~ed the 
frontier one hour's train ride from Prague, dismembered Bohemia: and 
made a Czech state simply untenable. The consequences were self-eVIdent 
from the start. Seven year later, after Hitler's defeat, the Czech.s expelled 
the Sudeten Germans from their country; and had scarcely ~mshed that 

h 1 d b h R · ns and ubm1tted to the when they were overw e me y t e uSS1a 

harshest repression. · h 
There were endless difficulties until Bohemia and the two nations t at 
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lived in it finally proved the impossibility of either the pure German or the 
pure Czech solution. But England, and America too, began finally to 
understand in 1938, and to see the situation more clearly. 

In October 1938 I sailed with May to Canada and the United States, in 
order to study both countries from the point of view of the coming war 
economy. Both were still sunk in the deepest economic depression. We 
travelled with American friends, the Greves - to whom the Duke of 
Windsor had just offered to sell his Alberta ranch. On our drive to the 
ranch we saw with surprise the beginnings of oil drilling, with quite 
primitive equipment. The day before there had been a snowstorm, and the 
cattle, which even in the hardest winters were left out of doors, had 
strayed; we saw the ranchers out on their horses, trying to round up their 
herds . The country was so thinly populated that it did not pay to build 
shelter for cattle, which in any case had little value because they had to be 
shipped to market over such long distances. At an evening reception in 
Calgary we asked the Governor, who was one of those many confused 
economic reformers, why Canada had so radically altered its immigration 
policy. His response was harsh and strongly-expressed: there were 800 
unemployed in Alberta alone! The lunacy of those times! 
"! e procee_d~d to the P~cific coast, going slowly through the superb 

region of Bntish Columbia, and then through Washington State and 
Oregon, where sadly an all too large proportion of the population were 
already concentrated in cities. All the Swiss could have found homes in 
Oregon alone - and how they could have developed its beauty! We then 
returned east at a leisurely pace . 

. The bat_tle over social welfare measures was being fought all over the 
giant contment, and I was amused to see measures, which in Germany had 
bee? accepted social policy for fifty years, trumpeted forth as a 'New Deal'. 
~ocial welf~re ~easures, and in particular employment policies, should be 
mtroduced ~n times o~ prosperity; here they came in at a time of depression, 
and the entire enterpnse would have been a hideous fiasco had the war not 
radical!y altered the _situation. But nobody in the American economy was 
preparm? for war, m tha~ vast country which was masterly in technical 
accomplishments but not m forward planning; and admirable in its sym
pat~y ~or the oppressed and the weak, which gave the lie to those who 
mamtam that America is entirely materialistic. Neither the industrial nine
teent~ century n~r the brutal twentieth century has quite eradicated in the 
A~encan mentality the seeds sown in the eighteenth. This curious combi-
nat10n of crass commerciali·sm and th b f h · · · ·k . . . e est o umamtanamsm may stn e 
the fastidious observer as either confusing or repellent; but it will remain 
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an enduring characteristic of American life. Christianity seemed to me 
more deeply rooted in provincial America than in most parts of Europe; at 
least, it was more practised. 

We endeavoured to contact as many sections of the people as we could; 
we were most impressed by the gap between advertising and reality. 
Hardly anywhere did I encounter a group of people held in greater con
tempt by the rest of the Californians I met than the film colony in 
Hollywood. ' Here live the dregs of humanity,' said our chauffeur as he 
drove us through Beverley Hills in the hired open car in which shortly 
before he had driven members of President Roosevelt's party. 'They live in 
big houses,' he went on, 'have estates in the country, and throw their 
money around, but we think nothing of ~hat whole crowd, and there a~e 
no exceptions.' We found the same reaction to film people everywhere m 
Los Angeles, even from the head waiter in a luxury restaurant much 
frequented by Hollywood personalities. When _we sent b~ck a bottle of 
wine with an obviously faked label, he excused himself, saying that for the 
cinema crowd everything was too good, and it was embarrassing to have 
to serve them. The average American's independence of judgement is far 
greater than we are led to expect; commercial_ ~dvertisements and propa
ganda have not formed opinion nearly as decmvely as we are to_ld. T~e 
influence of the press on public opinion is also e~ag~erated; despi~e their 
massive size and circulations, newspapers and penodicals do not give us_ a 
clear picture of voting trends or changes. Surprising shifts, s~ch as ~hat ~n 
Germany before Hitler's coming to power, ~re f~r fr_om impossible m 
America at times of crisis - and the press has httle mkling of them. 

The attitude of Californians to the film industry was in sha~ contrast ~o 
the way they felt about the aircraft industry, wh~ch was also important m 
the state. Although the entire industry was particular!~ depressed, people 
admired it and displayed an intense interest in everythmg tha_t conceme~ 
airplanes. We were often in the modest flats and houses of aircraft en~
neers, and interested ourselves deeply in their serious ~ork an~ therr 
concerns and were al O amazed to confirm the enthusiasm which the 
workers 

1

in this industry brought to their jobs. How carefully one must 
guard against premature generalisations in Ame~ica! h 

These oilwells in the middle of urban dwellings; the~e. shops_ and t e 
fashion industry that pushed ahead in frenz~ed competition with_ New 
York· all this in those twenty little villages without a centre for which no 
name

1

could be less appropriate than 'Los Angeles' - for even the appear
ance of angels from heaven would go unnoticed amid th~ bustle .. Ho~ 
different it all looked thirty years before, and how very different it wil 
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look by the end of our century! Nowhere else could one observe so clearly 
the nomadic tendency in Americans. The city is not a home for two or 
three million people - the very word 'home' seems odd in this context -
but more an encampment, comparable to Attila's tent city, which it took 
six hours to cross, the time we needed for our walk from the railway station 
to Beverley Hills. We took this walk often, with many variations, and 
never once found a cheerful face among the countless passers-by we met. 

A year and a half earlier we had both been on a cruise to the Greek islands. 
We had been so cheered by the sight of entire families of fishermen -
grandfather, father and son - on board modest boats, all singing happily. 
One could see on the handsome faces of the older people their satisfaction 
with a modest but happy life. Here in Los Angeles the old people looked 
ugly and crushed by life, and the younger ones struck us as neurotic. Who 
in this town would ever sing, unless that happened to be his profession? 
Even love here seemed to be a business, and every evening we encountered 
drunken women in and outside our hotel. How we wished this giant city 
more beauty, more joy in living! 

It was in the Middle West that we found the strongest opposition to the 
Roosevelt administration. Entrepreneurs of all kinds had ruled there more 
absolutely in the past fifty years than in any other country. They lost their 
heads completely in the crash, were attacked on all sides, and did not even 
retain the courage to defend their own interests. Now they were beginning 
at last to get a grip on themselves; but they were still far from winning back 
their political influence, and they knew it. They had no prestige, as long as 
business was still going so badly. That business was still bad we were able to 
see for ourselves; people were very eager to learn how we as outsiders judged 
the situation. Americans, particularly those of the Middle West, only want 
to listen to the views of outsiders in times of deep depression. 

While we were in Chicago, we had one small encounter that interested 
us very much. We drove with a taxi to visit several factories and then took , 
lunch in a small hotel in one of the industrial suburbs. Our driver sat down 
at our table and told us that his brother had come on a visit from Uskiib 
in. Serb.ia, to decide whether he should come to Chicago as an immigrant 
with his old mother and rent two rooms from his American brother. The 
brother from Serbia had given up the idea, however, and would shortly 
return home. The difficulty was that the old mother would not be able 
to adjust to the conditions she would find in the house of her American 
son: he himself had a son, also a driver, who had his own car but was 
unemployed at the time. However, the young man, instead of helping his 
father on Sundays, took his car and went out on excursions with his girl-
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friend; the old lady would never be able to understand that, and there 
would be intolerable conflicts at home. Moreover, the wife of the 
American son was a problem too: that was not proper food she prepared 
for her husband, and when the old lady saw it, she would have to take over 
the kitchen and cook herself. And finally, none of the American children 
knew that the family had always been Greek Orthodox, and when they 
heard about it they found it laughable. For all those reasons, the brother 
was happy to be returning to his mother in Uskub. 

We listened with great interest, and after lunch we drove with him to a 
museum, and asked him to wait. When we came out after two hours, he 
beamed with pleasure: all his colleagues had made fun of him, saying that 
with so much money accumulated on the meter, his passengers would 
certainly slip out of the museum by another door to avoid payment. Our 
driver had told them that such things did not happen in the country his 
passengers came from. 

We were impressed by this little episode, which so graphically illus
trated the vast differences between a European and an American family. In 
my Balkan Railway days, how contemptuously we had looked down on 
Serbian-Macedonian Uskiib, a byword for Balkan backwardness; and yet 
a peasant could come from that tiny place and say to his Chicago brother: 
'You are a poor man, because you have a wife and children, but you have 
no real home.' To a son of even the poorest and most God-forsaken spot in 
the Balkans the inhabitant of Chicago seems a mere nomad. The Balkan 
brother does not value what the other has achieved in material goods or 
freedom of movement, or even in education; the Chicago brother trike 
him as a man without tranquillity, without a soul, without true happiness. 
All those, according to the European, can be attained only within what the 
American brother lacks: a homeland. 

'One hundred men, a barracks; one woman, a home', says the old 
Chinese proverb; and that wisdom is echoed by all the world's ancient 
cultures. How many generations will it take for Chicago and Lo Angeles 
to achieve that? For human happiness, what do universities, museums and 
modern means of transport amount to? Is not Chicago ~l o a ~a t car~
vanserai and not a city? For even a poor Balkan peasant, if he ~till h~ h1 
family and home that is a great deal. But what would people m Ch.1c~go 
have left if material wellbeing were to cease? Nothing but the perm1s ~on 
to pursue happiness a the American Con titution assures them. But fi~ t 
one must know what happiness i . That i what May and I kept on _d~ -
cussing, on the trip back from Chicago to New York. Of all my many vmt 
to America, this one had made the deepe t impres ion on me. 
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In New York, I made notes at the time of my impressions of the New 
York securities markets and the Chicago commodities market. I wrote: 
people argue about capitalism and the importance of banks within it; but I 
can more readily imagine an economy without banks than without a Stock 
Exchange. However, I am disturbed by the intellectual backwardness I 
observe among leading figures on these crucially important markets; not 
one has any idea of what war and its consequences could bring, and all of 
them reject any thinking on that subject. Any intelligent enemy could 
easily manipulate the stock and commodities markets, to the profound 
danger of the national economy. The French understood that in 
Napoleon's time, and the Russians also understood it until the First World 
War. Fortunately for America, I continued, the Germans and Russians of 

today .are weake~e~ and mad.e stupid by their political fanaticism. God help 
Amenca the day it is otherwise! For the Americans have 10,000 or 100,000 
professional mathematical economists, but only a few who understand the 

realities of political economy; that is a sufficient number for peacetime but 
it is dangerous in war. ' 

'J?on't always think about war,' said May, who had looked at my con
cludmg ~emorandum, 'it makes you too gloomy. Can nothing happen to 
prevent it?' 

. 'Before the First World War', I answered, 'I convinced myself that the 
disaster coul~ be avoided. At the time all the four monarchs who occupied 
the thrones m the greatest European monarchies were God-fearing and 
responsible men. Never before had there been more peace-loving individuals 
at the head of European states; and then one assassination destroyed all 
efforts for peace. And today we have sitting in the two seats of decisive 
power murderers such as European history has never seen, no matter how 
far back we look. Who is in a position to halt the inexorable fate that 
awaits us?' 

We sailed back to Europe at Christmas on the Queen Mary. Anthony 
Eden, who had addressed a meeting in New York - the travels of English 
statesmen to America had become a permanent feature of political life after 
the Munich c~isis - gave the toast at the gala dinner on board. He called 
for the equality of all huma ·t · h d · · . . m Y, wit out regar to race, nat10nahty or 
re~igion. Such words carry conviction only when spoken by the Swiss; 
with speakers of any other n ( 1· 1 r · a iona ity, one a ways reels some reservations. 
Heavy seas prevented the tugb t r h f · · £ . . oa s ror many ours rom commg alongside 
or doc~i?g; we arnved in Paris at 3.00 a.m. on Christmas Day and had 

great difficulty in reach· z·· · h h · . mg unc t e same evenmg. I reported to the 
Federal Council that despite my view that wa . . h r was immment, t ere was 
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still an unusually favourable buying opportunity across the board: it was a 

fortunate chance that had to be seized. 
And now finally, thanks to Obrecht's strong pressure, the resistance to 

buying large stocks of raw materials appeared to break. But then a new 
clash of opinions arose as to whether purchases should be made at fixed 
prices, or under option contracts; the Finance Department stubbornly 
maintained the view that options should hedge all purchase bids. Then in 
February 1939 I succumbed to the influenza epidemic which was about at 
the time - my first illness since childhood - and had to spend five weeks 
in bed. When I was up again in March, a decision had already been taken to 
proceed with option contracts. Obrecht requested me to lead the negotia

tions in Washington as soon as I was able to travel. 
I felt at the time that this invitation had come too late: on 15 March the 

Germans occupied Prague, which I considered the beginning of the war. 
Never had the Western powers had a better opportunity to enlist the 
Russians in a war of alliance against Germany: national sentiments and 

political motives of the highest urgency woul.d have f~rced the Sovie.t Union 
to intervene. But England and France remamed supme - for which they 

paid the price later. . 
I was half a year out in my assessment of the likely outbreak. of war, 

since I over-estimated the political intelligence of London and Pans. As far 
as Swiss war preparations were concerned, however, this delay was the 
first of four crucial strokes of luck throughout the war; the three others 

being the delay in Italy's entry into the war; the declaration of war by the 
United States· and between these two events, the opening of the corridor 
to Spain and Port~gal through Vichy France. If the ~c~up.ation o.f Prague 
had led to general war, a catastrophic shortfall in ~roVIsiomng Switzerland 
would have been almost unavoidable. At the time, as so often,. I was 
reproached for being the eternal prophet of doom; but whoever m sue? 
situations does not imagine the worst case and start plannin~ &o~ there is 

·1 f · ·b·1· A d VI·si·oni·ng programme m Switzerland gm ty o irrespons1 i ity. n any pro 
for a future war has to start from the assumption of a total. blucka~e. 
The precise month when a war will begin can never be predicted with 

certainty; but the unforeseeable episodes which - thank God - .bought 
time for Switzerland in the Second World War need not necessanly have 

worked in our favour. . . 
I had a long dispute with Obrecht over the nature of my mission to 

. ll fu d · 1 any payment not even the 
Washington: I categonca y re se any tlt e or . . • . . 
reimbursement of expenses. Obrecht replied that thi was highly irreg~lar. 
the Swiss Government in Bern could not allow it elf to be donated erVIces, 
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and an envoy without title or rank would encounter great d·ffi 1 · · 
1 

· c . 1 cu ties m 
re atlon to rore1gn governments. But when I said that in that case the 
should_forget about my appointment, they finally gave way. I asked on{ 
that Director Ernst Liechti, an unusually well-qualified expert · · ly 
t 1 d. . h ld m agncu -
ura commo 1t1es, s ou accompany me. I decided to do ·th · h w1 out a secre-

tary, saymg t at the cooperation of the Swiss Legation 1·n w h. ld b h as mgton 
wou e enoug . J:Ierr Obrecht wrote to me that the Federal Council 
would not forget this very great contribution I was making I ·1 d If h. · c . sm1 e to 
myse : not mg is rorgotten quite so soon as debts of gratit d u e. 

45. The Swiss Mission to Washington; War 
Options Contracts, Spring 1939 

At the end of March 1939 I travelled to Washington: my aim was the 
conclusion of option contracts with a six-year life from June 1939 to June 
1945 for the purchase of certain raw materials and foodstuffs. 

My negotiating partners in the Department of State were Secretary of 
State Cordell Hull, Assistant Secretary Sayre (who was Woodrow 
Wilson's son-in-law), and the Economic Advisor, Herbert Feis. My pro
posal aroused opposition on three essential grounds: people, even then, 
considered a general war unlikely; even less likely was the entry of the 
United States into such a war; and, finally, the six-year term was 
unrealistic in their view and would represent an intolerable strain. And 
anyway nobody was willing to be committed to a binding contract with a 

foreign government on these matters. 
At one of our negotiating sessions, I quoted what Napoleon had once 

said about Austria: 'L 'Autriche est toujours en retard ou d'une idee ou d'une 
armee ou d'une annee.' The Americans smiled, assuming the remark 
referred to them. After many difficulties, the negotiations were finally 
concluded in May; as far as I know, the agreements signed were the first 
such for war materiel signed in the Second World War. 

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee invited me to lunch, not in 
any official capacity, but on an entirely personal basis. I found the invita
tion inopportune: any leak could easily have compromised my entire 
mission, but Cordell Hull and the Swiss Minister, Peter, both advised me 
to accept. As everywhere in American life, the simplicity and lack of 
protocol throughout the lunch were typical; questions rained down on me 
from all sides, quite unconstrained, serious and silly ones all mixed up 
together. The ea e with which certain members of this highly important 
Committee skated over critically important issue both surpri ed and up et 
me. The basic attitude was: 'What are Vienna and Prague to us?' I recalled 
my mission and spoke in courteous diplomatic language. 

The same evening I met the chief of the Finnish delegation, Vaino 
Tanner, who later became Prime Minister of Finland. He said to me, •If 
Finland were governed the way this country is, we would have cea ed to 
exist twenty years ago!' Finland had been independent for ju t twenty-two 

years. 
'You may well be right,' I replied, 'but you are geographically between 
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the devil and the deep blue sea; the Americans here can afford the luxu f 
political nonsense, at least for the moment .' ry 

0 

'You mean, just until they too find themselves between the devil and 
the deep blue sea,' said Tanner thoughtfully. 

Together with Liechti I concluded the options contracts with sev 1 
leading firms; how gladly would I have signed contracts at fixed P ~ra 
· di B h . nces 
mstea . ut t en_ m o~e area a critically important opportunity was 
offered. The leadmg ship broker of Bergen offered an entire fle t f 
N?rwegian fr~ighters for purchase on very favourable conditions: shi;pinog 
pnces were still very low. He wanted to come to Bern with firm offers 
shortly after my return. 

I returned to Switzerland in June 1939, and was warmly rece· d 
. 11 . b d ive ' 

espec1a y smce no o y had believed beforehand that my mission would 

succeed. We were also able to maintain secrecy till the very last , to avoid 

any. upheaval on t~e ?1arkets. The Swiss authorities appointed an expert 
adviser on war sh1p?mg - a subject which few in Bern knew anything 

ab~ut; he was a. retired executive of the Federal Railways , a worthy old 
freight-rate ~fficial , who alas understood nothing about his new duties. He 

acted ~ccordmg to the old maxim of the career bureaucrat: any proposal 
that did not come from him must be sabotaged The N · . . orweg1ans came to 
Bern. with the firm offer of a fleet that would entirely have met Swiss 
reqmrements, on unusually favourable terms. But the adviser refused to 

rec~mmend acceptance of the offer because if war did not break out 
Switzerland would stand to lose the brokers' commission which I belie ~ 
;as a~\ of t/2~0 or 1 %. This happened at the end of July 1939! It is scarce~y 

e~ra h et~ thmk _of the appalling difference between the price then offered, 
an ~ e pnce Switzerland ultimately had to pay, later in the war when it 
acqmred a Greek fleet. ' 

46. The Summer of 1939 

Our house in Zurich had long since become too small for our needs. First 

my sisters, who always accepted any personal sacrifice cheerfully, moved 
out to a hotel. The children were growing up - Schiller says 'the rooms 
grow, the house expands', but that was not appropriate in our small villa 

on the Sonnenbergstrasse. My sisters therefore rented a pretty villa, Le 
Rivage, in Chambesy near Geneva. They took a long-term lease on 

the villa that was to serve as their year-round residence , a summer place for 

May and our children, and a weekend pied-a-terre for me. 
Geneva was at that time a dead city: the watch industry had failed for 

the past two decades to come out of its prolonged slump, and the banks 
had their problems in France and further east in Europe. The League of 

Nations, whose grandiose headquarters had just been finished, was still 
there, but it was on its last legs. However, the area surrounding Geneva 
was still a splendid setting for the contemplative life, truly a piece of 
eighteenth-century France. The gardens were beautiful; t~e houses tasteful 
even when neglected by their impoverished owners, espeCially where heat

ing and water installations were concerned. The country roads round 
about were full of small-scale charm, even the steep and rocky Chemin des 
Chevres that led to the small, modest church where the dignified Pere 

Falquet received his small flock and gave sermons that ~ould have warm~d 
the heart of St Augustine. In that setting, I hoped I ha~ ~nstal~ed my family 
in as quiet a spot as the times permitted, far from pohucal d1sturb~nces. I 
myself remained in Zurich and devoted considerable efforts to calmmg the 

nervous clientele of my bank. . 
Carl Burckhardt called on me one evening: he was absolutely convmced 

that the war would begin in Danzig, and oon. On a~o~t 15 August I was 
driven with May from Chambesy to Zurich, arnvmg around noon. 
There was a man standing at the garden gate of our hou e, and ~ay 
recognised him from his stiff white collar as Hjalmar Schacht. At the.time, 
he was out of favour with the Fuhrer and had pent a few month m the 

Ticino. ld b · 
'I heard from your people', he opened, 'that you two wou e re~urmng 

· d r I ·ng;, The people don t want 
around noon, and I wa1te ror you. war com1 · 
. . ' It many country. 1 d •w . . 1 

'Whoever asks the people these days?' I •rep ie · ar i certam Y 

coming, and soon.' , 'd Sch h h e 
'Then I'm driving back to Germany immediately. a1 ac t, w o 
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car was waiting across from my house . W e hook hands, and he got into 
his car. 

' Why don't you try to hold him back?' May asked me, 'he can't do 
anything more there.' 

'He 'd never survive a war here, in enforced idleness', was my reply. 
The Germans in Hitler 's era had the odd custom of setting a particular 

date weeks in advance for the start of some military operation, and then 
from time to time letting that date be known to small circles of people 
through calculated indiscretions. Thus we learned the date set for the 
occupation of Prague some months in advance, and also knew in the same 
way as early as the beginning of August that the first of September was the 
day fixed for the attack on Poland . We learned from a speech of General 
von Halder to the General Staff, a copy of which reached Switzerland, that 
Hitler would attack Poland even if he could not be sure of Russia's 
attitude; but after the Nazi-Soviet pact the offensive became that much 
more certain. 

Hitler began from two assumptions: first, that he would succeed -
and the Western powers would fail - to reach an accommodation with 
the Soviet Union, thus securing his eastern flank; and secondly, that 
Britain and France were ill-prepared for war. Both assumptions were 
correct, but he drew the wrong conclusion from them. Britain went to 
war despite her unpreparedness, and dragged a reluctant France with her. 

Did Britain enter the war to put a stop to Hitler's plans for conquest, or 
because of its treaty obligations to Poland? The question has often been 
disputed, but it should be recalled that Britain concluded its alliance with 
Poland at a time when it knew quite well the grave danger which faced the 
Poles . Britain kept its word despite its military weakness at the time; no 
other country would have done the same, and that quite rare fidelity to its 
obligations will always stand to its credit. But then later in the war Britain 
let the same Poland for which it had endangered its very existence fall to 
the Russians. The lame lawyer's excuse with which it tried to justify that 
action was that the original pact spoke only in terms of mutual help against 
Germany and not against the Soviet Union. How oddly close are heroism 
and weakness; and how quickly war destroys public morality. 

The first international corridor, the Sanjak of Novi-Bazar, lasted thirty
six ye_ars; th~ second, the Danzig corridor, lasted only twenty. When the 
Danzig corndor was created, many openly predicted that it would be a 
cause of hostilities, and they were right. But the Danzig corridor was of 
course not the cause of the Second World War. Poland, even an enlarged 
Poland with 30 million inhabitants, was defenceless against a German-
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Russian alliance, and neither the Western Po:"ers nor an~ internat~onal 
gements could have realistically helped 1t. I wrote m 1916: The 

arran d d . h. h h f Polish nation can only maintain its in epen ence wit m t e ~p ere o a 
' That was to be amply proved in the course of this war. great power. 



47. The Second World War; Continuation of 
my Mission to Washington, September 1939 to 
the End of 1940 

The war began with the destruction of the Polish Army within two 
weeks, just as von Halder had predicted. To the world's a~azement, the 
French stayed put, behind the Maginot Line. People then had great regard 
for French generals, and thought that behind this immobility there was 
some fiendishly clever plan that would turn into brilliant reality. But more 
sensible military circles in Switzerland were sceptical: how could the 
French justify wasting even a minute at so critical a time? The story of 
1866, when France gave the Prussians a free hand against Austria, seemed 
to be repeating itself, although at that time there had only been one 
Prussian division on the French frontier. This time round, the German 
forces were much stronger, though still not invincible. 

Federal Councillor Obrecht was very concerned about the situation; he 
saw Switzerland's encirclement approaching rapidly, and asked me to 
travel again to America to carry out further preparedness measures. This 
time May went with me, and we left the children in the care of their aunts 
at Chambesy. We sailed at the end of September from Genoa aboard 
the Italian liner Rex, which was only one-fifth full. Among the passengers 
were the Japanese Ambassador in Berlin, General Oshima who ostenta
tious!~ spoke ~erman to his family, and Oumansky, the Russian Ambas
sador m Washington, who sat alone at a completely isolated table in one 
corner of the dining room, while all the other passengers were in the 
middle, which itself was hardly crowded. We assumed that he sat there at 
his own request, but the chief steward told us that all the waiters had 
simply refused to serve him, so that they had to be ordered specially to wait 
at his table ~n its corner. Oumansky was alone all day, avoided like the 
p~ague, particularly by Oshima, which struck us as particularly odd in 
view of the Nazi-Soviet Pact. 

Also on board was an Itali·a F · · h · · d h . . n ascist commissar, w o mvite t e passen-
gers to drmk Asti an_d _liqueurs and then tried to influence them. By then I 
had been on the rece1vmg end of political propaganda for over twenty-five 
year~, and f~und that governments absurdly over-estimate its effectiveness, 
parti_cularly m the case of grown-ups in the West. By the third sentence of 
the little speech one gets the drift, and simply ceases to listen further. These 
clumsy attempts to win th h fl e passengers over, ere as on German- ag 
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vessels, usually had just the opposite effect to that intended. 
We found all quiet and calm in the United States. Only European 

diplomats and especially their wives displayed nervousness; the public at 
large appeared to take the situation with som~ ind~fference. Neither the 
American nor any foreign government had given industry large orders, 
which I found incomprehensible. Prices in general, and those of securities, 
were low; the depression did not appear to have imp~oved. _In government 
circles there was the general opinion that the Maginot Lme was a great 
uccess: the Germans would be stuck in front of this wall as they were 

~alted before the trenches in the First World War; and with their scant 
reserves of gold and raw materials they could not hold out very long. 
When I advanced the opposite view, citing Gibbon on the Roman wall _on 

h M · or the Chinese Great Wall and its effectiveness - which 
t e am, h f .. 
seemed to me symbols of decline and proof of impoveris ment o spmt -, 
I was treated like some overgrown schoolboy. The self-delusion of t?e 
Americans was a blessing for Switzerland, for it allowed us to stockpile 
supplies much more easily an~ chea.ply t~an would otherwise have been th~ 
case. I therefore avoided political discussions as far as I could. The only far 
sighted political commentary I heard at the time came from the head of the 
Finance Section of the American Chamber of _Commerce, John Jay 
O'Connor, who agreed with my view that. Am~nca would have a long, 
hard and very costly war on its hands; a similar view was held by ~~be;t 
Feis the economics expert at the State Department, who had a di cut 
tim~ putting his ideas across to the political officers. . h R 

In the middle of December 1939 we sailed home, ~gai~ on t e ex 

b d 
r G The ship had so few passengers this time that they 

oun 1or enoa. . . . . . The Rex was docked 
offered us the three cabms adJommg our own, gratis. . ld 1 d 11 
r . d . Gi'braltar so that the British officials cou un oa a 
1or an entire ay m ale' h"ld ' 
freight bound for Germany. 'The e barbarians are even t mg cl i ren ~ 
Christmas presents!' the Captain shouted to us, 'and thei don't e~~s ~ 
into our own Mediterranean. It is intolerable, and must e stoppe . e 

listened attentively: Italy was still neutral. k . r . N 1 d we too a taxi ror an 
The ship docked for another day m apes, an . . d' . 

d · h d been on the Abyssmian expe iuon. 
excursion in the area. The nver a . h ·t ·n be the 
He said 'If that man Mussolini drags us mto anotl er war, i : at these 

d f h' ' May and I and our dear friend Straess e wer_e amaz f 
en o im. . h oken I remmded Mayo our 
words, and the voice i~ which t ey wer~ si . rsonalities and things so 
California driver and his contempt for al t ~se pe the wide gulf between 
praised by advertising, and calle~ her attenuo~ to 
the press and the public opinion it purports to mfluence. 
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We docked the following morning in Genoa. There at the dockside was 
a cousin of May's, who had been astounded to find himself, with one 
exception, the only person there to welcome a huge luxury liner that 
would usually have been met by a great crowd of relatives and friends. 
When he asked his fellow-welcomer, an elderly Italian, if he was on the 
right pier to meet the Rex, the Italian confirmed it and asked May's cousin 
whom he was meeting. 'Relatives,' was the reply. 

'Where are they coming from?' 
'From America.' 
'I don't understand.' 
'Why?' 
'If they were in America, why are they coming to Italy now?' 
We missed the train connection in Milan, arrived in Lausanne at mid

night, and were able to reach Geneva only by electric tram, the little train 
that waits at every station, in whose one small coach we sat perched on our 
many pieces of luggage. Since we were meant to arrive in Geneva only at 
2.00 a.m., the three of us tried to decide how we could transfer our heavy 
cabin trunks from the station to home. The conductor heard our discus
sion as he came through and without saying anything to us telephoned 
through from the next stop to the station at Geneva, where we found 
porters and a car waiting. His telephone call was 'on official duty' and he 
refused reimbursement for it; he said it had been part of his 'service to the 
clientele.' That was a standard of service we would have encountered in no 
other railway system in the world: an official of a state railway 
accommodating passengers without charge, simply out of a sense of pride 
in providing service. 

We found the same pessimistic mood in Switzerland as the elderly 
Italian had expressed on the pier at Genoa. My two sisters were a happy 
exception to the general rule; they contemplated the future with perfect 
calm, and prevented our children from noticing the general war nerv
ousness. 

El~ewhere, however, there was great excitement. Banks were requested 
officially to transfer their securities holdings and safe-deposit boxes to 
places in the mountains, and the larger banking institutions established 
offices in those remote places. We considered it unthinkable to try to carry 
on a banking business from mountain villages, and therefore established 
just .one small bank in Geneva, in order to spread our risks, without 
makmg any concession to the hysteria of the time. 

At the beginning of 1940 my colleague Dr Arthur Reitler left the bank 
and went to live in the countryside near Gstaad. He had always expressed 
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the firm determination to retire after his seventieth birthday: half a century 
of banking and the problems of clients and the world seemed to him 
enough. A Frenchman once remarked that what bound Reitler and me to 
each other was the perverse pleasure we shared in ridding ourselves of 

tiresome clients. 
Reitler handled particularly repugnant characters with cold contempt. 

One such client had bought a series of American shares at the beginning of 
the 1930s at their all-time lows; with the exception of one holding, 
Electric Bonds and Shares, they had risen so far that his entire account had 
tripled in value. First he sent ~is. wife. to us wit~ the complaint th~t the 
decline in Electric Bonds was rummg his sleep. Reitler had the man himself 

come to call and had his file ready. 
The man came in saying 'What's wrong with Electric Bonds? They fell 

a whole dollar yesterday!' 
'And the Nickel, the Standard Oil, the Steel, the Metal, the DuPont, 

the Allied Chemical?' Reitler tartly responded. 
'Oh I didn't look up those shares,' answered the client. 
'Yo~ mean to tell me you only looked up the Electric Bonds? Out!' 

Reitler shouted, throwing his file directly at him. . . 
'We're definitely rid of that creature,' Reitler said to me with tnumph. 
He was wrong. The man, a leading industrialist. fron_i the Wes~ern p~rt 

of Germany, tried several times more to re-establish his con~e~uon w.1th 
us but without success. Suddenly we discovered that he was hidmg ~ehmd 
a Dutch export firm that had opened an account with us. 'I treated him too 

well,' Reitler sighed. . . 
In his business transactions, Reitler never went m for lo~g-term i_n~est-

ments, preferring to take his gains quickly, and collect his c~mmis~io~s 
even more quickly. He used to say, 'The banker reaps as much mgratit~ e 
as the dentist who is resented for extracting a tooth, because th: pat~ent 
fails to realise that otherwise it would have developed .an absces~d R~itler 
was by nature a pessimist, but within limits: ~e sometimes consi ~re :~ 
pessimism exaggerated. But he carried out wit~ e~ergy and effiaenc~ 
the measures that were required by my prognostications; h~ ~~erlooke no 
detail, and thought beyond immediate consequences to m uect ones as 

well. . 1 'd 'W ' seen 
We bade farewell to each other in Montreux. Re1t er sa1 ' e ve 

· t xnt>rience the near future as a 
too much already, and I am not cunous O e r:; . . d 
banker.' We sat together for a considerable time without s~ea~mg,han 

. . h h ht· we were reV1ewmg t ose 
each was doubtless thmkmg t e same t oug · f . 
two decades of joint work, which had begun at the end o one great war' 
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and now another was beginning, and the shore of the Lake of Geneva 
facing us belonged to one of the belligerents. To what end had we 
laboured, what had been the purpose of our lives? 

'Do you really want to go on with the bank? ' R eitler asked. ' It will all 
end sooner or later in nationalisation . They' ll have to find a new name for 
war loans, but the confiscation will be just the same.' 

'If Switzerland maintains its neutrality, which I believe it will, private 
banking will be able to survive this war too ,' I said . ' I don ' t foresee a 
future of communism.' 

_'Tha~ ' s the ~~st o~timistic statement that I have ever heard from you!' 
said Reitler ~m1lmg: I hope you may be right . ' His parting was unusually 
warm for him, as 1f he had a presentiment that this was to be our last 
meeting. 

The decision to go on with the bank was hard for me. Jacques Blankart 
was an outstanding guardian of the house , utterly reliable and honour
able. His son, on the other hand, was a sick man, who had become old 
before his time. That made it necessary for me to devote much more time 
to the .bank than I had previously; but I did not want to leave an enterprise 
to which I ~ad devoted two decades , just at a critical juncture, so I stayed 
on, requestmg Ob~echt not to appoint me to any further foreign missions. 

At about that time Sumner Welles, United States Under Secretary of 
State, came to Europe to take soundings about the possibilities of peace 
befor: larger-scale hostilities erupted on the Western front. In Bern they 

had hi~h hopes f~r the Welles mission, because they had grounds to believe 
that Hitler had his hands full with his eastern conquests and did not want 
to weaken the West fundamentally because of his fear of the Russians. On 
the othe: ha~d, there were fears that a large-scale military clash was 
approachmg m the West, since rumours had swept Switzerland about a 
German plan for conquest titled 'From the Skagerrak to the Pyrenees'. 
These rumours were taken very seriously in Switzerland - rightly, as it 
soon turned out - and a G fr · r d · . erman o rensive was reare early m the new 
year. ~his was_ therefore the last possible moment to make sure of Italy's 
neutrality, which was critically important to Switzerland because of the 
port of Genoa. 

The Sumner Welles miss1· f ·1 d b h . on a1 e ecause t e French over-estimated 
the strength of their position If they had had an r k l d f h . · y rore now e ge o w at 
was to be their fate within a few months they · h 11 h h · . , mig t we ave seen t eir 
way to makmg greater concessions to Italy. 

When the failure of the W 11 · · b e es mission ecame apparent, Obrecht 
urgently asked me to travel again to Washington, for it was clear that 
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Switzerland would soon be cut off because of the foreseeable entry of Italy 
into the war and an equally foreseeable German offensive. When this 
critical situation came to pass, Obrecht wanted me in Washington. I 
refused, thinking of my family from whom I did not want to be separated, 
no matter what happened; and also thinking of the bank, which I did not 
want to abandon at such a time. But Obrecht wrote, appealing to me as a 
Swiss citizen to make a heavy personal sacrifice, and to prepare to sail in 
mid-March on the Conte di Savoia. And so I parted from my family with a 
heavy heart, and sailed on the same ship as the American delegation. 

To my great surprise, I found optimism still the prevailing mood in 
Washington. The English and French military missions seemed to be in no 
hurry to make war purchases, and the Mussolini-Hitler meeting was 
almost ignored. Everyone believed in the Maginot Line and the strength of 
the French army. Hitler's unsettlingly rapid successes and the total 
isolation of France were taken with incredible sangfroid. It was an election 
year and as was to be expected, both candidates promised peace. Insofar as 
there was any interest at all among Americans in foreign issues, it ':as 
concentrated on the Russo-Finnish war, which aroused the most attractive 
side of the American character, sympathy for a David struggling with 
Goliath. This sympathy for the Finns went so far that the Russians did not 
dare to open their pavilion at the New York World's Fair in 1940. But the 
heroic resistance of the Finns led to false conclusions about the Red Army, 

which was considerably under-rated. 
When the Finns were at the point of capitulation, the British Gover~-

ment appealed to them to hold out just a few weeks longer, because aid 
from Britain would come to them. If the Finns had been able to last that 

long, Allied troops would surely have been engage~ in c?mbat with th.e 
Soviet Union and thus would have assured the contmuauon of the Nazi

Soviet allianc~. Did the British Government have some inkling of what 
was just about to take place in the North and West? Did London know 
that Britain itself would shortly be standing isolated and defenceless 
against the master of the continent? Was not the ~innish surren~er the 
most fortunate of coincidences for Britain and the Umted States dunng the 

whole war? , 
In the spring of 1940 the 'Skagerrak to the Pyrenees plan became 

reality. Hardly ever before in European history had the world seen s~ch 
effective offensives, or such weakness and helplessness on the ~efendi?g 
side. But even so, military observer in the United States remamed qmte 
calm. When the German push into France began, Colonel. ~agruder • 

. . 'd 'd th t he expected a dea 1ve French Roosevelt's military a1 e, sa1 to me a 
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counter-offensive at any moment. Knowing as I did von Seeckt's tactical 
teaching, I said I regarded the French situation as hopeless, whereupon 
Magruder harshly criticised me to close friends. 

Soon, however, the blows of defeat came in legions; and the danger for 
Switzerland grew as the French were swept back from their defensive 
positions. President Roosevelt gave his Vice-President, Henry Wallace, an 
odd message to convey to Wallace's brother-in-law, who was the Swiss 
Minister: the Minister was to inform his government that if Switzerland 
submitted to Hitler without fighting, she would be left to her fate by 
America; but if she chose to resist, the United States would undertake the 
obligation of assisting in the restoration of Swiss sovereignty. Since tele
phone reporting was not then customary from Swiss diplomatic missions, 
and the danger of leaks was too great from public telephones, Dr 
Bruggman asked me to ring Federal Councillor Obrecht, and request him 
to be in touch with the President of the International Labour Office, who 
was informed of the matter from Washington. I was appalled when 
Obrecht telephoned me on an open line and said that Wynant of the 
International Labour Office had not understood Washington's message. 
Since time was of the essence, I had to transmit the gist of the message then 
and there. 'What do you advise us to answer?' asked Obrecht. 'Unsolicited 
offers should be noted without specific replies,' I answered. 

The rapid advance of the Wehrmacht into France posed financial dangers 
for Switzerland: a not inconsiderable portion of the Swiss National Bank's 
gold reserves was on deposit with the Banque de France under the so-called 
Tripartite Agreement, and should have been evacuated to North Africa. I 
received confidential information concerning the whereabouts of certain 
units of the United States Navy, and informed the National Bank about 
them, advising that Swiss gold reserves should immediately be loaded on 
board the ships. A few weeks later, I received a telephone call from the 
Treasury in Washington. 

'One of our warships has arrived in a home port with a gold shipment 
on board. We do not know the origin of this gold and wonder whether 
you can tell us anything about it.' 

'Certainly,' I replied, 'the gold belongs to the Swiss National Bank.' 
'How did it come aboard a United States Navy vessel?' 
'I advised the Bank to load the gold on board.' 
'Where did you apply for permission to do that?' 
'Nowhere. If I had waited for official permission the gold would have 

been lost. The Germans were advancing beyond Bordeaux. Would you 
have preferred the gold to fall in to their hands?' 
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'No, but see that it doesn't happen again.' 
'I cannot promise that it won't,' was my reply. 
When the German offensive got under way, the Treasury decided to block 

the assets and securities of citizens in the occupied countries so as to protect 
them from German confiscation. The Treasury official in charge, Bernstein, a 
man for sweeping solutions, proposed to extend the reach of these measures 
throughout the entire continent. He asked an official of the Swiss Legation to 
call on him, told him the freezing of foreign assets was a protective measure 
for property-owners, and then told the Secretary of State that Switzerland 
welcomed the assets freeze. I immediately went to Henry Morgenthau, Sec
retary of the Treasury, and with the support of Merle Cochran, the author of 
the Tripartite Agreement, managed to get Switzerland exempted from the 
regulations. Unfortunately, officials in Switzerland failed to understand 
either the difficulty or the meaning of that success. 

The French collapsed with unforeseen speed under the impact of the 
German offensive. Italy entered the war, and France capitulated. I waited 
tensely for news of what Hitler would demand at Compiegne. Had he at 
that time reached out fraternally to the French and created a new empire with 
some equality between France and Germany, he would have become a new 
Charlemagne, and the French would have followed him enthusiastically 
wherever he chose to lead. But to all our good fortunes, he showed himself a 
charlatan rather than a Charlemagne at Compiegne. 

Obrecht wrote despairingly to me in July 1940 that nothing could now 
stand in Hitler's path, and the future looked very dark. 'I do not see it that way 
at all,' I replied. 'Hitler has now reached his peak, and Britain her lo':est 
point; but Britain can count on two allies, the Soviet Union and_ the Umted 
States and the later these two enter the war, the weaker they will find Ger
many:' I sent a copy of this letter to my former colleague Reitler in Gstaad. 

My letter impressed Obrecht who, as I was later to learn, had become 
seriously ill. In August 1940 I was sitting on the veranda of the Shoreham 
Hotel in Washington on a blazing hot evening when I felt a hand on my 
shoulder: it was Emil Ludwig, who had just come from Ascona, and had met 
Obrecht in Locarno. Obrecht had read my letter to him three times and 

Ludwig had thereupon come to Washington t? speak ~ith_me; 
'You have a large-scale view of the world, Ludwig said. You can and 

must make it reality!' 
'What are you referring to?' . . 
'Why, the alliance between Great Britain, the Soviet Umon and the 

United States.' 
'That will come of itself.' 
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' It will be too late then! You must start things rolling immediately.' 
'Not I. You should speak to Roosevelt and Oumansky .' 
Emil Ludwig knew them both; he had written a biography of 

Roosevelt, and had an interview with Stalin at the time that Oumansky 
was Stalin ' s secretary. No non-official person could arrange appointments 
as fast as Ludwig: he rang that same evening, and was invited to lunch 
with Roosevelt and to a meeting with Oumansky the very next morning. 

The following evening he came to dine with me, looking very dejected. 
He had suggested to Oumansky, as his own idea, that an alliance be 
concluded between Britain, the United States and the Soviet Union. 
'With whom should we ally ourselves, with the British?' he reported 
Oumansky as saying. 'Those arrogant milords wash their hands four times 
after being with one of us . And the Americans? They're not to be taken 
seriously, they always say one thing today and the opposite tomorrow. 
No, we're not letting ourselves in for anything with these people.' 

After all that cold water, Ludwig went to Roosevelt and reported on his 
meeting with Oumansky. 'So that ' s what the Ambassador said to you,' 
Roosevelt remarked angrily; ' I have twice tried to suggest such an 
arrangement with those people, and will never do it again. They don't 
keep their word and they break treaties; they're an impossible lot. An 
alliance with them - I could never live with that.' 

Ludwig was crushed, but I laughed. 

'Why are you laughing?' he asked in surprise. 'After all, it's your 
proposal that's fallen by the wayside.' 

'My proposal?' I replied. 'No, you misunderstand me. I see such an 
alliance on the cards, because it has to come, irrespective of what the 
so-called leaders think about it right now.' 

Ludwig just shook his head: he considered that France and Britain faced 
certain defeat. 

Ten months later the alliance between Britain and the Soviet Union was 
a reality, and another six months after that saw America allied with both of 
them. 'Was ever woman in this humour won?' 

Hardly ever have alliances been entered into with more distrust than 
during the Second World War. When Hitler came to Vienna he found in 
t~e ar~hi:'es there. evidence of the operations Mussolini pla~ned against 
him; similar material must have been available concerning how each of the 
partner.s felt ab?ut the other. This mutual distrust continued throughout 
the en~ire conflict,. and was never quite laid to rest - with one significant 
exception: the attitude of the United States to the Soviet Union. In this 
case, trust was not merely feigned but actually felt - and with what 
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fervour! - but only by one side. Heaven help the person who dared to 
utter a word of warning to the Americans! 

Obrecht was now very ill, and begged me a few weeks before his death 
to stay in Washington and take the appropriate economic measures in 
Switzerland 's interest, including preventing Swiss assets from being 
blocked under the proposed Treasury regulations. In order not to be 
separated from my family, I had no choice but to bring my wife, my sisters 
and my three still very young children to America. They arrived in New 
y ork in October 1940 after an adventure-filled trip, and with their arrival 
an entire new life began for me in America. Despite all the alarums and 
excursions, my family had very much enjoyed their voyage through Vichy 
France, and especially the part between the Mediterranean and the 
Pyrenees, although the poverty of Spain, still devastated by the Civil War, 
made a painful impression. In Madrid they had given their food to poor 
people who begged through the windows; and with their halting Spanish 
had tried to comfort a mother whose baby was dying for lack of milk. 
They had been surprised in Lisbon by the noise and activity of a war boom; 
the place had changed unrecognisably since May and I had been there seven 
years before, when it was the quietest spot in Western Europe. Now the 
streets and hotels were full of refugees and war profiteers of all kinds. My 
family almost missed the ship, which sailed two days ~arlier ~h~n sched
uled. In the neighbouring cabin was a former French Pnme Mimster who 
became tearful when the Geneva Conference was mentioned, saying 'Oh, 

how unimaginably far off that now is!' . 
May was welcomed by friends and acquaintances with the Ame_ncan 

brand of hospitality which is unlike any other in the world. My sisters 
were wide-eyed and cheerful, observing the wonders of New .York for t~e 
first time in their lives. To them the New Yorkers seemed quite extraordi
nary, and they commented on the fact that churchgo~rs who visited St 
Bartholomew's, opposite their hotel, ran in and out as if they had alr~ad! 
lost too much time. They found it odd that the towers of St Patnck s 
Cathedral were not the highest but the lowest of all the towers in the 
neighbourhood; and that the bells could only be heard on Sundays, ~hen 
the noise of traffic lessened somewhat. They asked all sorts of que tion. : 
was the crowding of so many people into o small ~ space really neces ary m 
a continent the size of the United States? Why did one see so many ten e 
faces and so few cheerful ones? Why were theatre tickets o ab~urdly 
expensive, and what were all those crowd doing on Broadwa_r m the 
evenings? Our American friends did their best to answer. the que tlon , but 
often got bogged down, not sure of their own explanations. 
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May was enchanted in the train coming down to Washington by the 
American love of children: our trio - nine, eight and five years old -
were the centre of attention. All the people in the carriage spoke to them 
and tried to recall shreds of foreign languages to make themselves under
stood. Was it good humour, or the interest of a young country and its 
people in the future? My sisters looked out at the appallingly neglected 
landscape and listened to my explanations with amazement. 

In Washington we rented two housekeeping apartments with kitchens 
in the Shoreham Hotel, which is in its own park, with a view out over a 
bridge that spans Rock Creek, a small stream whose many bridges cost 
more than many over far larger bodies of water. The hotel, although at the 
time hardly ten years old, had already had quite a varied history. It had 
been built by the owner of another hotel opposite, an Englishman named 
Wardman, who had worked himself up from obscurity and became so rich 
that he donated the land on which the British Government built its palatial 
Embassy. With his vast experience in hotel management, he built the 
Shoreham with a thousand room , each with views on to the park; the 
private suites with their large rooms and private kitchens were unique, 
almost unknown in any other establishment. But the Depression ruined 
Wardman; towa:d th~ end of 1940 the hotel was still half-empty, in sharp 
contrast to the s1tuat10n once the war began for America. The manage
ment went out of their way to meet our every wish - the assistant 
manager was from the place where we had spent our childhood holidays 
Goisern in the Salzkammergut - and we were thus spared some of th; 
unpleasantness that otherwise would have accompanied a prolonged stay in 
an hotel. But that we were to spend a dozen years at the Shoreham was 
beyond my imagination at the time. 

In the last months of 1940 the United States Government sequestered 
the chemical companies that belonged to LG. Chemie, a holding company 
with headquarters in Basel, part of the LG. Farben group and I received 
orders from the S~iss Government to lodge a formal prot~st. I registered 
my strong oppos1t1on to such a move, saying that there was no doubt 
of th.e. correctness of t~e Swiss position on pure legal grounds, but 
explamm~ that ~he Amencans had acted from practical rather than strictly 
l~gal co?s1derat10ns. I further said that after we had won so difficult a 
~ictory m the st:uggle. over .the American attempt to block all Swiss assets, 
it would be highly madv1sable to become involved in this particular 
matter. 

Even as I was engaged in this tussle, my banking firm, from which I had 
taken formal leave, was requested by the British Consulate in Zurich to 
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provide information about a client's account, and refused, in accordance 
with Swiss banking laws. The entire matter was settled very quickly, to 
the satisfaction of Blankart & Cie. and the British authorities; but 
although the affair did not affect my position in America, I felt it appro
priate to resign my official mission. It had in any event lasted far longer 
than I had planned, and Federal Councillor Obrecht, whose idea it was, 
had meanwhile died. 

I prepared to return to Switzerland in the first half of 1941, but was told 
that that would be possible only for me personally, but not for my family. 

Since I was no longer in a position to deal with Swiss financial questions, 
events took the turn I had feared: the Swiss official protest concerning LG. 
Chemie led to the blocking of all Swiss assets in the United States. Despite 
my warnings, the Swiss authorities had considered such a move impossible. 
When the regulations were published, a Treasury representative predicted 
to me that the Swiss franc would now begin to fall. 

'On the contrary,' I replied, 'it will rise, and rise all too far.' 
That proved correct subsequently: the dollar sank from 4.30 to 3.00 

Swiss francs, and was held at that level only by vigorous intervention. 
I have found very few politicians and diplomats who understand eco

nomic questions; conversely, those who are well-acquainted with financial 
and economic matters seldom have political gifts. But little as I sympathise 
with the Marxists and other materialists who ascribe all political happen
ings to the economic factor, I consider it a great shame that today in 
America and Western Europe politics and economics are so separate. In 
Washington I met many individuals, including military officers, who ha.cl 
a real feeling for economic policy, but who were seldom able to put their 
views across. And there was not one of these individuals among the 
members of Roosevelt's Brain Trust or the Secretaries of State throughout 

the war. 



48. My Position in Washington; the War 
with Japan 

To have a public function, as the citizen of a foreign country, is always a 
delicate matter; especially so in the twentieth century and in the United 
States. The times of Schomburg and Prince Eugen, of von Jomini, Salis, 
Plan ta and Reding, but also of Necker and Gallatin, are long past. Ameri
cans acquire in their school days the odd notion that their ancestors came to 
the United States to escape political and religious persecution. These 
motives may have actuated a very tiny minority among the immigrants, 
but for the overwhelming majority, economic motives were uppermost. 
Hitler's persecu~i~ns strengthened this ancient American myth: Europeans 
were seen as political refugees, to whom the protection of America should 
be extended, and the United States was to become their new and better 
home. That was generous in conception, and very often in administratior 
too. But it had three disadvantages, which had not been experienced before. 
a w~ll-meaning condescension on the part of Americans; a sensitivity over 
~oreigners becoming involved in American affairs; and a feeling of being 
m~ulted by those Europeans who decided not to adopt American citizen
ship. In due course there was also the oppressive element represented by 
the European debts to the United States. The very word 'European' meant 
an eternal _beggar. Those whose parents had been immigrants from Europe 
were particularly ostentatious in their patriotism; and the new citizens, 

':ho went about saying 'We Americans', often behaved in specially offen
sive ways. People gave readily and generously, but all too obviously con
gratulated themselves, and reminded the recipients rather readily too. 

'You cannot imagine', a high-ranking British official once said to me in 
the anteroom of a Washin~ton government department, 'how galling it is 
to find oneself cast overmght from the position of creditor to that of 
debtor, e.specially _when ?ne is made to feel it afresh every day.' 

I was m an e_ntirely different position: I was no refugee, I had not lost 
my country; mdeed, Switzerland represented American interests in 
Ge:many, Italy and Japan. Moreover, Switzerland never needed financial 
assista~c.e; through_out the entire war, it was never a problem for the Swiss 
authorities to provide themselves with dollars b t "t h" f - u 1 was somet mg o 
a problem for the Americans to supply themselves with indispensable Swiss 
fran~s. I myself sought neither private nor public employment, and 
required no supplementary income. 

My position was then unique· b t t · , u o mentioI} my anomalous status 
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even in self-defence was to invite criticism for presumption. The Ameri
cans were very fond of their role as political and financial benefactors, and 
easily took offence when they met someone who had no need of their 
generosity. Their feelings sprang from goodwill; and we understood, even 
if we were often slightly amused when confronted with these attitudes. It 
is always awkward to have to keep explaining oneself, and I was able 
successfully to avoid that necessity. Since in Washington, as in any bureau
cracy, an official car and driver are the dream of every high-ranking official, 
May, my sisters and I refused throughout our twelve years to own a car. As 
usual, I wrote my own letters and manuscripts, and all secretarial work 
was done by my wife and sisters. I avoided social life as far as I could, seeing 
only a few close friends; and we seldom invited guests to call on us. 

Americans are admirable in the art of organisation and in those areas of 
life where such skills are best deployed, especially industry and in the 
prosecution of war. I was keenly interested in the shepherd, the sheepdogs 
and the shepherd's crook - but I left the herd itself to others. Mass 
society may have its uses for the purposes to which it is applied; for those 
who do not share those purposes, it has little meaning. By abstaining from 
most of the big receptions and other public gatherings of Washington I 
saved myself a great deal of time an~ health. In London and Paris one can 
think aloud, even on social occasions, but not in America; that is one of the 
weaknesses of mass existence. We were fortunate in being able to meet 
thinkers in Boston, New Haven or Princeton; in Washington one seldom 
met intellectuals of any kind. People in Washington were caught up in 
things and events, they did not stand above them. May took on, with great 
success, the social role that I preferred not to assume. She was wonderfully 
gifted in entering any circle without being in the least influenced by those 
within it. When she came into a room, people were attentive, the entire 
tone became quieter, conflicts were resolved, harsh laughter gave way to 
smiles. She created a circle of her own friends, and they gradually accus
tomed themselves to seeing me once a year in their midst, when I enjoyed 
American good humour, friendliness and cheer even m?re than_otherwi e. 
For her sake and that of my children I should have cultivated fnends much 
more; but the grim seriou ness of the time weighed on me too muc~. 

Even in the spring and ummer of 1941 people in W_as~i~gton did not 
take the situation very seriously: they still hoped opt1m1st1cally for the 

mutual destruction of the Fascists and Bolsheviks. 
In early 1941 Mussolini had prepared an attack on Albania and G~eece, 

and informed Hitler of his plans at a meeting in Florence. Horace. Fmaly, 
a Paris banker who was living in New York as a refugee, received by 
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coincidence a report of this meeting, leaked from Mussolini's own office, 
and passed it on to me. Hitler was very reluctant to accept the Italian plans, 
particularly their opening moves, which had not been cleared with him. 
He was reported to have wandered through the Uffizi and Pitti galleries in 
a state of apathy, unimpressed by either Renaissance or Baroque art. It then 
rained, and the Italians were beside themselves with anxiety as to how to 
entertain the Fuhrer. Then someone told Mussolini of the existence of a 
collection of pictures from around 1880, a period Hitler loved, in the Villa 
La Pietra. The collection had been established by Horace Landau and 
bequeathed to his great-nephew, a member of the Finaly family. Mussolini 
took Hitler to the Villa La Pietra. Hitler stood for a long time before a 
woman's portrait by Makart, and seemed unable to tear himself away. He 
was full of enthusiasm, and wanted to purchase the portrait at any price, 
whereupon Mussolini generously gave it to him as a gift. Hitler left 
Florence beaming, and readily consented to all the Italian plans. Mussolini 
then approached Finaly in considerable embarrassment, and explained the 
matter, asking Finaly to name his price for the picture. Finaly replied that 
the portrait was of his mother, Mme Jenny Finaly, and that he would 
never sell it, least of all to the man who had caused his flight from France. 
Why, out of all the splendid female portraits he was shown, Hitler was 
captivated only by the picture of a Viennese Jewess is a mystery perhaps 
psychiatrists can fathom. 

Finaly himself attributed Hitler's ill humour to simple irritation with 
the Italian competition; and also to the fact that the Crown Princess of 
Greece was a grand-daughter of Kaiser Wilhelm. However, I suspected 
t?at Hitler had design~ against the Soviet Union and wanted no distracting 
sides~ows. It :vas. widely known that Hitler had studied Napoleon's 
Russian campaign m 1812 with special admiration, and taken to heart the 
critici~m made by the Tsar: the principal mistake had been in delaying the 
off~nsiv~ by t~o months. Even in a period of much improved communi
ca~i~ns.' it was ~mperati~e to launch any attack on Russia in April, so as to 
mimmise the nsk of bemg caught by winter. Had the Germans not lost 
two months because of the entirely superfluous Balkan campaign, Moscow 
would probably have fallen before the beginning of winter. 

~hen Americans speak of the war with Japan, they date it from 1941; 
or, if they happen to be diplomats, from 1931-2, when the Japanese 
attack~d Manch~ria. ~ut both these events were merely the consequences 
of ear her happemngs m American policy. 

Theodore Roosevelt's significant role as arbitrator in the Russo
Japanese War of 1905 is well known. But a few years later, without any 
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particular reason, Japanese immigration to America was banned. The 
origins of that legislation go back to California populism: it was directed 
against the only Asian country that is spiritually akin to the Europeans. 
The banning of Japanese immigration was an act of unfair competition 
against labour that was superior in ability to the American, and it was 
especially humiliating to the Japanese at a time of international freedom of 
migration; for in this case, as earlier in the case of Chinese exclusion, racial 
discrimination was obvious, sanctioned in legislation, and had the effect of 
blocking Japanese access to the other side of the Pacific. Half a century 
previously, the American Commodore Perry had forced the opening of 
Japanese ports by referring to principles of free trade; and now the Japanese 
were prevented by the same America from exporting the surplus popula
tion that had accumulated in those fifty years. 

In the Tales of a Thousand and One Nights there is a wonderful story. The 
Caliph Haroun once saw his Grand Vizier torturing a man repeatedly and 
horribly. 'What did he do to you?' the Caliph asked. 'Nothing', replied 
the Grand Vizier, 'but I have committed a serious injustice against him, 
and since that time I have been thinking only of his destruction.' 

The United States expressly excluded from the jurisdiction of the 
League of Nations at the Versailles peace negotiations any of the areas 
covered by the Monroe Doctrine; but refused to grant any analogous 
right to the Japanese as far as their side of the Pacific was concerned. The 
Americans forced the Japanese to evacuate Vladivostok; they caused 
Britain to end its alliance with Japan; they took the initiative in combating 
the Japanese incursion into Manchuria; wherever the Japanese moved, they 

ran up against American resistance. . 
In Geneva in 1931, at a social gathering, I met the then Amencan 

Secretary of State, Henry Stimson, and told him the story of Bismarck a?d 
Marquis Ito. Ito is reported to have said to Bismarck: 'If you attack Russia, 
we shall come from the other side and assist Germany.' Bismarck looked 

down at the small Japanese diplomat, as if to say 'And who are you?' 
'What do you mean by all that?' Stimson asked me. 'It applies to y~u!' 

I replied. But Stimson understood as little as Bismarck had done. For him, 

a lawyer by training, the Japanese were simply the 'aggressor '· 
But why was there not an effort to find a positive solu~ion for the 

Japanese problem of surplus population? Was not the boycotting of Japan 

on all sides bound to lead to conflict? 
I followed the progres of American-Japanese negotiation th~oughout 

the summer and autumn of 1941 with breathless u pense. An entire group 
of my most brilliant tudents had come from Japan; two of my clo e t 
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friends, Schumpeter and Lederer, had been guest lecturers in Japan and had 
returned full of admiration for the Japanese. I felt that war with Japan 
could only arise from the most profound political ignorance. When the 
outstanding Konoye succeeded in persuading the Emperor to agree to a 
meeting with the American President in Alaska, I felt the situation had 
been saved, but I was completely mistaken. Neither then, nor later when I 
was able to study the official documents, could I understand why the 
United States refused that meeting; the refusal played directly into the 

hands of the Japanese war party. 
My friend Straessle, Managing Director of the Swiss Credit Bank, who 

several months later organised the exchange of American and Japanese 
diplomats, told me of an episode that had occurred on board the Gripsholm 
which was chartered for the exchange. The Japanese special envoy, 
Kurusu, asked Straessle one evening to inform the Swiss Federal Council 
that he (Kurusu) and his colleagues had received strict instructions to do all 
in their power to prevent hostilities, and that he had negotiated in good 
faith; but that Washington for its part had made the negotiations impos
sible. Kurusu surely had not the slightest reason at that time to deceive the 
Swiss Government. 

Explanations of that sort among men of affairs seem to me far more 
revealing than any number of official documents, which are always so 
over-rated in our time. Did Roosevelt purposely provoke the breach with 
Japan because he feared a final victory by Hitler, and was able to bring the 
United States into the war only via a conflict with Japan? Was the 
bombing of Pearl Harbor opportune for him? That is what many of his 
enemies said at the time, while his friends condemned the notion as 
slanderous. Those who judge only by the documents that are made avail
able will be as little enlightened as those who attempted to fix the blame 
for the First World War. Criminologists and archival historians should 
keep well away from judging political motivations. 

Roosevelt's deeper intentions cannot be proved with any certainty; 
there does, however, seen to be an analogy with the position of the United 
States before its entry into the First World War. At that time, Russia was 
on the brink of collapse, and Wilson feared that Britain would be defeated; 
the situation in the autumn of 1941 was similar. The Germans were 
approaching Moscow, and from Washington the collapse of the Soviet 
Union appeared imminent. The second American President of the Demo
cratic Party who was in power during a world war felt he was in the same 
position that had caused Wilson to declare war. But this time Hitler took 
the initiative, not the United States. 
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Why did Hitler give the Japanese a free hand against the Russians, 
although he did not want a war with the United States and had reason to 
fear redeployment to the Western front of the Russian army stationed in 
Manchuria? Apparently neither Hitler, Roosevelt nor the Japanese had 
foreseen the German reverses before Moscow. For Hitler the only move 
that could have kept the Russian armies in the east occupied in Manchuria, 
and thus used them to prevent Japan from attacking the United States, was 
lost. His defeat at Moscow lost him the game; it was a blessing for the 
Soviet Union. Hitler's reverses were not foreseen by Roosevelt, as was 
obvious in Washington at the time. But who is granted foreknowledge of 

the enemy's mistakes? 
The seventh of December 1941, the day of Pearl Harbor, has remained 

unforgettable for me. It was a Sunday, and shortly after 2.00 p.m. my 
friendJohnJay O'Connor, Finance Director of the United States Chamber 
of Commerce, startled me with the news of the surprise attack and the 
destruction of the fleet. Shortly after came the radio announcement with 
the usual international official lies, reporting merely the destruction of one 

ship and the damaging of another. . . 
Even before the outbreak of war, the United States had lost its PaC1fic 

fleet, inglorious and obsolete as it was. We expected to find univer~al 
gloom. That same afternoon we were invited to a party and I went, despite 
my usual habit of non-attendance, because I wanted to test the mood. To 
our astonishment we found an absolutely cheerful atmosphere. We were 
greeted with the question 'Have you heard the latest? The United States 
Navy now consists only of submarines!' This joke w~s enough to cheer 
everyone up; all were convinced that this was a mere episode th~t would be 
quickly forgotten. We asked ourselves if this reaction was _fnvolous, or 
whether it represented an admirable optimism. In the commg years ~he 
second alternative was proved correct: for very soon a new fleet was bmlt, 
larger and stronger than the Royal Navy, which was to ~es troy the 
Japanese navy. Optimism was in fact justified; but the population at large 
did not have its understanding deepened even by the catastrophe of Pearl 

Harbor. 



49. Summer Days in Sugar Hill, 1942 and 
1943; Chief Justice.Stone and Peace Questions 

Throughout the four war years, May spent each summer with the children 
at Sugar Hill, a mountain village near Franconia in New Hampshire, while 

my s~sters s_a~rificed their com~ort for my sake and kept me company in the 
humid broiling heat of Washington. I went from time to time for visits 
with the family. 

Chief Justice Harla~ ~- St?ne a~d . his wife lived in a neighbouring 
cottage. Stone was a d1stingmshed JUnst and a fine man. We often took 
walks together and discussed our concerns in long conversations. M 
f~reign citizenship did n~t inhibit Stone from the free expression of hfs 
VIe_w_s; on ~he contrary, 1t was an opportunity for him to compare his 
op1~1ons with those of a European friend. Stone was free from worldly 
v_amty, and was. modest in his judgement of both himself and his profes
sion. He told _with great charm of how he had once called on his famous 
colleague Justice Holmes to congratulate him on his ninetieth birthday 
and told_ H_ol_me5. that he. had just heard a superb concert by a talented 
young v10hmst. Yes, being able to play like that is a great gift ' said 
~olmes, 'then lat;r you don't look back with sorrow on an empt; life.• 
But Mr I:olmes, Stone protested, 'is your life empty? Your important 

legal treatises, your famous decisions?' 'You cannot fool God • H 1 
d 

· 1 , o mes 
answere gnm y. 

~nether t~me Stone told me a story to illustrate how fleeting fame can 
be 1~ A~enca. He. paid. a courtesy call on President Coolidge on the 
President s last day m office Coolidge told hi·m 'I d t · b · , use o receive a out 
2,000 letters a day, and callers crowded the anterooms in the White 
House: Today I received not one letter, and you are my only visitor!• 

President Roosevelt summoned Stone from Suga H'll d r . . . , r 1 one ay ror a 
meet.mg m W:shmgton. I never saw him so charming,' Stone recounted 
on his ;et~~n. ~e offer_ed me a particular position in connection with the 
war a mm1strat1on, with the obvious intention of getting me off the 
Supreme Court. I replied that in my present position I felt I understood 
abort hkalffof the matte_rs I should understand, and constantly suffered from 
my ac o understanding of the other half How the h ld I k ffi · h" · n s ou ta e on an 
o ice m w ich I understand absolutely nothing:> The p "d 1 h d 

d ·d "Oh , · res1 ent aug e 
an sa1 , you re not the only one',, and went t . h · · · 1 · · • on o pam t t e new 
pos1t1on m g owmg colours. Carried away by his ow h t . h "d 
''D • fi d h · n r e one, e sa1 

on tyou n t atmteresting my dear ;>" a d . db "d , --· n ment1one yacc1 ent 
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the name of the ~an by :-7ho_m he wanted to replace me on the Supreme 
Court_- The Pr_es1dent bit h1~

1 

tongue angrily, and I said, deliberately 
choosing to misunderstand, Oh, he'd be the ideal man for the war 
administration job, he can take on anything, because he understands 
nothing!" President Roosevelt's mood changed abruptly, and the inter
view was quickly over.' 

Another time, in 1942, Stone was called back to a special sitting of the 
Supreme Court because some German defendant had chosen to rely in his 
brief on Magna Carta. My son Wolfgang, then ten years old, heard about 
it and asked me what Magna Carta was, so I wrote him a humorous reply: 

'The Normans, who were foreign invaders, were able after one success
ful battle to deprive the English of their property and to divide the whole 
country among a few hundred Normans. About a century and a half later 
these Norman magnates forced their king to agree not to impose burdens 
on them without their consent; that is, these few hundred families were 
not satisfied with the free acquisition of enormous parcels ofland, they also 
wanted to be tax-free as well. This Magna Carta increased almost infinitely 
the privileges of a tiny foreign land-owning class, to the detriment of the 
natives, the subordinate class of Anglo-Saxons. But it is to this document 
that the British and the Americans ascribe their essential democratic rights. 

'Now, that will not be easy for you to understand, so imagine that 
Hitler wins in his Russian campaign and divides the entire country among 
a thousand of his party comrades. After two generations there comes a 
more moderate successor, who wants to ease the pressure on the Russians, 
but the German Party people in possession force him to abstain from all 
those moderate measures for an indefinite period - and then the Russians 

ascribe all their freedoms to this act. 
'You can't understand that either? Too bad! It is something children 

should find easy to understand; the more one grows up the less compre
hensible it is. Grown-ups tend to speak of the lie of history - and out of 

such lies the most important human institutions arise.' 
Stone was amused by my memorandum, and said, 'Jefferson \vould 

admit his mistake in ascribing our tradition of freedom to Hengist and 
Horsa.' We were talking about the motives of Sidney and the Puritans, 
who revived the old half-forgotten Magna Carta for their own purpo es. 
'In that long line from Cicero to Marsilius of Padua, Sidney and John 
Locke to Jefferson, there were only lawyer and propagandists, but no 
objective thinkers,' I remarked, 'and certainly not one theologian.' 

'T:.eologians least of all', Stone laughed. . 
It was perhaps this conversation, one of many that Stone and I had m 
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1943, that caused him later to discuss a legal and political question with 
me. Roosevelt had entrusted Stone with the task of doing the preliminary 
work on the peace treaties to be signed after the war. Stone asked me what 
in my opinion were the most important problems that might arise in that 
context. I replied, 'The chief question to be answered is, with whom can 
one conclude a peace treaty?' I then said that the very principle of popular 
sovereignty contradicted the notion of a long-term treaty, and added that 
it was difficult to foresee what individuals could undertake to sign a peace 
treaty for a totalitarian state, considering the life of such a treaty. The 
parliamentary arrangements that would succeed a defeated totalitarian 
system were pure fiction; quite soon after Versailles, the men who had 
signed for Germany were swept violently away. 

'Who guarantees the continuity of a government system that underlies 
a lasting peace? Without such continuity any peace treaty is just a scrap of 
paper.' 

'From that point of view,' said Stone, 'a monarchy had undoubted 
advantages.' 

'Certainly,' I replied, 'and I think the worst political mistake Wilson 
made in the First World War was to destroy the monarchies of Central 
Europe. I very much hope that mistake will not be repeated this time with 
Japan. If the dynasty there is eliminated, the most reliable link to the West 
will be destroyed, and chaos created for the future.' 

'And why does a hereditary monarchy maintain peare treaties better 
than a democracy?' 

'Any political party that takes over a defeated country is by definition 
w~a~; the opposition easily works against that party, precisely by under
mmmg the ter~s of peace, and can pursue its campaign without any 
scruples beca:1se its members never signed the peace treaty. The position of 
a monarchy is fundamentally different: if it rejected the peace, that would 
be tanta~ount to disavowing the monarchy; and according to 
Montesqmeu, the fundamental principle of monarchy is honour.' 

50. The Quebec Conference, September 1944 

I was at the Ambassador Hotel in New York on the morning of 11 September 
1944 when Archduke Otto, head of the Habsburg imperial family, asked me 
ifl could immediately join him at Grand Central Station for an urgent meet
ing. He had just come in overnight from Washington and was waiting for 
the train to Quebec, where he had been invited to the conference. 

His exceptionally hard fate had freed Otto von Habsburg of all illusions. 
His demeanour of studied calm immunised him against the attacks of paid 
and unpaid riffraff. For both leading dictators, Hitler and Stalin, he was 
enemy number one because both, with their keen political instincts, under
stood the meaning of his name. Perhaps they were the only leading 

political figures who did. 
Otto von Habsburg asked for my opinion of the general situation. 

Since there were only a few minutes before his train was due to leave, I 
quickly answered: 'America has lost the peace; it fail~d to lift a finger .for 
the men of the Resistance against Hitler. Germany will count for nothmg 
in terms of political power for a decade after the war. That means tempora.ry 
Russian hegemony, and the beginning of a struggle between the S0V1et 
Union and the United States. I understand from reliable sources that Henry 
Morgenthau, the Secretary of the Treasury, will propose to Roosevelt and 
Churchill at Quebec a plan to destroy Germany's industry and tum t?e 
country back into an agricultural economy. That is arrant no.nsense. I adVIse 
you, if there is any opportunity in Quebec to do s~, to give the sternest 
warnings against any such lunatic schemes. Any project to force Germany 
into becoming an agricultural country would mak~ Germany the perpetual 
enemy of the United States, which must be av01ded at all costs because 
such hostility could endanger the entire existence of Euro~e as w~ll as ~he 
United States. If you should have the impression that this plan is g~i~g 
through, then I urge you strongly to distance ~ourse_lf fro:11 both the Bntish 

and American Governments throughout the discuss10ns. . . 
Archduke Otto related to me a few days later what had transpired m 

Quebec. He had been received by President Roosevelt at 4.00 p.m., and 
the President informed him that he had just accepted the plan proposed to 
him by the Secretary of the Treasury. Archduke Otto had pointed out the 
dangers of the proposal, but it was appareut that Ro~sevelt had hardly any 
idea of what was in it, and explained that he had m fact not even read 

Morgenthau's memorandum. . , 
Roosevelt appeared to be utterly worn out physically, and said, You 
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see how things are with me. You'd better speak with the little dark man.• 
He meant Thomas E. Dewey, his Republican opponent. 

'He is an extremely sick man,' said Archduke Otto . He had seen the 
Pre~ident ma~y times in the previous few years, and so was in a position to 
notice how his strength had ebbed. The experience had shaken him. 

At 4.00 p.m. Roosevelt had not yet read the Morgenthau Plan, and at 
7.00 that same evening the Plan was issued to the press! 

Two m?nths later Roosevelt won the election against Dewey, some
wh~t to his own surprise, and then proceeded to the negotiations with 
Stalm at Yalta. No ~ndividual in the world has more important decisions to 
take than the President of the United States. Roosevelt was physicall 
incapable of making these decisions even at the time of the Quebec Confe: 
ence. Those who deliberately concealed his state of health from the countr 
bear a heavy responsibility for what happened not only at Quebec but ?t 
Yalta as well. 

51. Controversy over the Emperor of Japan, 
1945; The Doctrine of Monarchism 

My remarks to Chief Justice Stone, made in the strictest personal confi
dence, appear nonetheless in some unfathomable way to have penetrated 
into public consciousness. At the beginning of 1945 there was a spate of 
attacks by left-wing journalists in the United States press on 'the new Le 
Maistre', some arch-reactionary who was never mentioned by name. 
Finally a German emigre periodical published an article attacking me, and 
accusing me of inspiring all sorts of monarchical movements. All these 
accusations were in the context of the debate over the fate of the Emperor 
of Japan, which was being bitterly fought at the time. I do not know 
whether Stone at some point brought my views to the attention of 
government authorities, and if so whether they had any influence on 
decision-making. But it was strange that I was repeatedly questioned by 
various official agents as to whether I had banking or other interests in 
Japan; and when I said I had none, they wanted always to know why, that 
being the case, I had come out publicly in favour of retaining the Emperor 
in Japan. I consistently replied that if we were now to add to the utter 
chaos in Europe the destruction of Europe's only possible friend in the 
East, then none of us could look forward to a life of freedom. Nobody 
wanted to believe that this conviction - and only that - was the ole 
reason for my position. When I wrote an article in defence of the former 
Japanese Prime Mini ter, Kono ye - shortly before he committed uicide 
while in American custody - I found no publication willing to risk 

publishing it. 
It is extremely hard to represent the interests of international order in 

opposition to the trend of the times, and against the prevailing opinions of 
fanatical masses in war conditions; especially hard in America, where 
separating oneself from the crowd is considered blameworthy per se. 
Moreover, American commercialism, communi m and ocialism all have 
the same materiali tic convictions in common. The problem of Japan 
affected all American , but few were directly concerned about it. That 
made it all the more prai eworthy on the part of the then Administration 
to oppose it own party platform and refrain from touching the structure 
of the Japanese monarchy. America had apparently learned omething from 
the catastrophic experience of the period following the First World War. 

The American con titution was written in the eighteenth century for a 
sparsely populated country with hardly any history. Tran ferring uch 
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conceptions to an over-populated island with a thousand-year past would 

have l~d t? a t~rrible fias~o. Doubtless those who advocated a Japanese 
republic did s~ m _good faith; they wanted to give the island empire the 
very best const1tut10n they could conceive; but they had no idea how much 
their success in imposing a republic would have endangered the United 
States. 

52. Currency Questions before the North 
Africa and Normandy Landings 

Shortly after my Swiss Government assignment ended, I was asked by the 
United States military authorities if I were willing to take charge of 
currency questions in the Pentagon. I refused, referring to my foreign 
citizenship and the obligation of neutrality that went with the Swiss 
passport. In a short time, I was asked whether I might agree nonetheless to 
act as adviser on certain key questions. I could not refuse such a request, 
but made acceptance conditional on my not being asked to advise on any 
political affairs; also, I was not to receive any compensation for my ser
vices. The first condition was immediately met, the second was met only 

with considerable reluctance. 
I deliberately confined my advisory work at the Pentagon to entirely 

technical elements of currency questions. These questions came in vast 
volume, and their solution was consistently blocked by the vanity of the 
several governments concerned, all of whom wanted to maintain the 
highest possible exchange rates for their own currencies, with the inten
tion of exploiting the American IJ1ilitary planners as much as possible. 
Nobody of course heeded the future consequences of such behaviour. 

One morning in 1943 I was telephoned at 6.00 a.m. and asked to come 
to a meeting at the Pentagon as soon as possible. Having arrived at the 
meeting, I was asked what the appropriate parity between the dollar and 
the French franc might be. I replied with the counter-question as to which 
franc they meant, the one in France itself or the one circulating in North 
Africa, and was stared at with undisguised suspicion. 

'What do you know?' asked the chairman. 
'I do not understand your question,' was my reply. 
'Well, why do you differentiate between the mainland and the African 

French franc?' 
'Because they have two quite distinct exchange rates, and the relation of 

each to the dollar mu t also therefore vary.' 
'If that is the case,' said the chairman, 'then you mu t swear not to tell 

anybody the questions we have asked you.' 
After I had given the undertaking requested, the chairman told me they 

were considering the African franc-dollar relationship. 
It was now clear to me that an African offensive was being planned, and 

I asked the chairman to allow me time to prepare my an wer , which he 
refused. Compelled to answer on the pot, I explained that a rate of 150 
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francs to the dollar seemed to me the most reasonable, whereupon I was 
told that the French authorities were insisting on a rate of 50 francs to the 
dollar. 'If that is to be the rate,' I said, 'the biggest black market will 

develop.' I was asked to explain the meaning of that term, and when I had 
done so, one colonel said with contempt, 'Wherever the United States 
Army goes, there will be no black market.' 

One hour later I gave the rapporteur of that meeting a memorandum I 
had written in haste, asking him to pass it on to Secretary of State Stimson 
and to the President. In it I sketched the dire consequences of the currency 
arrangements they were proposing to institute in North Africa. In parting, 
I remarked to the assembled officers at the meeting, 'One learns a great 
deal when one has insight into the workings of various governments.' 
When they asked what I meant, I went on, 'I once assumed that arrogant 
know-all attitudes were the exclusive preserve of the Prussian General 
Staff. I did them an injustice: militarism is the same everywhere; an 
overbearing attitude is apparently of its very essence.' 

There were far more important decisions to take some time later when a 
meeting was called for a discussion of currency questions on the eve of the 
Normandy landings. How should the dollar rate be established for France, 
Belgium and the Netherlands? To be sure, the American authorities now 
had the experience of North Africa and Italy behind them, and were to 
some degree enlightened by it; but when I would not be bound by the 
strict limits of the question and considered the full consequences of cur
rency relationships in occupied Europe, my boldness aroused admiration, 
but also some degree of consternation. 

For centuries there had been so much talk of a united Europe. Most of 
those who dealt with this concept were unrealistic dreamers, and very few 
really tho~~ht the problems through to the end. With the exception of the 
age of ~chgi?us wars, one could hardly imagine a less propitious time for 
~ny umfication programme than our century with its rampant national
is1:1s. If :'e were merely to re-establish the old system of national states 
with their own customs, currencies and attempts at autarchic economies, 
we wo~ld h~ve the old chaos for eternity, however much any younger 
generation might desire change. 

But in those weeks before the Normandy landing there was an historic 
moment, _the only such there was to be, when the economic unity of 
Eur~pe might have been imposed at one stroke. Germany, France, Italy, 
Belgium and Holland all had two things in common: they were all utterly 
crushed, and all were dependent on assistance from the United States 
alone. Before the invasions, the United States could have completely 
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restructured Western and Central Europe; by the day of the landing itself 

it was already too late. 
Nobody in Washington understood, but there are moments in history 

that must be exploited, for they never recur. I proposed that we should not 
consider the relation of individual currencies to the dollar, but that dollars 
themselves should be introduced as the currency in Western and Central 
Europe, at rates to be determined by the prevailing free-market rates in 
Switzerland. The Belgian representative, Van Zeeland, expressed strong 
opposition; I understood his reasons, but did not give them much w~ight. 
When many others reproached me for selling out Europe to the Amencans, 
I defended my views with the calm conviction that my scherr.ie would save 
Europe from monetary problems for many years. The Amer~can represen
tatives appeared very much interested in my plan, but they did not dare to 
express their opinions, because the ideas I exp.r~ssed ":ent far be~ond the 
limited authority they had been granted as pa_rt~cipants_1~ the meeting. _We 
had to content ourselves ultimately with fixmg panties among vanous 

national currencies. 
Like the ancient Romans, the Americans wish to 'debellare superbos'; but 

when they have achieved that, they no longer know how to proceed. They 

do not know their own course. 



53. The Bretton Woods Conference, 1944 

My proposal for post-war economic reconstruction was that there should 
be a currency union limited to Western Europe, regulated by the creditor 
countries. Leon Fraser, formerly president of the Bank for International 
Settlements in Basel and then of the First National Bank in New York 

' 
wrote a special memorandum that confined itself solely to the issue of 
a large-scale loan to England. Restoration of the City of London's inter

national position was a matter of world concern; the gap in the inter
national economic order left by the crash of 1929-30 had not been filled by 
New York. The sooner action was taken the better, Fraser contended, and 
it ~~s absolutely necessary to restore and strengthen England's special 
position. 

Leon Fr~ser did not have the necessary push to see his proposal through: 
he was a mild-mannered, good-humoured man, weighed down by domestic 
troubles, and president of a Wall Street bank at a time when the Adminis
tration was anti-bank in feeling. Moreover, his down-to-earth calm was 
ou~ of join~ with the growing hysteria of the war years. World-scale 
philanthropists were in fashion in those years; they propagated the notion 
that immediately after the war ended, a war that had so closely followed 
the first, there should somehow be full employment without any time for 
recovery - and at the same time international stabilisation! At about the 
same time, in 1944, two separate finance proposals were written, one in 
London and the other from the Treasury in Washington, each accompanied 
by all the fuss and sensation of war propaganda. 

I had met Keynes only once, in circumstances I have already described; 
t~at .had b~en a ch~nce meeting, and I had not kept up any contact with 
him m t~e. mter.v~nmg fifteen years. I was all the more surprised to receive 
from official Bntish sources a confidential memorandum of his scheme for 
a Clearing ~nion, which was sent to me at Keynes's request. Naturally 
people hurned from all ~ountries to acclaim this new message of salvation. 

~~rr Bachmann. president of the Swiss National Bank, asked me for my 
o?m1on. I very strongly urged that Switzerland should not participate in 
either the London or the Washington scheme. The Keynes plan, I said, 
was _a bold attempt by the debtors to make a raid on the resources of the 
credi_tors; not even the most naive observer could fail to see that. I further 

Predicted that what would f 11 h. Id b · . come o a t 1s wou e an unsatisfactory 
compromise, .be~ause people were preaching what they in fact did not 
want: the maJonty wanted inflation, but a fund was to be created which 
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would preside over devaluations by international agreement. I considered 
that plans for a World Bank were more promising. But in all these 
institutions, the Soviet Union, France and even China were meant to play 
leading roles; and who would be in a position to influence Russia in 
internal matters? Who could stop Chinese inflation? How, for that 
matter, would France's political constellation appear after the war? I 
maintained that Switzerland could join all these institutions at any time, 
but should not do so one day earlier than necessary; or at least not until the 
political situation became much clearer, and that would be some consider
able time ahead. Bachmann thanked me and said that Switzerland would 
not for the time being participate in the Bretton Woods institutions. He 
sent this letter by courier to the Swiss Legation, which passed it on first to 
the United States Government before sending it on to me. I thus received 
word of the letter first from the American Government and only later from 

the Swiss Legation. 
In the event, the development of the Bretton Woods arrangements was 

remarkable. Two political catastrophes had unexpectedly favourable eco
nomic consequences. First the Soviet Union's refusal to cooperate with the 
United States and later the revolution in China, removed these two powers 
from their ce~tral positions within the Bretton Woods scheme, thus sparing 
the world many bitter conflicts and inevitable disappointments. And .later 
still, intelligent administration of the World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund was successful in masking the principal weaknes es of both. 



54. The Transformation of Political and Social 
Life in America in the War Years 

Anyone who has ever lived through the outbreak of war while resident in a 
foreign country knows the enormous changes that occur in social life the 
moment war begins . Those who have members of their family at the front· 
those who themselves will be fighting shortly; those who believe thei; 
o:-7n lives or the life of their country to be at stake - all of them see things 
differently from the foreigner. Patriotism creates on the one hand a false 
feeling of solidarity and on the other hand equally artificial lint's 0 f differ
ence. The citizens of a country at war feel closer to each other than us 1 
and also hate the enemy, ~hether they know the enemy only a littl::; 
no.t at all; they are also mistrustful of other foreigners , often their own 
allies. 

. The A~erica?s made only one exception to this general rule: the Rus
sians .. With t~eu character~stic predilection for extremes, they showed the 
Russians sp~cial favour, as if somehow their goodwill had to he cultivated. 
~oreover, it was the United States that had to keep giving to the Rus
sians, for the Ge.rmans had been fighting at the gates of Moscow since Pearl 
Harbor, and the Soviet Union had concluded a neutrality pact with Japan. 
Among the horde of ~efugees from Hitler who arrived in the United States 
~ere many commumsts_ and communist sympathisers; they soon joined 
t e. many Russo-Americans whose parents had fled from the Tsarist 
regime and came to regard the Bolsheviks as something like liberators. 
r~ny of. these people had attained leading positions, especially in the 
a h~u{ umons; and soon there was scarcely any government Department in 

w i~ one or another of them was not represented. As the French writer 
Pertmax once remarked to me in astonishment i·n A · ld h · . , menca one cou say 
a~y~ mg ~t all a~amst France or Britain, but the slightest hint of criticism 
o t e Soviet Umon or even of Stalin was taboo M ' · 1· 1 d 
th 1 d

. 1 . . · mor JOUrna ists p aye 
e ea mg.roe m this pro-Soviet school of opinion. 

:t the time, there were relatively few Europeans in the United States 

w o. we~e ~otJefugees. The European continent outside the Soviet Union 
was m dt e an s of either Hitler or Mussolini; and since Spain too had to be 
counte among the totalitariart st t h · 1 f d d a es, t e circ e o European neutrals was 
re uce to Portuga~ •. Sweden and Switzerland. The Blitzkrie had 
destroyed French military prestige and Ya h. . s· g 
R 1 

. , mas ita m mgapore and 
omme m North Africa had done the same for B . t . R £ 

Europe in general declined, while America's self awra1 am. espectThor - renes grew. e 
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European governments represented on American soil were in the weak 
position that exile ;tlways imposes. 

Out of all this the United States fell unawares into considerable future 
danger. The rise of the country in the previous century had been received 
with unusual warmth by the entire world; even acts of aggression such as 
its attacks on Mexico and Spain had met with no unfavourable reaction; 
they were passed over indulgently as the impulsive acts of a young country. 
Even the Germans, who were full of indignation against the British in the 
First World War, felt only perplexed and sad when the United States 

entered the conflict. 
But now for the first time there was a real antipathy to America in 

Europe, and it grew from year to year. The Americans regarded Europeans 
as parasites, and Europeans saw Americans as parvenus. In each of these 
judgements there was a grain of truth, but no more than a grain. It was 
wonderful to see in those years how in Washington European richness of 
ideas complemented the American talent for organisation; and how deep 
were the humanitarian impulses in the American people. To be sure, there 
was a great deal of unpleasantness in social encounters; and the most 
important problems of life, apart from purely technical questions, were 
handled with terrifying naivety or superficiality. In American circles I 
gladly took up the cudgels for Europe, and in European gatherings defended 
America; which brought me brickbats from both. May and my sisters were 

incomparably better at all that than I was. 
My rich experience of the consequences of war and inflation led me to 

take a different line from the Democratic Party then in power. The United 
States, which had taken part in the First World War only towards its final 
phases, was now for the first time experiencing real war; and the same 
consequences were to be anticipated in America as in the rest of the world. 
But here too the broad masses of the people failed for years to understand 
what issues were really important - just as the Government failed in its 
understanding of these issues. The Administration gave a handful of labour 
leaders a monopoly position, and permitted strikes in the middle of war. I 

as a foreigner was compelled to refrain fro~ any ~ticis?1_; b~t after all my 
European experiences, I often found Washmgton ~ policies mcomprehen
sible. It seemed to me that if individuals were given power to paralyse 
entire vital sectors of the economy, the road to dictatorship lay wide open. 
Many developments reminded me of the more sinister _c~apters _in ~oman 
history. One could already see in many places the Catilines spnngmg up: 
the spenders, the easy-money advocates, or whatever they called them elves. 

But the coming Caesar was still invisible in the shadows. 
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Symptoms of decadence appeared everywhere, in quite unmistakable 
forms: the over-emphasis on the erotic, and with it the rampant growth of 
the pseudo-science that calls itself psychoanalysis; the strong increase in 
perversion, whose rapidly growing constituency formed a secret society 
with a powerful social and political influence; the growth of sham religious 
sects of a strongly aggressive kind, with questionable businessmen as 
leaders, and devoted and free-spending followers. The spread of everything 
that was morbid and irrational seemed inexorable, and American powers 
of resistance appeared to be on the ebb. I was able to admire in my 
immediate vicinity many great deeds of heroism and willing self-sacrifice, 
but these became more and more the exception amid a progressive spiritual 
and moral decline. High-minded Americans stood by unsuspecting while 
this change in the environment took place; and when after the war I made 
a presentation at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton - at the 
invitation of Walter Stewart - on the connection between war, sexual 
decadence, inflation and corruption, I met with overwhelming denial: 
'Those views may apply to other countries, but not to us' was the cry. In 
reality, those insights are more valid for the United States than for any 
other country, because within American society the influence of family and 
tradition is less than anywhere else; and also because of the all too eager 
willingness with which Americans embrace whatever may be the fashion 
of the day. 

---- . ------- . - - ~ --

55. American Society and Education in the 
Second World War 

Th United States Army was a people's army; democracy was most 
str;ngly expressed in the very comradely relationship between officers and 
other ranks. I found hardly anyone amon~ the leaders of t~e war effort, 
which created vast armies and a fleet practically out of nothmg, who ~as 
not of extreme personal modesty, or who tried to make. personal capital 
out of his contributions. America has ofte~ been charactensed as _a _country 
of braggarts, without any feeling for quality; but :Vhe~ hard dec1S1ons had 

b k · arti·me the nation sent men of quite different character to to e ta en m w , . h · 
Washington. These men achieved remarkable things as if t. ey we:e quite 

d. d h 1 ost all had a remarkably un-Amencan trait: they or mary; an t ey am . . h db 
knew how to listen and how to be silent. But as r~pidly ~s it. a een 
assembled after Pearl Harbor, this group scattered m all directions after 
barely four years. The same happened to the armed forces that had been 

built up with such elan. . . d f em for 
Both those qualities of getting on wi~h the JOb,hai; ~ c.of~ife was 

l" ere si nall lacking in the society as a w o e .. ocia 
qua ity, ~ d b ~nohl>ism in the most literal sense: sine nobil,~ate. O~e felt 

~~:r:t=~~:e tot;i lack of ~oncern for int~llectual o; spiritu:it~su:i~:ri:~~ 
midst of a most serious time, c~nv~rsa~10n was o an app g . ls into 
and the most sensitive of social mstitutions, ~he debut odf yo(:~ ty self-

. 1 d rcialised. Society was eva u 
society, was a rea '! comme . . st as it was an iron rule among the 
promotion and pushmg for posltlo~f Ju b t lked about, here in the United 
old aristocracy never to allow onese to e a 

S h Posite was the norm. . . tates t e very op , . 
11 

l t gth was reflected m important 
And while the country s mte ec_tuJ r; t thinker disappeared from 

contributions to the war effort, m epen en Owners of real e tate and 
. d · b ame laves to money. . 

society an artists . ec . le but the repre entative of learnmg 
labour leaders rose m the so~iafll s~a ' th . tatus decline. De pite all 

h. . . f the m atlon, saw eir . 
and teac mg, victim O h d" . b tween the status of academic 

'b · t' t e 1 panty e the talk about a rams trus ' l d T that may be ascribed the 
in Europe and America became _en argebl·. ochools Secondary school 

. r · · f American pu ic s · . ed · remarkable mrenonty O . .
1 

. d of the eight requu m 
1 f their pupi s mstea . 

required twe ve year o f od teaching in ancient language or m 
Europe; but there wa a lack o go many oldier completely 

dl h d a country sent o h 1 
science. Har Y ever a ll f the globe. American c oo 

r . l e to a corners o ignorant of roreign anguag 
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raise their pupils with an appreciation of civic duty and in a spirit of 
togetherness, but they also strive to fill them quite early with a herd 
instinct, and to preven~ them from striking out on independent paths. 
Obviously there are exceptions, and St Albans School in Washington, for 
example, can stand comparison with any school in the world. But the 
majority of American schools pay homage to the cult of mediocrity, and 
are actively hostile to the special: they share that quality with democracy 
itself. In peacetime, such schools may have their advantages, but in war, 
when true talent has to emerge to deal with complex issues of politics and 
military solutions, the gaps in education become glaring. A man of the 
stature of a Churchill or, in the military sphere, of a von Seeckt - a man 
with the necessary vision to deal with the entire situation - was not to be 
found in the United States throughout the Second World War. Such a 
man will be indispensable in a Third W odd War. 

The most unfortunate social consequence of the war was the coarsening 
of public manners where drink was concerned. Drunkenness among both 
men and women, even of the higher social classes, became more and more 
common and was not infrequently seen in women's colleges. Such phe
nomena were hardly ever seen on the European continent. It was only a 
minority that succumbed to alcoholism, but their numbers were increasing, 
and they were sufficiently numerous to damage the country's prestige. 
What might the causes have been? In Europe those who drink tend to be 
people who are unhappy and somehow cannot put their lives in order; but 
the number of such people in the United States cannot be large. Is it some 
sort of uncontrollable urge, some weakness of character; fear of one's fate, 
or perhaps lack of a home? Or is it the desire to escape from the herd and be 
alone with one's own thoughts, a desire that cannot be satisfied in any 
ot~er way? Su~h a decline in public behaviour also took place in the vic
torious countr~es after the First W odd Vv1 ar; there were no analogous 
developments m the defeated countries. Nothing that the United States 
may hav~ gained in the war could make up for the severe moral damage she 
suffered m the course of the conflict. 

In the course of the war the disagreeable practice crept in of creating 
~public. relations' staffs for every government department; these were 
JOUrnahs.ts who speciali~ed in the task of informing the public of the 
accomphshm.ents of their offices and their superiors. The whole thing 
degenerated mto personal advertising, and often contributed far more to 
misinformation than to enlightenment. 

Moreover, ~n wartim.e the one-sided nature of Washington as a purely 
government city made itself felt; it became clear that the majority of the 
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population were officials with no relation to or interest in the arts. There 
was a tiny, almost invisible group of independent spirits, quite in contrast 
to London or Paris. The rulers had practically no sense of a direct reaction 
to their utterances, they acted as if they lived in a vacuum. 

It felt almost supernatural, ghostly, that the world should be ruled from 
this place, with its paper knowledge of things, with its contacts among 
ephemeral governments and their shadowy representatives; all without 
deeper grasp of the essential things. It is to that unreality about Wash
ington that the three greatest mistakes of the war can be ascribed: the lack 
of any support for the German resistance to Hitler; the complete 
misreading of the Chinese situation; and the optimism in judging the 
policies of the Soviet Union. These misperceptions cost all the fruits of 
victory and endangered the United States itself in ways nobody could have 

foreseen in earlier days. 



56. Journey to Switzerland, 1945; the French 
Resistance 

Immediately after the occupation of Paris by the Allies I went to New 
York to fly from there to Paris. It had been more than five years since I had 
been receiving meagre censored news from my bank. My partner Jacques 
Blankart was nearing his eightieth year, and his son was already mortally 
ill. 

May accompanied me to New York to catch a military transport plane. 
The flight was delayed three times, but on the fourth try, we took off, 

shortly after midnight. I and another man, unknown to me, were the only 

passengers in a new airplane that was just receiving its flight trials. Before 
our departure we received emergency parachute instructions, which hardly 
pleased May. She said, 'Is this trip necessary, is the bank really worth it? 

Think of your family!' I kissed her warmly and tried to calm her fears. 
However, the plane could not get further than Bermuda, and I was 

lodged in a private house with instructions to wait until another plane 
could get there. Nobody could tell me when that might be. How 
Bermuda had altered since the time of my last visit, a year before the war! 

At that time it had been a quiet refuge for English and American pen
sioners, who carefully kept noisy motor-cars out of their idyllic retreat, 

and made do with bicycles and horse-drawn carriages. In other places, new 
developments were considered luxuries, in Bermuda everyone preserved 
arrangements that had long since disappeared elsewhere. But now the 
noise of heavy military vehicles filled the air. 

Late in the afternoon, I was told in a cinema I had just entered that the 
replacement aircraft was about to leave. We flew via the Azores to Paris; I 
stayed overnight in the waiting-room at Orly, and the next morning went 
with a military bus to the billeting office in the Place Vend6me. I was 
assigned a room in a house near the Arc de Triomphe; the place had been 
requisitioned by the military and bore the unmistakable traces of a former 
brothel. I was fortunate indeed to find one of the few requisitioned taxis 
available for my trip to the house. But that was the exception: for the rest 
of that day, and throughout my stay in Paris, I went about on foot. It was 
not pleasant in the heat of summer, but it was interesting. The external 
appearance of a city under foreign military occupation was familiar to me 
from my observations in Antwerp over thirty years earlier, in 1914, but 
until this visit I had only seen enemy troops in occupied territory. Here 
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re Allied soldiers in a big city they had liberated - and I was pro
::ndly surprised, after a quick and a~mittedly superficial surv~y, to find 
the same attitude among the population towards the occupymg ~orces. 
The faces of the Parisians betrayed not the slightest traces ~f _Joy or 
enthusiasm. Were they preoccupied by thoughts of the millions of 
Frenchmen still in captivity, their ignominy in the w~r, hung~r, or the 
· ·t ble frictions of any occupation? There were notices outside all the 
mevi a lli d "li 1 
larger restaurants and hotels restricting them to A. e m1 ta:)'. personne_, 
and I was astounded by the sharply hostile reaction of Parisians to this 

W hich in such situations is almost a matter of course. 
measure, h · · d b h 

Perhaps more than any other people, t~e Frenc are imtate y t e 
· ht of foreign troops in their beloved Pans; and when these troops play 

:~e art of lord and master, then they tend to forget the difference bet~een 
the ~nemy and the liberators. The Allied milit~ry comm_and made a serious 
mistake in not quartering their troops outside ~he city. That w_as the 
beginning of American unpopularity in Europe, nght t?en _at the time ot 
the liberation. The entire incident should serve as a wammg m ~~ture: sue 
. d . . h uld never be left to the military authonties alone. important ec1S1ons s o . 

1 0 m first day in Europe I was able to see that deep weanness was so 
fte: to ~nd later: very few faces reflected any real joy. The upper classe~ 

0 
b · 1 nervous and the rest appeared indifferent. I was very muc 

were o vious Y • · ·1 · 
. d b that at the time· later I repeatedly had simi ar expenences, 

surprise Y ' . R d s of the 
such as the time nine years later when I was m ome, an new 

return of Trieste to Italy was greeted with total apathy. . h h h of 
. d d his reat book on the history of France wit t e mare 

,h;:::~er:u; Frenc'/i generals into Parisi~ tB: ~h:l :::::::; :~ 
the time to herald the start of a new era, ut _ms e . nl 

h 1 . 1945 too their liberation seemed o y an 
episode To Frenc peop e m ' · · hed 
episode: Despite all efforts to th~ _contrary, at:x oc~~~::~hr::'!cu
heavily; there were still old people living who h b~ld a national myth 

All f d Gaulle's attempts to ui 
pations of France. 0 e E l" h d Americans who drove 
could not conceal the truth: it was thJ ~g ~ h::iliation to the French. 
out the Germans, and that represe~te a res . ume to Switzerland. 

I found great difficulty in arrangmg my onwa~d JO y ammed with 
. h de the tnp was so er 

I heard that the only tram _t at ;ua t it Motor-cars were not 
passengers that it was unthmka~ e t~ ;e ~Fe in~ted me to lunch in the 

available. But then Carl_Burckhar ~~~oldi~:ithat the Paris gynaecologist, 
one hotel reserved for diplomats, a. h t day by car to attend a Red 

. M was leaving t e nex 
Professor Maunce ayer• ld k along as his passenger. 

. . G and wou ta e me Cross meetmg m eneva, 
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The other lunch guest was Countess Lanskoronska, the daughter of 
Count Lanskoronski, the Polish connoisseur whose house near the Belve
dere in Vienna, whose collections and whose personality were all equally 
unforgettable to those who knew him. Terrible things had happened to 
the daughter during the German occupation of Poland. She told us about it 
calmly and with a resigned air, as if her personal fate were a matter of 
indifference to her. If one has the misfortune to live in a time of leaders 
who pander to the worst instincts in the masses, what else can one expect? 
Any hint of attempting to arouse sympathy or pity was quite alien to the 
Countess 's proud spirit. As a Pole she belonged to a people who had been 
used to oppression for 150 years, and as an aristocrat she was accustomed to 
standing alone. In spite of everything she preferred to stay where she 
belonged, in Poland , in a world ruled by the worst elements of the people, 
and made no concession to the times; not in the hope of a better future, for 
after all what difference was there betwen a proletarian from Upper 
Austria and one from the Caucasus? 

All this was unspoken, but I felt it from her demeanour. And there was 
her conviction that all Europe's problems would be even further from a 
solution after Hitler's defeat than before. From what source could the 
Hercules arise capable of dealing with these titanic tasks of reconstruction? 
The democratic countries, which had after all spawned both a Hitler and a 
Mussolini, or Russia? 

That l~nch was the only square meal I had during my stay in Paris, for 
th~t evem~g, as :'ell as the following morning and mid-day, I had to be 
satisfied with radishes, the only food available. The second afternoon Dr 
Maurice Mayer appeared at my hotel to collect me in his small car. With 
him w~re the two children of a friend, and their grandmother, whom he 
was gomg to take to a holiday resort in the Jura. When all our luggage had 
been a~ded, the_ car was overflowing; I sat next to Mayer. I learned from 
the Swiss Legation that he had played a leading role in the Resistance: his 
~other had been killed by the Germans, and his wife, a Swiss, had 
divorced him and returned to Basel. He was not much more than thirty 
and a man of unusual energy. ' 

We spoke very little to one another while we drove fast down almost 
empty roads to Dijon. Mayer made a few stops, ostensibly to fill up with 
petrol, but I so.on learned that he was having animated discussions at each 
plac~ ab~ut v~nous aspects of the Resistance. It transpired that a good deal 
of dissatisfaction was expressed with the first post-war measures of the 
Frenc~ ~overnmen~; on the other hand there was a great deal of warmth 
for Bntam, and quite outspoken anti-American feeling, that I was later 
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told related to the manner in which the Americans had conducted their 
aerial bombardments on French soil. 

After a particularly heated discussion at one of these stops, Mayer turned 
to me before starting the car and asked: 

' You come from Washington, tell me - what do people there think of 
us? How do we stand?' 

' Very few people there think beyond the next day; and as for what they 
think of France, their views are diametrically opposed to mine.' 

' How is that? ' 
'There are two sorts of people who judge French history: there are those 

who see a rising curve from 1789, and the others who see that year as the 

first act in France's decline.' 
'But surely that last group is a disappearing minority!' 
'A qui le dttes-vous? I belong to it!' 
Mayer looked at me with unconcealed distaste: he had never expected 

that reaction from someone who had just come from Washington and was 
going to Switzerland. For a moment, I thought he would ask me to leave 

his car, and abandon me on the empty road. 
'How do you justify your point of view?' he asked at last. 
'Just compare France in those days with France today. Then continuity 

of government going back a full eight centuries; France possessed the 
entire Middle West of the United States; it was the military creator of 
American independence; the leading power on the continent. And now? 
Who after all proclaimed the notion of national unity that has now 
defeated you, through Germany and Italy, and that tomorrow will deprive 

you of your African possessions?' 
Mayer listened to me with the tense attention of a man who in the past 

several years had risked his life, his economic livelihood and his family for 
his country. 'What you say is true,' he said after a short silence, 'but it i 

bitter to have to hear it.' 
We arrived in Dijon late in the evening, where three rooms in a small 

hotel opposite the station had been reserved for us. There were countle 
people sitting and lying in the square in front of the station, waiting for the 
one train to Lyon. The two children with us were crying from hunger, but 
the hotelkeeper told us there was simply nothing to be had in the city. 
Mayer went to the Prefect, whom he knew, and somehow obtained a piece 
of bread. I shall never forget the looks we got, of envy, excitement, desire; 
of course we gave the bread to the children and their grandmother. 

That was in the capital of Burgundy, a region that for 500 year was a 
byword for rich living and the most ample enjoyment of food and wine. At 
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the beginning of 1919 I had seen hunger in Vienna, and ~ow a.quarte~ ~fa 
century later I was witnessing it in Burgundy. Was this cyclical political 
plague now to be the fate of Europe? How slow had been the rise to the 
peaks of ease and culture, and how swift the fall into unheard-of poverty! 

Who could have slept that night, amid the sights and sounds of the 
hungry, tired masses waiting just under our windows for the only train? I 
gazed out at them, and thought: when had anything comparable happened 
in this rich country? Six centuries before, during the wars with the 
English. I thought of Shakespeare's Henry V, and the King's speech to the 
Duke of Burgundy about the destruction in France and the despairing 
children; but then, as if to comfort me, Schiller's immortal lines came into 

my mind. Thibaut, the father of Joan of Arc, says: 

Lassen wir die Grossen, 
Der Erde Fursten um die Erde losen; 
Wir konnen ruhig die Zerstonmg schauen, 
Denn sturmfest steht der Boden, den wir bauen. * 

That is how it was to be this time too: scarcely six years later I received 
an invitation to Dijon for a gourmet dinner of the very highest order! 

But 'the great of this earth' did not derive much use from their victory. 
What good to the English was Agincourt, when in one glorious day they 
utterly destroyed the entire French nobility? What good did the Germans 
achieve from their Blitzkrieg victory? The French do not have that obvious 
defensive strength that belongs to Spaniards and Russians, but they do 
have an incomparable passive will to resist that somehow causes them to 
prevail against all outsiders - enemies and even friends. How much better 
it would have been even for the Americans if they had not set foot on French 
soil. I was unable to forget the harsh words about them that I had heard the 
evening before. 

Centuries of experience of wars and revolutions have given the French a 
political tradition possessed by no other people. Among all the great 
nations, they remain the only true economic individualists. They have not, 
like the British and Americans, just discovered the state one century after 
Hegel: on the contrary, they have known all about the state since the 
beginning of modern times, but without over-estimating it, as others do; 
they have a healthy contempt for the state and its spokesmen. What the 
state brought into being, and what one confided to the state, was always 

• 'Let us leave to the great of this earth, the prince~. conflicts about territory; we can look calmly 
on the destruction, for the land we till is eternal, unshakable.' 
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lost in war; what the individual hid on his own land survived all occupa
tions. The vast majority of people in our century expect salvation from the 
all-mighty, benevolent, omniscient and - in contrast to mere mortals -
eternal state. French people, who oppose all excess on principle, refuse to 
be taken in by this over-estimation: French governments come and go 
with the seasons, but the French character and the French land remain 

eternally the same. 
The next morning we drove to the Jura, deposited the grandmother and 

children in a small village, and in Arbois drank a bottle of the superb local 
wine, unknown outside France; it refreshed us royally although we had 
not eaten for forty hours. We arrived finally at the frontier, at La Cure, 
where the French passport officer had to be called from the village: he had 
not expected any cars at all on a Sunday, with such meagre traffic on the 
other days of the week. The young Swiss border guard asked me where I 
was coming from, and when I had left my residence. My reply 'From 
Washington, three days ago' seemed to this man from a tiny Jura village 
some kind of a poor joke; when he learned that it was true, he called his 
wife and children out of the house to hear about the miracle. We arrived in 
Geneva towards noon. The honest custodians of our country house, Le 
Rivage, were astonished when I turned up unannounced after a five-year 
absence in America. Maurice Mayer drove on to the Red Cross headquarters. 

From the terrace, I looked out over the Lake of Geneva to the peak of 
Mont Blanc, the high frontier between France and Italy. At that time our 
rented property had not yet been turned into a construction site, and I was 
able to take a long walk alone and undisturbed through fields and along the 
Lake shore. This I did with much enjoyment that Sunday afternoon, 
putting my impressions in order on returning to the old continent after 
five years of war. On the other shore was France, and a few kilometres to 
the west there had been bloody fighting only a short time before .. Now all 
of it looked so peaceful that it felt as if the quiet had never ~een d1stu~bed. 

After all the turmoil of Washington and New York, this deep quie~ of 
Europe seemed to me the very core of peace - and yet it was the oppos~te. 
For the second time in a generation, Switzerland had shown what frontiers 

can still mean. 
Was the war really over? Apparently Germany, Italy a~d Japa~ had 

been defeated precisely those three powers whose unification or n e to 
power had de;ermined the course of European and Asian hi tory in ~he la t 
half of the nineteenth century. But how would Euro~ an~ Asia look 
without these three? I concluded that all of them had to nse agam, and t?at 
they would do so; otherwise Europe wa likely to become a Ru ian 
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province. But would there be enough time for that development? Had not 
Hitler killed almost all the men who might have channeled this growth 

into sensible patterns of development? 
I climbed the path between the Lake wall and the hedgerows, thinking 

how completely this whole area still bore the impress of the eighteenth 
century. Somehow I found myself walking near the estate of the Gallatins: 
how long it was since Gallatin, as the chief American delegate to the Ghent 
negotiations with the English, had prided himself on his dual Swiss citi
zenship. That had been in the time of my grandparents; in the short period 
since then the Americans had populated their entire continent and become 
the world's leading power. No wonder they had such difficulty governing 
themselves - how , then, could this stripling nation rule the world? Was 
it not appropriate to feel fearful , after so often seeing American diplomats 
at work during various international negotiations? With the best inten
tions, they seemed destined always to misunderstand their closest friends. 
They talked endlessly about the unification of Europe, but they had just 
missed the most favourable moment for such a development: Europe could 
have been unified before the Normandy landings, and with the cooperation 
of a Germany under the regime that Goerdeler and his fellow-resisters could 
have established with Allied help. That was a unique opportunity, and it 
was gone: from now on only weapons, not negotiations, could unify 
Europe. And that of course was precisely the strategy of the Eastern bloc. 

Fourteen years earlier, I had said in London: 'It is Great Britain's task to 
bring Germany and France together again . If the British lack either the will 
or the strength for that task, a dark period for Europe will begin.' Since 
then, the problem had grown more difficult, for there was a stronger 
hatred between France and Germany to be reconciled. Britain's eleventh
hour attempt to unite with France had failed, and its prestige had sunk. 
But how except with the British was this gulf to be bridged? German
French cooperation remained the nub of the problem in Europe. 

In the evening Maurice Mayer called on me, and our conversation was a 
great surprise for me. I had assumed that a man of the French Resistance, 
who had personally suffered so much, could not show such objectivity and 
deep comprehension of the entire situation, and indeed such a high-minded 
sense of justice. The Resistance had apparently no idea of the split within 
the German officer corps, nor did it know that the Commandant of Paris 
belonged to the opposition to Hitler. How the flood of press news had 
obliterated the few important pieces of information! But now there were 
few charismatic personalities available to assist in the reconciliation of 
France and Germany. The German underground had been destroyed, and 
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the French Resistance had first to purge itself of its communist element. 
Mayer told me that at its peak, the Resistance had never amounted to 

more than 80,000 people, of whom a large part were communists. 'An 
all-too small elite for such a glorious country as France!' he said. 
The tripartite division among people in political revolts that Tacitus 
observed still has validity. He wrote of the assassination of Galba; 'Few did 
it, a larger number wanted it, and the rest let it happen.' That is the recipe 
for all present dictatorships! 

I parted warmly from Mayer, who was driving back to Paris late that 
night; it was a rare experience to acquire a friend in such times. All my 
travel fatigue had gone, and I continued walking for much of the night, up 
and down on my terrace, trying to overcome my sense of foreboding about 
the future . The cool mountain breezes felt good after the overwhelming 
summer heat of Washington. The next morning I went on to Zurich. 



57. Years of Transition to 1947-1948 

In Zurich I found all in order both at my house and in the bank. Two 
books still lay open on my table, just as I had left them before departing in 
1940; in the best tradition of Swiss housekeeping, they had been dusted 
daily. The war, of course, had brought its unhealthy boom times and other 
undesirable consequences - but the character of the Swiss people remained 
unchanged. The entire atmosphere was pre-war, and that was the principal 
difference between Switzerland and the rest of the world. A coalition ruled 
peacefully in a country whose organised labour had not had a strike 
throughout the war, and whose central bank kept careful watch over the 
soundness of the currency. At weekends, the liveliest topic of conversation 
was the weather; the rest of the time, it was the food supply which, while 
far better than in the First World War, still left a good deal to be desired. 

International banking business was all but suspended. Europe was bank
rupted by the war, and its assets in the United States were frozen; one 
simply had to wait until they became accessible once again. Things were 
better for industry: many sectors that had anticipated a post-war slump 
found themselves enjoying a boom instead. The watch industry, which for 
twenty years after the First World War had been the problem child for the 
whole of Switzerland, began to move into a speculative boom fuelled by a 
number of lucky coincidences; the boom was to last for years, and lead to 
all sorts of excesses that were dangerous for an industry hitherto managed 
on such careful Swiss lines. It was hard to begrudge a bit of prosperity to 
such long-depressed areas as La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Lode, but the 
sudden outbreak of watch-collecting fever among American and Russian 
troops, and many connections with war industry, were responsible for a 
long-term rise in demand with many questionable side-effects. 

Swiss self-awareness had sharply increased, and with it a certain over
estimation of the Swiss contribution to the present wellbeing. Neigh
bouring countries were often looked down upon, and many people felt 
that somehow Switzerland had been spared the war by virtue of its own 
strength. That attitude irritated the Americans in particular, who attri
buted the maintenance of Swiss independence to the Allied defeat of Hitler. 
In Switzerland there were complaints that the Americans had returned the 
favours they had received from Switzerland - the representation of 
United States interests in the enemy countries - with the blocking of 
Swiss assets and with an increasingly unfriendly attitude. That was of 
course disputed across the ocean; but there remained an unexpressed 
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current of resentment between the two countries that only someone close 
to both could perceive. 

The Western Allies had fought the war with the official slogan 
'Defence of Democracy', and public opinion in both America and Britain, 
which took this slogan with deadly seriousness, begrudged the Swiss their 
neutrality. References to the honourable tradition of neutrality going back 
over three hundred years failed to sway many good people, who saw in this 
war an ideological rather than a purely national struggle. How often had I 
heard in Washington such reproaches as 'While our sons are dying for 
European democracy, you people are doing business with Hitler.' That did 
not apply to me personally - my bank's fight against the Hitler regime 
was well-known - but it did affect the country of which I was a citizen. 
But how could such a small country as Switzerland, placed right in the 
middle of Europe, cut itself off entirely from economic contacts with the 
autocracies? When I mentioned our lack of raw materials for a highly 
developed industrial economy I was given the easy answer: 'We understand 
sacrifice for the necessities of life, but only for them!' 

I was unable even at the time to understand the negotiations in Potsdam 
or the arrangements for the surrender of Japan. The catastrophic results at 
Potsdam were later ascribed to the unfortunate coincidence of Churchill's 
election defeat and the lack of experience of President Truman, who had 
come into office with so little preparation for his tasks. The mistakes, 
however, went much deeper; the West simply had no blueprint for peace. 
The war had been fought with untold sacrifices, and when victory was 
achieved, the democracies had no idea what to do with it. Obvious as it 
was that there was now going to be a conflict between the two super
powers, no Western official was willing to draw the appropriate conclu
sions. One could not even raise the question of who was responsible for the 
establishment of the occupation sectors. Those arrangement permitted 
Soviet power to extend even beyond the left bank of the Elbe, and simply 
gave them almost the entire territory of the former Habsb~rg mo~archy. 

As early as 1946 I urged on Federal Councillor Stampfli the view that 
the programme for food stockpiling should be continued. A few months 
later I sent a letter to Senator Alexander Wiley in the United States, 
outli,ning the world situation and warning that, in spite of the optimistic 
opinions of foreign traders, the fate of Czechoslovakia was already eal~. 
My voice did not carry very far. The wives and mother of Amenca 
screamed loudly that they wanted their husband an~ ons to come horn~, 
and Washington hurried to obey this command _of 1t t~e master · It 1s 
hard for any democracy to provide its peace negotiators with the necessary 
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military power to back up their position; but it is entirely impossible for a 
country in which the women are the majority of voters . 

And so, with a shortsightedness scarcely paralleled in history, the Ger
mans and Japanese were completely disarmed; and a series of schoolboy 
sayings was introduced with the intention of teaching the two countries to 
be good little democracies. The French at least should have known better 
where things were going: their fate in three wars had taught that country 
some hard realities, and weaned it from easy phrase-making. Now the 
moment had come for the France-German conflict, so hopeless for both 
peoples, to end, and for the two countries jointly to determine the further 
fate of Europe. I therefore welcomed the invitation to come to Paris in 
September 1945 to meet Bidault and Dewavrin, then de Gaulle's aide. 
Maurice Mayer had arranged the introduction. 

Loss of memory is often a symptom of increasing age among indivi
duals, but it also seems to afflict countries, which sometimes forget the 
most important events they have passed through only a short time before. 
By the autumn of 1945 the British had entirely forgotten the reason why 
they had entered the war: to save Poland. Entering the war completely 
unp~epared, they found_ themselves in a life and death struggle, and, having 
survived, they had to give up Poland without a struggle. 

I warne~ Bidault: '_Do not repeat the mistakes of 1918! No reparations, 
no occupation, no claims on the left bank of the Rhine or any part of it. Do 
not create new grounds for revenge. You are still very weak, and so are the 
Germans; do not again embitter the life of a decent German government. 
You and the Germans can jointly destroy each other, nobody doubts that; 
but together you can reconstruct Europe better than any other two 

powers: Europe n~w e~ds at the Elbe and by the gates of Vienna, which is 
a reversion to the situation of seven or eight hundred years ago. The British 
do not quite understand what that means, and the Americans not at all. 
But French and German people ought to understand very clearly what the 
stakes are.' 

~idault did understand, and judged the entire situation with great 
clanty. Wh~t individual however was strong enough to push through 
such a ?old idea for Europe, against both right and left, against unhappy 
memones and new recriminations? He wanted also to know what conse
quences I believed would follow from the present regulations proposed for 
Germany? 

. 'Two matters are_ very clear to me,' I said. 'The present situation is 
mherently unstable, it cannot last. And joint administrations have always 
led to war between the occupying powers.' 
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I met Colonel Dewavrin at a lunch arranged for me and Mayer. He had 
been de Gaulle's right-hand man in London , and at that time was still very 
close to him in Paris. De Gaulle appeared to dominate the entire French 
scene. 

Dewavrin was practically the only person to speak at that lunch. After 
my years in Washington, which were something of an education in 
keeping a modest demeanour, I was particularly struck by his self
importance and arrogance. He appeared to have little affection for either 
the British or the Americans, and positively to hate the Russians. I kept 
trying to recall the person he most reminded me of, and finally realised it 
was Ludendorff. His criticisms of those countries might be well founded, 
but with whom else did he propose to make policy? 

Dewavrin began, 'The Americans are making trouble in our colonies, 
and give themselves the airs of masters in our own country. But those are 
merely passing phenomena. The General is firmly convinced that a Third 
World War will come, and that it will see the decisive defeat of the United 
States. You doubtless consider that impossible, it frightens you too much.' 

'Not at all,' I replied. 'With their political immaturity in America, 
nothing is impossible. But I see a decisive difference between your views 
and mine. You appear to regard such an outcome with equanimity, and I 

see it as the end of Europe.' 
'Do you not prefer the notion that Europe should reconstruct itself 

through its own efforts, and without the Americans? Such at least was 

your view as conveyed to me.' 
'France and Germany should jointly reorganise Europe politically; that 

is the only sensible solution. But defence against the Soviet Union i 

unthinkable without the Americans.' 
'Now, of course, but not for ever.' 
'For a very long time, at least. And I could foresee that a defeat would 

lead to a rapid maturing of the Americans, so that they w?uld come. ba~k 
with greatly renewed strength; but who in Europe can wait and survive m 

the mean time?' 
Maurice Mayer asked me as we left why I had not propounded my own 

views. 'I considered it quite useless,' I said. 'The e officer type . can only 
think in terms of hegemony, even when their own country is utterly 
defeated. Can one possibly expect such people to make the grand ges.ture of 
"soyons amis" that must now be made? I fear we are about to relive the 

experience of the 1920s.' . . 
In Paris at that time one had to give up a hotel room after eight mght.s; 

since my return flight was not yet confirmed, I left my wretched room m 
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Claridges Hotel and moved in with Mayer. He was an extremely busy 
gynaecologist, and often had to go out on emergency calls during the 
night. I was astounded by the man's vitality; he seemed quite unmarked by 
the strains of his professional life. At about 2.00 a.m. on the third night of 
my stay, I was called and told that I should report at 4.00 somewhere in 
Montmartre for pre-departure check-in for the flight to America. I would 
not have been able to reach it if Dr Mayer had not hastily arranged a lift for 
me in an ambulance. At the check-in point, which was in a warehouse, we 
were required to undergo a series of hasty shots against various diseases, 
including a new one against the influenza virus. Nobody bothered to ask 
about possible allergies to the injections. The flight from Orly passed over 
the fields of Normandy, and was enormously appealing to me, who in the 
last few years had only flown over America's wide-open spaces. We had 
many long stops, and the flight to Washington lasted a full thirty hours. 

May and my sisters understood immediately that we were at another 
turning-point in our lives . I would have to be in Europe for part of each 
year because of the bank; but the children had grown up in America, and it 
would have been better damaging to interrupt their studies. So we had to 
decide to spend part of our lives apart, hard as that was for all of us. Perhaps 
it would have been better both for me and my family if I had not begun to 
lead this life split between two continents; but then I should have had to 
give up my ability to form reliable judgements about world events. 

Washington had changed fundamentally during the few months of my 
absence. Almost all the richly talented individuals who had been active 
there in the war years had returned to their peacetime positions and been 
replaced by mediocrities and intellectual provincials. Roosevelt's domestic 
policies were continued, but since the charm and social genius of the old 
master were gone, one saw only too clearly the amateurish and demagogic 
aspects of the system he had created. In all fairness, one could hardly 
reproach the new man at the top: the passengers in a car whose driver has 
never lear~ed how to drive have to be happy if they do not land in a ditch. 
The American motor-car managed to stay on the road under Truman, even 

th?ugh one :"as al~ay~ terrified, not least by the jerky motions of the 
dnver. A1_11en.ca, qmte simply, had incredible luck throughout that period. 
T~e nommation .of a Vice-President is not taken very seriously, and cer
tamly never considered from the only point of view that matters namely 
t~e po.ssibility that the man chosen may one day have to exe~cise the 
gigantic powers of the Presidency. 

Truman's nomination at the Democratic Convention in Chicago had 
taken place under circumstances that were unique even by American 
standards. The Northern Democrats were controlled by Sidney Hillman, a 
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Russian born in Moscow. He had first developed his great organisational 
gifts in 1905 during the Russian revolution of that year, in conjunction 
with the later leaders of the Bolsheviks. His choice was Henry Wallace. 
Wallace's fate is perhaps the most interesting in the history of American 
political parties. His outstanding personality, his originality as a natural 
scientist, and his training in economics all distinguished him from the 
general run of American politicians. But it was precisely his outstanding 
personality that ruined him: had he comported himself like the usual 
non-entity Vice-Presidents, he would have become Roosevelt's successor. 
But since he was not satisfied with the merely representational functions of 
his office, he aroused universal opposition. And so, at the most dangerous 
moment, Wallace became the Coriolanus of the Left. What paths the 
United States might have taken had a Henry Wallace, orchestrated by 
Sidney Hillman, become President in 1945-8 it is impossible to say, but in 
Chicago it was a very close-run thing. Roosevelt himself suggested James 
Byrnes, but the New York delegation decisively opposed that nomination: 
Byrnes, of Irish origins and a Roman Catholic, had converted to Episcop
alianism just a few weeks before the election . That's America for you! A 
Catholic is almost automatically excluded as a Presidential candidate*; but 
an Irishman must remain Catholic! In their mutual dilemma, the left
leaning North and the right-wing Southern Democrats united in their 
choice of a man of whom little was known at that time: Truman. 

A Negro hall porter in a resort hotel in Watkins Glen expressed his 
opposition to Roosevelt's fourth term when he discussed the elections 
with me: 'In Lincoln's time, only a few people went to school, but now 
that everybody's educated, anyone can become President. So it isn't neces
sary to choose the same man three or four times.' In New York, an 
ordinary physician must not deal with throat problems, the dentist does 
not extract teeth - those problems are left to specialists - but anyone 
may become President. Who would dream of arranging a game between a 
world chess master and someone who has never played a game of chess in 
his life· or who would consent to undergo a complicated operation at the 

, . b ;> 
hands of someone who did not know the first thing a out surgery. 

The magic wand of democracy nonetheles conferred such. ta k on 
Harry Truman, and he carried them out far bette~ tha~ a~y or~ma? man 
of any other country probably would have done m a sim1l~r situation; ~t 
the end of his seven years in office, the chess game :'as .bemg lost, but it 
was not over· and the surgical patient was at least still alive on the operat
ing table. If ;he results were not better than they were, the fault lie with 

*Before the election of John F. Kennedy, this wa~ still a valid claim . 
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those who raised this man to supreme office at such a time. Truman did not 
disappoint; on the contrary, he sometimes gave one pleasant surprises. He 
did recognise, even if belatedly, what the essential issues were, and when he 

did so he acted with energy and circumspection. 
Truman himself had been brought up in one of the most politically cor

rupt parts of the United States, but had remained untouched himself; above 
all, he did not suffer from the American disease of putting his confidence in 
men who were unworthy of it. In the course of his years in office he acquired 
considerable administrative skills. Of course there was a wide gap between 
his abilities and his knowledge of what a President should have been. 

However, the whole situation was tragic; for the conflict between the 
Soviet Union and the West that now began could not be resolved by force 
alone; the power of ideas had to play a much greater part. What ideas could 
be hoped for from the American petite bourgeoisie, who in taxing entrepre
neurial gains all along the line were merely pursuing the same aims as 
Bolshevism? And how could a government fight the notion of the labour 
theory of value when, since Roosevelt's time, it had practically enshrined 
that very same philosophy? 

In an address I gave to professors of political science and economics at 
Harvard, I said that the policy of trying to unify Europe by democratic means 
was a dangerous illusion. At that point an economist who was present, an 
adviser to the Treasury, left the room in protest - as an admirer of Keynes, 
he also took exception to my anti-inflationary views. 

After the talk I went with Schum peter to his house in Cambridge. I said I 
had grave doubts about the future of Europe: 'The Russians want to force us 
into unity under their leadership, and the Americans want to talk us into 
some kind of European unity, after they initially fostered the most extreme 
sort of nationalism. The Russians are way ahead in their game; but how can 
people here be brought to their senses? They seem to have no ability to use 
their imagination, and they cannot conceive of any model for other countries 
but their own. They keep trying to impose pacifism and disarmament at a 
time when war and eternal watchfulness should be our guiding principles. I 
can understand the notion of destroying the German and Japanese navies, 
but why, when the Americans have already decided to liquidate their own 
army, do they not at least take over the remnants of the German and Japanese 
armies and keep them going financially? Funds could not be better spent 
than for that purpose. The destruction of all the German and Japanese armed 
forces seems to me truly lunatic.' 

'My dear friend,' Schumpeter said, 'you have remained young, and you 
are still tilting against windmills. If you start talking of war and 
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disarmament here, you will be attacked and beaten by the communists and 
their fellow-travellers - and nobody will come to your assistance. Up till 
now you have always been more pessimistic than I, and thus you saw the 
future with greater clarity. But now our roles are reversed - you believe 
things can still be altered here, but I have given up that hope. In ten or 
fifteen years we shall have the satisfaction of seeing the appalled faces of the 
Democrats when their Uncle Joe dominates the world; and it will be the 

only satisfaction left to us.' 
'I do not believe in the world victory of communism. Devils were 

always more clever than angels, and people here still do not grasp Goethe's 
good advice to rulers, that they should from time to time also be devils. 
My warning may be a bit premature, but someone has to start sometime.' 

'And why', I continued after a short pause, 'was your colleague so upset 
over my warning about inflation? Isn't he an adviser to the Treasury?' 

'Do you remember my saying in currency discussions '' A Krone is still a 
Krone''? That drove me out of Austria. I had to say it then, against my 
better judgement. My colleague here still maintains the easy-money view
point; but what I had to say as a counsel of despair he teaches with true 

conviction.' 
'Those poor students!' . . 
An episode of the summer of 1946 shows how little attention Europe~n 

affairs commanded in the United States at that time. In the context of its 
reparations demands on Germany, the Treasury concei~ed th~ notion of 
forcing the neutral Swiss to confiscate German assets i~ their cou~try. 
Even the most perfunctory diplomatic court_esies were ~eliberately omitted 
when the Swiss delegation arrived in Washmgton to discuss the matter.. 

Swiss assets and securities in America were finally freed from controls m 
1948. A bloated apparatus of foreign property administration had been 
established to deal with Swiss assets, and for seven long yea:s tr~de between 
Switzerland and the United States had been crippled, contnbut~~~ substan
tially to the fall in the dollar that took place in the m_i~st of hostl~tles. 

Napoleon reproached the old Austria for requmng an e_ntue ye~ to 
understand political upheavals but America needs at least twice that time. 
The Russian advance against Poland, which was the ~ost loyal ally the 
west had in Eastern Europe, should have been a s~fficiently clear lesson. 
No reasonable person could imagine that Ruma~ia, Hungary. and East 
Germany would be any better treated by the Russians; and yet it was nt 
till the Moscow Conference of 194 7 that American eyes were opened. On y 
then did they realise that the price of further passivity might be the lo s of the 

whole of Europe. 
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The then Secretary of State, General Marshall, gave an address at 
Harvard after his return from Moscow, on the occasion of being awarded 
an honorary doctorate. In that speech he proclaimed the necessity for 
American financial help to accomplish the reconstruction of Europe. I 
understood that both the idea and the speech itself came from Professor 
Mason, a highly gifted man who was Marshall's aide. The idea was good, 
but its execution was achieved at a frenetic speed that inevitably endan
gered its success. Washington had succumbed to one of its panics, and the 
Marshall Plan was rushed through Congress and the Senate in a way I had 
never seen before, certainly not with something of such importance. 

The Marshall Plan was designed to achieve two goals, the political one 
of enabling Europe to re-arm, and the economic one of filling the dollar 
gap. For that purpose Europe was to receive 20 billion dollars in a few 
years. But in my view carrying out the Plan on that scale within such a 
short time was profoundly dangerous , even though the general outlines of 
the Plan were certainly sensible. 

According to the principles of classical economics, the United States at 
the end of the Second World War should have done what Britain did a 
century before: establish a regime of reciprocal free trade and free immigra
tion, with some controls over the latter for political purposes. That would 
have solved the dollar shortage, and introduced a gradual disinflation in the 
United States by exerting downward pressure on profits and wages - a 
very necessary development after a war. It would also have helped to 
restore the balance of trade between the United States and Europe through 
the remittances of immigrants to their families. The Democratic Party 
always had free trade leanings, but what individual would have had the 
political courage to introduce such measures? Will Clayton, a Southern 
Democrat, and years later Henry Ford, Jr., understood the demands of the 
times - but they remained isolated figures. The overwhelming majority 
of both employers and labour leaders were protectionist in sentiment. And 
every . government since the Depression was frightened by any hint of 
deflation. 

The widest possible opening of the American market would also have 
been a poli.tical necessity: for if trade between Western and Eastern Europe 
was effectively cut off, where should Europe turn to balance its trade 
deficit? The anti-colonial policies of the United States threatened to isolate 
it from its former suppliers of raw materials in such countries as India and 
Indonesia. 

Given this state of affairs, even the enormous subsidies of the Marshall 
Plan could not close the dollar gap permanently. It was inevitable that 
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there would be a massive increase in prices; at the end of the Marshall Plan 
period, prices of a whole range of goods were higher in Europe than in 
New York, which had not been the case for decades previously. It was 
impossible to invest such massive sums as the Marshall Plan poured into 
Europe within a short four-year period. Moreover, there was no carefully 
prepared administrative cadre that could have overseen such investments 
within a short time and yet effectively. 

Economists are misunderstood in our era: heavy pressure from political 
sloganeering, supported by a vast herd of job-chasers and journalists, made 
any kind of sensible criticism hopeless . Academic economists were silent, 
from either cowardice, misplaced patriotism or theoretical anarchy. And 
then among the supporters of the Marshall Plan there were also those who 
saw in it an effective counter-weight to the permanent threat of Soviet 
aggression. It was no wonder that the Russians themselves saw the Plan in 
that light too: they opposed it with all their might, for they feared that it 
would strengthen both West European prosperity and American influ-

ence. 
I remained convinced, nonetheless, that this flooding of Europe with 

American money would delay the natural balancing process that could 
only come about through the removal of trade barriers. And then I foresaw 
that the Plan would be regarded by the European debtor nations as a 
permanent dole, and would ultimately cause the United States to be hated 

rather than thanked. 
But outside Switzerland who wanted to understand my arguments or 

was able to do so? One of the most capable American diplomats was 
extremely upset by the opposition of a European conservative to a plan t~at 

was designed to save the European continent. I was once as~ed at th~ Swi~s 
Legation in Paris by an arrogant youn? Frenchm~n, delighted with h.is 
sinecure at the Marshall Plan organisation, what mterest I really had m 
trying to enlighten the Americans. The very notion of trying to assess t_he 
situation from the point of view of the world economy seemed to him 

old-fashioned or absurd. . 
What is the essential task of economic ? To achieve the maximum 

results with the minimum of means. The way the Marshall Plan wa put 

into effect achieved the precise opposite. 



58. Two Letters from President Karl Renner 
of Austria; Czechoslovakia and the Turning
point in American Policy, 1947 

Europe's true situation at that time emerges all too clearly from two 
hand-written letters sent to me by the socialist Karl Renner, then Presi
dent of Austria: 

Esteemed Dr Somary, 
Cosing, 7. 7.47 

Your forename is an omen. You are fortunate indeed! Once a professional 
colleague of Schacht, you are safe in Switzerland, while he was disastrously 

i~volved in ~he c~tastrophe of his fatherland, though senselessly and not through 
his fault. H1lferdmg, another of our evening circle, came to a terrible end; but 
you, our Felix, move freely across the Atlantic between the largest and the 
smallest of the unbombed countries in this world. And I, another member of the 
circle o~ those days, though not ambitious, am bowed down by the burden of 
attempting to put a bombed-out, downtrodden, partitioned country back on its 
feet. You are fortunate too in your ability to run a well-established solid old bank
in~ house with many hidden reserves with a staff of only twelve, while the great 
Vienna and Budapest banks require staffs of 10,000 to look after their modest 
depreciated deposits. ' 

The Danube between Vienna and Budapest is a quite respectable river, and has 
become for very many the last resting-place - but we don't have the heart to 

recom~end it to those 1~,000 people. I turn in all directness to you: perhaps in 
yo~r leisurely _contemplation of the Atlantic you have come across some magic 
potion that might guarantee the livelihoods of those 10,000? But of course not 

merely the banks:. ~ve? emergency office, every local and Federal government 
office, every mumcipahty, each and every industrial and commercial establish
ment, is loaded with under-employed staff, a vast bureaucracy. It is quite useless 
to draw our attention to the malady; what we are curious about is the possibility 
of a cure. Have you a prescription, aside from the Danube or a Third World War, 
pace Burnham? 

An economy that works, such as that in Switzerland and the United States 
seems to do so of itself - witness your ability to run a bank with only twelv; 
staff, and to spend half of each year abroad But wi'th th · fi b · us, e rums must 1rst e 
cleared away - that calls for bureaucrats - and then th · h b e new construction as 
to e planned and carried out - again bureaucrats A t · • · . . us na s entire state appa-
ratus has dissolved; those who ruled the country are d d · ·1 · · d , . . , ea , m ex1 e or stigmatise 
as cnmmals. , and so w_e need officials for normal services to be resumed, to clear 
away the rums of all kmds, and for reconstructi'on Th ld d h b . e o guar as een cut 
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down by two waves of purges, under Schuschnigg and then under Hitler; and 
those remaining must first be re-educated and sifted through. I read the Neue 
Zurcher Zeitung every day, and see the advertisments of highly qualified people 
who offer themselves, and assure prospective employers of their eagerness to 
serve: they all strike me as eminently suitable. With us in Austria it's quite 
different: the best people have to use all their wits just to conjure up some flour 
and oil on the black market to feed their families, and in order somehow to avoid 

having to spend money on illness and burial costs. 
None of the problems of our country and people can be solved without the 

devoted efforts of a good class of officials, which is why I both need and value civil 
servants. But, similarly, the problems we face cannot be tackled without a valiant 
group of politicians who are not afraid to enter over-crowded, smelly pubs almost 
every day and to show the way out to people who are in despair, half of them just 
dumbly resigned and the other half about to explode in craziness. These politi
cians have to prepare the population for the measures that must be taken to get us 
all back on our feet. For fortunate people like you, everything is so obvious; for 
example, that deposits bear interest and are payable on demand. B~t suppose that 
just once things did not go right at Blankart, and you had to explain that to your 

depositors? . 
Currency questions; the experience of centuries; sta~dard remedies - ~e 

know all that! I hardly need to tell you, the learned economist, that every solution 

merely sets contradictory interest groups against one another. Somehow to 

reconcile these conflicting interests is the problem. 
Schacht, Hilferding, Somary, Renner - that was our evening discussion 

circle! What different fates we have had! As far as I am concerned, I should be so 
much less a prey to anxiety if I could be one of your twelve staff_ at Bl~nkar~ & 

Cie., perhaps a book-keeper, rather than Federal President of A.istna, which ~ves 
me the style of 'Excellency' and a salary in Schillings that seems ast~undmgly 
high - but in Swiss francs might come close to that of one of yo~r emor staff. 

The appalling fate that two world wars have brought to countnes, people and 
individuals has made us all so different that we can scarcely understand each other· 

Yours smcerely, 
RENNER 

From the second letter: 
Murzsteg, 11.9.47 

In the present state of negotiations, the Austrian State_Treaty will leavt b.ehindhin 
the ver best case an exhausted and helpess Au tna. Both the o uuon t at 

might ?ave been c~nceived, the capitalist or the socialist, have be; ~arred ~o ~ ; 
It is cold comfort to reflect that Germany i in an even wl orseMcon :uod?· an tthaat 

ld · · · bl ost arx ictum 
Europe's entire position in the wor is metneva Y · . lf. . r 
capitalism at the point of its highest development transform it e mto OCta I m 

James Linden Rose, III
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now has an ironic ring: the socialists have been invited to drag out their lives amid 
the ruins as mere administrators of almshouses and hospitals! 

I would so gladly spend a few days with you in Switzerland, travelling 
incognito, so that we could consult together in order to sort out even a few of the 
soluble problems to our own satisfaction. I have the impression that even if 
someone here were in possession of the higher wisdom, nobody would pay the 
slightest attention to such wisdom coming from Vienna. 

Versailles created Hitler. What and whom will Potsdam produce? 
Hearty greetings. 

Yours sincerely, 
RENNER 

These letters testify eloquently to the terrible anxieties of those years. 
Austria was able slowly to work its way back to salvation, although it was 
to be fully eight years more before the State Treaty was signed. 

The United States offered the Czechs the opportunity to participate in 
the Marshall Plan, and the Czech Government would have accepted but 
had to decline under Soviet pressure. Thereafter, Benes advised 
Renner - who informed me so privately - that Austria should also 
decline American help, because the Americans were good-hearted and 
would not hold it against Austria, while the Russians were hard and could 
be dangerous. It seemed to me at the time that Benes was giving this 
advice at Soviet insistence - Austria, of course, did not follow it. 

Capitulating to Soviet demands did not help Benes; very soon he and 
Jan Masaryk, Foreign Minister and son of the founder of Czechoslovakia, 
were overtaken by a harsh fate. How Masaryk met his death we still do not 
know to this day - that is part of the political style of our era. 

The creation of the Czech state is considered the great accomplishment 
of cooperation between Thomas Masaryk and President Wilson. But that 
creation meant at the time the dismemberment of the old Austrian mon
archy. Czech independence was short-lived: after hardly twenty years, the 
state was subjected first to German and then to Russian domination. 
~uring the Hitler era the Czechs were crushed; and they used the short 
m~e~regnum between the German and Russian occupations to expel three 
million Germans from Czechoslovakia. 

As to which was worse for that beautiful country, Pan-Germanism or 
Pan-Slavism, future historians will have to decide. Since the Czechs ceased 
to be part of a great power, they have been the mere football between their 
la~ger neighbou~s. This highl~ i_ntelligent people will learn two important 
thmgs from their current pos1t1on, which cannot last for ever: first, the 
danger of national isolation, and secondly, the consciousness that they 
belong to the West. 
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The fall of Prague in 1948 finally woke Washington from its political 
dreams. Berlin, Prague, Vienna in Russian hands - the retreat could not 
go one step further! Now that the Russians had the heart of the old 
Habsburg Monarchy in their hands, they began to exploit the situation in 
earnest. The only newly-established position which the United States 
could claim in Europe was in those sectors of Western Germany that the 
Morgenthau Plan was designed to castrate. America's political defeat in 
Europe could now be clearly seen; and the dangers in Asia began to loom 
over the horizon. 

For the West, in its state of shock and perplexity, the Russian dicta
torship began to appear as some super-power that had a genius for political 
conquest. For my part, I felt that the annexation of Bohemia was Russia's 
first great failure: it tempted the Russians too far out of their natural 
boundaries, and put an end to Pan-Slavism among the Western Slavs. It 
also prevented the economic healing of Europe from taking place at a time 
when, for the United States and especially for the Soviet Union, it was 
vitally important. Leaving hardly time to draw breath, the new era of 

rearmament began. 
The arms race that now began put back for years in the Soviet Union the 

required improvement in living standards; this now gave way to the 
production of ever more complex weapons systems. In the United States 
too, there was no time for liquidating the financial heritage of the Second 
World War. This was a disadvantage, and a growing danger, for the 

whole world. 



59. The Death of May, 12 October 1949 

In the early summer of 1949 my daughter graduated from the Madeira 
School in Virginia, and shortly afterwards my wife and the children came 
to Switzerland, where we spent happy weeks at Pontresina and Saas 
Fee. May said occasionally that she could hardly keep up with the 
children on walks; unfortunately, I paid too little attention to these 
remarks. She was never ill, and I took that to mean that her health must be 
perfect. In September she returned to Washington with the children, and I 
was to follow in November. 

On 12 October, shortly after noon, May was stricken by a heart attack 
and died within a few minutes. The two days that then followed must 
have been terrible for my children, who had been with their mother that 
morning; because of fog I was unable to arrive for two days. I found the 
children grown up far beyond their years. 

In my shock, I found myself questioning God's will: why had my wife, 
who was so much younger than I, been torn away from me and the 
children? Soon I came back to my senses. Our marriage had brought me 
deep happiness in middle life. I had to be grateful for that, bowed down as I 
was by present sorrow. 

I pressed the children to me. They tried to conceal their sorrow in order 
to comfort me. 
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60. Korea, 1950 

Relations between the two great world powers deteriorated from week to 
week, and at last America came to realise the consequences of her short
sightedness in the last phases of the world war. In the absence of any 
constructive ideas, Korea, which had been taken from the Japanese, had 
been partitioned along a geographic latitude; such a partition could never 

last. 
I received news of the actual start of hostilities while I was travelling 

from Zurich to Naples, where I was to meet my son Wolfgang, who had 
just graduated from Sidwell Friends High School. Sir Oliver Franks, the 
British Ambassador in Washington, had spoken to the graduating stu
dents and urged them to be hopeful, and to keep the example of Odysseus 
before them. Wolfgang had been deeply impressed by this talk, and I was 
able to show him in Paestum and Pompeii the ruins of ancient cultures that 
had been destroyed. He went on to Rome, where he was put up in a school 
near St Peter's that had been turned into a lodging-house for the Holy 
Year. I returned in haste to Zurich, concerned not so much by the military 

as by the economic consequences of the war. 
There had never been a proper cleaning up of the political and economic 

debris of the Second World War. Rearmament had interrupted the natural 
course of economic recovery at its very beginning; now this local war, 
because of its great-power background, transformed the upward move
ment of all world markets into an overheated boom. The United State 
budget escalated to a world war level and patriotic logans made any 
criticism impossible. Other countries supported the United States only 
half-heartedly, and smuggling to China began on _a much larger.scale. 

The entire world order had slid into chaos: soldiers were sent mto battle 
without formal declarations of war, indeed often without diplomatic 
relations even being broken off. The United Nations were involved in a 
war, and yet they allowed some of their members to be neutral or even to 

take the other side. 
The United States was compelled to arm itself for a colonial war and a 

possible world war at the same time; if uch a world conflict _did not take 
place the greater part of American armaments would rapidly become 
obsolete and have to be replaced. And when hostilities in Kore~ cea ed. 
there would have to be a quick transition to non-military production; th~t 
in itself posed serious dangers. However, if the United State _hould aga~n 
find itself in a cri is with its armaments ob olete, financing a rapid 
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rearmament would be extremely difficult. After the decisive American 
defeat on the Yalu River at the end of 1950 it was no longer possible to 
contemplate an early end to the war . 

In 1905, Russia had fought a war with Japan over concessions on that 
same river, and now the United States had suffered a defeat at the hands of 

China . That was a heavy blow to America ' s entire Pacific policy: the 
country for whose sake the United States had originally broken with Japan 
turned on its own protector and gained a resounding victory. 

Had not the English statesmen of my youth, Edward VII and Josrph 
Chamberlain, seen things in a truer light? In their view, the Wes tern 
powers had only one natural ally against potentially hostile powers on the 
continent: Japan. After that time, the United States forbade Japanese 
immigration, forced the British to give up their alliance with Japan, and 
led the fight for Chinese self-determination which at San Francisco ele
vated China into the rank of a world power. An old Arab proverb says: 'I 
taught him how to bend the bow, and his first arrow hit me.' 

Few contemporaries saw clearly what was at stake in all these events. I 
had been an active witness of the events of 1904 and 1905, and could 
therefore understand that Great Britain gradually let the reins of world 
power slip into the hands of her junior but more successful ally. The 
United States might still be capable of great technical feats; but matters of 
the highest seriousness, such as the leadership of the world, were no longer 
to be entrusted solely to Washington. This Icarus of a country was quite 
capable of hurling itself and its spiritual father's lifework with it into 
destruction. 

In 1905 the United States had been the mediating power between Russia 
and Japan; in 1950 it could enforce no resolution of the conflict with China, 
that same China with which it could have done anything fifty years earlier 
without even needing to use armed force. It had seemed at that time that 
Japan, Germany, Britain and France would simply divide up China, but 
the United States refused to engage in the partition, insisting on the firm 
hope that a free China would be its best ally in the East. That was a pro
found mistake. 

61. The Crisis of Democracy; Warning to 
America 

Oh, the illusions of American democracy! How grandiose they were, and 

3t the same time how very childish! The Englishman Mackinder had com
pletely understood all that, but nobody in responsible positions in America 

had appreciated him. Now the catas_tr~phe ~a~ c~me. ~fter Ko:ea th~re 
was a good deal of talk about Amenca s political isolation; bu~ m reality 
that isolation was the consequence of momentary loss of prestige. In the 
Second World War decisive victories more than made up for a few defeats. 

Did the future belong to that country which had fought and won the 
battle of the Yalu? It was the same country that had apparen~ly been 
written off by history; its very army had been created out of nothmg only 
some twenty-five years before by a German, von Seeckt, who e~en then 
said that China had the best soldiers in the world. Some forty-five years 
before, the Western countries saw in Japan the future gr~at,Po~er, and 
were frightened. Then Japan was totally defeated. 'W_as _Chma s victory ~n 
the y alu a passing affair, or did it represent the begmnmg of a new era m 

world history? . N 
Immediately after the deep impact of the Yalu River ~efeat, on ew 

Y • E 1950-1 I wrote a memorandum ( ee Appendix, pp. 284-91) 
ear s ve , h · 1 1 

and sent it to a number of figures in Washington. T e reaction wash arge{ 
one of puzzlement. How could one talk of a defea~? At the most t e ya u 
affair was a small rever e in a colonial war! How little they knew ?f wh~t 
was really at stake! I had observed in other great powers many failurel '.n 
·ud ement stemming from arrogance, vanity, insular_ s_tub~or~ness or p am 

Jb bg . b had I encountered such lackada1S1cal mdifference. For ar ansm, ut never . 
11 

· 
surely the issue here was not a mere colonial war but t~ree v?Ja y impo~t:~; 
matters: the containment of Communism, the salvation o apan, an 

entire prestige of the West in Asia. 11 · for the 
I was dissati fied with all the vague rea on ~ ua y given . . 

American ' indifference in world affair : a young nauond, preoccupied wd i:~ 
. d . h · 1 affluence an unaccu tome 

domestic matters, spoile ':it ma~ena f th but they do not tell the 
war. All these things contam a gram o tru ' .t d to the task that be-

f h A rican were not ui e 
whole story. 0 course t e me b that really the fault of the 
fell them a the large t world power' ut wa 

country as a whole? . h American had ri en up to fight 
A century and three-quarters earlieldr' t e d hopele How critical all 

a war which to the re t of the wor appeare . 
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o~s~rvers :"ere of ~he colonial Americans! They were only some two 
~mlhon, with very little purchasing power, and able to pay their way only 
m good y~ars; they were a people made up of adventurers and nomads. 
Adam Smith, the wise founder of modern economics, said that a good 

trade .treaty wit.h France was worth far more than the possession of the 
American colomes. He was no idle chatterer, but how wrong he was! 

A great man can make mistakes that in retrospect seem absurd - but 
how small was the significance of Saratoga or Yorktown compared with 
the battle on the Yalu! The American revolutionary war was a civil war 

an:iong Europeans; in Korea it was a struggle with Asiatics , and the Yalu 
River was t~e second such defeat for Europe in a single life-time. America 
w~s responsible for. bo~h those defeats, without admitting it; indeed, 
without.even kn~wm~ it . For the United States had forced Japan out of 
her sel~-im~osed isolation, and then later denied her any possibilities of 
expansion; it had then encouraged Chinese nationalism and subsequently 
become its first victim. 

The Americans still spoke as if they were their own ancestors of 150 
years before: using the arguments of a small people feeling oppressed by the 
gre~t powers; of poor debtors vis-a-vis important creditors. Yet the 
Umted Sta~es had meanwhile become the greatest and richest country in 
the world: 1t had won two o ld b 1 · · w r wars, not y greater ga lantry or trammg 
for war, not throu.gh greater intelligence, but simply through domination 
of the. seas, financial control of the American continent (including South 
A~erica), .a~d access to the raw materials of the entire world. America's 
anti-colomahsm and anti-imperialism her cult' t' f · 1· h , iva 10n o nat10na ism 
t roughout the world, had become dangerous for her and for Europe, and 
represented . a tragedy for democracy in general. Living as I did between 
two countries that are considered the foremost examples of democracy in 

the b~~rld, . I could see clearly the limitations of that form of polity: it 

S
ena e dSwitzerland ~o maintain permanent peace; but in the huge United 

tates, emocracy failed · 1 b f . . precise Y ecause o wars. And now two great 
nations, Russia and China h d b d d . 

f d 
, a een ragge mto tyranny under the aegis 

o emocracy; and there were l t'ful . h . . P en i signs t at other countries were 
movmg m the same direction. 

America's opponents have reproached it wi'th th 1 b 1 ,. . 1· ' Th · · e a e 1mpena 1st . 
. ef opphositbe is true: the United States does not know how to rule and yet 
its ate as een to dominate th ld r . ' 

C 1 E 
e wor , ror it must unify Western and 

entra urope and that t b d b time both R ' d B . c~nno e one Y democratic means. In their 
ome an ritam underst d h · · · 1 

th U 
· d S . . 00 t e1r mission c early· however 

e mte tates 1s still full f · · f't: . ' ' o mapposite Je rersoman memories that are 
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out of place in today's world. Every five hours (if we calculate the dollar at 
one-third the value of the 1802 dollar) the United States consumes more in 
value than the entire sum expended on the vast Louisiana Purchase. Using 
the guiding principles of that time in present-day circumstances is abso
lutely suicidal. These critically important questions had to be aired, I 
thought, putting aside the concerns expressed by my friends over the 
possible consequences of publishing my warnings. I expected, of course, 
the opposition of communists and various hues of nationalist, but also 
anticipated the sharp rejections of honest Democrats, who were doubly 
sensitive because of the critical situation. They simply did not want to 
acknowledge that democracy had decisively altered its nature in the past 
forty years, and that the way to recovery would be one of severe hardships. 
Whether such a recovery was in itself worth attempting was not, for the 

moment, the real issue. 
I was treated like the doctor who is attacked by the patient whom he 

accurately diagnoses. We no longer have the luxury of choice, as we once 
had, between political systems; that was evident to very few people. The 
representatives of one system had reduced consumptio~ to an. absolute 
minimum, just this side of starvation; those on the other side had mcreased 
taxes so much that just a few more notches and the private economy would 
be strangled altogether. Neither side had the financial means to fight a long 
war, for which nonetheless both were preparing. Even if there were formal 
consents enshrined in both systems, the Russian people had not consented 
to be starved nor had the American freely consented to be taxed at uch 
levels; to spe~k of democracy in these contexts is a mockery. Just like ~he 
French after their revolution, the Americans preen themselves on havmg 
discovered the ideal polity, and try to convince the rest of the world accor~
ingly, in all good faith. In contrast to the Russians, they do. no~ force their 
ideas on others, but prefer peaceful persuasion. Since Amenca i the l~ad~r 
of the West, it is important to tell the Americans that su~h an e~terpn e 1s 

fruitless: democracy cannot be improvi ed. I kept trymg with all my 

powers to recall to the Americans just where they stood. 
The world's oldest democracy, Switzerland, under tood my alarm, and 

there was a strong positive reaction to the warning. Germany, on the.other 
hand was little intere ted in problems of democracy. France aw 

10 
my 

rema~ks a frontal assault on the French Revolution, and he fear~d thde 
r h U · d St tes I experienced what Richar 

consequences. As ror t e mte a , .. . . 
Wa ner had undergone at the premiere of Tannhau er m Pan . where 
the ;udience started to his even before the fir t note of the overtu~e. The 
not very numerou intellectual elite of America did struggle with the 
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problems I raised, in full awareness of the fact that my views shook the 

foundations on which their government was established. But 'lazy 

knowingness that knows how to conceal ignorance behind an attentive 

demeanour' rules the roost; and just as the German press failed so utterly to 

foresee the arrival of Hitler, so most of the American press was unable to 

perceive the early lightning of the oncoming storm. 

America wants to be rich and loved at one and the same time. It gives 

generously to the needy, but cheerfully reminds them of their obligations. 

It is a mild opponent and an unpleasant ally. It never knows where it 

stands, is easily misled by smooth-talking confidence men, and has an 

instinctive aversion to really outstanding personalities. To be sure, we can 

see the beginnings of an intellectual elite in the United States, far 

more so today than in the second half of the nineteenth century - but it is 

scarcely able to establish itself. 

The history of the Greeks and the Jews affords examples of men who 

dared to tell the truth to their people: the warnings of the Jewish prophets 

were dire, and they staked their lives on them, just as the Athenian 

philosophers did theirs. Such examples are not to be found in American 

life. The herd of sycophants is infinitely large. 'People here', Paul 

Warburg warned me when I was a young man, 'want to be flattered, and 

do not take kindly to criticism.' But is that still true today? How many 

young Americans have I seen groaning under the burdens with which they 

have been saddled by the manufacturers of public opinion - those 

manipulators of the public mind, an army of greedy clerks piously cloaking 

themselves in idealism, but degrading history to mere chronicle, and 

religion to some feature of the Christmas market. The immense volume of 

completely worthless erotic publications is the consequence of the limitless 

commercialisation of intellectual life. One of these wretches, when asked 

the serious question what makes a good book, answered 'The number of 

copies sold'. 

Of course, one also meets more sense of community and readiness to 

help and make sacrifices for others in America than in any other country; 

and obviously ther~ is also heroism and deep respect for life's problems. 

But t~e repre_sent~tives of these qualities shun the limelight, and do not 

advertise their virtues. Anyone who knows the United States only 

through it~ advertisi~g could easily regard its women-chasing soldiers or 

drunken wives as ty~ical of the entire country. That is one explanation for 

a rema~kable and senous phenomenon: great generosity has only increased 

the antipathy felt towards it in Europe. The prime motivation for this was 

not fear of American superiority, however explicable that might have 
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been; on the contrary, in spite of its unequalled contributions, the United 

States suffered a loss of prestige. Precisely because of its achievements in the 

war, it was looked to for the solution of all problems that might arise in 

such critical times. And then, heedless of the consequences, the United 

States promised the world freedom from fear and hunger. The whole 

world took it at its word, took its contributions as mere payments on 

account, and looked critically at all its weaknesses. 

The Americans might have been indifferent to all that; after all, what 

did the world's opinion matter to them? A creditor can always reject the 

opinions of a dilatory debtor with a laugh. But in this case the leaders of the 

Western world's fight for survival were involved; it was not quite so easy 

to ignore their opinions and the sharp decline in resp~ct for ~~erica t~at 

they expressed. For the United States was no longer m a po~itlon to nsk 

early defeats in the certainty of final victory - the opportumty to recoup 

the early losses might never arrive. . . 

There was another strand in the hostility felt towards Umted States, m 

addition to its too numerous and too generous promises: the gap between 

official doctrine and reality. The Americans preached free trade an~ t?e 

abolition of all cartels to others, and then enacted all kinds of protect10rust 

measures themselves. Lip-service was paid to a free-market econo~y, and 

an unprecedentedly bloated bureaucracy was created to ~versee i_t; ~here 

was supposed to be world-wide struggle for freedom, yet m Amenca itself 

the area of freedom was steadily contracting. 

On this occasion I had to be satisfied with expressions of agree~ent 

from Yale, Princeton, Harvard and a series of other observe~s of s~a?dmg. 

I decided to leave attempts to influence American public opmion to 

another time. 



62. Why Are You Still Active? 

'Thy thoughts are set on what conditions fit the State; anxious art thou for the City, 
fearing what the Sere may be plotting, or Bactra once ruled by Cyrus, and the discordant 
tribes on Tanais' banks. With wise purpose does the god bury in the shades of night the 
future's outcome, and laughs if mortals be anxious beyond due limits. Remember to 
settle with tranquil heart the problem of the hour!' (Horace, Odes, Book III , 29, transl. 

C .E. Bennett , Loeb Classical Library, p. 275) 

Many readers may well apply to me the verses that the great Roman 
Epicurean wrote to Maecenas. Just as the great misfortune came to Rome 
several centuries after Horace's time so perhaps it may only come to us far 
in the future. Why then should I alw ays be sounding the alarm? 
Melancholy seriousness ill becomes a native of Vienna , where they have 
sayings like 'A true Viennese never is down for long ' or ' What ' s the use of 
hanging on to your money? You only live once.' These and other such 
sayings give Viennese men, and perhaps Viennese women even more, a 
quiet cheerfulness that enables them to survive many vicissitudes in life. I 
appreciate that quality in people, but I also consider Horace one of the 
wisest of all writers . 

However, our present situation is so serious that if we do not somehow 
mobilise all our strength , we are destined to sink in a single generation 
from the status of lords of the earth to abject servitude. Only at rare 
~oments in their lives are people capable of understanding the full implica
t10ns of such catastrophes - and they are certainly far from that realisa
tion now. I find this astounding. An Egyptian of the third century A.D. 

wrote on a papyrus fragment cited by Rostovtseff, 'If I choose to become a 
be.ggar'. I could s~cceed in fleeing.' Only those who can keep company 
with pickpockets m the full knowledge that their pockets are empty are 
trul! fr~ed from an~iety. But we are not threatened by dangers such as 
terntonal losses or inroads upon our property: what we have to fear is 
political , economic and cultural destruction. 

And here .I co~e back to a question that is so often whispered behind my 
back by nauonahsts and dim officials : 'Why does that man fuss so much 
over world problems? What concern are they to him?' These murmurings 
have a far less pleasant sound than Horace's ode to Maecenas . 

Let us imagine a fairy story, in which a passenger plane runs into a 
tremendous storm, and the pilot loses his bearings. One of the passengers 
comes forwar~ .and offers him advice; he cannot take the pilot's place 
because the a1rlme has not hired his services . After a safe landing, the 
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passenger goes away quickly , unknown and unthanked, happy not to have 
to deal w ith official questions about his pilot's licence. If asked what is his 
profession , he would answer that he is a meteorologist. Storm-forecasting 

is his speciality. 
My deepest inclinations and my fate have combined to make me a 

political meteorologist . But people these days only listen to such forecasts 
when they come from institutional sources, from those weather forecasters 
who are ' official'. Unfortunately, by the time these forecasts arrive, they 

have lost their usefulness. 
Before a profession is vulgarised by becoming routine, theory and 

practice are still intimately linked .. I was not. therefore co~tent merely to 
predict hurricanes : I gave the captains my advice whenever it.seemed to me 
appropriate . That was a natural consequence. of .my profession; fame and 
gratitude were and have remained matters of mdifference to me. 

But like the weatherman-passenger in my little story, I h~ve helped t~e 
pilots in my own interest as well. The fashion in the twentieth c~ntury .is 
to assume the air of a total altruist: but I freely and openly admit that m 
critical situations where I saw incapable pilots, I intervened in my own 

interests . fr 
I am not impressed by any name, no matter how often it resounds om 

daily advertising; and I do not bow down before the idols of our c~ntury. I 
am not afraid of nationalism, or of communism, or of the atomic bomb. 
None of this can harm Europe if it again recovers its own strength. But the 
West has to contend with a dangerous internal enemy: t~e c~lt of the 

masses and its twin consequences, the police-stat~ ideal and mfla~10;· 'd al 
We must return to our own tradition here m Europe: to m lVl u 

res onsibility and to the state of law' not men; and we must so~ehow 
bri~ge the gap between labour and the middle class.' If we succeet m t~ese 
aims we shall have nothing to fear, nor will our children. But be ore. t ese 
high' goals are achieved, let nobody who really cares about the salvation of 

the West relax into passivity· 



Appendix A 
Warnings on the Coming of World Danger 

To Germany about the first World War (1912) 

From 'Die Erfahrungen des letzten Jahres fiir die Krieg bereitschaft des deut chen Geld- und 

Kapitalmarktes', in Schmollers Jahrbuch fur Gesetzgeb,mg, Verwaltung und Volkswirtschaft, 1912, 

pp. 557 et seq. 

In the past year, 1911, we have seen for the first time in many years the possibility 
of war between the great European powers. Even at the beginning of the year, 
political issues coloured the loan negotiations with the Hungarian and Turkish 
governments; in August and September, in reaction to foreign problems, a large 
part of the foreign assets invested in Germany and Austria-Hungary was with
drawn. In the 1850s and 1860s considerations of a possible conflict still played a 
significant role in people's calculations, but since then an entire generation of 
peace has practically eliminated war from the consciousness of those who have to 

make economic decisions . 
I am quite well aware of the political hazards inherent in even an entirely 

economic consideration of the developments of the past year. It is however 
entirely wrong to assert, as we so often hear, that the shortcomings of our credit 
should not be aired lest that give aid and comfort to our foreign enemies. Every 
observer must be aware that the financial situation of both Germany and Austria 
in the autumn of 1911 was not very satisfactory, however exaggerated hostile 
press reports from abroad may have been on this subject. If the causes of present 
conditions could not be altered, silence would be a duty. Since, however, that is 
not the case; since indeed we are dealing with factors that are not God-given but 
alterable by conscious adoption of sensible economic policies; and finally, and 
most importantly, since it would be highly dangerous to permit a repetition of the 
situation in which Germany found herself last year, it is very important to 
eliminate the causes of her weakness. 

In the first half of 1911, the upswing in industrial production continued. It is 
true that this general economic upturn, in which recession seems to become a 
phenomenon of the remote past, is a sign of considerable strength; but unfortu
nately we see excesses on every hand, and concern for liquidity becomes quite 
secondary in the race for increased profits. 

True reform and strengthening of the money market cannot take place 
without some sacrifice. Those sacrifices will and must be made, if there is a 
general conviction that the deep organic weakness of the money market, as it was 
revealed last year, represents a serious danger for the Empire in the event of 
political crisis. 
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To Germany about Submarine Warfare and its Consequences 
for Empire and Dynasty (February-March 1916) 

M 
ndum against the escalation of U-boat warfare, written by Max Weber with Felix Somary, 

emora p . · b So 
published in Max Weber, Colleaed Political Works, 1921, pp. 64 et seq. ornons wntten Y mary 

are within square brackets. 

Increased submarine activity may offer a road to peace, t~at is. to say an earlier 
peace than otherwise to be expected, only under the followmg rucumstances: 

_ that America's entry into the war is not thereby provoked; . 
_ or that, if America does enter the war, her co-belligerence does not tip the 

balance of forces and endanger our position; . . 
_ fi lly that America's contribution to the war effort will be certam to 

or, ina , 1 B .. h d 
come so late as to enable us before then to compe ntis surren er. 

It should be noted concerning the foregoing that: 
· hin b · · · the 

[1. It is unfortunately true that Ame~ca risks ~racticallr not _g y ~:;~g The 

war' and that she can continue fightmg_ pra~tically :"~t~ou\ ti;e would .be the 
entry of the United States_ into the war, m alliance wit ng an ' 

best possible insurance agamst the Japanese danger: h h b bilit that it will 
A who knows America must reckon wit t e pro a y . 

2. nyone ith at least as much stubbornness as England; and that m ~se. we 
c~nduct a w_ar w h e shall be forced to accept extremely ignommious 
fail to contmue t e war, w 

conditions. b t d _ a piece of luck of which 
3. If a quite rapid British surrende~ can.not e ;.:~ means a prolongation of the 
we shall speak later - then Amencan mterven i 

war for several years. . 

h 1 ation of the war might be sumved 
[We need not discuss here how sue a pro ong 

by us: 

- financially; .al ] 
- with relation to our supplies of warh ma.ten ~ ur troops both physically and 
- with reference to the gradual ex austion o o 

psychologically; . . . se arate eace by Turkey. which is always 
- with reference to the po~s.ibih~y o~ a aiit in ~he Turkish Empire and the fact 

Possible becau e of the political matton y ·t n·es while Turkey offers none 
t' g to annex tern o , . 

that we for our part are attemp m seems probable if the war is 
. S h a separate peace 1. with which it wishes to part. uc f t od supplies and of front- me 

indefinitely prolonged. [(Finances! Shortages o o 

workers!)] 
i·ntervention, whether soon or 

· l American [One thing is certain y true: 
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somewhat later , would equip our enemies with the material and psychological 

resources to continue the war for a practically indefinite time . The mere pos

sibility that coincidence could bring about American intervention will enable our 

opponents to keep going, despite severe setbacks , until that chance of America's 

entry into the war has been eliminated.] 
Moreover, we see the following picture if for the time being we do not assume 

British surrender, and therefore must reckon with a prolongation of the war : 

I. After the war, without the import of any neutral capital, England's most 

important war aim will have been realised: the destruction of Germany's ability to 

compete in world markets. There would ensue as a consequence of our inability to 

re-establish our industries the severest economic depression imaginable, with 

social tensions of the most dangerous and unprecedented kind. Joint war with its 

British ally against Germany would make American capital as closely identified 

with the interests of the City of London as if it too were 'enemy' capital. 

II. It would be all the same to us if England's decline caused the City to become a 

dependency of New York's capital markets: that would merely strengthen the 

power of capital interests inimical to Germany. We should thus have lost the war 

in economic terms, no matter what were the actual peace conditions . The close 

social and financial relationship between America and England that exists even 

now cannot be compared in the slightest with the virtual identity that would exist 
after an Allied victory. 
III. Subscriptions to our war loans would be seriously endangered by 

unrestricted submarine warfare. [With a prolongation of the war, the issue of 

increasingly worthless paper - quite like assignats - and a dubious outcome 

will lead private investors to shy away from subscribing to war loans, as surveys 

now reveal.] Such a decline in subscriptions could become catastrophic if America 

entered the war. [Rolling over of issues as they mature is one source of subscrip

tions that is elastic, but has certain limits; any general avoidance of war loans 
would affect these decisions too.] 

IV. Nobody can seriously maintain that these fears are absolutely groundless. To 

continue our paper economy while cut off from access to any neutral funds would 

mean that England would have reached her economic war aims. Even in the worst 

case, England would have at her disposal for re-establishing her currency after the 

war both domination of gold-mining, and the financial power of America, 

intimately linked with her own. The domination of New York banks over the 

City would hardly represent a turn for the better from our point of view; we 

should have forfeited our wcrld standing for an unforeseeable period. 
V. If America chooses to wage war by subsidising her Allies, she would manage 

to put a stop to the steady decline in Italian currency; and also spare France and 

England the necessity for imposing measures that might otherwise have to include 
a partial moratorium on debt payments. 

On the other hand, the final downfall of the Austro-Hungarian currency 
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would be absolutely assured by the entry of the United States in the war, quite 

aside from the question of Turkey; and Germany's currency would be crippled 

over the long term . After the war, all credit-hungry countries would in any event 

be dependent on the goodwill of our enemies . Thus the war would be lost from 

our point of view, no matter how favourable peace conditions might seem. 
VI. If our enemies do not suffer annihilating defeats in the course of the conflict, 

they can constantly renew their stocks of munitions and top up their military 

reserves, without undue strain and by calling on the enormous network of 

American advertising. Anyone who knows the United States must reckon it 
highly probable that a very large number, perhaps several hundred thousand 

well-equipped, physically robust American volunteers can be mobilised for ~uty 
on the Western front. And that is quite aside from the fact that a busmess 

recession even in America should liberate manpower for these purposes. There are 

people in all classes of American society who would regard war ser:vice as very 

appealing; and it would be extremely foolish of us to ass~me, as we did before the 
war when assessing the willingness of upper-class Englishmen to fight, that the 

Americans too are unwilling to join the combat. 

The possibility of a breach with America over submarine warfare would 

therefore be extremely dangerous for our future prospects even if there were a 

possibility that England could be forced to. s~~e~der, even wit~in a few mont~s. 
The question whether there is such a poss~bility is h?wever weighed down w~th 
so many political and economic assumptions that it cannot be answered .with 

certainty, and surely not by experts on naval warfare, no ~atter how g~fted. 
These experts must free themselves completely from emotional and wishful 
thinking, must attempt a very sober calculation, before any measures are taken to 

intensify submarine warfare. 

I. In such a sober assessment, one should start with the assumption that if 

England is threatened by a blockade, she will take the same measures to assure. her 
continued supply as we have - despite the hasty notions of some that she might 
do otherwise. We must make the further assumption that the. pr~sent .level of 

consumption that we have managed to maintain could also be mamtamed m Great 

Britain. [Rationing, price freezes, nationalisation of the merchant flee.t, the for~ed 

closure of all non-essential industries, at least those .whose w~rkmgf requuhes 
. ] F d ff Id be imported 10 a orm t at 

substantial shipping capacity· 00 stu s wou . ed r od S h 
. . 1 h. . 1 . flour frozen meat, tmn ro s. uc a 

requires mm1ma s ippmg vo ume. ' . . . 6. h lb · 
su 1 s stem could be in place and functioning w1thm four to ve.mont s, a . eit 

with ~o:siderable difficulties and high costs; bu~ it wo~ld 1e ;~mently ~eas1~le 
and would be carried out as soon as England is con~mce ? its nece sity or 
ultimate victory; and in the certainty that the slowly ~ncreasmg pressure of the 

1 b b·1· d behalf of the Allied cau e. 
Americans would a so e mo 1 ise on . . h" · 

. h Id be made of the mmimum s ippmg 
[Consequently, a calculat1on s ou . . Th fi re will 

. E 1 d would need aiven the foregomg assumptions. at gu 
capacity ng an , o· 
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be quite urpri ingly small, and every shipyard in the world, with the exception of 

Germany' , will be available to help upply it.] 
Britain 's very limited import needs could moreover be shipped by southerly 

routes using ports in southern France, Portugal, Spain and Italy, and trans

shipping the supplies up the French coa ts by rail to the Channel ports . The objec

tion that there are insufficient freight cars available for this route is not tenable. 
II. In connexion with all this, we must try to ascertain to what extent the 

Channel pa sage itself can be cut off between France and England. Can it be cut 
also at night? [Which is not presently the case .] Or even if the British should 
choose to use a fleet of many smaller transports, which would make a torpedoing 

of all the supply ships unfeasible [as is now the case)? Or whether we could wage 
such a campaign even if transports are escorted by enemy torpedo boats? As is 
well-known, because of these difficulties we have not succeeded in blockading the 

Channel even for troop and munitions ships going to France; and such a blockade 

is not considered practicable in present circumstances. But to the degree that such 
a blockade is possible or impossible, we must reckon the chances of submarine 

warfare in general: for it must seem unlikely that submarines could patrol all the 
southerly routes in addition to blockading England herself. [We may calculate 
with a fair degree of certainty the technical limits of submarine construction in 

Germany; we also know pretty clearly the very important figure of the minimum 
time it takes to build a submarine. Thus we arrive at an approximate figure for the 
numbers of new submarines and when they might come into commission; and if 

these figures are even approximately accurate, it would be utopian to reckon on 
any real blockade of the English coasts, unless quite new and unknown factors 

come into play.] 
Ill . We must furthermore bear in mind that should America enter the war all 

the co~fi cated _Ger~an shipping capacity will immediately be at the dispos;l of 
the Allies; and it will presumably be several months before the tonnage available 
for England's supply can be reduced by torpedo to even the figure now available 
to her. 

Whatever happens, we should be aware that England, even if she herself should 
suffer severe shipping losses, would accomplish one of her war aims: a terrible 

decimati?n of our merchant fleet. England herself would be in a position to 
re-establish her ?wn merchant navy relatively quickly after the war; and America 
would have eqmpped herself with part of our fleet at no cost. One must hopefully 

ass~~e that all _these . factors have been taken into account by the appropriate 
official planners m vanous Reich ministries. 

IV. Some consideration should also be given to the issue of whether the most 

necessary . imports wo~ld not be convoyed by torpedo boats or other warships, 
thus cuttmg the effectiveness of submarine warfare· and also that the merchant 
ships themselves would be better equipped to fight ~ff U-boat attack. But it is in 
any event highly dangerous to base decisions that concern our entire future on a 
weapon that is available only in limited quantities, that cannot be rapidly replaced, 
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and that is vulnerable in terms of both its own construction and the possibility of 

technical countermeasures. 
V. If America should enter the war, England would cease to have to reckon with 

a possible rise in her shipping and insurance costs such as the press [unbelievably] 
till discusses. The more so, since she will have our confiscated shipping to add to 

her capacity. 
VI. We must assume a a certainty that the issue of American pressure on the 

neutral countries [Holland] will increase over the long term, and will take on the 

most extreme forms. 
VII. One hopes that it has been established beyond any doubt what raw materials 
and food supplies , despite all counter-measures, are now being imported into 
Germany from neutral countries; which of these would be cut off in the event of 
America's entry into the war; and what the consequences of their absence would 
be for our ability to continue the war for several more years. According to 

information available to us, these quantities are not all that small. 

The harsh tone in which discussions on the submarine warfare issue and the 

possible intervention of America have taken place in all sections of the press has 

already severely damaged our interests, and in two principal ways: 

I. The very first question about submarine warfare, 'Is there any other way to 
peace?', aroused among our friends, our enemies and the neutral countries the 

same doubt: that we are materially or psychologically in a position to obey the 
Kaiser's injunction to hang on as long as necessary to convince our enemie of the 
hopelessness of our defeat. In other words, submarine warfare appears to be a 

counsel of despair on the part of the German military. 
II. The discussions have given this very worst of impressions also to large 
numbers of people within Germany, and even in the armed forces. The abruptly 

excited, often almost hysterical cries of a 'way to peace';_ t~e to~chr refusal to go 
into any careful analysis of facts; the sudden c~ange of op'.mon withm a few weeks 

among the most influential circles - and without, as 1t tu~ns o~t, ~ny ort of 
new information - all of these were frightening and, qmte obJecuvely, very 

dangerous phenomena. One only has to make clear what. a blow it woul~ be if 
that 'sole means to peace' does not achieve its object. Andi~ must al ~ be said that 
the moral cowardice that made opponents afraid of appeanng defeat! t ~layed an 
especially contemptible role in the discu sions. The [ authors of this article] have 

from the beginning of the war felt confident that we would emerge from the 
conflict with honour. Because of the phenomena mentioned above• and the 

possibility that America may be drawn into the war as a consequence, tty feelrfor 
the first time serious concern for our country and indeed the future 

O 
it ru mg 

dynasty. 
We have seen recently the same phenomena here that could be ob en:ed at the 

time of Italy' conflict with Austria. Influential and uppo edly well-mfo~med 

sources assured us at fir t that Italy was only bluffing, although tho e who new 
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Italy well were convinced of the opposite . After the de~laration of war, the same 

circles confidently said that the war had been a sure thmg from the start. People 
tend to forget that saying of a great power that it is bluffing in itself represents a 

deadly affront; equally overlooked was the fact that our policy of urging Austria 
to make concessions would be considered unforgiveable foolishness if any one of 

the assertions, no matter which one, on which it was based had come true. Just as 
they did then, the opinions of the same politicians are wavering as to America's 

intentions. That must lead to exactly the same con equence , and the respon

sibility for it is the more serious, because this time at least neither of the two 

assumptions made about American policy is correct. One thing, however, is 
certain: that simply letting things go on, and lurching between a conciliatory 
Government policy and whipping up hysteria in the German press, with its 

policies based on street and platform emotions, will ultimately meet a counter
reaction overseas. Then the leading party bosses engaged in the American election 
campaign will have no other possible policy than to push for a sub tantial humilia

tion for Germany, or indeed to have America enter the war. As far as we know, 
things in America have not quite come to that point; although the optimism we 
hear on all sides about Congressional voting is entirely unfounded. One further 
matter is clear: the situation will be truly hopeless if the German public deals with 

this highly complex and difficult matter as if it were a point of personal honour, 
and thus forecloses all possibilities of a graceful retreat. We must unfortunately 
reckon with that possibility; and with its corollary, that because of our misplaced 

patriotic zeal England's enterprise may flourish . 
Thus the leaders of all parties have a duty, despite the Government's refusal of 

information on security grounds, to request formal assurances on the following 

points: 

1. that no steps are taken or permitted that may lead to direct or indirect conflict 
by engaging our national honour, without first making all the necessary calcula

tions for a decision with the utmost measure of caution; 
2. that it be made quite unequivocally clear which officials are responsible for 
each aspect of these calculations; and that their assumptions and methods as well 
as their names be part of the official record. For if even one of the variables in this 
highly complex equation is incorrect, all the bravery of the front-line troops 
cannot prevent our economic collapse during the war, and our economic 

strangulation after the end of hostilities. 

[The internal political consequences of such an economic defeat and the loss of the 
war because of America's intervention - foreseeable on grounds of some possible 
'incident' - must be highly unfavourable, and cannot be compared with any 
disasters that might befall us in the absence of American intervention. For 
everyone in Germany is now prepared for the fact that such intervention will 
make prosecuting the war that much harder, and perhaps will require even more 
radical economic measures.] Equally, everyone should reckon with the possibility, 
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however remote, that our overall situation might someday be less favourable than 

it is today . [Nobody will make the Government and the occupant of the throne 
responsible for the ordinary vicissitudes of war. But they will assess blame, 
whether rightly or wrongly, for the consequences of a policy vis-a-vis America 
which, if it fails, will afterwards be seen by large parts of the populace as a highly 

speculative and reckless policy.] 

To Germany on Uncontrolled Inflation and its Consequences 

(1920) 
From a speech to the board meeting of the Verein fur Sozialpolitik m Freiburg im Breisgau, 1920. 
Closed meeting, chairman Prof. H . Herkner: with German and Swiss board members present. 

I have asked Professor Herkner to convene today's meeting, because I am filled 
with urgent concern about the fate of the German and Austrian currencies. If 

things go on as they are now we are threatened by the danger of a co~plete 
collapse of both currencies, with all the consequences that would entail for 

international payments and internally. . 
Nobody will be unaware of the difficult positio~ of ~n empire ~f~er the loss of a 

world war. But the continuation of unchecked mflauonary pohcres after a war 
must ruin the entire economy. I should gladly have carried on this discussion in a 

public forum; I regret that my request to do so was re~sed b~cause of fears th~t 
the country would be alarmed. Alarming the country is preasely what I feel is 

necessary. · h 
We must today have the courage to be unpopul_ar. I ~annot bear ~t .w :n 

economists fuss over questions of insignificant detail, as 1f ~e were hvmg m 
normal times, and choose to pass over in silence the great misfortune about to 

befall us. . I · f 
The doctrine of cheap money is preached at us from al~ ides: the rea mcome o 

farmers and workers must not decline, they say; socral benefits mu t ~ot ~e 
touched And the authoritie do not even dare to rai e the bank rate at a t~m: i~ 
which the expansion of the money supply ought to be punishable by cnmm 

penalties. . · f h G man 
If matters go on this way, within a few years the ~ntire sa~mgs o t ew~\ave 

middle class, as well as the capital re erves of the s0e1al secu~ty sy te~, ff 

disappeared completely. I beg you to concentr~te. all your mt~l!~t~:dede::~ :; 
the fight to stabilise the value of our currency. t is a matter o i e 

Germany and for Europe. 
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About the World Depression (1926) 

From 'The Future of the Currency', a speech given on 10 eptember 1926 at the Univer ity of 

Vienna, in the erie of lecture on International Social tudie . 

The overwhelming majority of bankers and industrialists see in the granting of 

the League of Nations loan to Austria and in the provisions of the Dawes Plan the 

beginnings of a period in economic history that will take the same shape as we 

knew before the war: a recovery phase, followed by boom, a crash and then a 

depression, and so on. Young economists joyfully rush into research studies on 

the business cycle, armed with much more data and much less understanding than 

old fuddy-duddy Juglar. * The Stock Market departments of the banks enthusias

tically proclaim the era of permanent upward progress, and private industry as 

well as the public sector compete in their eagerness to make capital investments, as 

if they had not sufficiently indulged that during our inflation. 

If, however, we do not choose to stumble blindly into our economic future, 

we must try to attain a clear picture of developments to come, and should pay 

attention to the beginnings of our current economic phase. We have just lived 

through an inflationary period which has destroyed the savings of an entire 

generation of the Central European middle class. The currency was sacrificed to 

the lunatic notion that international relations and the unofficial economy could 

thus be saved somehow. Such a process is only possible once in a generation; one 

must fear that in the next crisis the economy and international relations will be 

sacrificed in order to maintain the integrity of the currency. 

And if you ask me why I am speaking of the next crisis when stabilisation has 

scarcely begun, then permit me to reply: I see that people are behaving as if we 

were in the middle of an upturn, while on the contrary the international economic 

position is far graver than at any time in the past generation. If there is any 

comparable period at all, I would say it is likeliest to be the time from 1825 to 

1830 in England, or from 1866 to 1873 on the Continent; but the present 

situation seems to me yet more serious. 

The world war completely altered the relationship between creditor and debtor 

countries. The United States, before 1914 the greatest debtor, ha become today 

the greatest creditor in the world. Europe was able to cover its payment deficit 

with the United States through intere t payments on capital invested in America, 

and the remittances of immigrants. But European securities holdings in the 

United States - with the exception of France, Switzerland and the Netherland -

have declined substantially, and yield only a much smaller fraction of income than 

they did a century ago. The decline in immigration, and the permanent settlement 

of former immigrant , with a consequent weakening of family ties to the Old 

World, has also diminished the stream of remittance . But the balance of 

payment.s deficit of Europe vis-a-vis the United State can hardly grow maller, 

because m all sectors of the economy, newly-e tablished industrie in the United 
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States have won market and technological advantages that Europe can hardly 

match . The advantages of an enormous internal market and cheap capital cannot 

be matched by a Europe divided into many states, and burdened with high interest 

rates. 

The situation, which in itself is very delicate, has been worsened by a factor 

that was unknown in the pre-war period, namely international political debts, 

whose effect is to make the entire position much more dangerous. The result is to 

increase the credit side of the ledger strongly in America's favour, and thus 

increase the burden of continuing payments obligations for many European 

countries which would in any event have been running substantial payments 

deficits vis-a-vis the United States. 

Shall we not anticipate significant upheavals if in the United States itself there is 

a stronger heating-up of the economy, and if the cheap money there leads to a 

stock market boom? Such a boom would lead Americans to invest their liquid 

capital in more profitable ventures in their own country. And cannot the return of 

vast sums of French money to Europe in the context of a revaluation of the French 

franc - which must come soon - cause upheavals in the short-term capital 

markets, if these sums are not re-lent to the same debtors? Can we really rely on a 

continuation of the gold exchange standard even in a crisis? And would not the 

changes that should occur if the still unproven gold-exchange standard is 

renounced have decisive influence on international capital movements? 

And yet, would that French capital were withdrawn and the gold exchange 

standard renounced as soon as possible, so as to avoid excessive liquidity in New 

York and the danger of a stock market boom! For if both those developments 

should take place only during a boom, or even in the middle of an American panic, 

then the dimensions of the catastrophe for Europe hardly bear thinking of. 

We thus conclude that Europe needs the utmost caution and liquidity. There 

must be no construction on the basis of short-term credits, which are granted by 

so untrustworthy a creditor as the United States, which may withdraw them all 

too probably at the worst moment. I had rather see the ruthl.ess cut~ing-back of 

state expenditures, and a slow reconstruction of banks a?d mdustnes than the 

development of an economic upswing that must end with t~e bankruptcy of 

governments and the destruction of banks. Limit your expenditures, you young 

democracies; make as few investments as possible, you entrepreneurs and bankers! 

Those who do not follow this advice will face disaster when the seven years that 

Juglar prescribed for the long-term business cycle come_ to an end. For this ~ime_ a 

crisis will not mean merely a recession in government mcome and a reduction m 

dividends. It will mean bankruptcy - in the international balance of. payments, 

in inter-governmental financial relations, and throughout the bankmg . ector · 

And the recovery later will be harder for Europe than after any crash of which we 

have yet heard. 
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To England -about Hitler's Rise to Power and the coming 
Second World War (1 December 1930) 

'The American and European Economic Depressions and their Political Con equence ' , a lecture 

given at the Royal Institute of International Affairs, London , and published in Journal of the Royal 

Institute of International Affairs, March 1931. 

We come now to the darkest part of the current situation . I know very well that 
responsible British political opinion i much less exercised about this question 

than Paris, Rome, Moscow or Berlin. I hope that my English friends are right; 
but suspect it is just in these issues that the Continent has the surer grasp, for on 
the Continent war has become almost a hobby. I am very much against the notion 
that the world depression has increased the danger of Communism; but I must 
admit that it has tremendously increased the dangers of war. The Depression 
gives autocratic rulers the opportunity to demonstrate economic successes, and 
may seduce one or another of them to engage in foreign political adventurism. 
Today we have one-man rule in the majority of European countries - they differ 
from one another only in whether the opposition is killed, imprisoned or merely 
robbed of its property. People in England have no clear notion of the bitter 
hatreds and the savage struggle for mere existence that rage in Europe. In 
countries as radicalised as Germany, Socialism is considered almost conservative. 
At the time of the Locarno Pact , that had no meaning in foreign policy; but now 
the internal situation in Germany is beginning to make itself felt as a danger 
outside the country, particularly since that old rooted hostility between the 
neighbours on the Rhine is beginning to revive. 

Political considerations of the first importance demand a quick end to the 
world depression. What could contribute to such a solution? Many hope for a 
solution from a reduction in American trade barriers, or an international morato
rium on debts. Both of those will be unavoidable steps in the long term, but I very 
much doubt they will come in time. What is necessary is quick action, and in that 
context I see only two possibilities: the first is some harmonisation of the prices 
for finished goods with those of raw materials, by lowering the price on manufac
tures, and keeping the prices of commodities from sinking further. The 
commodities market, whose collapse ushered in the crisis, can be revived by an 
effective system of government purchases . Of course that can only represent an 
exception, for this emergency. If it is objected that this is merely a new attempt at 
pegging commodity prices, I reply that the timing of purchases and the identity of 
the purchaser make the decisive difference; for I would not, as was formerly done, 
have the purchasing carried out by the producing countries but by the consuming 
countries . Acquiring agricultural commodities and industrial raw products at 
cheap prices would enable these countries to reduce the prices on their manufac
tured goods - for which by the way it would also be necessary to insist on wage 
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reductions and compliance by the cartels and syndicates. 
The second condition for ending the world depression is the re-establishment 

of political confidence. Europe has no lack of capital; what it requires is credit. It is 
Great Britain's task again to assume leadership and help reconcile France and 
Germany. If England has neither the strength nor the will for that task, the 
present crisis will be merely the curtain-raiser for a fateful period that historians of 
the future will call 'the period between world wars'. 

To America of an Imminent Conflict with the Soviet Union 

(17 April 1946) 
From a memorandum sent to Senator Alexander Wiley, Washington 

The political boundary line in E~rope is . between ~ommunis~ and anti
Communism; this division is the pnme question of our time. Amencan govern
ment circles do not understand these issues correctly, for they hope to export the 
New Deal to Europe, where the social security system was established over sixty 
years ago and since has proven itself a mistake. For these purposes they have 
installed i~ Germany and Italy a number of refugee administrators w~thout a l~al 
following. At a time when some effort is required to resist Commumsm, Amenca 

stands by indecisively and hesitantly. 
Here are my concrete suggestions: 

1. The United State should confine its political and ec_onomic aid to those 

European countries that do not lie in the Russia~ sphe~e of mfluence. 
2. Even to those countries where aid is freely given, it should be reduced to the 

b l · · Credi.ts should be extended in instalments rather than all at 
a so ute mimmum. . · h Ii · l 
once, so that they may be cancelled in the event of alterations m t e po tica 

situation. Id b J d d f any 
3. Countries that expropriate American property shou e exc u e rom 

financial or trade relations. , fri d b hould 
4. The United States should not endeavour to be everyone s . en h• ufutll 

. d fi ·a1 er on those countnes t at y earn 
concentrate all its economic an manc1 pow 

its confidence. . d d k should 
5 American broadca t to Europe should be limite to two . ays a wee . ' 

b~ on the highest level, and should be free. of all f o:mu~is~l:n:;;~:i:;::i 
Reporting of the Office of War Information an t e o ca 

warfare office were not ucce sful in Europe. . . r from 
6 It would be be t to deal olely in realitie • and to liberate Amencan po ~cy Id be 

. . . i concerned, effort at the moment ou 
prejudices. As far a Germany . . the three Western occupation zone a 
concentrated only on the task of umfymg d h oncomitant recon truction of 
an economic unit with a new currency, an t e c 
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banks and industrial organisations. 
7. Grandiose slogans and empty promises should be avoided. It would be most 
helpful to proceed with the slow cultivation of carefully elected friends; to 

support farmers, the middle classes and skilled workers , and to make contact with 

their organisations . 

As to your question whether the United States can achieve a rapprochement 

with the Soviet Union , I shall answer : as long as the Russian Revolution has not 

yet ended, the United States cannot dare for a moment to remain unprepared. 

One single moment of inattention can have the most fateful consequences. Never 

since 1812 has the United States been in as dangerous a po<iition as that in which 

she finds herself now, after the Second World War. 

To America on the Dangers of her Position in the World 
(29 December 1950) 

Memorandum, 'From Portsmouth to Korea. the Balance Sheet of American Foreign Pohcv', sent 

to a circle of friends; anonymously translated and published in the Neue Schweizer Rundsch~u. 

The name 'Yalu' has an unfortunate ring: this river is the Rubicon of the 

twentieth century. It divides Manchuria, the classic invasion path to China, from 
Kor~a, which in its turn is the springboard to Japan. After three hundred years of 
consistent defeats, the East won its first victory on the Yalu in 1904, when the 

Japanese beat the Russians; and its second victory when China defeated an 
American-led army. 

. P~ople tend perhaps to over-value battles that have been fought in their own 
hfettmes; and yet only few battles in world history have had such far-ranging 

con~equences as_ the two mentioned above. After three hundred years of 
undtsp~ted dommance, the West was twice defeated by the East, twice in one 
ge_neration. With the first victory, Japan attained the status of a world power; and 
with the second, China achieved the same. Its defeat in 1904 meant for Russia the 
beginning of a political crisis and a leftist revolution; the battle in 1950 repre

sented. a victory f~r Russia, won behind the scenes. The same empire that 

for~~-s.1x years previously appeared as the champion of Europe against the 'yellow 
per'.l 1s nov: the protector ~f Asian nationalism as China's ally. And this same 
Ch'.na, _chat m ~904 stood aside from the conflict, sunk in utmost apathy, is now 
takmg its part m world politics with a surprising elan. Japan, however, which 
fought tooth and nail for Korea, Japan must stand aside. 

But revolutionary as these events may appear, they must still take second place 
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to an incomparably greater phenomenon: the completely altered position of the 
United States in the world. In 1905 the United States played the enviable role of 
arbitrator between a victorious Japan and a defeated Russia. In 1917 the United 
States joined the world war toward its end, with only a relatively small army. In 
the Second World War it participated two years after the outbreak of war, and 
with a much larger army. And today the United States is again embroiled in an 
armed conflict, in which it has undertaken the greatest risks, and is straining to 
build up an enormous army, navy and air force. America gained no advantage 
from any one of these three cases. In Portsmouth it stood aside as non-partisan, 

and without undertaking any risks was able to intervene even without an army; 

but today it stands in the very eye of the storm. 
This situation is at first glance hard to explain, for in the period between 1905 

and today the United States managed to force all its enemies to surrender - and 
they included four great powers - and saved three world powers from 
destruction. And despite all that, America derived for itself neither territorial nor 
financial nor trade advantages from these astonishing, indeed unique accomplish
ments. On the contrary, it failed to improve it~ world position and indeed 

exposed itself to considerable risks. By a strange quirk of fate, the United States 
gave up its neutrality and took part in world politics in the same year that Russia 
left the world-political scene. What a huge difference there was at that time 
between the two rivals: America, the lord of the world, deciding the war's out
come simply by choosing to intervene; and Russia, weakened by fearful internal 
unrest, and humiliated in two massive defeats. Although Russia to this day has 
not entirely recovered from the effects of the Revolution, the enormous difference 
between her and the United States has steadily narrowed. America itself con
tributed decisively to this development, because it extended vital help to Rus ia 

throughout four decade . 
If I now survey Russia's development since 1905, I ask ~ndulgence for. a 

perhaps all-too-brief summary of well-known facts. When Ruma was defeated m 
the East by Japan, she turned to the West; he provoked _war ~n the Ba_lkans 
against Turkey, and through her ally_Serbia came i~to conflict with Austna. In 
the war that followed, the Triple Alliance of Austna-Germa~y; Turkey defea~ed 
the Russians, but shortly thereafter lost the war against RuSS1a s Wes~e~n allies, 
England, France and the United States. The Austrian Empire was_ part1t1on~d -

principally at President Wilson's insistence - and transformed mt~ a. enes ?f 
successor-states, democracies who e shakiness wa from the begmnmg plam 
enough. Germany, which the victorious Allies _treated m_uch le s har~hly than 
Austria, managed within twenty years to ri e agam, and allied herself with Japa~, 
which had exploited Russia' temporary weaknes in order to overrun Manchuna 
and attempt to subjugate China. The war that followed aw_ both Germany a_nd 

Japan compelled to accept unconditional surrender. The Umted State occu~ted 
Japan and with it Western allies the western part of Germany. The Ru tan 
occupied t'he ea tern zone of Germany and the large t part of Ea tern and Central 
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Europe . Almost immediately after the cessation of hostilities, a bitter conflict 

broke out between Russia and the United States, which thwarted the signing of 

peace treaties. The Communist party came to power in China and allied itself 

with the Soviet Union. 
The coming of a Russian-Chinese alliance was predicted by Count Gobineau 

one hundred years ago. He said that Russia would use the Chinese to dominate 

Asia; that the Russians would propagate pan-Slavism in Europe itself and thus 

bring about the decline of Western civilisation. This coalition has now become 

reality. In Gobineau's time, America forced Japan to open up its ports; now half 

Europe and all of Asia are barred to the outside world, and there is no second 

Perry to force access. 
When in 1917 the United States gave up its neutrality, and with it the great 

guiding principle of its foreign policy, and instead turned to an interventi0nist 

policy, its most effective battle cry was 'Down with the Berlin-Baghdad Rail

way!' Today, the new Russian-Chinese alliance possesses a territory that begins 

thirty English miles beyond Hamburg and stretches all the way to just south of 

Canton, that is to say 5,000 English miles beyond Baghdad. 
Shortly after the Russo-Japanese War a rail link was opened between the 

Belgian Channel port of Ostend and the Korean harbour of Pusan. The journey 

lasted twelve days and nights. If a train were to traverse the same distance today, 

travellers would spend only one night in Belgium and West Germany, and six 

hours in South Korea; the rest of the entire journey, eleven nights and eleven and 

a half days, would run through Russia or Russian-occupied territory. There are 

only 400 miles between the western boundary of the Russian-occupied zone in 

Germany and the English Channel; and the air line between the eastern front and 

the port of embarkation for Japan, Pusan, is less than 300 miles. The distance 

between the western and eastern frontiers of Russian-occupied territory, how

ever, amounts to nearly 7,000 English miles. That represents a terrifying obstacle 

to any attacker, but is a splendid defensive position. 
From 1812 onwards the entire world believed Russia was invincible. And yet it 

was beaten by the Japanese in 1904 and by the Germans in the First World War; 

and it would have been beaten in the Second World War too if it had not had the 

benefit of a neutrality pact with Japan and American assistance. Russia was twice 

rescued from total defeat: the first time, after the First World War when the 
' 

United States drove Japanese troops out of Vladivostok; and the second, during 

th~ S_econd World War because America, which since 1931 had been Japan's 

prmc1pal opponent, engaged all the military might of Japan. Thus during the 
most decisive moment of the war, the battle before Moscow, the Russians were 

able to draw on their reserves in the east, not having to fear a simultaneous attack 

on their western and eastern fronts. In the First World War the Japanese were 

Russia's allies; in the Second they were neutral; Americans, British and Chinese 

were allied in both wars. Had she been subjected to a simultaneous attack in the 

west and the east, Russia would have been forced to surrender. 
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American and British statesmen were fully aware of Russia's dangerous ambi

tions around the turn of the century; but their attention was distracted by 

German and later Japanese imperialism. From 1914 onwards, the Anglo

Americans supported each other without reservations in one war after another 

first against Austria, Germany and Turkey; then against Japan and Germany'. 

They thus destroyed all the opponents of Russia; no Russian ruler could more 

efficiently have eliminated his enemies than the White House did. And at the time 

when Russia threatened directly to confront America, the entire former Austrian 

Empire was in Russian hands - 52 of the 55 million population found them

selves in Russian-occupied territory - and Germany and Japan were prostrate. 

America played the decisive role in the destruction of no fewer than 200 million of 

Russia's enemies; and no sooner was that done than she had to arm herself to 

prepare again for a struggle with the same Russian empire. If some good fairy 

could appear and grant one wish to the leaders of American foreign policy, that 

wish would doubtless be the restoration of the world's political map before the 

First World War. For in the final reckoning, all battlefield victories are mean
ingless: it is only the result that counts, and the results of the past 34 years of 

American intervention in Europe have been, to put it mildly, certainly no success. 
No other policy could have achieved such devastating consequences. Neither 

Germany nor Japan, with their limited productive capacity and nationalism 

restricted to their own countries represented a real danger for America. But a 

Russo-Chinese alliance with its inexhaustible re ource of manpower and 

materiel, and its appeal to the Asian masses is a truly serious threat. And because 
America first destroyed all its possible allies, it created for it elf a giant handicap 

vis-a-vis a truly strong opponent. 
As matters now stand, the United States must prepare to lead all the wars 

against Russia that were formerly fought by Japan and the German-Austrian 
alliance - only it now has much less favourable circumstances to deal with. . 

In 1904 Japan fought alone against Russia, ince it had earlier defeated Ch~na. 

Because Japan is directly opposite Korea, it has the great advantage of acc~ss1b_le 

bases for troops and materiel; Japan' soldiers were. the lea t expen 1ve ID 

the world to put into the field, and they fought _fanat1_cally becau e they were 

defending their homeland. America' present pos1t1on ID reference to all the e 

factors is much le s favourable: he must end men and war materiel aero 
the entire expanse of the Pacific in order to fight an enemy whose own_ re ?urce 
are right there in its territory. American troop are the most expen IVe ID the 
world to arm and maintain, and they mu t fight on front far from home. 

National feeling works in favour of the other ide. . 
The same situation obtains in Europe. The German found themselve ID the 

Second and Fir t World Wars nearer to the Ru iap bread~a ket an? centre of 

industry, the Ukraine, than the Russian them e~ve · Dun~g the ~ir t Wo~l~ 
War no fewer than 200 fully-equipped, well-tra1Ded and 1Dexpen 1vely malD 
tained German and Au trian divi ion defended their homeland. To replace tho e 
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resources with Americans is a very hard task . The transport of men and material is 
much harder, costs are extraordinarily high, and the fighting spirit of individual 

troops is of course quite different. Just a few years ago, American troops were 
fighting the populations of Austria and Germany, and were fired up to do so by all 
sorts of propaganda; and now they are expected to defend the same people they 

were taught to hate! 
Thus we come to the essential problem of the present situation: the United 

States must defend countries that it has occupied. It must at the same time be the 

occupying power and the defender. America must defend countries whose defence 
is not its business, but the business of Japan and Germany - and those are two 
people whose war potential and fighting spirit have just been destroyed by the 
United States. 

How can American troops fight on German or Korean soil with true convic
tion? To win over a defeated enemy seems to me a labour of Hercules; but to do so 
in the case of Germany and Japan, two proud nations, seems to me infinitely 
harder. Their bitterness towards America is far more outspoken than their feel
ings towards Britain and France. In the case of Germany that is especially note
worthy because in the last war they were attacked by the French and British: but 

themselves declared war on the United States, and were also the beneficiaries of a 
large-scale aid programme mounted by the United States after the war. The 
causes of this deep resentment are the same in Germany and Japan: their remark
able rise to power was suddenly cut off, and all fruits of their earlier victories 

snatched away - and this time through the decisive intervention of America. 
Here many Americans may interject: have the Germans forgotten Hitler, and 

the Japanese Pearl Harbor? They were the aggressors after all, not us! I do not 
wish to go into the question whether this war could have been prevented, and 
even less into the problem of whether it made any sense. I prefer to concentrate 

my attention on one point: has the victor done everything possible to assure a 
lasting peace, or to make friends out of defeated enemies? 

Wars can be ended by destruction or annexation. These are the simplest and 
most effective methods; but they do not conform with American psychology. 
When America concludes peace, it is inspired by two notions: the spread of a 
democratic political system, and the self-determination of peoples. Only too often 
these two noble principles directly contradict each other. 

In accordance with tradition, the American always fights for democracy. He 
somehow expects that the victor (in this case the Russians) as well as the defeated 
(here the Germans and Japanese) will become democrats. But wars seldom have 
that outcome. The Americans try to install democratic regimes everywhere, and 
that is their most fatal weakness. 

A democracy cannot be decreed from above. Swiss democracy required six 
h~ndred years to reach its full development, and everyone knows the very long 
history of the Anglo-Saxon constitution. It is more than one hundred years since a 
new democracy came into being; and the increasing influence of Marxism has a 
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negative effect on the democratic spirit. Love of freedom is not innate in man
kind: it flourishes only in times of peace, and under the favourable conditions 
afforded by widespread independence. The United States of America can happily 
congratulate itself, because it owes its constitution to a union of large property 
owners and free merchants in the eighteenth century, a time of philanthropy and a 
sense of world citizenship. Freedom of thought and of speech are the very heart of 
the independent individual; they mean nothing to the coolie or the muzhik, and 
alas nothing also to people in large masses in the big cities: the industrial workers, 
soldiers, and petty officials. Today really democratic countries amount to less than 
10% of all the world's countries; and no other country seems ripe to try democracy. 

American doctrine rests on the assumption that all men are born free. The sad 
experiences of our present world confirm the thesis of Aristotle and not the words 
of Archidamus: the large majority of humankind seem to have been born slaves. 
Even when they have been liberated, they soon revert to servitude, and gratitude 

to their liberators is the exception rather than the rule. 
The American crusading spirit is responsible for the tendency to try planting 

democracies everywhere. Who in the United States is capable of understanding 
the policy of the great French statesman Cardinal Richelieu, who as a Cardinal in 

the Catholic Church nonetheless made alliance with the Protestant powers of 
Europe in order to combat Catholicism in Germany; and who simul~a~eou_sly 
fought Protestantism in France? And Bismarck followe~ t~e s~me political lme 
when he encouraged democracy in France, because that m his view was the least 

dangerous and externally the weakest form of government. 
The iron rule of all statesmen should be: have weak governments on your own 

frontiers, and strong ones surrounding the frontiers of your enemies. . 
Totally disregarding this principle, President Wilson established on the Ruman 

borders over a half dozen weak so-called democratic governments. The ame 

happened in Korea after the Second World War. Only one ar:row in t_he quive_r! 
Tradition and schoolboy memories play all too great a role_ m American f~rei~n 

policy. The fight against kings, aristocracy and the. Catholic Church ~etams 1~s 
popularity even in our times; America i_s ~onservat1ve - and_ has ~ad1cal trad~
tions. It proclaims its non-belligerence as 1f 1t were the H~ly Alliance'. but when it 
is engaged in conflict, it has the instinct of a revoluuonary, which h~s. b~n 
reinforced by school teachings. The people with the highest standard of tvmghm 
the world try with all their might to be the leader of the Left - ut ft :t 
position is now occupied by the power that until 1917 was the leader o t e 

Ri ht. And the Right is today leaderless. . . ft was England that started the series of European revolut10ns I~ th~ seven-
. h d t fight two wars one against 1t own 

teenth century; in the next century it a O 
' ·a1 d h F h 

colonies, and the other against France - and both thos_e colon~ s an t e renc 
based themselves on principles of the Gloriou Re~olut!On. In JUSt theh am~ :ar' 
America and France, the revolutionaries of the e1ghteent~ century' ave a. m 
the past thirty years to fight their own newly-fledged pupil and young ter ' for 
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all conflicts in Asia and other colonial areas are an echo of the American Revolu
tion, and nationalism and communism both have their origins in the French 
Revolution, which was a radical interpretation of the principles of self
determination and equality. The United States must understand that it ended its 
revolution four generations ago. It cannot be the leader of the conservatives in the 
world and at the same time flirt with atavistic revolutionary notions. 

American people are the most peace-loving in the world . They can be prepared 
to wage war only by the most intensive propaganda. But during a war feelings of 
hatred go deep, and attain a fever pitch towards the end of the war and beyond, 

with the most ominous consequences. 
Far-sighted statesmen should understand by the middle of a war that the enemy 

they are fighting today should become the ally of tomorrow. If that is so, then 
obviously the stronger antagonist will defeat the other, but should avoid 
humiliating him. The demand of unconditional surrender is the most humiliating 

of all, and makes the victor completely responsible for the future consequences. 
Grant's attitude at Appomatox should never be cited as an example worthy of 
emulation. How different the twenty post-Civil War years might have been, if a 

freedom based on fraternal negotiations had been achieved. 
The last phase of a war, and the immediately following months are the decisive 

point when an alliance with an enemy could become a possibility. That alliance 
should be concluded at a time when the defeated country would regard it as a gift, 
and not a necessity for the victor. The end of hostilities coupled with an alliance 

eliminates all hatred, and forges a lasting friendship between victor and defeated. 
No other country had a better opportunity to accomplish that than America, for 

it neither coveted territory nor had any other demands on Germany and Japan -
and no other country failed in this context with such consistent regularity. 

The Americans treat individual citizens of the former enemy countries without 
distrust - in utter contrast to their official hostility towards governments in 

those countries. The American authorities willingly grant the citizens of occupied 
countries the right of self-determination as soon as possible, without fear of 
opposition or revenge. When a prize fighter is knocked out, that is usually the 
end of it; but people go on forever, and the first reaction of a defeated people, as 
soon as it has got its strength back, is to demand revenge. A particularly dan
gerous aspect of the right of self-determination is the tendency to unify in one 
country all people who speak the same language. Every newly-unified country is 
aggressive. 

The victorious country in our days has only the choice of two options: an 
alliance or some kind of annexation. To grant self-determination means a com
plete lack of imagination. Would America have maintained its China policy of the 

past thirty years if it had known the result? Who can guarantee that a country 
will not suddenly switch sides? Who can predict what direction even the policy of 
a united Europe might take in the next ten years? 

Both world wars were decisively won by America - yet today America is in a 
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critical situation caused by both countries, Russia and China, that it rescued a few 
years ago from deadly danger. How could that happen? 

Democratic principles, self-determination and generosity are not enough to 
establish an enduring peace. 

Everything America has done since 1917 has been unrealistic: entering the war 
without clearly established war aims; the destruction of the Austrian Empire, and 
thus the entire balance of power in Europe; driving the Japanese out of 
Vladivostok; the policy of the 1930s against Japan, which deprived her of any 
possible expansion; handing over Warsaw, Bucharest, Budapest and for all prac
tical purposes Berlin, Prague and Vienna as well as Manchuria to the Russians; 
undermining European colonial empires without the slightest knowledge of how 
Asian people would react. And even more unrealistic were American expectations 
and hopes that rested on international organisations and the principle of self

determination in international affairs generally. 
The result of this policy is that America now confronts the same task as Great 

Britain when Wellington advanced from Portuguese territory to reconquer 
Europe. America is now in the same position as England in ~~poleon's time: it 
has only a small land base in Europe. It has only one strong political asset: the men 
who rule Russia may be able to unleash revolution, but they have not the power 
to end it. Their divisive policy of unlimited expansionism can be America's secret 

ally; Russia's policy is also unrealistic. But that is insuffici~nt com~ort. 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, great Amencans pnded them elves 

that their country was free of compulsory military set:'~ce, taxe~ and debts. The _e 
three freedoms have now vanished; American political, soetal and economic 
security, once unique, is endangered - and even decisions on matters of war and 

peace are no longer exclusively in American hands. . 
Thus when we finish surveying the consequences of 34 years of Amenca~ 

intervention in world politics, may we not fully understand that t~e~e are Amen
cans who find it might have been preferable to remain in the position of honest 

broker rather than actor on the world stage? 

To America on the Coming of a New Depression 

(4 November 1954) 

From a letter to former Pre ident Herbert Hoover 

. . A . d seems to me at lea t as dangerou a 
The economic ituat1on m menca to ay . f f h 

M American frienJ remind me all too o ten o t e 
twenty-five years ago. Y l . . . l 929 the New York big banks 
difference I know it from persona expenence. in . . 
paid my bank 19% for call money, and today they pay practically nothing. But 

this difference does not mean much. 
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The real cause of the crash of 1930 was the difference between agricultural and 

industrial prices . Today we have the disparity between peace and war production 

in addition to that. 
Nobody dares to apply the brakes: the Federal Reserve System was established 

at the time to disconnect the creation of money from the national debt. And what 

has happened since? 
If the present boom continues, ther~ is grave danger for the stability of money 

values. Can the free world afford that m the present political situation? 

A dangerous slogan is sweeping Europe: 'Buy American shares, because there 
is imminen• danger in America of a decline in the dollar.' 

Appendix B 

Do Depressions belong to the Past? 
Lecture given at Harvard University, April 1956 

In the summer of 1954 the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung raised the question 

whether another crisis like that of 1930 could recur, and appeared to deny that it 
could. At the time I sent a private letter to one of the editors of the newspaper in 
which I took the opposite view. The publication of that letter caused a flood of 

opposition. I refused the many offers I received to discuss the issue in public, 
because I was urgently requested by official quarters to maintain silence so as not 

to shake public confidence. Three decades previously I refused to listen to such 
warnings . This time I wanted to be more cautious, and follow the advice of the 
Prince de Ligne, who was considered the wisest man of the eighteenth century: he 

said that he who sees a crisis coming does well to be silent. 
My change in attitude cannot be attributed to my being older, nor to 

increasing cowardice; and also not to the fact that I had well learned the cost of 
frankness : out of 100 people, one makes enemies of 80 with warnings of a crash 
- people whose interests or peace are disturbed; and the other 20 usually bec~me 
enemies if one has been right. But I did want to take account of the very senous 

political situation abroad, and stayed silent, to the disappointment of many. 
Then in December 1955 the New York Times published prominently a state

ment by Sumner Slichter in which he said: 'The days when this. cou~try can 
experience anything worse than moderate or possibly mild depression.s are gone 

forever.' I myself had not read the article, bu~ was. mad~ aw.are of it from all 
quarters, sometimes in a questioning and sometimes m an 1ro~ic ton.e. I fe~t that 
some sort of answer was required to a statement that had so wide a circulation. 

Whatever consequences a warning of a era h may have, they seem to me less 

significant than the appalling danger of a fal e sense o~ security· I hav~ therefo.re 

decided to set all agreements aside, and her~ at the ?mnacle of A~encan sooal 

science to deal with the question: are depres ions a thmg of the past. 

1. As you know, this question is not a new one. At the turn ~f t~e ce~tury • when 

I was seventeen years old, members of the seminar in economics 10 Vienna ar~ed 
the same question; several of my then colleagues - Schumpet~r, Mi~, 
Lederer - later taught in America. At that time the F~ench econom~st Ju~lar s 
theory of regular fluctuation in the busine cycle .dom~nated th.eoreucal ~iscu -
sions. Do not fear that I shall bore you with an~1quanan rubbish. Permit me, 

however' a ~oment of memory that may perhap ;~:rte~; ::h of 1873 with its 
At that time, around 1900, people lookeo ba~ . . fri htful and 

market collapse and complete paralysis of economic life a ome:mg ged 

unique; and many asserted that such a catast~op~e ,,:uld ~ev~e b::a~im·es that 
2. The crash of 1873 put an end to the Gnmwc,;a re ' t 

293 
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Napoleon III inaugurated. In a pamphlet published in 1847, the future Emperor 

proclaimed four slogans: the elimination of poverty; the sovereignty of the 
masses; the replacement of the liberal programme by a new social programme 

based on what the state was to provide its citizens; and finally the financing of all 
that by incurring debt, for government debt is not deemed a debit but something 
for the asset side of the economic balance-sheet. I believe we have recently heard 

similar views as if they were something new. Joly's critique of the time may strike 

us as even more contemporary. He said that Napoleon was building his personal 
tyranny on the basis of an economic boom composed of three factors: preparations 

for war, grandiose public works projects and full employment. Catchwords for 
the biggest crash of the nineteenth century! And old memories that have a 
surprisingly new sound. 
3. The slogans of the last years of the 1920s also sound as if they had been written 
today. I shall quote verbatim from the voices of that time: 'The Stock Exchange is 
merely reflecting technological progress in all spheres. Poverty will disappear. 
The Republican victory means four more years of prosperity. The only require
ment is that consumption be broadened: one automobile per household is insuffi
cient, two should be the goal. Surplus income should be invested in shares, and 

these should never be sold. To give neophytes a chance to inve~t, investment 
trusts should be created (in very short order, no fewer than 500 were established). 

In order to give opportunities for the middle class to speculate, shares should be 
split frequently. In order to increase consumption as much as possible, hire 
purchase trade should be expanded indefinitely.' 

Frederick Allen described the period in a humorous vein shortly after it ended: 
'The American visioned an America set free from poverty and toil. He saw a 

m~gical orde~ built on the new science and the new prosperity, airplanes dark
emng. the s~ies - and smartly dressed men and women, spending, spending, 
spend.mg with money they had won by being farsighted enough to foresee, way 
back m 1929, what was going to happen. The everlastingly reiterated phrase of 
the day was ''Conditions are fundamentally sound.'' ' 

And some of you will remember the prediction of the Harvard Economic 
Soci.ety of 29.0ctober 1929: 'We believe that the slump in stock prices will prove 
an m~ermediate movement and not a precursor of a business depression. If 
recession should threaten serious consequences for business (as it is indicated at 
present), there is little doubt that the Reserve system would take steps to check 
the movement.' 

T.hat all sounds so much like today - just in the past few months, I have 
received from no fewer than fifteen brokers the unsolicited assurance that 'the 
situation is sound.' Ju~t as in the 1920s, industry and labour leaders proclaim the 
same gos?el; they consider the upward movement somehow their personal success. 
4. Just hke a quarter. ce.n~ury ~go, agriculture is not participating in prosperity. 
When .1 expressed mis.givmgs '.n 1928 to the Verein fur Sozialpolitik in Zurich, 
they reJected my warnmgs, saymg that the cost of living index had not risen. But 
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now the gap between agricultural and industrial development gets larger - on 
both sides of the Iron Curtain. Moreover, we now have the difference between 
peacetime and war industry - 1930 was a time of relative external calm, while 
today it is the war budgets of both Washington and Moscow that give the 
business cycle its dynamism. 
5. Demand is by definition unlimited when it comes to war materiel; 
amortisation is short-term, and weapons are replaced as soon as one or another 
side discovers a better system. Often such weapons become obsolete between the 
time of procurement and actual delivery. Research and development are 
nonetheless pursued avidly regardless of cost. In the weapons sector there are 
more innovations in a few years than used to take place over the course of decades; 
there are no economic constraints on this growth. Official statistics consider these 
weapons capital goods, but that is incorrect: they should be carried on the 
national books as liabilities, for that is what they are in relation to the overall 

economy. . . 
Let me cite the radical example of aviation. Part of the American a1rcraft 

industry works exclusively for defence purposes, and the re~t of the in?ustry 
between 80% and 95% for those purposes. Aircraft production comparnes are 
therefore the chief beneficiaries of the boom, but airlines are much further down 

in the queue. . 
6. The civilian sector shares the hectic pace that charactenses the defen~e 
industry: a few weeks ago, all the transatlantic airli.nes ordered a n~w model air 
transport, at enormous prices, that does n?t yet exist and ,w_ho e nsks are com
pletely untested. It is astonishing bow easily people are wilhng to assume ~he e 
risks. Since air passengers even now - at least on the ~outes. from Pans or 
London to New y ark - lose not one hour of business tlril.e, smce the! leave 

Europe in the evening and arrive in America in the ea~ly mormn~, shorternn~ ~be 
travel period at such enormous cost makes no economic ~ense. Wi~h o~r i:nama or 
setting records, such pressures require all airlines to wnte off their existmg fleets 

long before they need to. . . it 
7 When higher military expenditure 1s required because of enemy pressu~e.ill 
should be an elementary economic rule that other expenditure must be drastic (

curtailed. But the direct opposite is taking place. Governmentsh attempt to ac;e 
erate the pace of development in all important ectors 0f t e econ~mhy. . or 

t guarantee ror veterans ousmg 
example there are the enormous sums spen on d' t h ly built houses 
which do not appear in the budget - long-term ere its or c eap anted 
with mortgages for practically the entire value, of thd~ propeth~:~· atnfthat i 

l . . . f the homeowner s ere itwor i . 
without any rea mvestigatton ° ff-bud et uarantees, I am convinced it 

only one of ma~y cases. If hou ~d all.~~~:arly re:Ch fhe total of the national debt. 
is no exaggeration to say t a~ t ? t· thi artificial stimulation of a peacetime 

There are two dangers t at ur m the financial advantage America ha 
h h bsidie and guarantees: uld 

economy t roug su. . . . . h' . and if an arm limitation agreement ho 
compared with RuSSta i dimims mg, 
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be concluded, it will not be ea y to cut back defence industrie and integrate excess 

capacity into a peacetime economy. 
8. The policy of cheap money is more dangerous for the general economic 

situation than the growth of subsidies and guarantees . Low interest rates drive 

share prices and property prices upward . In 1955 share prices in New York rose 

by an average of 25 % , and mortgages were between 3 % and 4 % . Property 

speculators were not ashamed to press for even lower rates; they demanded cheap 
credit as their right. 

9. How did the money market grow so fast? It was fed primarily by that part of 

the Second World War national debt that was short-term. Today, ten years after 
the end of the war, that debt still has not been redeemed, and the attempt to 

consolidate even 1 % of it into longer-term bonds was a failure. This debt lives on 

as Treasury Bills, a euphemism for bills that are automatically rolled over; their 

ultimate redemption can only take place if there is a very sharp reduction in the 
value of money. 

10. Who today recalls the period when the Federal Reserve System was created? 

Banknotes were issued at the time by individual state banks on the basis of public 
debt (not of t!1e Federal Government) and the Government wanted for good 
reasons to base the money issue on trade bills. Now we see that the same debt that 

was then outlawed as the basis of money issue has become the very foundation of 
the issuing system, but one hundred times the volume of 1910, and even with a 

theoretical justification for such issue. Like the Dutchman Pinto in the eighteenth 

century and Napoleon III in the nineteenth, many newly prominent economists 
see the national debt as somehow on the asset side of the balance sheet. 

In addition to these Treasury bills, whose interest rates fluctuate between 
11/2 % and 21/2 % , and which are really interest-bearing notes, we have a tremen

~ous volume of commercial paper: industrial acceptances of individual companies 

in the a°:ount of several billions. This form of financing has always been regarded 
as exceptionally dangerous, because commercial paper has only the appearance but 

not the tr~e nat~re ~~ a :rade bill: commercial paper is really cheap creation of 
money, without Justification. We thus have a money market of a quite different 
character fr.om heretofore: vastly extended, and built on debt. It is like skyscrapers 
that are built on swampy ground. That is a very serious simile, and please believe 
that I do not make it lightly. 

Hans Freyer came to a remarkable conclusion in his theory of current geology: 
the world'.s surface has changed more in the past thirty years than in millions of 
years p~eviously. I do not wish to claim as much for the economy. But after 
presenting an analogy to the last depression, I must devote some attention to the 
shape of things to come, which appears scarcely to have reached the consciousness 
of most of our contemporaries. 

11. ~hose directly benefitting from boom times have always been a large group: 
they include entrepreneurs, labour unions, a large part of the mercantile class and 
above all debtors of all kinds. 
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Here we find a paradox: one might assume that the volume of debt grows in a 

depression and declines in times of good business. But in reality the opposite is 
true, since the more overheated the economy the greater the gap between profit 
expectations and interest rates. People who owe money - margin traders, prop

erty speculators, instalment buyers - form an enormous group directly inter

ested in debasing the currency. 
It was the government that used to oppose such groups - in England, from a 

centuries-long tradition of solid money that was to benefit all classes. On the same 
sound-money side were those who had large or medium-sized fortunes, in addi

tion to savings, insurance and pension funds. Also belonging to this group were 

the independent middle classes and the farmers. 
With the exception of the last two groups, all others have leapt into the ranks 

of the inflationists, and particularly is this true of governments. 
The power that now dominates the world, the United States, has n~ver - in 

contrast to England - had any tradition of sound money. Odd as it sounds, 

debtors since the eighteenth century have always been a majority in America, and 
they are more so now than ever. However, the Federal Gove.rnment, which. till 
the beginning of this century was relatively unburdened with debt, has since 

taken on a national debt of such gigantic proportions that it must share the 
interests of all debtors. Here and there one hears official assertions to the contrary; 

but they are only well-meaning paper threats, and the reality is .quite. different. 
Thus the currency has lost its real support. Chicanery and inflation have lost 

their negative connotations and become respectable. And a larg~ part of the 
fraternity of economists have twisted their theory to conform with ~hat ~ew 
respectability. Even those who possess large fortune are on the side of mflauon, 

and that is a result of tax legislation. . 
The Federal income tax leaves a person whose income i $100,000 with only 

$25,000; and of every further $100,000 he get ' he i able to keep only ~Bed~· 
Therefore, investment capital can only come from ~ro~~ re erves. retam ! 
corporations and investment institutions; while the 1.ndiv'.dual capital-o~ner 1e 

practically forced to look to gains on securitie transaction if he wan~;: m~ea f 
his income or fortune. If that source drie up, he can retain only a sm acuon o 

his income to live on, and that i all. h 
12 Thus in addition to the rigidity imparted to the economy :J t de wage 

f 
. ·s well known can only be increa ed, never r uce - we 

actor - wages a i ' · ll h 
have another th~ need for gains on securitie tran actions. They a~e pra.cttca y ~a: 

.. ' l f. d' 'dual capitalism. In half a generation. mcome 
sole remaining e ement o m ivi . . 
has been developed practicallf .to the pomt of confi cauo~~rs all are intere ted in 

Government individual citizens, entrepreneur ' :or . bey them 
, f . fl . d arliament ancr government o . 

the continuation o m atwn; an ff Pd . b t that i not enough· it mu t 
. d rd O epres 100 , u ' 

Government i sup~? e to wa m Then that too i not enough - it mu t 
also assure the stab1hty of the econoN Y· h ga·in· government mu t make 

f ll l nt ot enoug a · also guarantee u emp oyme · 
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eternal prosperity for everyone. It mu t do it , it can do it, therefore it will 

do it. 
Those are the catchwords of our time. There is not much difference now 

between East and We t in their belief in the omnipotence and omniscience of the 
state. But if we strip it of window-dressing, what the programme comes down to 

is assuring the tability of the economy by constant downgrading of the currency. 
And since depression is taboo, inflation has become the great fashion of the day. 

13. It is usual to reproach the men of 1930 because they failed to deal with the 

crash by tinkering with the money supply. Now we know much better how to 

manage these things: we just overcome all dangers by injecting a little inflation 

into the economy. We claim that people in those days were just a bit timid about 
inflation, and did not know quite how much of it was helpful. 

I have no reason to defend the men who ran world governments at that time; 
but the reproach heard against those men of 1930 is as unjustifiable as, unfortu
nately, the confidence that present-day statesmen enjoy. 

On the European continent we know the price of inflation all too well. 

Inflation l:d to Bolshevism in Russia, and Lenin prided himself on asserting that 

Commum m P..O longer had to wage war: inflation alone could do the destructive 

work. quite adequ~tely . Inflation destroyed the middle classes in three great 

~ont'.nental countnes, and that is still fresh in all our memories. You can present 
mflat1on as a panacea to Britons and Americans who believe the experiences of 

other~ do not apply. to them; but you cannot fool people who have personally 

exp:nenced ,the .dub1~us blessings of permanent money debasement. They reject 

the re~edy of mflation .n~t becau.se they are :gnora~t, but precisely because they 
know it so well. That this contagious plague , as Mirabeau once called it, should 

have overwhelm:d t~e one country of all our hopes is one of the most painful 
elements of the s1tuat1on we are living through. 

14. Many Americans will, of course, object to the foregoing. 

(a) Some deny. the fact of inflation by referring to the stability of food prices. The 

sa~e was true m 1~28. Agric~lture in most areas cannot imitate the rapid growth 
of mdustry, espeCially war mdustry. That is so not merely for the obvious 

tech.nol.ogical reasons, b~t also for another reason that may at first appear para
doxical. de~and for agncultural products is limited by the purchasing power of 

the populatio~, but. ~he demand for war materiel is by definition infinite. 
One den:iand. 1s cond1t1oned by economic factors, the other not. And so for the 
second time 10 the same generation, farmers on either side of the Iron Curtain 
have b~come victims of the business cycle; that is a development tending toward 
depression, not strength. 

Capital ~oods are of infinitely greater importance than goods for consumption; 
and for this category of goods p · h · · d'bl · . , nces ave nsen mere 1 y and m a very short 
time. That by the way is true th h h w · · . . • , roug out t e estern countnes. Typical 
mamfestat1ons of a boom economy - high prices a d 1· ·11 . c l . n poor qua 1ty - w1 per-
1st ror a ong time. 
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( b) Another objection to the fact of inflation will be made by those who argue the 
proportional rise in actual production of goods . But people also include war 
materiel in that category of total production; and war products are not 
goods in our sense. Furthermore, the essential thing is not physical production of 
goods but whether they can be sold - an entirely different notion. But even if, 

for the sake of understanding my argument more easily, we assume growth in 
production, we must compare it with the rise in share prices in order to measure 

inflation. 
American production rose some 7% in 1955, after we deduct defence-related 

production of about 51/2 % . In the same period the level of shares quoted on the 
New York Stock Exchange - without preferred shares - rose no less than 
24 % . Such a rise cannot be explained solely by reference to transfers from the 
money market to share investments, or switching from bonds to common stocks. 
It is here, at the most delicate point in the economy, that the traces of inflation are 

unmistakable. 
(c) Two further groups concede the fact of inflation, but consider it either not 
dangerous or indeed useful. Some say America with its dominant world position 

can afford inflation; others say that the Government can monitor inflation with a 

range of sophisticated techniques at its disposal. 
Inflation in other countries, they maintain, means a creeping loss of currency to 

other countries; but for America that is out of the question. With what other 
country could America possibly have a disadvantageous balance of payments? 
There was once a deficit in payments with Canada, but that was temporary and 

never very high, and subsequently disappeared. In Swi~zerland, the only country 
with which the United States could suffer a negative trade balance, export 

interests would make quite sure such a development could n?t occur. T?ey argue 
moreover that the entire West will be drawn along by Amencan boom u~e ; and 
in any event that gold no longer determines the value of the dol~ar, but vice ver. a. 

Then the others say that the American Government can mtervene at wtl~. 
pumping in liquidity when a recession threatens: it can either put on the brakes 1f 
the boom threatens to run away, or prevent any downward lide. The weaponfor 

this is the discount rate, to be maintained at easy-money levels, . ay between 1
1
1

2 % 
and 2¥4 % . The same people say how splendid a contrast this affords to tho e 

'dark ages', 1929 or 1907, when the rate for call m?n~y was 20% or even 100%. 
Above all however, this group believes that It 1s government that ca~ o 

influence th; economy through wage ri e , subsidies and ?uara.ntee of all kmd 

that nobody need suffer any adverse consequences from 1.nflat.10n.~f t~at we~e 

h er nobody need start an inflation! Inflat1on I e ecuve a it 
true, owev , 
ex ro riates large or small group within the economy. . . . ed ~ni the future can tell us if the balance of payment po it1on of the Umt 

S 
~ k- I'd· it political leadership implie that the balance of ~ayment 

tates 1s roe o 1 , l t to have nouced that 
cannot be strong enough. And peop e appeh ar n~ h 1 40°/c f America• 
Switzerland, Holland and Wet Germany toget er, wit on y o o 
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population, have a much gold as the United States - if we deduct foreign 
holdings. 
(d) The largest group i the fifth, whom we might call the real.i ~ . They. agree 
that inflation exists, but do not trouble themselves over whether 1t 1 a blessing or 
a plague - they imply consider it unavoidable. It it ea y, and politically popular, 
to start an inflation, but very unpopular and hard to lam on the brakes when it 
has taken hold. In former days one could rely on Republicans to hold down 
inflation, but now both parties continue thi easy-money policy. Inflation will 
take the same course in America as everywhere else; only becau e of America's 
underlying strength, it will take longer: that is why people of seventy see the 
period as lasting ten years, people of sixty, twenty year , and people of fifty some 
thirty years. None wants to be around to witness the bitter end. 

This fifth group is guided by the idea that the solution i to liquidate cash and 
bonds; and to inve t the proceeds in industrial enterprises and shares. They assume 
high burdens of debt to make these purchases, in the confident assumption of 
repayment in devalued currency. In short, they merely follow the old usage of 
Vienna, Berlin and Paris. 

For those who look forward to the continuing erosion of the currency, no 
share price is too high. The people of this group not only contribute to the 
artificial stimulation of prices, but to the rapid increase in share turnover and the 
velocity of money supply: they are literally afraid of money: as soon as some comes 
their way, they hastily invest it. Money that a debtor himself lends has the fastest 
velocity of all, as everyone knows. 

This group does not often express its opinions, but it is very widespread; and 
up till now it has had the greatest successes. Great fortunes have been made in a 
very short time, and that has increased the numbers of people interested in the 
success of inflation. People of this persuasion have one powerful argument in their 
favour: as long as large sections of the population wallow in inflation and benefit 
from it, it takes great courage to lead them out of their illusion into reality. 
Governments - the American and most others - seldom have that courage. 
15. Three and a half decades ago, I had a sharp controversy with several European 
governments because I advocated an immediate adoption of strict financial mea
sures to control inflation. Arguments that were made against my view were 
unsound; the true reason for opposition was that such measures would have to be 
carried out by the governments of the day, but they would not have survived to 
reap the benefits. In an election year, no government was going to undergo the 
risks. 

Very few governments of themselves admit the true situation; but they drag in 
the spectre of Communism to avoid any effort at putting on the brakes. Even in 
the great depression, I said that that alleged danger was nonsense; and subse
quently Bolshevism has lost its appeal, since it has amply proved its inability to 
solve any problems Who in America could seriously advocate Communism, and 
sharing the fate of the Asian and African masses? 
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16. Why then, ask the optimists, should one bring ?n a depression pr~is~ly out 
of fear of a depression? ls not inflation preferable, since we now have tt m such 
delicately calibrated dosages that we only feel its good ef~ects? And may not 
America continue inflation until 1970, a Professor Baudoum, or most recently 

• • i> 
Professor Slichter main tam. 

Such policie have the merit of popularity; he who goes against the feel!ngs of 

h b d Up a martyr and nowhere is there less appetite for t e treet mo en ' h b 
mart rdom than in America. So why not let things go on as they . ave. een, 
beca:se after all most people feel pretty good about it? Most p_e~ple believe m any 

t that the political situation will continue more or less as tt ts: we s~all ~o o~ 
~:~:finitely arming for a war that will never c?me, and ther~fore the s1tuat1on ts 
much more secure than at anytime previously m a boom penod. That appears to 

be the public. o~inionl of oudr day. hen a boom is caused by political instead 
B I k is it real y so a vantageous w h 

f ut as . , f ctors i> Can we really predict outcomes more easily when t ey are 
o economic a . . f few individuals whom nobody really knows? 
dependent ~n the wh~ms o d a n the fate of the Russian Revolution. No possibility 

The c.-,mmg years epen ° b d r anythi·ng whether it require 
d d b h West must e rea y ror • 

can be exclu e ; ut t e . d d It is surely not good that the market 
1. . . eements or m ee a war. If 

arms 1m1tat1on agr . 'bT f al arms-reduction agreements. 
has the jitters every time there lS a poSSl ltr O re 'th its avoidance of both cash 
war should come, the speculator's ~~re\::tTn·a:~n: having an inflation before a 
and bonds, makes for .the worst boss1 ful wartime weapon, merely in order 
conflict means throwing away t e most use 

to win some election. . . . hard especially for a democracy. 
. fl . · asy· stoppmg 1t 1s , Inti, ,Jucing in at1on is e • . . . 'bl only in ca e of extreme 

b h h r inflation ts perm1ss1 e 
One may argue a out w et e . . t duced at so untimely a eason a 
need; but surely we have hardly ever seen it m ro 

the present. . l . rtant in warfare than modern weapcn 
But since sound currency ts no ess tmpo . ly let the dollar slide: it mu t 

. G ent cannot s1mp l . 
systems, the American over~~ d wider circle within the popu at1on. 

r · t has mrecte even · · · the intervene berore m1strus . . ·11 have to pay since mamtammg 
' h h. h the pnce 1t w1 . d 

The later it does so, t e ig er . And I fear it will be a high pnce even to ay. 
value of a currency costs somethm~ll. k . . a depres ion unavoidable? Under 

1 · Wt as me. 1 h . l" And now in cone us1on you d e ion is innate in t e capita t t 
. y I Not because epr d" · . h t 

the present circumsta~ces. es. uld be avoided, under one con it1on. t a 
system, as the Marxist h ~a~. It ;~he electorate and find the courage to ~tk up 
governments renounce t etr earho t That doe not seem to me po i e any 

. . d carry t em ou . for their conv1cuons an d 
· f the present ay · 

more in the democracies o f the employer and the greed 
the arrogance o bl" 

(a) With every inflationary wave, h l be wept along without trou mg 
b th let t em e ve 

of labour leaders grows; 0 

over the final reckoning. 
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(b) Governments are merely the obedient servants of the inflation-mongers, and 

at . each ~pwa~d notch ~ere!~ cluck with alarm, like nannies who say to the 
children m their charge: All nght,just once more but that's an end to it!' 
(c) The dangers in the situation are heightened by ungrounded fears of Com
munism, an~ any attempts to cool inflation are systematically sabotaged. 
(d) The universal demand for full employment has been raised to the status of 
economic theory. That is the case everywhere, not just in America; but America 
leads the West. 

If nothing stan~s in the way of our contemporaries' leap into the abyss, we 
must at least be quite clear about who is responsible for the coming catastrophe. If 
the man in the street lacks insight, then those w ho should give him guidance lack 
courage. 
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